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Traditional Ownership of the Awabakal Language
The Arwarbukarl Cultural Resource Association Inc., does not claim ―ownership‖ of the
Awabakal language itself. The Awabakal language belongs to the traditional Awabakal
people and any of its descendents. The Awabakal language also belongs to Awabakal country,
and in the understanding of Arwarbukarl Cultural Resource Association, it is the Aboriginal
language that is most apt and appropriate to be spoken within the boundaries of traditional
Awabakal country.
We at the Arwarbukarl Cultural Resource Association, ask you all to honour this language,
and, should you study it, that you use it in a respectful manner and that you do not exploit the
language—its words, phrases, sentences, grammar or idioms—for the purposes of a
commercial gimmick alone. We ask any of you, who may wish to name any object, place or
organisation including amateur groups such as sporting, theatre or other community groups
and non-profit organisational events such as charity drives and whatever else, that you
observe protocols and first contact the Arwarbukarl Cultural Resource Association for advice
on whether it is fitting do so, and also to ensure that the Awabakal expression desired is the
most grammatically, lexically and idiomatically apt expression insofar as can be reasonably
determined at the time of the proposed naming.
The Arwarbukarl Cultural Resource Association invites all Aboriginal people living in
Awabakal country to become familiar with and attempt to learn or at least use some fragments
of the Awabakal language to preserve its unique culture and reanimate its rhythm and melody
to ring through Awabakal country (Parai Awabakalkoba) once again.
It may interest the reader to explain why the language, its people and culture is written
‗Awabakal‘ but the organisation spells the word ‗Arwarbukarl‘. The spelling in the corporate
name derives from an early attempt to standardise a spelling system for the language, which
was subsequently superseded by the one used herein. Nonetheless, it seemed appropriate to
distinguish the name for the language, its people and culture and the corporate name for the
organisation.
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Note on Conventions Used
The occurrence of bold type represents words, parts of words and orthographic segments
written in the officially adopted orthography for the written expression of the community
language of Awabakal.
Single inverted commas are used for the device of mention. For example, ‗father‘ indicates
that the superficial appearance of the letter/word/phrase is being represented to stand only as a
particular sequence of letters (or their sound) which is to be given a specific definition, or for
any other reason that a particular form may occur without having a meaning of its own in a
sentence: e.g., the form ‗o‘ indicates that letter as part of the roman alphabet; ‗wutara‘ beside
‗wotara‘ if it is being considered which way a word ought to be spelled vis-à-vis phonetic
representation or official orthography.
Quotation marks: e.g., ―grammatical subject‖. These marks are used (i) to enclose a direct
quotation (in which case the reference is given immediately following); (ii) they represent socalled caution quotes, meaning that the term is either suspicious in some way (typically in
meaning relevant to a context) or that the term is not to be taken literally. For instance, if a
modal auxiliary such as ‗should‘ occurs in caution quotes (i.e., ―should‖) then the implication
is made that the modal force of the word is put into question within the given context in
which is occurs. Thirdly, the double quotation marks surround an English word having the
same (or closely related) designation as an Awabakal word: this is because such a word is
being used not mentioned.
Italics are used for non-Awabakal non-English terms (i.e., e.g., vis-à-vis, de re, etc.), and for
the titles of monographs; they are used for certain instances of special emphasis, or to
introduce a technical term; it is also used for certain phrases or clauses that are independent of
the sentence in which they occur, such as the presentation of a kind of motto.
It is hoped that context will clarify the occurrences of single and double enclosures and
italics.
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1 Introduction
The Aboriginal language designated Awabakal is a dialect range of a larger language group
that extends to include the Gadhang/Kattang group, and extends southwards along the coastal
strip ending at the northern shores of Botany Bay, and extending some 100 km inland. Fraser
(1892) named this group the ‗Kurringgai‘ group; Lissarrague (2006) designates an HRLM
(Hunter River & Lake Macquarie), indicating a dialect spectrum perhaps slightly smaller in
scope to that which Fraser suggests (though she has taken the Sydney Dharug language into
account), but somewhat larger than the surmised distribution of Awabakal. See Map 1 (page
261), for the general location. According to Percy Haslam, the Awabakal people lived around
Lake Macquarie and the Hunter River, and extended until their neighbours‘ territories began,
which according to Haslam were as follows: the Wonarua extended from Wollombi up to
Muswellbrook; around Raymond Terrace lived a people Haslam called Ngwarakal 1; starting
from Maitland and to the west ranged the Biripai; the Worimi ranged from Gloucester to
Taree; at Dungog out to Paterson lived the Gringgai (Haslam : 1986). As for the southward
littoral, it seems that Awabakal territory is bounded by the Wyong River and the northern half
of Lake Munmorah to the coast. These are only tentative and approximate boundaries, and
there remain different opinions about these matters.
This document constitutes a treatise on the reconstruction of the grammar of the language
known as Awabakal. In most places, it is like any descriptive grammar developed for a
language, laying out the detectable patterns of phonology, morphology and syntax. But one
fact that keeps this project somewhat distinct from many others is that the corpus of data
comprises a set of sentential ―illustrations‖ compiled by the Reverend Lancelot Edward
Threlkeld; one set was published in 1827 and another in 1834.2 There is no other source with
equal authority vis-à-vis sentence structures and the like that is not itself supervenient on the
work of Threlkeld. Threlkeld published another work in 1850, but by this time he had
developed a ―phono-semantic theory‖ (see below), and was more focussed on his translation
of the Gospel According to St Luke, and ―illustrations‖ therein are either excerpts from the
translation or present his own ruminations on modes of expression.
His two works upon which the bulk of this document is based, Threlkeld (1827 & 1834), are
what, in combination, is referred to in this document as the corpus of data. But, truth be told,
they are less than that. In the first place, Threlkeld lived and worked at a time before the
current science of linguistics had emerged. He was a scholarly man, and kept correspondence
with several people overseas who worked on non-European languages: e.g., Horatio Hale of
the USA. However, in those days it is more accurate to speak of philology and of the
investigators as philologers than to call them linguists. For his part, Threlkeld appears to have
some knowledge of Latin, Greek and the biblical languages of Hebrew and Aramaic, and via
his correspondences accrued knowledge, e.g., of Delaware, an Amerind language; in addition,
owing to his prior mission to Raiatea (a south Pacific island), and also through certain
correspondences, he kept himself up to date with characteristics of studies in Polynesian
languages.
However, in Threlkeld‘s times, there had not yet emerged the truly pioneering work that led
eventually to linguistic science, beginning perhaps with the remarkable work on Choctaw by
Franz Boas, and the publication of his seminal work Handbook of American Indian
Languages in 1911, which is in my view the first fine work in linguistics although de
Saussure‘s posthumous Cours de linguistique générale (1916) is perhaps more generally wellregarded. The latter is steeped in the philosophical idealism of the continent, following the
traditions of Leibniz, Kant and Hegel. I am myself an advocate of Benjamin Lee Whorf
1
2

This is as near as I am able to decode the word from an audio tape (Haslam: 1986).

In addition to these published works, there exists some manuscript samples, cited herein as Threlkeld
(1984) based on the date of compilation by the Mitchell Library.
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(following Sapir and Boas), and cannot acquiesce in, for instance, Chomsky‘s school of
thought. Chomsky‘s outlook entails—whether various adherents are aware of it or not—the
espousal of either a rationalist, Platonist or an idealist metaphysics and epistemology: my
conviction lies with philosophical naturalism.
At any rate, Threlkeld did the best he could, and, luckily for us today, he seems to have had a
perspicacious, albeit fallible, intuition. Clearly, he had no modern method. His collection of
―illustrations‖ are not recorded in situ, nor are they all collected from native speakers, for
many are quite clearly of his own composition. An even those evidently collected would have
been written down from recollection. In the first place, apart from the obvious fact that he had
no sound-recording equipment, he had neither ball-point pen, fountain pen or pencil: silverpoint did exist but would have been rare in the colony, and all of his manuscripts are written
with quill and ink. Consider the difficulties. One needs a flat, stable surface upon which to
place one‘s paper and pot of ink, a jar of chalk powder to absorb undried ink, and a pen-knife
for occasional trimming of the quill-tip. This all requires preparation and a ready work-space.
It seems then quite clear that Threlkeld, after a day or some number of days of having been in
the environment of the language and its speakers, would, when his missionary chores afforded
the time, have retired to his study and set upon the task of jotting down various modes of
expression to the best of his comprehension and recollection. The ―corpus of data‖, then, quite
obviously is impure, and technically anecdotal. Nonetheless, his corpus is the nearest we have
to an ―ultimate source‖, and, as mentioned, we are fortunate that he was a man of certain
talent in the field.
In the most problematic area, viz. phonetic analysis/reconstruction, both the relative paucity of
data, and the potentially (probably) corrupt manner of its recording, recommend a pragmatic
approach. Let me call this the Principle of Utility.
The Principle of Utility
No claim is put forward herein of ―true‖ phonological description, but only as good a
description as is consistent with the corpus of data, the suggestive pan-Australian
clues and the needs to have a fully operable orthoepy and orthography for the
community language of Awabakal: i.e., utility is the guiding criterion. More detailed
discussion about each segment admitted into the orthographic inventory, and the
degree of uncertainty, as well as tentative conjectures about formal phonetic forms, is
discussed in the major sections 2: Orthography and 3: Prosody, Syllabics and
Phonotaxis.
To help alleviate various concerns regarding this principle, let me just add this. When a
descriptive grammar forms the centre-piece of a purely scientific study, and, where as here,
the (acoustic) data is irretrievable, then any gaps, obscurities or inconsistencies found must be
let be, and an assessment made such that: these areas remain unknown. That is obligatory for
the academic nisus, but is intolerable if the project is one of recapture and re-introduction.
Had these limits been set, we would not even be able to advise prospective speakers how the
language might have sounded! Accordingly, in the sections on the phonetic analysis, the
segments in IPA font represent the hypothesised approximations of what the characteristics of
articulation are thought to have been. The remaining problems of reconstruction, doubts, etc.,
will be indicated at the place where segments are introduced. By contrast, the graphemes (in
bold type) are the simplified units adopted for the community language. In this way—with the
orthography chosen—if later research (or preferences)—suggests (desire) a different
recommendation it can be carried out at the level of IPA representation (and training) and the
orthography can be left unchanged or, if desired, altered.
When it comes to the syntax and other grammatical matters, it is easier to convert Threlkeld‘s
approach to one that better suits a language with basic absolutive-ergative marking. However,
at this juncture, it becomes pressing to introduce and discuss the concept of a ‗subject-ordered
language‘ because Awabakal, whatever else may be said it, is not subject-ordered.
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The simplest definition of a subject-ordered language is to say that it is one for which talk of
grammatical subjects and direct grammatical objects is à propos. Certain conditions have to
hold.

1.1 The Three Conditions of Subject-Ordering
(i) The language must have a binary opposition of grammatical voices one of which is
the unmarked voice and the other a marked voice. One of these has an active sense
and the other a passive sense: there are no grounds to assume that the unmarked voice
will be the one with active sense.
(ii) The language must be such that the marked case of the noun occurs only in
sentences in which the main verb is of the unmarked voice, and such that the main
verb is transitive. If a language allows the marked case to occur unexceptionally in
one-place constructions then it is not subject-ordered in the sense herein intended.
(iii) The language must have a clausal coordination control pattern in which the
unmarked case (and if any others never the marked case) controls coordination. That
is, for any two clauses in which the unmarked case occurs in the first occurring
clause, and no unmarked case occurs in the second occurring clause, then by
grammatical necessity the unmarked case of the first clause is automatically that of
the second clause.
Languages that satisfy this triad of conditions may appropriately be spoken of as subjectordered and phrases bearing the unmarked case may securely be termed the grammatical
subjects of the language. Naturally, as for all languages certain exceptions can obtain, but the
major tendencies, especially for simple sentences, should conform to the above three
conditions to satisfy subject-ordering.
Languages that fail this triad of conditions, I would argue, should be spoken about without
reference to grammatical subjects or direct grammatical objects. One may speak of unmarked
and marked cases, or speak of cases by name (e.g., nominative–accusative or absolutive–
ergative), but talk of ‗grammatical subjects‘ and ‗direct grammatical objects‘ is either
inaccurate or forms a re-definition of the terms. The terms, ‗grammatical subjects‘ and ‗direct
grammatical objects‘, derive from what is familiar in Standard Average European language
(i.e., the Germanic and Romance groups of the Indo-European family of languages). If other
languages have a similar pattern, as does e.g., Dyirbal,3 then talk of ‗grammatical subjects‘
and ‗direct grammatical objects‘ is credible. If the above triad of conditions are not each
satisfied, in general and for the most part, then talk of ‗grammatical subjects‘ and ‗direct
grammatical objects‘ is not useful in description.
Awabakal reveals that it is not a subject-ordered language in the fact that sentences, which are
logically transitive, can occur either with only the (notionally named) accusative enclitic or
only the ergative enclitic, the other participant being elliptical. When the accusative occurs
alone it corresponds with a passive English intransitive clause; when the ergative enclitic
occurs alone it corresponds with an active English intransitive clause. This latter feature
means that Awabakal does not conform to condition (ii) of subject-ordering. Moreover, there

3

In Dyirbal, of course, the marked voice is anti-passive, so the unmarked is passive, and the marked
case is ergative: thus the language has grammatical absolutive subjects and direct ergative objects. It
changes for the first and second person pronouns, but that does not make them nominative–accusative,
since to have these, the unmarked voice needs to be active: for, I would argue, it is the combination of
nominative–accusative marking and the existence of an active unmarked voice that grounded the
interpretations of nominative–accusative in the historical first place. That is a plain fact. Dyirbal has no
nominative–accusative cases. The first and second person pronouns are marked differently than the
third person expressions, but the ―accusative‖-like pronoun still controls coordination by dint of the
passive unmarked voice. This information is discernible from Comrie (1981) and Mel‘čuk (1988).
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is no voice opposition, thus violating condition (i). There may exist a remanent of anti-passive
marking in one of the verbs of the permissive modification, such that the accusative enclitic is
expressed to enact the action of the verb-base while an ergative (if present) denotes the
permitter. However, this is more a result of the accusative enclitic being accusative vis-à-vis
the permission, than a result of voice-like opposition. There is no general active–passive
division, the verbs seeming to have a neutral, if not overtly passive, diathetic sense.
Furthermore, there is no coordination control as such in evidence (except some obvious
―Threlkeldianisms‖). Rather, such clausal inter-relations appear to be marked by
subordination and subjunction; there appears to be a conjunction element, ngatan, but it
applies only between substantive phrases, not clauses (actually, it seems probable that the
component is an enclitic rather than free morpheme).
Awabakal does not conform to any of the three conditions set out above. Accordingly, and
whatever else may be said of it, Awabakal is not a subject-ordered language, and talk of
―grammatical subjects‖ and ―direct grammatical objects‖ will be descriptively inaccurate
insofar as can be determined from the data.
To facilitate discussion in English, therefore, it became convenient occasionally to use the
expressions logical subject and logical object. The logical subject is the word or phrase that
becomes the grammatical subject of the sentence after it is translated into an actively voiced
English sentence. The logical object is the word or phrase that becomes either the direct
grammatical object of a translation into a transitive English sentence or the subject of a
passive English sentence. The verb itself of Awabakal has a neutral sense, neither active nor
passive as such: but it often makes for more elucidating correspondences to translate it as the
passive English version, and then to mark the ergative noun or enclitic by the preposition ‗by‘
as in ―by-X‖.
In the grammatical terminology for GFIs of Awabakal, I have settled for terms that I would
not use were this document exclusively located in the technical discourse of linguistics. By
some contrast, this document is more directed at establishing the identity of the local
community represented by ACRA, and establishing the groundwork upon which the
Awabakal language may be introduced in practical terms.
Accordingly, giving the preceding qualification, the Eurocentric terms ‗nominative‘ and
‗accusative‘ are used. The term ‗nominative‘ is used for a small set of separable pronouns (1s,
2s, 3sm),4 and the term ‗accusative‘ is used for a set of pronominal enclitics that fall under the
effects of the sense of the verb bases, but are also used for many expressions one would
evaluate as (logically) dative. At the same time, the term ‗ergative‘ applies to a set of
pronominal enclitics that are not required to be active agents in an interaction; they can
operate in a sense that an Anglophone interpreter would ―recognise‖ as (logically)
―nominative‘. For instance, in the data occurs a sentence asking the question ―Where are they
from?‖ and is expressed via Wontakalbara where -bara is also the 3p enclitic the extension
of which forms the agent of a physical action (see ANEE-rule in the Glossary); ergative forms
also represent perceivers: hearers, seers, etc. Thus, Awabakal has an interesting range of
application for items bearing its (so defined) ergative case.
Having argued that Awabakal is not a subject-ordered language, some further remarks on the
grammar may be made. There exist gaps in our understanding. Threlkeld‘s set of illustrations
do not reveal all the features we would like to see, nor does it answer many of our questions.
As a result, some inferences have had to be made from an assessment of a pattern exemplified
by a relatively small pool of data. In a clinical description, these areas would be left blank,
and one would express one‘s regret. But if the language is to reintroduced some features had
to tied together with conjectural strings. The matters relying most strongly upon conjecture
concern the so-called sentential enclitic radicals, *TA, *KA, *BA and *PA; the third part of the

4

For some reason it does not extend to the 3sf; no plurals or duals have nominatives.
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permissive triad based upon the affix *-ban-; and the range of quasi-voices. There are some
clear voices, the causative, agentive and instrumental; and one can even detect real
distributional patterns for the loquentive and spatio-motive voices, distinguishable by their
infinitive forms respectively: the loquentive forms have the structure BASE+yeliko and the
spatio-motive have the structure BASE+woliko.5 From these, by back-formation and the
addition of tense markers, one can form distinct verbs from the bases. However, for verbs
with infinitives ending in -kaliko besides -baliko, it is more difficult to show if there is any
semantic difference between them as such. In all these areas the only options were either to
leave them completely obscure and moot, or to proceed with conjectural and conceptual
analysis.
The ultimate decision regarding the interpretation of the uncertain quasi-voices is a matter to
be left to the community; herein we merely explore possibilities. One potential advantage of
the interpretations explored herein is for the prospect of modernising the language. For with
the range of distinct voices, many new terms can be coined from a smaller lexicon than
otherwise could emerge. Since it requires having assimilated the material within this
document even to discuss how the grammar of Awabakal may be utilised to produce new
terminology, it is best to postpone any such heuristic investigation to another document.
In the document, with respect to the sentence examples, I have only rarely copied Threlkeld‘s
original typography, mainly where the items where doubtful; however, each example is
referenced to the original source. In addition, I have generally dispensed with ‗thou‘, ‗thee‘
and the ‗wilt‘ and ‗hast‘ forms. Occasionally too, the translations are replaced by other
modernising techniques, mostly these times are noted in the text or in a note, but given 683
examples, occasional lapses on my part are not out of the question.

5

In the appropriate sections these sequences are parsed into monosyllabic units of which only the
terminus *ko is defined as the infinitive morpheme.
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2 Orthography
A Small Note on “Phonemic” Structure
I should point out that insofar as concerns ―phonemes‖, I hold a somewhat sceptical view.
One can make a distinction in the use of terms, in relation to the difference between
intensions and extensions.6 That is, I am not objecting to the idea that one can identify
phonemes as the intensions of distinctive segments, and phones with the acoustic results of
speech. However, there is no compelling theoretic reason to assume the existence of
independent cognitive ―levels‖: viz. a phonemic level of intensional representation alongside a
phonetic level of intensional representation. Rather, there are—presumably—intensions of
sound segments and their extensional results. Accordingly, within this document, the
occurrence of the term ‗phoneme‘—unless quoted from another source—is a useful
theoretical abstraction non plus ultra. For example, although there is some evidence to
interpret the coronal nasal in Awabakal as having a laminal, palatal or lamino-palatal manner
of articulation when it occurs in initial or medial position, it is less clear if a terminal nasal
should be lamino-palatal or apical. At any rate, the possibility of both [] and [] occurring in
the language of Awabakal is such that they are not distinctive, and so can be thought of as
mutual allophones. The intension of this nasal segment—i.e., its ―phoneme‖—can be
represented by [] if we admit the laminal manner, and we can account for a possible apical
variant with reference to deep phonotaxis such as has gone into the emergence of the stylistics
of the language; note that ―deep‖ phonotaxis refers here to having historical (etymological)
entrenchment, and not to some putative ―deep mental processing‖.7

2.1 Orthographic Signs
The reconstruction of the phonological inventory of Awabakal is based mostly on Threlkeld‘s
records (especially Threlkeld: 1834), since he dealt primarily with the language of this
particular area: i.e., Lake Macquarie, Newcastle and the lower Hunter. Of considerable
assistance has been Amanda Oppliger‘s Honours thesis (Oppliger: 1984); and the more recent
Lissarrague (2006). The latter has produced a salvage grammar of the group of languages
which she has called HRLM (Hunter River & Lake Macquarie), which appear to be the same
general group as Fraser named ‗Kurringgai‘ (Fraser (1892) p. ix).8 Another source given
prominence is an audio tape recording the oral testimony of one of the last speakers of the
Kattang language: Eddy Lobban (2002).
One can find much to agree with in Lissarrague (2006), however, not all of her phonoorthographic conventions have been adopted for the Awabakal community alphabet (this also
applies to Oppliger: 1984). Even in this essentially technical document, some of her
conventions, notably the use of uppercase letters, have not been repeated. While more detail
in relation to this is provided in sections below describing each segment, it has been assessed
that the inclusion of uppercase lettering to indicate unsure phonetic features is not
deflationary but in fact inflationary, requiring one to adopt more assumptions than otherwise
needed. To give a brief example, Lissarrague employs three rhotic symbols, a plain ‗r‘ for a
continuant, a double ‗rr‘ for a trill and a capital ‗R‘ to indicate the unresolved segments.
Naturally, this requires that one accepts that those lexical items containing either ‗r‘ or ‗rr‘ are
accurate, and that the assumption that it (Awabakal) will contain two distinctive rhotics holds
in fact. There is no strong evidence that Awabakal itself possessed or did not possess more

6

Traditionally we say that the extension of the predicate ‗being red‘ is the set of all red things in the
universe; the intension of the same predicate is the concept of being red, or the idea of redness.
7

In this instance, ‗stylistics‘ includes accent (style) and language-specific phonotaxis.

8

According to Fraser usual conventions in spelling, this name would be pronounced []
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than one rhotic segment. Moreover, the case for each such decision about a rhotic grapheme
in particular words is not made in Lissarrague (2006).
The reasons why the community language and to a lesser extent the representation herein are
out of step with current trends in linguistic practice are listed below in order of increasing
significance.
(i) There is a feeling within the community of esteeming Threlkeld‘s works insofar as he was
working at the time that the language was still relatively vibrant.
(ii) There is a desideratum of the community that Awabakal language should be immediately
recognisable in its written form as compared to other Aboriginal languages.
(iii) I do not find enough to convince me that it is an obvious matter that one can render every
written ‗o‘ in Threlkeld‘s works by the letter ‗u‘. There is a chance that many such written ‗o‘
could rather—etymologically and phonemically—be better rendered by ‗a‘. The trouble is
that, going word by word, it is rather difficult to decide the matter. Let me elaborate a little on
this third point.
There is an interesting datum in Threlkeld‘s early manuscripts; these were compiled in 1984
by the Mitchell Library, hence ‗Threlkeld (1984)‘. Pages 130–1 in the Mss begin with a
number of terms for various types of kangaroos. The first term listed is written ‗Karreē‘ but—
in the copy held by ACRA, there is a blank space where the English gloss should be. I had
surmised that it was the same as ‗ka-rai‘ denoting a small kangaroo favoured as food, and
which became the by-word for meat of any kind, excluding fish and fowl. Lissarrague,
however, glosses it as ―man, mankind‖ (Lissarrague (2006) p. 168).9 If so then Threlkeld‘s
later rendition of it as ‗kore‘ reveals that his ears were as capable of perceiving low, front
vowels as well as high posterior vowels as ‗o‘ rather than ‗u‘.
Consider now the remarks of Hale (1846) a visiting American philologer who had previously
worked with Native American languages. He states that, for the languages examined,
only three distinct vowels were to be recognised. The a and , the e and i, and the o and u, are
always interchangeable. Some dialects more affect the first, and others the second variation. In
other dialects, some individuals pronounce the a, e, and o, and others the , i, and u,—or the
same person uses both indifferently (Hale (1846) p. 483; the upsilon represents either  or
).

For some reason, Hale listed Threlkeld‘s examples of Awabakal sentences under the name
‗Kāmilarai‘. This makes the following remark indeterminate.
In three hundred words of the Kāmilarai, written down from the pronunciation of a native (of
course before this peculiarity with respect to the vowels had been observed), the letter o is not
once used, and the letter e but four times (Hale (1846) p. 483).

Perhaps, then, the second quotation does refer to the Gamilaraay language observed on a field
trip.10 It remains possible, then, that the second quotation has nothing to say about Awabakal
itself. What all this also means, of course, is that comparing Hale and Threlkeld, there were
no vocalic segments which sufficiently resembled the acoustic properties of the letter ‗o‘ as
pronounced in the north-eastern USA (Hale originated in New Hampshire), but that certain
vocalic segments resembled the letter ‗o‘ as pronounced in county Devon whence Threlkeld
came.

9

She leaves out the diacritical marks in Threlkeld‘s Mss, citing it as ‗Karree‘.

10

However, Hale presents a set of sentences identified as ‗Kāmilarai‘ but which are, with one or two
exceptions, precisely those found in Threlkeld 1834.
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Nevertheless, it has become very apparent that practising linguists will, almost wholly,
deplore the inclusion of the graphemes ‗o‘ and ‗e‘ in a document of this species.11
Accordingly, it has been decided—at least for this chapter concerning phonology—to
acquiesce in the prevailing paradigm vis-à-vis adopting a 3-vowel interpretation of the written
records. Whether this acquiescence will be endorsed by the community vis-à-vis its
community alphabet/orthography is not finalised, but the current mood appears to be
unmoved by the concerns of linguists.
In the main, words in Threlkeld‘s documents in which the letter ‗o‘ occurs will be rendered as
a ‗u‘, in this chapter, following the example of Lissarrague (2006). However, there are some
lexical items which to me seem better rendered by replacing ‗o‘ with ‗a‘. For instance, the 1s
and 2s pronouns—which in Threlkeld are ‗ngatoa‘ and ‗ngintoa‘ respectively—are just as
likely to be ngatawa, ngintawa (i.e., [
 ]) as to be ‗ngatjuwa‘ and
‗ngiNTuwa‘ as found in Lissarrague (2006: p. 127)12. This is generally true of many terms for
which Threlkeld has rendered with an ‗o‘. An examination of an audio tape, Lobban (2002),
containing the oral testimony of one of the last speakers of Gadhang—a language quite
plainly related to Awabakal, albeit not identical—reveals that many occurrences of round
vowels in the speaker‘s presentation are not indubitably [], though the majority do seem to
be. At any rate, Threlkeld‘s ‗o‘ are typically, but not exhaustively, rendered u.

2.1.1 Interpretation of Vowels via Threlkeld‟s Orthography
If we examine Threlkeld‘s orthography for the low vowel [], we find CuC, CaC, CáC, and
Ca-. I still have no real idea what he had mind by the graphic difference between CuC and
CaC. There are only four instances of CaC in the 1834 word-list, viz. ―Ngang-kón‖ (p. 89),
―Ngar-ra-wan‖ (p. 90), ―Wat-tan‖ (p. 94), ―Ngur-ra-mang‖ (p. 98)—so these could be
―typos‖—but if intentional then clearly they are just meant to be short as opposed to having á.
Perhaps, the syllables ngang and mang indicate a slight lengthening of the vowel owing to the
nasal onset-coda segments. The third example, however, is not in accord with this possibility.
The third example, ―Wat-tun‖ (p. 94: ‗chin‘), appears still merely to show Threlkeld‘s use of
the English orthographic custom in which double consonants just indicate short vowels, e.g.,
‗hatter‘, beside a ―longer‖ sound, e.g., ‗hater‘, and such consonants in the written coda are
phonetically irrelevant in the first syllable. Besides which, it remains quite unclear in what
way, if any, ―wat-tun‖ is supposed to be different, say, to ‗wut-tun‘. At any rate, I have
reduced this plethora to the two forms a and aa, and put aa only in the place of CáC, and
most if not all the occurrences of Ca-.
With only slightly more parsimony, Threlkeld employs CiC, CíC and Ci-. But I believe there
is only a real difference between two forms of high front vowel, ‗i‘ and ‗í‘, easily understood
by i and ii: i.e., []. Naturally, ii is just a prolonged counterpart of i, and should, as
mentioned, sound roughly like English ‗ear‘ except it is made more forward and higher (i.e.,
, rather than ) and forms a smooth, unified vowel. Similarly, if o is retained then o and
oo are simply []. However, for Threlkeld‘s ‗e‘ beside ‗é‘, I believe we actually have
the distinction between e and ey [], though some number of these might actually have
been [] or, more rarely, [ or ].13
11

I derive this view largely following personal consultation with Dr Albert Burgman.
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Unless, that is, we have nga+towa where ‗-towa‘ is the associative suffix (-owa) for Class 4 terms:
but there are no means to determine this issue presently.
13

The possibility of [], i.e., the rounded counterpart of [], is perhaps suggested by the fact that, in
1834 (p. 80), the name of the supreme spirit is given as ‗Ko-in‘ but in 1850 (p. 29), Threlkeld emended
it to ‗Koūn‘, where ‗ū‘ represents []. That is, perhaps the confusion between ‗i‘ and ‗ū‘ indicates the
presence of the high anterior rounded vowel []. Admittedly, it is a moot point at this stage.
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Let us now return to examine the properties surrounding the grapheme e []. Lissarrague
tends to replace written ‗e‘ with ‗a‘, and I tend to concur. On the other hand, I think that many
instances of ‗e‘ represent regular phonotactic allophones emerging in the environment of
laminar or palatalised coronal segments. Consider, for illustration the word for ―moon‖
recorded as ‗yellenna‘ (Threlkeld (1850) p. 74). The reconstruction of this word is as below.
―yel-len-na‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. x; Introductory Remarks)

yelena (‗moon‘) [  ] or [  ]: underlyingly [ ] ~ [ ]
Here, the mid-centralised character of [] would tend to lower the segment [] and a lowered
[], if fronting remains maximal, would in fact be [], [] or [] depending on how much
lowering occurred; equally the glide would tend to raise a segment [] yielding the same
result. This would be true especially in the situation where the next segment is the laminal
[]. So, if the community decides to dispense with e then most e-bearing words would be
emended thereat by substituting a, but some may be replaced by i. For instance, there is a
term ‗kúm-ba kén ta‘ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 75), for ―day after tomorrow‖ which appears to me
to incorporate the definite future tense affix, -kiin, to the stem kumba (meaning ―another
day‖): thus, ‗kumbakiinta‘ [
 ]. In addition, certain words would remain
essentially inscrutable and an arbitrary decision would be required: probably, ―yellenna‖ is an
example of this last type.

2.1.2 Semantic Ablaut
Finally, one strong reason why the extra vowels, o and e, have been (are likely to be) retained
in the orthography is that some lexical entries show reason to regard some vocalic variations
to be due to a species of semantic ablaut. That is, a shift of meaning appears to coincide with
a vocalic ablaut. For example, the word for fire, with emphasis on campfire, is
kuyiyang []

―Ko-i-yung‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 87),

but the word for campsite is
kuyiyuung []

―Ko-i-yóng‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 87)

—or if o/oo are retained
koyiyang [] and koyiyoong []
Arguably, the second syllable of both of these words would underlyingly be //. But, as the
stress evidently shifted for semantic reasons from the first syllable (campfire) to the second
(campsite), an ablaut occurred and became entrenched lexemically. Clearly, there are no
scrutable phonotactic reasons—apart from the effects of stress itself—for one of these words
to have the second syllable on the nucleus [] and the other on the nucleus [] or [].
Now, this vocalic distinction is one of strict minimal distinction, being an evident alteration in
the value of the nucleus of the final syllable to signal shift in meaning. So, either the alteration
of value is one of fortition, via rounding, or one of displacement of oral place (+ rounding). If
the latter then the community is served well by replacing ‗ó‘ with []. But if the former then
the community retrieves accuracy by interpreting ‗ó‘ as []: i.e., on the probability (degree
unknown) that the change is one of fortition via rounding of the low vowel []. But this is
precisely what science cannot determine with certainty, but can only say: the conventional
practice is to interpret pre-scientific transcribers‘ letters ‗o‘ with ‗u‘. Why that is considered
obvious and fail-safe has never been explained or articulated. Therefore, in short, the
community is essentially free to make up its own mind based on its aesthetic preferences.
Another such example-pair, shows an instance where orthographic o appears underlyingly to
be [].
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puna (‗sea sand‘) []

―pún-na‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 90)

puunu (‗dust‘) []

―pón-no‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 90).

One can see intuitively that if both words had the same orthography they would be considered
distinct senses of the same lexical item, rather than homonyms. However, they have
distinctive forms. Again then—unless it results from Threlkeld‘s garbling—a semantic ablaut
came to distinguish the two terms.

2.1.3 General Interpretation of Written Evidence in Threlkeld
There are three issues pertinent to the written evidence. (i) The acoustic properties that
Threlkeld himself perceived (subjectively); (ii) the extent to which one may decide that
Threlkeld was deficient in his perception of, especially vocalic, segments; and (iii) some due
consideration given to standard methodology in linguistic descriptions of Pama-Nyungan
languages. Let us take these in reverse order.
It is a widespread view that a Pama-Nyungan language is more likely than not to have but
three core vowels [] with some number of allophones occurring in speech. This rule
does not apply exhaustively, but does so generally. This view has considerable authority: e.g.,
Dixon (1980). It must be understood though that insofar as applies to the languages of the
south eastern quadrant of Australia, the three-vowel principle has been applied on the basis of
probability given what is found elsewhere, since the language at issue did not survive into the
recent period of modern linguistic investigation. The trouble is that negative evidence gets us
nowhere. The fact that there is no retrievable evidence to corroborate the three-vowel
principle does not falsify it as a sound principle. At the same time, this same lack of
retrievable evidence is equally incapable of corroborating or discorroborating Threlkeld‘s
description. Indeed, it appears that we must also assume that Threlkeld must have erred in his
perceptions, and, on that basis, endorse the probability that there would be a three-vowel
system in the Awabakal language. That is one thing, and already represents the discretionary
application of theory without directly corroborative evidence. Moreover, it is another thing to
carry out a reduction for each lexical item in the surviving lexicon.
So, how likely is it that Threlkeld made a gross error for each word in which he detected an
‗o‘ or ‗e‘? Well, it is certainly not difficult to see how he might have erred. For instance, the
human ear has four times the number of efferent nerve fibres as afferent nerve fibres. This
means that the brain is sending more information to the ear than the ear sends to the brain.
That is, there is a sense in which we hear more or less what we expect to hear! We do not
know, of course, whether Threlkeld consciously asked himself the question of how many
vowels the language might have; more probably, he unconsciously anticipated it to be the
case that there were five. Let us now ask: If we cannot trust the perceptions of nineteenth
century ears—or at least those of Threlkeld—then why should we not distrust his perceptions
of conventionally accepted vowels, i.e., []? It might be objected that it is unlikely
anyone would, e.g., mistake [] for another vowel or vice versa. Interestingly, Threlkeld
himself admits of the possibility that he did so. Whereas in Threlkeld (1834) he had rendered
the name of the Awabakal supreme spirit as ―Ko-in‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 80), in Threlkeld
(1850) we find ‗Koūn‘, to which he adds the advice:
Diphthong oū to rhyme with ‗cone‘…. In the Grammar [i.e., Threlkeld (1834)] it is spelt
diphthong oi, koin, now corrected (Threlkeld (1850) p. 29; verbatim).

Admittedly, this advised ―correction‖ concerns an unstressed syllable, and the vocalic value
may therefore be volatile or of generally indefinite quality. On the other hand, it also testifies
to the fact that Threlkeld continued to consider the difficulties of accurate phonetic
representation beyond the work of 1834.
Furthermore considered, if we are to be sceptical of Threlkeld‘s abilities, such that we assume
that every written ‗o‘ is a mistake for ‗u‘, then we should also consider if Threlkeld mistook a
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number of ‗a‘ sounds as possessing rounding such that he wrote down an ‗o‘. If the latter is
correct, then it would be somewhat hasty to render all of Threlkeld‘s ‗o‘ as ‗u‘, since several,
perhaps many ‗o‘ are rather ‗a‘. In relation to rounded vowels per se, we should remember
that all the oral places for cardinal-point vowels have both lax and rounded complements. For
instance, the rounded version of [] is given the symbol []; the rounded counterpart of [] is
symbolised by [] in the IPA system. Given that the only surviving records of Awabakal are
orthographic in nature, one cannot rule out the possibility that beside the predicted round
vowel [], there is a potentially distinctive secondary rounded vowel complementing a lax
segment other than []. For example, if some of Threlkeld‘s ‗o‘ are misconstrued [], it is at
least possible that Awabakal had developed a tendency towards rounding and thus that many
of Threlkeld‘s ‗o‘ are actually []. Alternatively, perhaps the high posterior vowel had a
tendency to undergo lenition and thereby what perhaps etymologically would be []
frequently came out []. If the latter, then the standard treatment (if ‗o‘ then replace with ‗u‘)
would be warranted, but if the former then it would not, and would instead represent error.
For the stated considerations, then, it is defensible to propose that to render every written ‗o‘
with the symbol [] based on the fact that it is the only vowel of the triad [] that has
the feature of +ROUND, would be a hasty convention. In short, it would be less
presumptuous and less inflationary to leave the matter and if in the future the community
decides that it would prefer a triadic vowel inventory, it may be carried out at that juncture.
Essentially, I am suggesting here that there are differences in theoretical outlooks and in the
estimation of criteria of methodological scrutiny in respect of what constitutes cogent
evidence. Nonetheless, whatever theoretical differences may exist between myself and the
general community of linguists, it becomes evident that refusing to acquiesce in the
paradigmatic conventions of current linguistic practice would be to expose ACRA to
unnecessary criticism and potentially damage its reputation. Thus, for the purposes of this
document, the disagreement ends at this juncture, and the orthodox approach adopted, in
respect of written occurrences of ‗o‘ at least for the discussions in this, the phonological,
chapter. Reasons for the retention of at least some occurrences of ‗e‘ and the presence of
diphthongs in the community orthography are discussed in due course.
Having considered the issues discursively, the following section takes a technician‘s
approach. The preceding cautionary remarks need to be kept in mind as one goes through
what follows.

2.2 Vocalic Segments
Note first that the IPA symbols in the Tables, represent the International values,14 not the
values sometimes assigned to the vocalic symbols for the convenience of phonetics in
Australian English, especially for Table 1, as regards ATR modifications and oral place
conventions. These points are explicated in column 3 entitled ‗Comments‘. Also note that
ATR means ―Advanced Tongue Root‖ indicating an anterior extension of the root of the
tongue to produce certain vocalic sounds: e.g., the ‗ee‘ in English words like ‗see‘ and the
‗oo‘ in English words like ‗fool‘.

14

Taken from Crystal (1998) p.161: it represents the IPA protocols revised to 1989. The vowels in the
IPA paradigm form idealisations, abstract elements of places and manners of articulation. Note that the
forms //, //, // and // are much closer to vowels of the Continent (especially the Romance group)
than to those of English.
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Table 1: Vocalic Segments
1
Operative
IPA symbol



2
Underlying
IPA symbol


A front low vowel; not the symbol ‗‘ used
in Anglophone phonetics to represent //,
being the back vowel which is the non-round
counterpart of //.



This is not an ATR vowel; the ATR version
of English // is //. This vowel, // is a pure
vowel higher and more anterior than //.



This is not an ATR vowel; the ATR version
of English // is //. This vowel, // is a pure
vowel higher and further back than //.

~





3
Comments

In Table 1, depicting the vowels, Column 1 (Operative IPA symbol) contains phones
including those marked with length or with mora. Note that the alternation [~] represents a
very regular allophone of the low anterior vowel, which, in the community orthography, may
yet be rendered by e. Column 2 (Underlying IPA symbol) contains the IPA symbol without
reference to length or mora (which, after all, might also be among Threlkeld‘s errata) or
allophonetics.15. Note that the symbol [] is used to reconstruct Threlkeld‘s ‗ó‘.16 It also
remains possible, pending a community decision on the matter, that various occurrences
which in this document would be [] may be rendered o, and all occurrences of [] will be
rendered oo. These are matters for the community to decide and fall outside the task of this
document. All the same, if the vowel o is retained, it will be taken to represent a second
rounded vowel (probably an allophone of ) and will have the recommended value of
acoustically approximating the round counterpart of [], i.e., [].

15
16

Certainly Lissarrague regards length not to be distinctive (Lissarrague (2006) pp. 20–21)

It is interesting that while Lissarrague‘s objection to length distinction is based on no literal
occasions in Threlkeld of ‗ú‘ in open syllables (implying ‗uu‘), she routinely converts his ‗o‘ to ‗u‘ and
overlooks the obvious interpretation that on that basis the symbol ‗ó‘ would represent the missing ‗uu‘
(Lissarrague (2006) p. 20).
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2.3 Consonantal Segments
Table 2: Consonants
Ortho-

Active

graph

IPA symbol

Comments
probably voiceless stop; it is labio-tensive (no pursing of lips)

p


b

see ‗b‘: there is a semantic-grammatical reason for the inclusion
of this grapheme

k



a dorsal, perhaps uvulo-velar, unaspirated stop

l



probably laminal; possibly palatalised in some environments

m



labio-tensive; otherwise ―normal‖

n





laminal when syllable initial; apical when word terminal

ng



possibly slightly more retrograde, in symmetry with //

r



either strident trill, extended in duration; or continuant

t



laminal stop; slight aspiration; occasionally almost affricate-like

w



less round than in English; slighter articulation

y



tongue is mid-centralised; thus, slighter articulation

Given the presence in Threlkeld of ‗t‘ and ‗k‘ with the exclusion of ‗d‘ and ‗g‘, most recent
commentators have selected, quite reasonably, the unvoiced ‗p‘ as the only labial stop: vide
Oppliger (1984), Lissarrague (2006). The reasons we have included a b too are as follow.
(i) The community expressed aversion to the idea of changing the words Awaba, Awabakal,
biyangbai and bingai respectively to ‗awapa‘ (Lake Macquarie), ‗awapakal‘ (name of people
and language), ‗piyangpai‘ (father) and ‗pingai‘ (elder brother).
(ii) There is a grammatical-semantic-cum-syntactic distinction among the verbs centred upon
the addition of enclitic particles beginning with the labial stop []. In some settings, the
sense is temporal-conditional and relativising, expressing ‗when‘, ‗while‘ or ‗withal‘: these
senses are generalised under the term ‗circumstantial voice‘. In other settings the sense is
conditional, expressing ‗if‘, ‗had it been that‘ or ‗were it to be that‘: this is generalised as
‗privative voice‘ (a species of irrealis). Over and against this, there is a syntactic difference
between the two. Whereas the circumstantial (relativising) sense is never found among the
data to have a pronominal enclitic attached, the privative sense often does have a pronominal
enclitic attached. Though not completely in a consistent manner, Threlkeld tended to employ
‗ba‘ for the circumstantial-relativising sense, and use ‗pa‘ for the privative. We have followed
the same practice (having made Threlkeld‘s recommendations apply consistently). Another
reason to keep this convention is that since the language must be learned largely from written
sources, and by people the vast majority of which have no experience in languages other than
English, it seemed expedient to provide some visual assistance in picking between
circumstantial sense and privative sense. See 9.3 for details, and illustration of the difference
between the circumstantial and privative in terms of syntactic distribution and morphological
valency.
Accordingly, having retained b owing to reason (i), and by (ii) finding other environments in
which alternation between the b and the p is convenient, it seemed just as well to have a fairly
general distribution of each—keeping more or less to Threlkeld‘s own preferences for
particular words. However, there is no compelling data to suggest that there obtains a
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phonetic difference between [] and [], and there is no recommendation made here that b
and p be pronounced differently (hence the analysis ). If in the future the community
decides that it is unnecessary to have two graphemes, the recommendation is that the
unvoiced p should be retained, as this lines up with the evident fact that that the other oral
stops are unvoiced.
All labial segments are assessed to be ―labio-tensive‖ that is, with minimal or no rounding or
pursing of the lips: for the labial stops, a labio-tensive articulation will minimise the acoustic
distinction between b and p even where a prospective speaker may, through Anglophone
habits, voice the b. With the labial glide [] the subscript half-ring indicates ―less rounded‖,
and it is recommended that the lips be held further apart than for the English ‗w‘: this makes
for a much slighter sound, that is, less interference with the air-flow. A labio-tensive
articulation of the labial nasal will yield a tighter, more percussive, sound, and the segment
should not be dwelt upon but articulated quickly. This matter of labial articulation seems, to
me, to be rather prevalent in a number of Aboriginal languages.
Coronal sounds are assessed to have, in the main, a laminal, palatal or lamino-palatal manner
of articulation. I lean towards a laminal manner for the following reasons. (i) It is not an
unreasonable expectation that Threlkeld would have noticed (at least strong) palatalisation,
but is less likely to have noticed laminal manner; Threlkeld excludes the affricate ‗j‘/‗ch‘
[] from the Awabakal inventory (Threlkeld (1834) p. 3; in Table under ‗Australian‘
column 4). (ii) One possibility to account for the letter ‗e‘ in the words in which it is found is
that it almost always occurs in an environment in which one or both of the neighbouring
segments are sonorant coronal sounds, such as n or l. A laminal manner of articulation for the
segments n and l could account for the apparent centralising of an anterior vocalic segment
transforming an [] into a segment closer to [].
Evidence that some slight palatalisation may accompany laminar manner is found in the place
name currently rendered for the township of Wangi Wangi: Threlkeld records it as ―won-tiwon-ti‖ and notes how the settlers had already misconstrued it as ―won-je-won-je‖ (Threlkeld
(1834) p. 2). It seems, then, that, in the cluster nt, the ‗t‘-segment begins to approximate the
sound of [~], thus indicating some possible palatalisation.17 Threlkeld also presents
limited suggestions of palatalised nasal segments in initial position in relation to comments he
makes about a small number of words which he spells beginning with ‗niu‘: e.g., ―niu-wa-ra‖
(angry or displeased) (Threlkeld (1834) p. 98) and ―niu-wo-a‖ (Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p.
17), the 3sm(NOM) pronoun.18 The fact that Threlkeld makes the first syllable as ‗niu‘ rather
than ‗ni-u‘ suggests he believed the sound ‗iu‘ was unified and he relates it to a rhyme with
‗pew‘. This, too, suggests either palatalisation or laminar sound for the preceding nasal
segment. In my view, however, if palatalisation were the feature at issue, Threlkeld would
have noticed it more frequently and either included several instances of ‗iu‘ ‗ia‘ and ‗ie‘
following the coronal nasal stops and perhaps discussed it as the ‗ñ‘ found in Spanish.19 So,
for this, admittedly indeterminate, reason, I have reconstructed the coronal nasal and oral
stops to be laminal, yielding the cluster [] rather than palatal []: this would account for
why, even in the 1827 work, Threlkeld never thought he heard, e.g., ‗matiara‘ or ‗matyara‘ for
hand. Oppliger also considers the possibility of laminal manner for medial position to be

17

Cf. Lissarrague (2006: passim): each occurrence of ‗nt‘ is rendered as undecidable ‗NT‘.

18

The current reconstruction is niyuwara [] and niwuwa [].

19

Threlkeld appears to have had a broad knowledge of philology, including Classical Latin and Greek,
Biblical Hebrew, is aware of the ―continental‖ sound of vowels and became apprised of certain Native
American languages via his correspondences with other philologers. It seems reasonable, then, to
suppose he had at least a nominal awareness of the palatal nasal in Spanish, via words such as España.
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reasonably strong, and bases her assessment on the recommendations of Dixon (1980) as well
as others, such as an account of Kattang (Holmer (1967) (vide Oppliger (1984) pp. 8-13).
In the case of word-terminal coronal nasals, the possibility of laminal manner is no longer
scrutable. For simplicity, the proposal is that initial and medial n and t are laminal and
terminal n is apical or left to the vagaries of performance conditions; no words, or even
syllables, terminate in t.
The issue of l is somewhat inscrutable, except for some indirect evidence which is fraught
with uncertainty. It is a noticeable pattern that written ‗e‘ occur virtually only when there is a
neighbouring coronal segment.20 It has been mentioned that one reason why Threlkeld may
have perceived a sound closer to continental ‗e‘ [ ~ ] than continental ‗a‘ [] is owing to
the presence of laminar manner in neighbouring segments. As this pattern includes l as one of
the neighbouring segments, it remains possible that we also have a laminal manner for the
lateral []. The recommendation proposed here is that l can either be treated in the apical
English way or treated as a laminal segment. If the latter, it will assist a learner to articulate
the vowels in a way distinct from their English sound owing to the effects of phonotaxis.
Consider now the rhotic. Threlkeld tells us only that it is a trill (Threlkeld (1834) p. 2, cf.
Threlkeld (1850) p. 19). Threlkeld (1850) emphasises the presence of an ―exceeding rough
trill‖ which he states to indicate by double ‗rr‘ (Threlkeld (1850) p. 19). However, in the same
sentence he points out that ―but to obtain the short sound of the vowels, the consonants are in
most instances doubled‖ (ad loc.). Thus, despite the convention of ‗rr‘ to designate a ―rough
trill‖, the point is obscured owing to the convention vis-à-vis ―short vowels‖.
Moreover, Aboriginal languages typically have a pair of distinctive rhotics, one being the
aforementioned trill and the other a continuant (apical or retroflex) or a flap. However, the
presence of an expected, complementary, untrilled rhotic is indeterminate from written
records, or comparisons with an audio-record of Kattang (Eddie Lobban: 2002). The
problems with the audio recording are manifold. Firstly, the sound quality is often very poor.
Second and third, Lobban appears to have experience a deterioration of articulatory clarity
with age; and this may also affect his recollection of lexical items and their enunciation. In the
fourth place, Lobban‘s language is Gadhang, an obviously related language, but not identical
with Awabakal.
Notwithstanding the preceding cautionary matters, the informant Eddie Lobban occasionally
gives the hint of a trill in certain words, but appears to have lost the ―knack‖ of producing it
distinctly, and these hints are inconsistently present across repetitions of lexemes containing
rhotics (there is no hint of a flap or retroflex articulation). Added to this, it remains possible
that Gadhang and Awabakal were distinct in respect of rhotic articulation and even in the
manifest distribution of rhotic manner. Moreover, though affecting grammar and semiotics
more directly, it may also bear upon phonological analysis that the Gadhang spoken by
Lobban appears to be morphologically very simple. It suggests that (i) Gadhang has perhaps
undergone a decay of morphological complexity from the 19th century through to the 20th
century when Lobban acquired the language; and (ii) perhaps Lobban is recalling a practice in
the language long since unused in everyday situations (and possibly spoken only at a juvenile
level). The most telling indicators of decay-borne simplification are the frequently heard
terms ‗naki‘ and ‗katai‘. According, to my best interpretation, ‗naki‘ is concomitant with
Awabakal *na the root of the verb ‗see‘, and which occurs as nataan (present tense) and
nakala (past tense); and while there is a productive stem of the verb naki-, it does not (in
Awabakal) occur in that raw form as a free morpheme. Similarly, as best I can weigh the
matter, the term ‗katai‘ is perhaps concomitant with the verb ―be/stay‖ which, in Awabakal,
is kataan in the present tense and kakala in the past tense. The disyllable katai does occur in
Awabakal as a kind of verb modifier indicating ‗persists in a state for a long period‘ but its
20

A prominent exception is the 1s dative amawang (―em-mo-ung‖).
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frequency and placement in Lobban‘s narratives does not appear to admit this sense for
‗katai‘.
Lissarrague, for her part, includes both a trilled rhotic (which she gives as ‗rr‘) and a
continuant (as ‗r‘) and then leaves those instances she considers indeterminate as uppercase
‗R‘. Her rationale for identifying either ‗rr‘ or ‗r‘ is by finding cognates in either Darkinyung,
Gadhang, Dhangadi and Yuwaalayaay (Lissarrague (2006) p. 19). She employs the ‗R‘ for
cases where no cognates were found (Lissarrague (2006) p. 20). Although the existence of
cognate forms is highly suggestive, it is not a method that guarantees a non-arbitrary result.
Nonetheless, should the community decide two rhotics were desirable, they may easily
consult Lissarrague (2006) to get a reasonable start: note that she recommends ‗R‘ should for
convenience be treated as continuant.
I am less persuaded by Lissarrague‘s proposal that some words terminate in a trilled rhotic at
the expense of a vowel which is included in Threlkeld‘s description. Some words do
terminate in a rhotic according to Threlkeld (presumably a trill), but there is a certain class of
words, treated this way by Lissarrague in contention against Threlkeld. She states:
There are some words in HRLM which Threlkeld recorded as ending in -ra when it functions
as a subject or an object (absolutive) and -ro when it functions as an agent or an instrument
(ergative/instrumental). This is most likely to be word-final rr in absolutive and rr-u in
ergative/instrumental (Lissarrague (2006) p. 20).

There is no justification or explication of why it should be taken to be so, except for the last
statement of the quotation. However, two words within this class, the term for ‗hand‘ and that
for ‗fish‘ occur in Lobban (2002) in disagreement with Lissarrague assessment. Whereas
Lissarrague reconstructs them respectively as ‗matarr‘ and ‗makurr‘ (where a double ‗rr‘ is a
trill), Lobban pronounces them with a definite vowel in the terminus. For ―hand‖ he utters
‗matara‘ (trill hinted but not cogent); for ‗fish‘ we also hear a terminal vowel, but its manner
and value is less determinate. The range of possible values is [ ~  ~
]. Whatever the medial and terminal vowels are, Lobban, albeit speaking Gadhang,
gives very strong support to Threlkeld‘s contention that the Awabakal version of these words
are tri-syllabic, vowel-terminal noun-stems. In sum, until Lissarrague can provide some
compelling reason why she believes that these words are ―most likely to be word-final rr in
absolutive‖ the relevant class of lexemes will be treated as tri-syllabic, vowel-terminal
lexemes in Awabakal. More is said about this class of substantivals in the chapter concerning
case-grammar.
The dorsal oral stop is either [] or []. To my own ears, when one hears a fluent speaker of a
Pama-Nyungan language, very frequently the dorsal oral stop seems to be more retrograde
than []. Although [] is used in some situations to denote a voiced pharyngeal consonant,
the significance here is to let it denote an unvoiced, unaspirated, uvulo-velar oral stop. So,
without asserting that it is the case that Awabakal possessed a [] and not a [], I will employ
[] in the IPA representation, and allow it to have a real, albeit undetermined, value
somewhere along the axis from [] to []. The remaining sound, the dorsal nasal segment []
is not taken to have any special features of its own, except that within Awabakal it is not
characterised by having an accompanying homo-organic oral stop [] as is the opinion
presented in Fraser (1892) in direct conflict with Threlkeld‘s express advice.21

21

That is, whereas Threlkeld explicitly writes, e.g., ‗Bing-ngai‘ (for elder brother), Fraser writes
‗biġgai‘ where ‗ġ‘ represents []: vide Threlkeld (1834) p. 86, & cf. Fraser (1892) p. 203 for the entries
cited.
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2.4 Diphthongs
There are three diphthongs represented in Threlkeld‘s records: ‗ai‘, ‗ei‘, ‗au‘. The pair
‗ai‘/‗au‘ can—according to standard conventions—be easily rendered by ‗ay‘, ‗aw‘
respectively. The remaining ‗ei‘ requires one first to analyse the formant ‗e‘. In most cases it
seems reasonable to interpret ‗e‘ as ‗a‘ modified by a lamino-coronal segment. Lissarrague
seems to adopt this course frequently, but occasionally renders ‗ei‘ by ‗i‘. For instance, the
word for urine, which Threlkeld records with ‗Kei-lai‘ is found as ‗kilay‘ (Lissarrague (2006)
p. 117). This rendition is based only on Threlkeld‘s datum, not on cognate forms (at least,
none are cited ad loc.). My intuition evidently departs from that of Lissarrague as I see it as a
typical raising of the low vowel [] under the influence of the corono-laminar [] to the
allophone []. Naturally, that requires first assessing the lateral to be laminar in manner; on
the other hand that assessment is based on the most typical distribution of ‗e‘ in Threlkeld‘s
records. Should it be, then, ‗kilay‘ as Lissarrague prefers, or ‗kaylay‘—allophonically
[]—as I prefer? I believe that the matter is largely moot for this lexeme and either
solution is arbitrary but satisfactory in practical terms.
Over and against the forgoing remarks, one can frequently detect, in the oral data of Lobban
(2002), these vocalic sounds: simple vowel [~] and the diphthong-like segment [~].
This evidence, combined with Threlkeld‘s rendition, points to a plausible case for the
existence of a regular mid-altitude anterior vowel with a value somewhere along the axis from
[]-low to []-high. The reason for retaining digraphs in the community orthography, i.e.,
-ai-, -ei- and -au-, is to facilitate easier reading. In the first place, it allows for shorter words
in many cases, by allowing for a monosyllable, e.g., ‗au‘ instead of a disyllable ‗awu‘ and yet
encode the same phonetic information. For instance (using a small word to illustrate), the
name of the small snapper fish is rendered by Lissarrague ‗matjawarr‘, following her practice,
discussed earlier, of excising certain terminal vowels (Lissarrague (2006) p. 123): it is derived
solely from Threlkeld‘s ‗mut-tau-ra‘. Comparing Lissarrague‘s ‗matjawarr‘ and an otherwise
rendered mataura one may detect a substantial distinction in implied prosody; Lissarrague‘s
rendition implies a 1st-3rd syllable stress pattern, whereas Threlkeld‘s rendition implies weight
on the second syllable. Given words such as karaakal (‗Ka-rá-kul‘, healer, magician) it does
appear that, on Threlkeld‘s testimony at least, Awabakal does not mechanically follow the 1st3rd-etc. stress regimen, but has many occasions of lexical items where stress may fall on the
second syllable. In addition, the form ‗mut-tau-ra‘ suggests some rounding of the vowel in the
second syllable—possibly in the post-formant—yielding the view that ‗mataara‘ would be a
misrepresentation. Hence, for the instances of lexical items such as ‗mut-tau-ra‘, it is
plausible—setting certain conventions aside—that the form mataura [] better
represents the original word. Note too, that the possible form ‗matawra‘ is too ―exotic
looking‖ for the comfort of community learners.22
Similar arguments can be made for -ai-, and the possibility of -ei-. Insofar as a phonological
reconstruction is concerned the matter can be considered as follows. The graphic diphthongs
occur either in word-terminal environments or preceding homo-organic glides: i.e., either y
[] or w []. When one precedes a homo-organic glide, a difference between, say, ‗aya‘ and
‗aiya‘ could be similar to the difference respectively between, say, the transition from the first
syllable ‗sa‘ to the second syllable ‗yo‘ in the Japanese parting term ‗sayonara‘, and the postformant modification of the vocalic contour in the English word ‗hire‘.

22

That is, there is a considerable likelihood that readers will either ignore the ‗w‘ entirely or add an
epenthetic vowel producing ‗matawara‘.
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Table 3: Diphthongs
orthography

Model Alt. 1

Model Alt. 2

Model Alt. 3

ai







ei







au







It remains possible that, in the community orthography, the digraphs ai, ei and au, will persist
without intervening glides. This remains possible both for reasons of simplicity and because
there is evidence from Threlkeld‘s style of representation that such intercalic glides have
slighter articulation in the cases of these three ―diphthongs‖, than approximants in other
vocalic combinations. In his word-list of 1834 (pp. 80-104), Threlkeld consistently writes ―ai‖
rather than ―a-i‖; this is in contrast to other vocalic compounds. There are no occasions of
―oi‖ but rather we find ―o-i‖ indicating, in his style, that the two vowels are to be articulated
independently. With E+I combinations, we find some ―ei‖ and other ―e-i‖, e.g., ―Pun-tei, A
narrow place‖ (p. 84) , ―Kei-lai, urine‖ (p. 87) , but also ―Ne-il-pai-yel-liko, to shout, the noise of war or play‖ (p. 99) 
 , and ―We-ir-we-ir, To be
lame‖ (p. 103) . Forms recorded as ‗e-i‘ are represented as eyi, forms
recorded with ‗ei‘ are represented by the digraph ei, though it has been replaced by ey []
when it immediately precedes n, l, r or segues to another vowel. The digraph -au- is
consistently represented, and only in two cases is the a separate from the u and in those two
cases Threlkeld uses ‗ü‘ which he otherwise never employs. The examples are ―Nga-ü-wo,
Sea gull‖ (p. 90)  and ―Ka-ü-mul-li-ko, To cause to be assembled together‖ (p. 96B)23
. Threlkeld lets no other vowel compounds stand together, except one instance
of ‗ea‘ in ―Tu-rea, Bream-fish‖ (p. 91) , which, on the strength of every other
occurrence being ―e-a‖, I take to be an erratum. The idea behind keeping the digraphs is the
notion that Threlkeld may have detected the fact that certain ‗ei‘ and virtually all ‗ai‘ and ‗au‘
have the time-spot value of one syllabic nucleus.

2.4.1 Geminate and Duplex Vowels
Let the term ‗couplet-vowel‘ denote a pair of the same vowel occurring together, as below. 24

Couplet Vowels
Orthography

IPA representation

aa



ii



uu or oo

or

Let us define a geminate vowel to represent a phonetic feature of length, i.e., longer duration
[]; and define a duplex vowel to indicate a prosodic feature of stress [].
Both would represented in the orthography by the same vowel written twice (i.e., aa, ii and
uu ~ oo). It is not currently determinate whether Awabakal contains geminate vowels or

23

In the 1934 document, a printer‘s error has resulted in two pages numbered ‗96‘. I refer to the lefthand one as 96A and the right-hand one as 96B.
24

Pending a community decision: if the letter o is retained, then ‗uu‘ in this document will be ‗oo‘ in
the community language.
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duplex vowels or perhaps is characterised by both kinds in independent environments. Thus, a
written couplet-vowel (aa, ii and uu ~ oo) may either represent a geminate vowel (i.e., longer
duration) or a duplex vowel (signalling prosodic stress with some accompanying length). The
recommendation put forward here is to treat orthographic couplet-vowels to represent stress
primarily (i.e., as a duplex vowel), and let that carry length via natural prosody.
Evidence that length may have obtained is the presence of a number of words in which
accented vowels occur in the first syllable. Discounting words where the first vowel is ‗u‘
(since cuc actually represents cc and only cúc and cu represent u), we can find the
minimal pair ‗kim-mul-li-ko‘ []—as ―roast meat over hot coals‖—and ‗ki-mul-liko‘ [] (Threlkeld (1834) pp. 96B, 97 respectively). However, a number of forms
in which the accented vowels occur in an even numbered syllable, e.g., ‗Ka-rá-kul‘ (Threlkeld
(1834) p. 87), leaves open the uncertainty between length [] and prosody
[]. Lissarrague has decided that ―for the purposes of [her] project ―vowel length is
not distinctive‖ (Lissarrague (2006) p. 20). I would concur that it is quite indeterminate how
to evaluate accented vowels in Threlkeld records, but, on the balance of evidence, have
recommended to the community that they be retained and incorporated into prosody (stress)
rather than construed to imply length. As for the exemplary pair, kimaliku and kiimaliku the
recommended distinction is phono-prosodic, such that, to provide a nominal English model,
the simple ‗i‘ rhymes with ‗tin‘ but the duplex ‗ii‘ rhymes with ‗ear‘—as one smooth vowel
[] rather than the common diphthongised [].25
There is not in the record direct evidence for the variant ―uu‖ because in Threlkeld‘s
orthography only the forms Cu- and CúC have the sound []: see also 2.4.2. Threlkeld
defines it to rhyme with ―boon, a gift‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 2). However, it should be borne in
mind that Threlkeld had parents from Cumberland (near the Scottish border) and himself
grew up in Devon. As Fraser reports it,
Mr. Threlkeld‘s birthplace was Hatherleigh, in Devon, but the family belonged originally to
the county of Cumberland, and there to the village of Threlkeld (Fraser (1892) ―Introduction‖
p. xiii).

Devonian accents of the late 18th- early 19th-century would have still resonated with its Celtic
origins and Threlkeld, in his natural dialect, would pronounce ―boon‖ similar to [],26 that
is, rather closer to the Italian sound in uno than either to English ―boon‖ or English ―bull‖.
Unless the community decides to retain o, occurrences of uu in the orthography will replace
occasions of ‗cóc‘ and ‗co‘ in Threlkeld‘s documents. If o is retained then ‗cóc‘ and ‗co‘
will invite oo. There sound-value is recommended to approach that of (English word) ‗or‘
though to be taken as front vowels, i.e., [] and hence acoustically very similar to the sounds
ranging over [].

2.4.2 Note Regarding a Spelling Convention in Relation to Affixation
In relation to the vowels, there are proper reasons to have duplex/geminate vowels. However,
there are no similar grounds for the occurrence of a couplet-consonant. In the process of
adding affixes, a spelling convention has been adopted to avoid the appearance of doubleconsonants. The convention is simple,
Eliminate double-consonants by reducing them to a single letter.
The need arises only in relation to terminal-n, terminal-ng and terminal-l. For instance, the
word for any bird is tibin, and if the bird is male and bears the ergative pronominal enclitic,
25

Getting learners to replace the English [] with a more natural [] will take training.

26

Again, let me remind the reader that [] is not the ATR vowel sound of English [] as in ―doom‖.
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nowa (or nuwa), in a sentence, we have an occasion of tibin+nowa, but the word should
appear as tibinowa, with only a single n. Similarly, if ―we‖ (multiple plural) see+FA we have
na+nan+ngeyn → nanangeyn
see+FA+1p(ERG) → ―we will see‖
The only other possible occasion is for nouns ending l. If it is correct that the inessive/illative
suffix is -la, in default, then only one l should appear in the written word. This happens when
the inessive/illative is attached to the verb locational nominaliser ngeyl such that any such
result will appear as -ngeyla, rather than -ngeylla.

2.5 Syllabics, Prosody and Phonotaxis
In this section, we examine syllabification protocols, prosody or accent and stress regimes,
and certain features of phonotaxis that appear common and actual.

2.5.1 Syllabification Patterns in Awabakal
The presumed skeletal template for syllabification is
CV(c).
The above schema is a template in which we find consonant-initial syllables with a single
nuclear vowel and optional coda. However, Awabakal, like most other Aboriginal languages,
appears to exhibit a number of deviations from the proto-language germ. Firstly, we allow
that the three diphthongs, ai, ei and au, are analysable as having intercalic glides, and that the
geminate vowels (mostly) indicate syllabic stress, and can thereupon be represented by a
single ‗V‘. Secondly, we consider that consonants in coda position are restricted to the lateral
l, []27 the rhotic r [] and the two nasals n [] and ng []. The segment m [] may occur in
coda position (e.g., in the personal possessive suffix -umba) but not at the end of a word. The
segments t [], k [] or b (or p) [] do not occur in coda position at all.
However, there are at many instances of adjacent consonants in environments when one of the
allowed coda-position consonants meets with a consonantal onset. Thus we find [] , [],
[], [] (perhaps really [] in actual speech), [] and [] (perhaps really [] in actual
speech—though we find []) also—[] , [], [], []. We notice, then, that the
occurrence of consonant clusters all divide syllables such that the leading consonant is in the
syllable coda, and the successor forms a syllable onset. Now, all coda consonants, except m,
are viable word-terminal consonants. This leaves us with the following.

Table 4: Features of Codæ
Non-occurring codæ:
k, t, b, p
—————————————————————————————————————
Allowed coda consonants:
l, r, m, n, ng
—————————————————————————————————————
Words never end with:
k, m, t, b,
—————————————————————————————————————
Words never begin with:
l, r,
So, we never find t, b or p leading into any other consonants including w and y. Moreover,
some further constraints apply concerning the ends of words and the beginnings of words.

27

As word terminal n is probably [] rather than [], the same is taken to apply to the word-terminal
lateral.
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In the 1834 word-list, a verb is recorded as ―Wat-pul-li-ko‖ (p. 103). It is defined as ‗To
swim, to stretch forth the hands to swim‖. Note that this definition, I believe, is an intuitive
rendition of the word‘s meaning: an example of ―folk-etymology‖. For there is another verb
―Wat-ta-wal-li-ko, To stamp with the foot or feet, to tread‖ (p. 130). Now, this datum
suggests that the meaning of ‗watpaliko‘ is ‗to tread water‘ and the fact that in some sense at
least treading water is a privative concept (treading without treading on anything, for rather
one treads against water) explicates the occurrence of the privative voice regimen -paliku,
rather than the circumstantial voice regimen -baliku.28 Accordingly, on this, admittedly
singular datum of etymological evidence, it does seem that the syllable is *wata and
essentially means ‗tread‘. So, on the likelihood that it is wata rather than wat, it seems
reasonable to reconstruct the word as watapaliku. In this way, we both satisfy the otherwise
apparent pattern that t is not an allowed coda, and have found an etymological reason for
restructuring a datum, such that we have not simply relied on the interpretations emerging
from our syllabic theory: i.e., we have a reason not just a ―policy‖.
What we have to consider next is the fact that several words are vowel-initial. Possibly this
indicates the aftermath of the degeneration of once initial approximants. That is, words like
Awaba (Lake Macquarie), ani (demonstratives), and the verbs *uwa (move), *uma
(do/make), *uba (use/work-at), *anma (make-jump/startle) and *unte (dance) perhaps
originally began with either the approximant [] or []. Perhaps, too, the second syllable was
stressed, and as the first syllable lost stress it also lost its initial glide.
Thus, the overall open schema of syllabification potential in Awabakal can be illustrated by
the following examples.

Table 5: Spectrum of Found Syllables
CV

ma

expletive, imperative form, as ―Go on, do it!‖

CVC

bun-

the verb-root ―strike‖

CVCv

wipi

wind, the wind

CVCvCV

matara

the hand

CVcCvCV

talkiri

a type of bramble or thorn-bush

CVCvCcV

kararka

the mouth

VCV

ani

MPD,

VCVCv

Awaba

Lake Macquarie

VCCv

anma-

the verb-root ―jump, startle‖

a demonstrative with the sense ―this‖

In the orthography itself, we also have affixes such as ngeyn—the 1p pronominal enclitic—
which possibly has a very slight vocalic value betwixt the ‗y‘ and the ‗n‘, or some prepalatalisation takes place in the transition from e to n []. At any rate, Threlkeld‘s form
‗ngén‘ suggests a single syllable; thus we have not represented any vowel betwixt y and n in
this, and similar, words to avoid a solid syllable ‗yen‘ coming out in speech; similar thoughts
are behind the inclusion of the three diphthongs in the language, which, I believe, are
monosyllabic nuclei. The ‗yC‘ sequence occurs only for ‗eyn‘, ‗eyr‘ and ‗eyl‘, i.e., when l, r
or n follow the palatalised ‗ey‘ vowel.
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Pending the determination of ‗u‘ versus ‗o‘, where the latter results in ‗-paliko‘.
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2.5.2 Prosody, Rhythm and Stress
Recall from 2.4.1, that a geminate vowel is defined as one characterised by extended duration,
while a duplex vowel is one that carries the property of mora, or stress.
To understand Threlkeld‘s methodology in his method of literal representation we must first
understand that he received instruction in pronunciation and given his impression of syllable
structure from Birabaan. Threlkeld tells us this quite plainly (the quotations are numbered to
facilitate reference to the points made).
[Q1] It was very evident that M‘Gill [i.e., Birabaan] was accustomed to teaching his native
language, for when he was asked the name of anything he pronounced the word very distinctly,
syllable by syllable, so that it was impossible to mistake it (Threlkeld (1850) p. 5).

Threlkeld also informs us that he was assisted by Birabaan in his linguistic labours.
[Q2] This translation of the Gospel of Luke into the language of the aborigines, was made by
me with the assistance of the intelligent aboriginal, M‘Gill (Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p.
126).

It is not clear that Birabaan qua native speaker would be able accurately to decompose his
own language into syllables in the way these structures are understood in modern linguistic
terms. But it seems that Threlkeld, whatever he may have assimilated from other speakers,
took Birabaan‘s example as an arbiter of orthodoxy.
Threlkeld tells us that ―in general disyllables and trisyllables accent the first syllable‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 4). However, it should be noted that many words have geminate/duplex
vowels in the second syllable, and I believe that syllables with geminate vowels are to have
the stress fall on them. It seems to me that Threlkeld‘s vocalic ―length‖ assimilates to stress in
virtually every instance. It is true, however, that a number of disyllabic words have a diacritic
placed over the vowel in the first syllable, e.g.,
―kóng-kung…kóng-ka…kól-lai‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 86; a frog, a reed and wood or tree).
Threlkeld‘s diacritics concern what he called ―enclosed vowels‖ (Threlkeld (1834) pp. 7980): i.e., ‗enclosed‘ means a vowel having a consonant written on each side, as Cvc. The
most significant feature of which is that an ―enclosed‖ u, being CuC, is phonetically [],
whereas the ―open‖ u as Cu-, and the ―prolonged‖ u as CúC, are each []. Nonetheless,
insofar as Threlkeld takes it, the triadic division between enclosed, open and prolonged
vowels covers all the vowels and, except for the ―u‖, a diacritic does not alter the oral place of
the vocalic grapheme, but determines length or weight (Threlkeld (1834) p. 2, under ―Of
Accents‖). It remains unclear, to me at least, what distinction is supposed to be implied by the
two categories of open and prolonged for the other vowels, but the category of enclosed
vowels just follows the orthographic pattern in English where shorter vowels are indicated by
doubled consonants, as between ―latter‖ beside ―later‖. As the data cited above contain the O,
the accent does not actually alter the oral place of the vowel, so, something else must be
indicated by the diacritic. As such, we would expect that the rule regarding accentuation of
the first syllable would be sufficient to indicate stress, so the occurrence of the diacritic
suggests that true length or weight is involved. As previously mentioned, Lissarrague (2006)
does not regard vocalic length to be distinctive, and has produced a satisfactory reconstruction
of the language nonetheless. At some time, the community may decide to follow her example
(as with the ‗o‘ and ‗e‘), but until such a time, the reconstruction presented here retains a
representation of duplex (or geminate) vowels.
In the preceding data, the first two instances of ó, ―kóng-kung, kóng-ka‖, have the dorsouvular nasal as a proper coda, and thus the vowels are ―enclosed‖ in a proper sense (i.e., the
‗ng‘ forms a coda segment), while the third, ―kól-lai‖, may reflect the possibility that when
Birabaan enunciated this word syllable by syllable he pre-empted the ‗l‘ at the coda of the
first syllable which is the onset of the second syllable: hence Threlkeld‘s belief that he needed
diacritic modification of vowels in what appeared to him to be ―enclosed‖ syllables. Here
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perhaps too we have a combination of primary stress and the ordinary prolongation of vocalic
segments that emerge when the following consonant is sonorant, as are the nasals and the
lateral. So, while koongkang, koongka and koolai are the admitted forms—indicating this
moderate lengthening—it would also, I think, be admissible to make them simply as
kongkang, kolai. All the same, whereas I believe that many of Threlkeld‘s accented vowels
indicate stress, some lengthening may also be involved concomitant with stress, and so we
have persisted with the doubling even for geminate vowels occurring in positions of normal
prosody. These data, then, would be
,
though perhaps a half-length mark (and adding A-I-U reduction) would be more accurate for
these:
.
Altogether considered, on the basis that these data are accurate records, although the feature
of vocalic length might obtain in Awabakal, for the most part the stress contour would follow
the ―prolonged‖ (and ―open‖) vowels. So, when these occur in the first syllable stress is
―normal‖, but where duplex (rather than geminate) vowels occur in other, especially in evennumbered syllables, the stress falls to them, and the rhythm is ―exceptional‖. Let an accent
mark [] the stressed syllables in a word, and leave unstressed syllables unmarked. Therefore,
while balbang and biyangbai have the expected contours [] and [
 
 ],
words like taiyool (youngest son) and karaakal (―man of secrets‖ i.e., a healer, mystic and
sorcerer) have contours [] and []. It is not difficult to see why
geminate/duplex vowels would attract the stress in syllabic rhythms. That is, disyllables have
a plain pattern of stressed–unstressed; trisyllables will have primary stress on the first and a
secondary stress on the third if the rhythm is ―normal‖. Overall, unless geminate/duplex
vowels occur, and for the moment ignoring verbs and derived terms, the contour of
consonant-initial words begins with primary stress on the first syllable and extends secondary
stress on succeeding alternate syllables (i.e., following the odd numbered ordinals). The ruleschema would be as below (bold type signals the stressed syllables).

Table 6: Prosodic Stress Protocols for Non-Verbs
―Normal‖ : cv…
―Normal‖ : vc…
Marked stress wherever double vowel

Terminal stress

cvcvcvcv…
vcvcvcvcv…
…vv…
cvcvcvv(c)

Wungarapin
Awabakalu
Karaakal
Birabaan

That is, for consonant-initial words, syllables with single vowels follow the odd-number
pattern of stress; vowel-initial words are the same except that stress begins with the first
consonant-initial syllable: i.e., the second. However, words having syllables with
duplex/geminate vowels possess mora () and become thereby the carriers of primary stress.
Considering words with mora, we do find tetrasyllabic words with stress following the even
numbered syllables, such as karoongkaroong []. This is the name of the
male pelican, imitative of his call, and represents a rather quick ―chortling‖ sound the bird
makes: precisely how closely its pronunciation should follow strict imitation is not recorded.
A trisyllabic word with extra stress on the first and third (thus ostensibly ―normal‖), occurs to
name the male emu, and is again imitative of his call: koongkaroong []. We
find also pentasyllabic words with mora on the terminus: e.g., a word denoting a shark ―kurra-ko-i-yóng‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 87), i.e., karakoyiyoong [
 
 
 ]. In short,
rhythmic contours are to be apprehended via the orthography more or less directly for nonverbs, and this way also for most of the verb-forms. It should be noted that words ending
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-kaan, and words ending -ngeyl,29 have the stress falls on the final syllable. The resultative
participle is formed by attaching -toowara, to the verb-base, and however many syllables
occur, the primary stress is carried by the first syllable of the affix [ STEM+]
(Threlkeld (1834) pp. 4-5). These matters are indicated orthographically by the occasion of
duplex vowels. In addition, where particular emphasis is desired, the stress falls to the final
syllable; in marked imperatives—see below—stress falls to final syllable. Marked imperatives
are not given a duplex vowel-pair, because the vowel is volatile. As Threlkeld tells us,
when attention is particularly commanded, the Emphasis is thrown on the last syllable, often
changing the termination into oú : as, Wol-la-wol-la, the imperative, move, for, be quick. To
urgently command would be Wol-lo-wol-loú, dwelling double the time on the oú (Threlkeld
(1834) p. 5, italics cited).

In other words (based on Threlkeld‘s ‗wol-lo-wol-lou‘),
[a] Wala wala!
uwa -la uwa -la
move -IMP move -IMP
―Get a move on!‖

[] or []

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 5; adapted)

It shows that part of the stylistics of Awabakal is to lay stress on terminal syllables in the
context of emphasis. This suggests a general volatility to those vowels as they undergo
emotive exaggeration and transformation, evidently taking on the feature of rounding. For this
reason, it seemed more accurate just to leave the imperative -wa/-la with a single vowel, and
coach the matter of its stressed properties.
The tense of a verb imposes its own contour. These prosodic features are examined in 8,
where the verbs are examined.

2.5.3 Phonotaxis Patterns in Awabakal
2.5.3.1 Assimilation
According to Threlkeld‘s records there appears to be very little common phonotactic
assimilation in Awabakal. Perhaps this is an artefact of how he learned the language: tutored
by Birabaan, as mentioned earlier in connexion with the quotations Q1 and Q2. Perhaps, in
this way, owing to the difficulty of enunciating words syllable by syllable in a natural way,
Birabaan failed to pass on common assimilation patterns; and/or Threlkeld failed to pick up
on any clues provided. The assimilation features, I have in mind, involve assimilation to place
of articulation, as when in English, e.g., ‗n‘ becomes ‗m‘ before a labial stop and becomes ‗ŋ‘
before a velar stop. Indeed, if Threlkeld‘s records are to be a guide then assimilation occurs
only in a few environments where there is a grammatical condition. For instance, the verbbase bun for ‗strike‘ reveals no assimilation of its terminus ‗n‘ against all following
segments except the ‗m‘ of two forms of the permissive verb, and the labial stop [ as pa] of
the privative voice. The forms of the permissive verb prompting the assimilation are those
made with the affix -man-, and those made with the affix -maraban-.
1)

29
30

Bumarabanbiyabitiya
bun -maraban-bi -a -bi
-tiya
strike -PRMP -INCH-PA-2s(ERG)-1s(ACC)
―You let me be beaten‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118; adjusted)30

[] perhaps, rather than by [].

Threlkeld records the verb ―bummunbiya‖ (bumanbiya). The reason I have replaced this verb with
bumaraban is explained and scrutinised in 8.4 devoted to permissive verbs. Suffice now to say that the
form of the verb shown in datum 1, is the only form that suits the translation; one may also get the idea
from the remarks in the next paragraph discussing the three entries from the 1834 word-list.
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This may be contrasted, within the 1834 word-list, where three entries are one after the other:
the permissive (active), ―bu-mun-bil-li-ko, To permit another to strike, &c.‖ The permissive
(passive) ―Bu-mur-ra-bun-bi-li-ko, To permit another to be struck‖ against ―bún-mul-li-ko,
To take by violence, to snatch, to rob‖ (all p. 96A). Here we see exactly the same phonotactic
environment, i.e., *— / , for all three verbs, but only for the first two permissive verbs does
Threlkeld note any assimilation, whereas the third, causative, suffix appears the leave the
verb-base unaffected.
Thus, in the corpus of data, the laminal [] assimilates to the labial [] in the following cases
only.
bun  bu \ -marabanbun  bu \ -manbun  bum \ -pa
The affixes, -maraban- and -man-, mark types of permissive verb; the enclitic -pa forms the
marker of privative voice. It appears, from the records, that phonotactic assimilation of n to m
occurs only with these three particular environments (i.e., Threlkeld has only noted it for
these three environments).
It is worth considering if we should not better identify the root of ―strike‖ as *bu rather than
*bun.31 If we did identify *bu as the root, it would allow for a simpler interpretation of the
above occurrence of m, and account also for the imperative form (buwa) and optative form
(buwil): see below. However, it would then require us to nominate an epenthesis rule to
account for the occurrence of n (i.e., *bun) as the base of all other attachments, viz. tense, etc.
So, since the great majority of inflected forms of this verb reveal *bun, and it alters to *bum
or *bu only in certain special environments, it seems to me best to construct the root/base as
*bun.
Another example of an assimilation occurs in one peculiar environment in which the 1s(ERG)
pronominal enclitic baang becomes baam, but only when the enclitic is not the last part of
the sentence, but is followed by the radical enclitics ba or pa. When the sentential enclitic
*BA is used in its circumstantial or privative sense/function the enclitic sometimes undergoes
this assimilation.
2)

Buntaalatiyabara wonaibaamba
bun -taala
-tiya
-bara
wonai -baang
strike -PPR -1s(ACC) -3p (ERG)
child -1s(ERG)
―They beat me when I was a child‖

-ba
-CRC
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)

In other examples of this process, it is more usually pa than ba, where the former marks a
contrafactual or condition sense if: but in datum 2, the sense of the sentence is fairly clear to
assess that we have *BA in the circumstantial when-like conditional sense.32
Thus, in the corpus of data, there appears to be only one known environment in which the
dorso-uvular [] assimilates to the labial []. Where baang is the 1s(ERG) pronominal
enclitic, and *BA is a sentential enclitic
baang  baam sometimes before *ba (more often before *pa)

31
32

I thank Albert Burgman for this suggestion (personal communication).

As to the possibility that we have here an idiolectic peculiarity picked up by Threlkeld per accidens,
my impression of datum 2 is that it comes from Birabaan, who may here have been reflecting how he
was beaten as a boy during the time he spent at Sydney Barracks. Still, the few occurrences of baam in
the corpus of data, might yet merely reflect occasional assimilations occurring spontaneously in
running speech.
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An etymological example of homo-organic epenthesis appears to be ngarombai ―old man‖.
The word for ―old woman‖ is ngarongeyn, and the word for being earlier or first is ngaro.
So the mechanism here is that the root ngaro gets the feminine suffix -ngeyn, and remains
undisturbed, but when the ―person‖ marker -bai is attached it prompts the epenthesis of an m
to occur between ngaro [] and bai yielding ngarombai.
elderly man
Ngarombai
   + 
elderly——person

elderly woman
Ngarongeyn
  
elderly——female
(cf. Threlkeld (1834) p. 90)

Accordingly, either the assimilation of nasal segment to oral place of successor is a sporadic
process or Threlkeld‘s record is sporadic. The latter may appear theoretically attractive, but is
impossible to verify, and thus any protocol that presumes such assimilations across the whole
lexicon requires a bold assumption that I cannot cultivate. It, therefore, seems best to leave
such matters to the community either to decide policy outright or to let such phonotaxis occur
spontaneously in the dynamics of locutionary action.

2.5.3.2 Vocalic Elision
It has been previously mentioned that the root of the verb meaning ―strike‖ might either be
*bu or *bun. If the former then we must describe a rule in which a nasal coda attaches prior
to the attachment of all but two verb affixes. If the latter then we must describe a rule wherein
the coda-nasal drops away before two affixes. Since the latter presents a rarer modification, it
seem the least inflationary. So, there are two known instances of elision of the coda consonant
of a cvc verb-root. The verb stem *bun is so affected in the imperative and optative forms:
bun  bu if imperative: Buwa (-wa = IMP)
or optative: buwil (-wil = OPT)
The verb root *maan (take, accept, receive), as far as we know, only changes for the
imperative, itself a unique form
maan  maara as imperative (-ra = IMP)
There occurs an occasional elision of initial vowels from the verb-base *uwa when another
verb governs two or more clauses (see example 3 below). As Threlkeld notes,
[t]he U. is often omitted when another verb takes the government forming it into an auxiliary:
but as a principal verb the U. is generally retained (Threlkeld (1834) p. p. 123).

In example 1, below, whether we take *uwa or waita to be the main verb is not obvious,
since other examples occur, in which only waita (‗depart‘) or tanan (‗approach‘) occur
without a form of *uwa. But if we base the analysis on the rule that only a tensed verb can
form a ―main verb‖, then we should see waita as the auxiliary, and that it is able to govern
both clauses.
3)
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Waita wananowaba, waitangaiyangeyn
waita uwa -nan -nowa
-ba, waita -ngaiya-ngeyn
depart move-FA-3sm(ERG)-when, depart-then -1p(ERG)
―When he goes, we will too‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 123)33

As mentioned in 2.2.1, affixing the 3sm(ERG) enclitic -nowa to a verb or other lexeme ending in n,
prompts the dropping of the initial n from the enclitic: this forms an orthographic rule, since we do not
use double consonants in the written form; it probably indicates a phonotactic feature too, as far as we
know.
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Elision of the initial vowel is not found to occur for other vowel-initial verbs (e.g., uma,
uba), except that there is a short imperative Ma! (do! or to dare someone as ―Go on then, do
it!‖).
In general and in summary, given that Threlkeld may have overlooked a more widespread
phonotaxis of assimilations—perhaps due to Birabaan‘s otherwise helpful enunciations of
words—we have adopted the convention, not to include phonotaxis of this sort in the
orthography, and thus more generally preserve stems, bases and other roots. Instead, it is
supposed that—given the linguistic background of, at least, the first generation of prospective
students and speakers—that phonotactic features in running speech will enter ―naturally‖ in
the language via patterns albeit English in origin. Thus, we keep the orthography mostly free
of such features, and let the future and the community determine what it will regarding
assimilation and other phonotactic features. The exceptions to this convention involves n–to–
m assimilations in the permissive verbs and baang to baam when the 1s(ERG) precedes a
privative enclitic pa. Another exception involves the occurrence of contractions, such as those
applying to the movement verb, from *uwa to *wa, and the contractions of verb bases before
the imperative and optative affixes, as for *bun + IMP  OPT  buwa  buwil.

2.5.3.3 Deeper Phonotaxis & Etymological Lexis
In this section, we examine issues regarding the inclusion of allomorphs in the standard
orthography; and some ideas about extracting verb bases from examples which are recorded
only in infinitive form
To begin, reconsider the verb *kiyu, mentioned above in relation to the optative affix -wil. A
causative form of this verb, meaning ‗to broil meat on the coals of a fire‘ (Threlkeld (1834) p.
96B) seems to have the reduced base *ki as it is recorded as ‗kim-mul-li-ko‘ (kimaliko);
probably, these two verbs are cognate etymologically rather than grammatically. The verb
kimaliko can be seen as causative because the affix -ma- operates also as a productive
causative affix. So there appear to be certain alterations of fundamental roots which have
undergone contraction or other reformation in various derivational or inflectional contexts.
Clearly, given the limited corpus of data, such possibilities are scarcely obvious and very
difficult to verify.
Nevertheless. one way to examine deeper, etymological, lexis in Awabakal is to examine the
verbs. Threlkeld (1834) records verbs mostly in their infinitive form. This leaves some
question as to how their bases are to be reconstructed. One avenue of such reconstruction is to
consider verbs where the past aorist forms (PA) terminates in a lengthened or stressed vocalic
segment -aa.
Verb bases that end in vowels, and are of at least two syllables, form the past aorist on the
aforementioned terminal vowel -aa. Verb bases of this sort—for which we have sentential
examples in the past aorist—are bases which happen to terminate in -a anyway. Three
common examples are
make/do *uma & PA = umaa []
(Threlkeld‘s ‗umá‘ < U-mul-li-ko: (1834) p. 102;  or ),
pierce/spear *tura & PA = turaa []
(Threlkeld‘s ‗turá‘ Tur-rul-li-ko: (1834) p. 101;  or ),
speak *wiya & PA = wiyaa []
(Threlkeld‘s ‗wiyá‘ Wi-yel-li-ko: (1834) p. 102;  or ).
We know by Threlkeld‘s syllabification procedure that ‗mul‘  ma and ‗rul‘  ra because the
terminal consonant is just the reduplication of the onset of the next syllable, which Threlkeld
reduplicates to mark the sound of the ‗u‘ as []. Thus, the past aorist seems simply, for the
first two, to increase the value—either by length or stress—of the terminating vowel. With the
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third example *wiya, however, we find the infinitive to be wiyeliko [] In my view
the e is allophonic and occurs because of its placement betwixt the palatal [] and the laminal
[], which influences // to shift to higher oral place [] or perhaps []. We have some
evidence that the base is *wiya from a use of this word as a question-marker (expressing
‗Say, how about…?‘). The form for this use is not the terminally stressed ―wiyá‖ but the plain
―wiya‖: thus wiya [] (INTERROGATIVE) rather than wiyaa [] (PA). Moreover,
there is also a form wiyayeliko, defined as ―to speak in reply, to answer‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p.
102). Now *yeliko is the infinitive in regimen for the loquentive voice which occurs on other
verb bases indicating that the matter is either in locutionary form or is of auditory
manifestation.34 All the same, we see from this derivation that the base appears to be intact as
*wiya. This would tell us either that for the simple infinitive wiyeliko the a undergoes ablaut
to e compressed into the regimen, or that the simple infinitive generates from a root form
wi(y). Therefore, the issue of the root form of the verb base is ultimately indeterminate, but
it should reasonable to reconstruct it as *wiya.
For other verbs recorded only in their infinitive forms, on the other hand, it is not always an
easy matter to decide what the verb base is, and thus, we have a decision problem regarding
how the past aorist, and tenses in general should be affixed. For example, the infinitive verb
given as ―Pai-pil-li-ko, To appear, to become visible‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 99), is easily
enough rendered in the Standard Orthography by paipiliko. But what is the base? Fortunately
for this particular specimen, it has a frequent role in the Gospel.
Examination of the Gospel—which has suffered garbling at the hand of the compiler Fraser
(1892)—frequently has instances of this verb in an evidently PA sense. Therein, it is rendered
as ‗paipéa‘ (e.g., Luke 1: 11; Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 128). Assuming for the moment
that it is correct—i.e., is Threlkeld‘s not Fraser‘s rendition—we would currently render it as
paipiya. Given this possibility, it might be thought that here we should expect a phonetic
reconstruction such as [], i.e., payipeya, such that the stress—shown by the
diacritic in ‗paipéa—falls on the third syllable in the manner expected of Pama-Nyungan
language.35 However, there is another verb in this apparent class for PA, viz. ―Wu-pil-li-ko, To
put or place‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 102). The PA of this verb is ‗wupéa‘ (Luke 1: 51: Threlkeld
via Fraser (1892) p. 130). We see therefore that, at least according to the written record, there
is a class of PA which takes the affix ‗-éya‘, and this is true even where it is the second
syllable as in ‗wupéa‘; and we would therefore construct this as wupiya [].
If we follow this line of reasoning then the next question would concern how one should
reconstruct the root of these verbs. It seems plausible to surmise that what is at work in this
class of verb is a set of roots which terminate with a palatal approximant or vocalic segment.
Accordingly, from the infinitive paipiliko [] and its PA form paipiya
[] we can reconstruct a base *paipi []. Similarly, from wupiliko
[] and wupiya [], we derive *wupi []. Further representation of
this verb class can be found in 8.2.2, concerning the past aorist tense.
In contrast, the verb ―Yu-kul-li-ko, To send as a messenger‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 104)
[yukaliko: ] is found in the PA tense as ‗yuka‘ at Luke 1: 19 (Threlkeld via Fraser

34

Some examples, from the 1834 word-list, are ―Ko-la-yel-li-ko, To keep secret, not to tell, not to
disclose‖ (p. 97), kolayeliko []; ―Kum-bur-ro-pai-yel-li-ko, To be troublesome, to cause
a headache with noise‖ (p. 97), kambaropaiyeliko []; ―Mu-pai-kai-yel-li-ko,
To remain silent, to continue dumb‖ (p. 98); mupaikaiyeliko []; and ―Ma-róngko-i-yel-li-ko, To proclaim, to make known (p. 98) maroongkoyiyeliko [].
35

I thank Albert Burgman for this suggestion (personal communication).
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(1892) p. 129; the diacritic is omitted in this verse) [yukaa]. Now, for yukaliko to have
yukaa, properly as the PA-form, it must have a base *yuka.
A question emerges, however, as to whether PA forms ending -éa, in original orthography, are
-eyaa, or if the preceding palatal length of -ei [] constrains the terminus to the simple -eya.
Threlkeld might have written paipéa to account for the longer (palatalised) é (ey) and simply
assumed that his directions (Threlkeld (1834) pp. 4-5) stating that the tense-marking vowel
should receive stress would clarify the orthoepy of the verbs. At present, though, I would lean
towards -eya, rather than -eyaa, so as to indicate the terminal stress is shared by the two
syllables on the grounds that the penult is extended via palatalisation and the terminus via its
stress as a tense marker (v. 8.2.2). at any rate, some ultimately arbitrary convention should
need to be adopted.
Over and against the preceding question, naturally, lies the more general problem. That is, we
cannot always so easily extract or identify the verb base from a particular verb recorded only
in its infinitive form. For instance, consider this next verb; a verb of obvious everyday utility,
ngiratimaliko ‗to feed, to give to eat‘ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 99). Noticing the infinitive
regimen -ma-li-ko, and taking note of the sense of the infinitive to have an evident causative
significance (given by -ma-), we could peel this regimen away, and are left with the posited
base *NGIRATI.36 Yet, we are still left to wonder if we should better make the PA form as
ngiratiyaa, or more simply as ngirataa, taking the terminal ‗i‘ to undergo ablaut to ‗a‘ and
become stressed yielding ‗aa‘. I suppose that the ―evidence‖ from paipiya and wupiya
suggests ngiratiya(a) over ngirataa, but there remains room for doubt, including whether the
final vowel should be single or double. To examine this further, let us consider it this way.
One could also derive another two verbs from the complex form ngiratimaliko. The posited
base *ngirati, might suggest another, non-causative infinitive verb *ngiratiliko perhaps, ‗to
have food to eat‘. This, if admitted, leads to another pair of verbs, the PRES ngirataan (‗has
food‘) and the PA ngiraa (‗had food‘).37 That is, if ngiratiliko is an infinitive then perhaps the
base is *ngira with -ti- forming the inchoate verb inflection element (INCH). A short
digression is perhaps warranted here; against this idea is that in examples where we see both a
causative and non-causative version of the (infinitive) verb, the causative ma replaces any
inchoative affix (typically -bi-, -ba-, -ki- or -ka-).
There is considerable indeterminacy regarding infinitive verbs with the regimen -tiliko, as
they appear to have no particular semantic qualification (such as the essive, causative,
agentive, instrumental, etc. ―voices‖). One idea might be that -t- forms a null epenthetic
element to facilitate extra affixes. But then there are verbs like kariliko (Threlkeld (1834) p.
96B: ―Kur-ril-li-ko, To carry‖), on which a simple regimen of -liko occur. So, why would we
not posit ngiriliko (or ngiraliko) as actual forms left unrecorded per accidens? One
possibility is that the base of, the admittedly posited, ngiratiliko is *ngirati, and it indeed
does have the regimen -liko. Thus, if we take this interpretation, the affix named INCH, is
either a null epenthetic ―filler‖ or, it only applies for some classes of verb. But as we are here
discussing (speculative) etymological features—this is not the place to discuss the
―inchoative‖ affix (v. 8.5.3).
Let us turn to other verbs. An example of a verb base that terminates #wa is (probably)
kowakiliko < ―Ko-a-kil-li-ko, To rebuke, to scold, to quarrel‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 96B). The
base would (I think) be *kowa, and thereupon, the PA = kowaa. The reason being that the
regimen -kiliko, a simple essive form, would place no particular phonotactic stress on its
precursor. Thus, its removal should leave the verb base plainly. Other examples of bases
terminating #ca are below.

36
37

The full parsing of this verb is ngirati+ma+li+ko, explained in 8.5.

Correcting for the imposed active sense of unmarked English verbs, the sense is perhaps better
represented as ‗food is/was gathered‘, see 8.1 on verbitive value.
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koolabiliko ―Kól-la-bil-li-ko, To fish using a hand-line‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 96B), *koola
& PA = koolaa [ & ]
koteliko

―Kotel-li-ko, To think‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 97). The base is revealed in the
permissive kotabanbiliko,38 thus *kota & PA = kotaa [ & ].

Now, the second example, *kota, has the infinitive in koteliko, suggesting once more that
between two laminal segments, [ , ] a vowel, at least [], can become palatalised, or
assimilate palatal influence, and tend to become centralised (here still fronted). We saw that
the same also applied to the speech verb *wiya which becomes wiyeliko in the infinitive.
Thus, from the base *kota we get koteliko. This may be distinguished from both paipiliko
and wupiliko in which the environment of labial to laminal preserves the base vowel // by
relenting its precursor // from *[]. Hence the verb bases are analysed as *paipi,
*wupi (or *paipey, *wupey) 39 yielding PA forms paipiya and wupiya, but for *kota a
simpler kotaa results. These are just some examples, and some considerations made in their
regard, but they show certain problems faced and certain measures that may be taken to settle
them.

38

Threlkeld (1834: p. 97) has ‗ko-ta-bun-bi-la‘ (kotabanbila) but that forms the permissive imperative
(v. Threlkeld (1834) p. 47), the infinitive of which would be kotabanbilaako (cf. Threlkeld (1834) p.
45: as ―Kum-mun-bil-lá ko, For to permit to be, or, for the purpose of being‖). The terminal vowel of
the imperative is stressed, thus []; it is a regular, grammatical, prosodic rule, but is
not represented by geminate vowels, because the stress is emotive-determined (hence the two length
marks in the phonetic bracketing) and can be of any length the speaker desires.
39

i.e., [] and [].
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3 Substantive and Nominal Lexemes
Table 7: Complete Array of Case-Marking Inflections for All Nominal Classes
Class 1 by Declensions

CASE
GROUP

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Class 2

Class 3
Nominals

Pronominals

NOM

NOT APPLICABLE

NOT APPLICABLE

VARIABLE

ABS

ZERO AFFIX

ZERO AFFIX

NOT APPLICABLE

ACC

NOT APPLICABLE

NOT APPLICABLE

-nang

VARIABLE

ERG

-u

-ru

-ku

-tu

-intu

AS CLASS 1

VARIABLE

POSS

-koba

-koba

-koba

-koba

-koba

-umba

-amba / -ba

DAT

-ko

-ko

-ko

-ko

-ko

-nung

-wang / -ko

ATT

-kin

NOT APPLICABLE

ALL

-ako

-rako

-kako

-tako

-kolang

-kinko

ABL

-abirang

-rabirang

-kabirang

-tabirang

AS CLASS 1

-kinbirang

LOC

-aba

-raba

-kaba

-taba

AS CLASS 1

-kinba

INSTR

-in

-rin

-tin

-tin

AS CLASS 1

-kai

ASS

-owa

-rowa

-kowa

-towa

AS CLASS 1

-katowa

ILL/IN

-a

-a

-a

-a

AS CLASS 1

UNKNOWN

DEFINITIONS:

A lexeme is any word. A nominal lexeme is a word that names an object,
substance, plant, animal or person (including spirit entities). A substantive lexeme is a word
that names a property (i.e., a quality), either a descriptive feature of something (e.g.,
sweetness, coldness, etc.) or its relation to other things (e.g., size, value, etc.) or a spatial area,
direction or relation. These latter are substantive in Awabakal because though they occur with
operative functions analogous to adjectives, adverbs or even verbs, they can also be
grammatically treated like the nouns (nominal lexemes). The term substantive is therefore the
larger category: all nominal lexemes are substantives, but not all substantives are true
nominals.40
Awabakal is a strongly case-marked language. The interpretations of sentences depend
greatly upon correct use and understanding of the cases of the noun. However, in order to
come to grips with case-marking one must first examine the fact that substantive terms are
divided into nominal classes. To this we now turn.

3.1 Nominal Classes
Awabakal separates substantives into three functional classes, each of which contains a
distinct ontological class of denotation.
Class 1: Common nouns, including descriptors (5) used as substantive terms.
Class 2: Place names, appositions (6.1) and the interrogative concomitant with ―where‖.
Class 3: Persons‘ names, kinship terms and the interrogative concomitant with ―who‖.

40

Note that the dative suffix and the ergative suffix are almost certainly homophones, and on the A-I-U
model the vowel of both would be []; it is yet to be determined whether the distinction in Table 8—
between ergative -u [] and dative -o []—will be retained in future.
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Class 3, has a typically invariant set of inflections, marked in its own fashion. To a lesser
extent Class 2, also has some peculiarities in the manner of marking. Class 1, however, is
further divisible into four sub-classes which I shall call ―Declensions‖. The declensions are
distinguished phonotactically, depending on the terminal segment and the number of syllables
of the stem. That is, cases are (with two exceptions) vowel-initial, and an epenthetic
consonant sometimes occurs before the affix itself, or a terminal vocalic segment of a
trisyllabic stem undergoes elision, or a terminal syllable of a tetrasyllabic stem undergoes
elision. However, a word of caution is in order.
What we do in this section is examine what we might call the paradigmatic assessment of
case affixation rules. However, though Threlkeld, himself introduces the concept of
Declension to describe the rules of affixation via phonotaxis (in Class 1) and the functional
categories of Class 3 and Class 2, when we examine the range of data, i.e., cited sentences,
there are frequently deviations from the paradigmatic ―norms‖ and many instances of
irregularly formed suffixes. In defence of this ―paradigmatic‖ overview, it seems reasonable
to suppose that elementary learners of the language will benefit from regularity; however,
advanced learners should be made aware of the irregularities and perhaps at some future time,
a decision can be made regarding regularity versus idiolectic discretion (if that‘s what it is).

3.1.1 Class 1: Common Substantives
To begin, let us review the array of cases for Class 1 terms and the underlying affixes.

Table 8: Array of Common Nominal Cases

[rare or uncertain]

ABSOLUTIVE

*STEM (―zero-affix‖)

POSSESSIVE

*koba

DATIVE

*ko

ALLATIVE

*ako

LOCATIVE

*aba

ABLATIVE

*(a)birang

ASSOCIATIVE

*owa

INSTRUMENTIVE

*in

ERGATIVE

*u

ILLATIVE/INESSIVE]

*a

Let me make one thing overt from the outset. The ablative case, is given here as *(a)birang.
The reason for the parentheses is that, in the available data, there is evidence that it may rather
be *birang, and that it attaches consonant-initial, like the possessive and dative cases. In the
sections where Threlkeld gives the nominal paradigms (1834: pp. 12-17), however, he takes
the ablative to be vowel-initial and subject to the epenthesis rules for Class 1 terms. 41 And in
this section, we follow that protocol. In the later section devoted to the Ablative case (4.7), we
scrutinise the issue more closely. In addition, the last, illative/inessive case is found only for
words ending in ‗l‘, so, its form is indeterminate.
There is also an accusative case in Class 3, and one quite like an accusative also occurs for the
questions words *MIN (‗what‘ Class 1) and *WON (‗where‘ Class 2). We will examine these
in the appropriate section 4.1.13. Notice, for now, that apart from the possessive and dative
cases (and possibly the ablative), the remaining cases are vowel-initial in Classes 1 and 2. The

41

Actually, Threlkeld takes the affixes to begin with the epenthetic consonant, but in respect of the
ablative, it is always ―(c)abirang‖ within the given paradigms.
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possessive and dative cases remain invariant in their ‗k‘-initial form throughout Class 1; they
are replaced by other forms in Class 3; and in Class 2 the possessive and dative is the same as
for Class 1 (but the dative (or a case substituting for it) has distinct sense. The Class 2 allative
and ergative case-endings are distinctive (possibly the ablative too), but otherwise Class 2
matches Class I. Let us begin.

3.1.1.1 First Declension: Simplex
Nouns and descriptors that end in -l, irrespective of the number of syllables, and possibly
disyllabic and trisyllabic words ending -r, have case suffixes which attach unmodified: i.e.,
vowel-initial suffixes attach simply to the terminal segment of the stem. Thus, where -u is
the root of ergative suffix, and used to represent all the phonotactically sensitive cases, and
-ko is the dative suffix, representing also the affixation features of the possessive case, the
following pattern obtains

Table 9: First Declension
ENGLISH DEFIABS

ERG

DAT

-u

-ko,

piriwal

piriwalu

piriwalko

kekal

kekalu

kekalko

karmar

karmaru

karmarko

boorintoor

boorintooru

boorintoorko

NITION OF STEM

chieftain
sweet
rotten, as wood
yellow ant

Piriwal is the exemplar of this Declension used by Threlkeld (1834: p. 16); kekal and
karmar are listed respectively at Threlkeld (1834: pp. 93, 96B). Though these are not shown
in declination they must follow this paradigm according to the principles set down by him (for
example, if ‗sweetness‘ caused a child to smile, then it would occur in the form kekalu). The
yellow ant is simply listed in his 1816 Mss; but again, according to the principles he has set
down, boorintoor should be declined in this way. We may now give the rule for 1st
Declension substantives of Class 1 terms.
In all the following affixation rules, the symbol ‗#‘, where used, denotes that the following
letter is the terminal segment. For example, ‗STEM#‘ means that ‗l‘ is the terminal segment
of the entire noun stem; the sequence ‗SYL/(SYL)/SYL#‘ captures both two and three syllable
stems which end in the rhotic [].
1ST DECLENSION: Vowel initial suffixes attach without epenthetic consonant. The
ergative suffix, -u, represents all vowel initial affixes. Thus,
1ST DECLENSION: (i) -u for any stems terminating l [] ; (ii) -u for disyllabic
and trisyllabic stems terminating r []; dative -ko and possessive -koba for all Class
1/class 2 stems.
RULE:

Again note the possibility that the ablative may not always be covered by the rule given
above, and may rather attach consonant-initial as -birang.
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3.1.1.2 Second Declension: Elision Processes
The 2nd Declension contains trisyllabic nouns that end in a vowel following the rhotic
segment (i.e., v), and tetrasyllabic nouns ending in v.42 In trisyllabic vowel-terminal
nouns, such as makoro (fish), matara (hand) and kokere (bark shelter) the final vowel
relents (or assimilates with the suffix‘s initial vowel). In at least some tetrasyllabic nouns, the
terminal syllable relents before vowel-initial suffixes. To keep classification clear, the
trisyllabic forms are called Group I, while the tetrasyllabic forms are called Group II.
However, both Groups form one Declension because the pattern is that of words with a
terminus -v, or -v, and can be said simply to yield the segments following the first
rhotic of the terminus: thus both Groups I and II are unified in this elision feature.
The declension depends on the terminal syllable beginning with r. Other trisyllabic words,
like ngarabo (lie down to sleep) and moroko (the sky) do not follow the paradigm above, but
fit into the next Declension.
In Table 10, following, makoro is the exemplar Threlkeld used for this Declension
(Threlkeld‘s Declension V), and kokeyirar the exemplar for its Declension (Threlkeld‘s
Declension VI) (1834: p. 15; both terms). That kokere follows this pattern can be discerned
from the illustrative sentences (1834: p. 110: ‗kokiróa‘ i.e., kokerowa = an associative case);
and an ergative case on matara occurs (at p. 116: ‗mataró‘ i.e., mataru). The occurrence of
kokeyirar on page 15 ad loc., is the only occurrence of that word within the existing corpus.
In the table following, the three above the line are the trisyllabic vowel-relenting Group I ; the
one below line is the syllable-relenting tetrasyllabic GROUP II.

Table 10: 2nd Declension
ABS

ERG

DAT

-u

-ko,

ENGLISH DEFINITION OF STEM

GROUP I
kokere

kokeru

kokereko

bark-shelter

makoro

makoru

makoroko

fish

matara

mataru

matarako

hand
GROUP II

kokeyirar

kokeyiru

kokeyirarko

female wallaby

It is quite possible that Group II is a distorted recording of what would otherwise be a Group I
form ‗kokeyira‘. This could have occurred, e.g., if Birabaan had let the first rhotic influence
his articulation of the final vowel. However, the occasion of the second rhotic in the dative
(and possessive) forms moves me to consider it may constitute a distinct class; if the rhotics
are trilled, they would be acoustically prominent in any pronounced word. It should fall to the
community to decide the issue. There appear to be only this word and another (a proper name)
that would belong to the putative Group II. The name, found in the instrumentive
modification, is recorded Taipameyarin (Threlkeld (1834) p. 109; as Taipamearin). This
yields the stem taipameyar; were it *Taipameya then the instrumentive would have been
Taipareyatin. For this reason, I cannot rule out the existence of Group II from Declension 2.
As in the previous section, the symbol ‗#‘ below denotes that the following letter is the
terminal segment. For example, ‗STEM#c‘ would mean that the consonant ‗c‘ is the terminal
42

The datum that limits Group I to those trisyllabic terms which end /v/ is a descriptor ngarabo
(sleep), for which we have an example ngarabokako rather than ‗ngarabako‘ (Threlkeld (1834) p.
123).
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segment of the entire noun stem; in addition, ‗SYL/SYL/SYL#‘ means ‗a trisyllabic stem
ending in ‗r‘); the symbol ‗SYL#(V0)‘ means ‗the vowel becomes null of a vowel-terminal
syllable‘ ; ‗SYL#(V 0)‘ indicates that vocalic nucleus and terminal rhotic undergo elision
for case attachment ; parentheses around ‗SYL‘ indicate it may or may not occur: i.e., GROUP
II possibly covers both three and four syllable words ending ‗V‘ (if so then boorintoor fits
into Declension 2, not Declension 1 as given 4.1.1.1).
ND

RULE: 2 DECLENSION:
EXCEPT WHEN (STEM + {-KOBA ~ -KO})

[GROUP I]
SYL/SYL/SYL#V} → {SYL/SYL/SYL#(V0) + SUFFIX}

[GROUP II]
SYL/SYL/(SYL)/SYL = V)} →{SYL/SYL/(SYL)/SYL#(V 0) + SUFFIX}

If the ablative is again exceptional then we have e.g., makoro + birang simply, without
vocalic ablaut. Let us now see that GROUP I of this declension does indeed appear to be
restricted to trisyllabic words with the terminus #v.
4)

5)

Ngarabokakobaang waita
ngarabo -kako -baang waita
sleep -ALL -1S(ERG) depart
―I am going to sleep‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 123)

Wokakabirang morokokabirang
woka -kabirang moroko -kabirang
upwards -ABL
sky
-ABL
―From up in the sky‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 109)

Here we see how examples of trisyllabic, vowel-terminal words, ngarabo and moroko for
which the vocalic terminus does not relent before an affix, and the case affixes attach with the
epenthetic consonant ‗k‘ characteristic of the 3rd Declension.
Before moving on, there is a controversial matter that needs ventilation. I cannot agree with
an assessment that words like makoro are actually disyllabic as ―makurr‖ (Lissarrague (2006)
p. 20). This matter was discussed in 2.3. Let me just add this point. We find, amongst
Threlkeld‘s data, the following example.
6)

Makorokobata ani ngooroong
makoro-koba
-ta
ani ngooroong
fish -POSS -MFST MPD blood (possibly non-human blood)
―This blood belongs to a fish‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 107).

Perhaps it could be objected that a vowel intrudes in these dative and possessive cases of such
stems because the trill prevents it: i.e., that occurrences of ‗rk‘ are examples of the non-trilled
rhotic. That however, does not go through, because, we have the example Poorkaleyantiya
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 125), that shows the sequence ‗rk‘ in a word that Lissarrague herself
reconstructs to have a trilled rhotic terminating the root *poor (she has purrapang
(poorobang, ―bora ground‖) where double ‗rr‘ is her grapheme for a trilled rhotic:
Lissarrague (2006) p. 19). Thus, the previous datum would be represented in Lissarrague‘s
style as ‗purrkalayaNTiya‘. Accordingly, there is no reason that we should find makoroko,
makorokoba instead of makorko, makorkoba. In summary, I believe it would be rash to
overturn Threlkeld‘s inclusion of a stem terminal vowel (which is after all a strong feature of
the language) simply on the grounds that one can say it is likely that it is a feature of
Threlkeld‘s perception.
From the two remarks, Q1 and Q2, it should be plain that Threlkeld‘s record of the language
was not just his own guesswork and interpretation, but stems from setting down a general
instruction in the language afforded by Birabaan‘s companionship over ten years, between
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1824, when Threlkeld‘s mission was opened, until 1834 when An Australian Grammar was
published. That the record contains many, regrettable, omissions—such as a disappointing
shortfall of kinship terms—would stem, perhaps, partly from Threlkeld not asking the correct
questions and because neither Threlkeld nor Birabaan could fully have comprehended the
immensity of a task to record an entire language. All the same, to dismiss as somehow
irrelevant the fact that through the assistance of Birabaan, Threlkeld with considerable
consistency among the data has recorded the words makoro, kokere and matara, is to
dismiss evidence (taken at the time, the place and from native speakers of a still active
community language) in favour of certain perhaps theoretically attractive outcomes.

3.1.1.3 Third Declension: K-Epenthesis
Table 11: The Characteristics for the 3rd Declension of Class 1
terminal segment is…

particular conditions are…

ng

For words of any number of syllables ending in this segment ;

a

for two syllable words ending
in any of these vowels add
-k- before vowel-initial case
affixes;
except
the
instrumentive which is -tin
invariably; no words are
known to end in –oo ;

aa
e
o
u

for three syllable words ending in
any of these vowels, just in case the
second last letter is not r, add -kbefore vowel-initial case affixes;
except the instrumentive which is
-tin invariably.

Nouns that end in the dorso-nasal ‗ng‘ // and disyllabic words that end in any of the vowels
‗a‘, ‗aa‘, ‗e‘, ‗o‘ ‗oo‘ ‗u‘, prompt the epenthesis of ‗k‘ when a vowel-initial suffix attaches;
the same also applies to any trisyllabic vowel-terminal words for which the penultimate
segment is not the rhotic. We might call the 3rd Declension the Open Vocalic & Dorso-Nasal
Declension. So, using once more the ergative -u and dative -ko as exemplars, the following
pattern of case affixation obtains.

Table 12: Third Declension
ENGLISH DEFIABS

ERG

DAT

-u

-ko,

NITION OF STEM

nukang

nukangku

nukangko

woman

balka

balkaku

balkako

back of hand

karaa

karaaku

karaako

secret

kore

koreku

koreko

man

moroko

morokoku

morokoko

sky

kaiyu

kaiyuku

kaiyuko

power; ability

The are many instances of cases on nukang in the collected data, and they follow the ‗k‘epenthesis rule; as for the others, apart from kore—which is the exemplar for this Declension
used by Threlkeld (1834: p. 14), examples on cases for the others are not in the data.
Furthermore, the instrumentive case is given not as we might otherwise expect by -kin, but as
-tin (Threlkeld (1834) p. 14); the same also features for Class 2, and is shown on the question
word, equivalent to ‗what for‘ or ‗why‘, and given by minaring bearing the instrumentive
case as minaringtin.
Examples for moroko, kaiyu and balka are within the Gospel translation, but, of course,
those occasions do not count as primary data. Nevertheless, according to the principles laid
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down by Threlkeld, if a speaker declines a word as a 3rd Declension term then the above
paradigm (Tables 12 & 13), and the rule below, should stand as presented.
rd

RULE: 3 Declension:
EXCEPT WHEN (STEM + {-KOBA ~ -KO}), THEN
WHERE C  :

{(STEM#) ~[syl/(syl)/syl#CV]} → {STEM + k + SUFFIX}
EXCEPT: STEM + INSTR}→ {STEM + tin}
That is, every case in this declension employs an epenthesis of k except the instrumentive
which has a whole case suffix as -tin; and where the dative and possessive suffixes already
begin with k.

3.1.1.4 The Fourth Declension: T-Epenthesis
Table 13: The Characteristics for the 4th Declension of Class 1
terminal segment is…

particular conditions are…

ng
for three syllable words ending
for two syllable words ending in in any of these vowels, just in
any of these segments add -t- case the second last letter is not
before vowel-initial case affixes; r add -t- before vowel-initial
case affixes.

i
ii
ai
ei

If a noun ends in n, i or ii (including ai & ei) then the epenthetic consonant is t. Possibly, it is
the constriction of the anterior oral aperture in the articulation of the terminal segments just
mentioned that prompts the laminal // as epenthesis over and against //. Thus, for any such
word, e.g., tibin, we may contrast the absolutive, say, to the ergative thus:
[] + -u  [
 ].

Table 14: 4th Declension
ENGLISH DEFIABS

ERG

DAT

NITION OF STEM

-u

-ko,

tibin

tibintu

tibinko

koolbi

koolbitu

koolbiko

roar as of a wind

marai

maraitu

maraiko

living spirit43

kokei

kokeitu

kokeiko

bark basket/bowl

tokoyi

tokoyitu

tokoyiko

night; darkness of night

bird

th

RULE: 4 Declension:
EXCLUDING WHERE SUFFIX = DAT (-ko) ~ POSS (-koba);

{(STEM#)} + SUFFIX → {(STEM#  STEM#) +  + SUFFIX}
OR {(STEM#)} → {STEM +  + SUFFIX}
[There may be a variant: the ergative of tokoyi has been written as tokoyiru in a song
surviving into the 20th Century (in Aborigines of the Hunter Region a document package
43

This applies to living creatures and supernatural entities. Ghosts are called mamuyaa: it remains
unclear if marai can refer to a person in putative after-life existence: thus, perhaps, marai is not
equivalent to ―soul‖.
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prepared by the Department of Education during the 1980s).] An examination of the Gospel,
reveals words ending ai attract an epenthetic ‗t‘: we find, e.g., marai (spirit), pantimai
(traditional ambassador), recorded in the ergative as pantimaitu (―Puntimai to‖ Threlkeld
(1834) p. 106); Luke 1:47 shows ‗maraito‘ (maraitu) for the ergative ―my spirit rejoices‖
(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 130). Note that the ablative of this Declension ―should‖ be
-tabirang, however the data shows exceptions. The data in the 1834 Illustrations, has an
entry ―kolai birung‘: koolaibirang indicating that something is made from out of wood
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110). It may be therefore that the epenthesis for this case is not as
obligatory as the paradigm suggests.

3.1.2 Class 2: The Case Grammar of Place and Space
Class 2 terms have reference to spatial domains and relations. The interrogative ―where‖,
words of relative position and direction (i.e., appositions) and place names belong to the
grammar of this Class. The Class has some distinct case affixes, though they are mostly
derivative of the affixes in Class 1. Let us first see the cases in their array. Only the cases that
differ from Class 1 Declension protocols are represented.

Table 15: Array of Class 2 Nominal Cases
ABSOLUTIVE

*STEM(+BA)—or an irregular form occurs

POSSESSIVE

(follows Class 1 Declensions)

DATIVE

*ako + Class 1 Declension processes

ALLATIVE

*kolang

LOCATIVE

(follows Class 1 Declensions)

ABLATIVE

(follows Class 1 Declensions)

ASSOCIATIVE

(follows Class 1 Declensions)

INSTRUMENTIVE

(follows Class 1 Declensions)

ERGATIVE

*intu + Class 1 Declension processes

We have the same problems vis-à-vis the ablative in Class 2 as in Class 1.
The absolutive case of Class II words is frequently, but not always, built up from a common
noun, which names something, e.g., a species of plant, to which the derivational suffix -ba is
added. For instance, where mulubin is the name of a species of sea fern, ‗the place of the sea
fern‘, which coincides with the fore-shore region of modern day Newcastle, was named
Mulubinba. The affixation paradigm provided by Threlkeld uses a -ba-terminal example.
The paradigm has a set of affixes which, apart from the dative (kako), the allative (kolang)
and the ergative (tintu) conforms to the 3rd Declension. But it is unlikely that the k-epenthesis
applies exhaustively for place names with other endings. Indeed, there is evidence from the
apposition papai (near, close by) that it appears in the locative declined in the manner of the
4th Declension, i.e., as papaitaba (Threlkeld (1834) p. 110: v. example 61 below). But
certainly, every place-name ending -ba will follow the paradigm above.
We may notice other peculiarities of this class. Firstly, the possessive is, as might be
expected, identical to its form in Class 1. The dative, however, resembles the allative of the
3rd Declension in Class 1 (i.e., *ako). The definition given by Threlkeld for the ―dative‖, in
Class 3, is ―Mu-lu-bin-ba-ka-ko, for Mu-lu-bin-ba, to remain there‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 16).
Now a definition ―stay, remain at place X‖ seems an odd sense to name dative. Nevertheless,
as the dative has one of its senses related to ‗for the sake of X‘ we might say that the Class 2
―dative‖ expresses a view that one ‗stays at X, for the sake of (the benefits, attractions of
being at) X‘ and in this—albeit figurative—interpretation satisfies the definition of ―dative
case‖, and it differs from a locative case in terms of both duration of the staying and that there
may a reason for being at the place rather than the simple fact of being at a place. The fact that
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the Class 2 ―dative‖ resembles the allative of the 3rd Declension in Class 1 is evidently an
incidental coincidence, since a distinct allative occurs for Class 2 as -kolang. The Class 2
allative is specifically utilised to designate real movement through space from one place to a
destination. Interestingly, there is a part of the verb—indicating prospective anticipation, i.e.,
about to , ready to —that has the evidently related form -kolaang—lengthened vowel from
Threlkeld‘s treatment as ‗ko lahng‘ (1827) and ‗koláng‘ (1834). Thus, the idea of being in
progress towards but with goal left inchoate or unachieved is evident in the Class 2 allative
-kolang, in a manner resembling that of the imminent suffix -kolaang. The ―dative‖ -kako,
then, at least includes the goal in the sense, and most typically omits indicating any movement
towards. The affix -kolang also appears to have a role in converting terms referring to objects
and entities, into terms referring to the place where such are found. The item of interest is
below, and answers the question ―What is that for?‖ where the reference is surely to a fishing
spear, interpretable from the verb *tura which means pierce, but mostly indicates that a spear
is the implement used.
7)

Makorokolang turananbaang
makoro -kolang
tura -nan
-baang
fish -ALLCLASS-3
pierce -FA -1s(ERG)
‗fish-towards
will.be.speared -by.me‘
―It is for fishing‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9)

As for Class 1, it seems, quite against any phonotactic trend, that the instrumentive of Class 2
is invariably -tin. There is no obvious reason for this. More intriguing is the evidently
compound ergative. It appears to be a combination of the instrumentive, -tin, + ergative u,
thus yielding -tintu on 4th Declension protocols. The semantic characteristics of the Class 2
ergative is discussed in 4.3. However, should a place name, not ending -ba, be of 1st or 2nd
Declension form then it is possible that the ergative would be simply -intu, just as the
instrumentive for those declensions is -in. For example, the place name Karoolkal (―warm
place‖ and modern day Booragul) would probably bear the ergative as Karoolkalintu.
Another distinction found for Class 2 terms, is that the associative case, -owa, signifies ―by
way of‖ the place denoted. Thus, in Class 2 significations, the associative case is semiotically
―perlative‖—which is the general name of this case suffix given by Lissarrague (2006).
Hence, if we are describing these cases morphosyntactically then one name should suffice,
and since Class 2 is a somewhat specialised class, the name we stick with is ‗associative. In
contrast, if the study were specifically semiotic in nature, it would be appropriate to separate
the semiotic sense of the Class 1 and Class 3 associative case(s), and the Class 2 perlative
case.
There is one more feature of Class 2 terms that deserves mention. Threlkeld includes in his
Declension of place names those modified by the derivational partitive suffix -kal. By itself
-kal is neuter, and appears attached to a number of impersonal and abstract words.44
However, in the role it has for place names it has taken on a personal sense, such that e.g.,
Awabakal translates as ‗man of Awaba‘ and there is a feminising modification,
Awabakaleyn, denoting ‗woman of Awaba‘ (these are discussed explicitly in 4.15). I do not
myself, regard these as inflections of Class 2 terms. Rather, they are derivational terms and
become Class 1 terms, respectively, of the 1st Declension and 4th Declension. They would not
traditionally have been Class 3 (as kinship terms) since Awabakal as a designator of the
people of this region is an invention put forward by Fraser (1892). But in the current
circumstances, there seems no reason as such to proscribe against Awabakal and
Awabakaleyn being occasionally declined as Class 3 kinship terms if members of the
community should so desire. But, in the final analysis, they are not Class 2 terms, but only
referring expressions derived from Class 2 into Class 1 (or Class 3).
44

There occurs the expression tanowakalbo with the sense of ‗all at a sudden‖ at Luke 2:13 (Threlkeld
via Fraser (1892) p. 132).
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3.1.3 Class 3: Persons‟ Names; Kinship Terms; the Question Who
Class 3 inflections are concomitant with those which attach to the pronominal enclitics (those
of the 1s, 2s and 3sm forms only). Some case-inflections feature a ―prefix‖ morpheme -kinwhich attaches without epenthesis to the stem and on which the root suffixes attach in turn.45
In instances where phonotaxis obtains, it obtains inversely to the manner of Class 1. That is,
instead of the affix prompting epenthesis to, or elision of, the stem, it is the particle -kinwhich prompts elision of the initial vowel from the affix. The patterns are as follows.
Firstly, the ergative follows the phonotactic rules of Class 1 substantives. Thus,

Table 16a :
TYPE I
CLASS 3

+

ERG



*-u  phonotaxis

=

ERGATIVE

The second group utilises the particle -kin-.

Table 16b
TYPE II
CLASS 3

+

*kin



-kin

=

ATTINENTIVE

-kin-

+

*ako



-kinko

=

ALLATIVE

-kin-

+

*abirang



-kinbirang

=

ABLATIVE

-kin-

+

*aba



-kinba

=

LOCATIVE

However, for the remaining cases, associative, possessive, instrumentive, accusative and
dative, the affixation is isotopic, the only overlap being that the associative case is built up
from the Class 1 associative case suffix *owa.

Table 16c
TYPE III
CLASS 3

+

*owa



-katowa

=

ASSOCIATIVE

CLASS 3

+

POSS



-umba

=

POSSESSIVE

CLASS 3

+

INSTR



-kai

=

INSTRUMENTIVE

CLASS 3

+

ACC



-nang

=

ACCUSATIVE

CLASS 3

+

DAT



-nung

=

DATIVE

One interesting difference between this and the set of pronominal enclitics, is that while the
possessive in Class 3 is -umba, it comes out as -amba in the enclitics: no reason for this
seems obvious.

45

The meaning of -kin-, apart from an obvious association with personhood—notwithstanding that the
3sm pronominal enclitic applies also to animals—is by no means clear. It is more thoroughly explored
in 4.15.3.2, where it is tentatively accepted that it may constitute a case eˉo ipso, which I have called,
notionally the ―attinentive case‖. The evidence, such as it is, comes from a solitary datum in the general
corpus, plus a proliferation of Class 3 stems and pronominal enclitics modified as STEM-kin.
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3.1.4 The Absolutive Case
Awabakal is a language which has an unmarked case bearing absolutive value. What an
unmarked case means is that it forms a kind of ―basic‖ instance of a noun. A noun that occurs
with its meaning unmodified. In English, the unmarked case is what we also call the
grammatical subject, and so can be the active participant in a situation. In Awabakal,
however, the absolutive does not normally refer to an active participant in a situation. Rather
it is merely a reference made to something or somebody (animal, etc.), or it is the one who is
acted upon. Thus, where kore is the absolutive case of ―man‖ and nataan is the verb ‗see-inthe-present‘ the sentence nataan kore cannot mean that ―The man sees‖, but can only mean
that ―The man is seen‖. Hence the verb nataan more closely corresponds to the English
passive ‗is seen‘ than to the active ‗sees‘.
Looking at it another way, the absolutive case, as the unmarked case, is absolutely unmarked.
That is, it is represented by a raw stem: i.e., one cannot take away any syllables or segments
from a noun bearing the absolutive case and still have a word that makes the same denotation.
For example, although one can remove -kal from the word Awabakal and still have a word,
i.e., Awaba, the two do not refer to the same thing. For Awabakal denotes a man of Awaba,
but by itself Awaba denotes Lake Macquarie.46 So, each of Awaba and Awabakal form noun
stems bearing the absolutive case, and can have all the other noun cases attach to them: e.g.,
Awabaku (3rd Declension, or Class 2) if it means anything it means that Awaba caused
something, and Awabakalu (1st Declension) means that something was done by a man of
Awaba.
In short, the substantives bearing absolutive case are, as it were, mere citation terms. That is,
the absolutive case indicates that it is reference and denotation that is at issue. We merely
name the thing (referent or designated abstract concept), and the referent of the term bearing
absolutive case plays no active role in the concept imparted by a verb or other operator.47 The
absolutive is suitable for sentences (or clauses) in which one merely states that a certain thing
is at a certain place, or is present (i.e., Observation Sentences). The data is rather sparse for
these types of expressions, but their general nature appears to be contained within certain
simple responses to questions recorded by Threlkeld (as question–answer illustrations). For
example, given a question asking ‗What is this?‘ the response comes out simply, as in 8, and
it is the absolutive form that is used. Even simpler constructions are grammatical as shown by
example 9.
8)

9)

Waraita ani
warai -ta
ani
spear-MFST
this
N.ABS MFST MPD(ABS)
―This is a spear‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 105)

Kore ani
kore
ani
man
this
N.ABS MPD(ABS)
―This is a man‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 105)

Secondly, the absolutive is suitable for something to which one ascribes a certain property.
For instance, ascribing the property of being from such-and-such a place is given simply as
46
47

Or so Perc Haslam tells us. Threlkeld does not mention this.

An interesting quasi-exception occurs in circumstances where, e.g., ‗wind‘ (wibi) is expressed as
lessening in strength, and occurs in the absolutive: this is presented in example 79.
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10)
Kore ani Turkey-kal
kore
ani
Turkey -kal
n.abs mpd(abs) name+kal(abs)
man
this Turkey-PRTV
―This man hails from Turkey‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 131)

Equally, to ascribe the property of being in a certain state suits the absolutive.
11)
Wibi ani kauwal kataan
wibi ani
kauwal ka-taan
abs mpd(abs) dscr(abs) ess-pres
wind this
great being-is
―It is a high [i.e., strong] wind‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 112)

In example 11, the wind is being spoken about not so much as being an active medium, but in
possessing a certain state, or process, i.e., of being strong. If the wind had done something,
i.e., blown something away or over, then an ergative case would be required (v. example 220).
A common usage of absolutive cases is in the setting of action sentences.
12) Minaringku waakan tataan?
minaring -ku waakan ta-taan?
what -ERG ABS
eat-PRES
what -by crow is.eaten 48
―What eats the crow?‖ i.e., ‗what animals eat crows?‘ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 106).
As can be seen, the absolutive is suitable when it denotes a referent that is not acting or if it is
the affected participant, or logical object of some 2-place relation.49
The absolutive case, therefore, is the basis upon which Awabakal nominal/substantive
grammar is built. Cases are employed to add meaning-value to this, rather neutral, even
―inert‖, type of nominal lexeme. We may note one more fact. Awabakal, has no bivalent
opposition—i.e., active–passive opposition—between verbitive voices (v. 7.1). To express a
remark equivalent to a passive, one utters a sentence with an absolutive case and where the
implicit ergative is left elliptical. Threlkeld tells us that
by [the pronominal enclitics) the active, the passive, the reciprocal and reflective state of the
verbs are known (Threlkeld (1834) p. 19).

What he means is that rather than have a ―passive verb‖ as such, the sense of a passive clause
is given by using only the accusative enclitic: i.e., the expression Buntaantiya means ―I am
struck‖ (Threlkeld 1834 p. 19). Unfortunately, Threlkeld has only articulated the general
logic of this characteristic via mention of the relation in respect of enclitics. Accordingly, if
we suppose that he thought it to be intuitively obvious that such a remark is enough to
explicate the fact that it is a very general feature of Awabakal syntax then we may proceed
fruitfully as follows. As he points out,
when used as the agent the sign for that case would be attached : as, ka-rai bu-wa [karai
buwa] smite the kangaroo, ka-rai-to tia bun-kul-la [karaitiya bunkala], the kangaroo struck
me ; or the equivalent I was struck by the kangaroo (Threlkeld (1834) p. 7).

Accordingly, a putative sentence Waakan tataan cannot mean ‗the crow eats‘, but could
only mean, ‗the crow is being eaten‘. Presumably, in declarative sentences, as opposed to
48

Due to the marked case being of ergative value, verbs are best evaluated to have an underlying
passive sense. This point is further discussed in 7.1 regarding Verbitive Value.
49

The noun bearing the absolutive case, here, is clearly a logical object of the verb vis-à-vis the
distinction in the Introduction (1.1) regarding logical subjects and objects (which may be identified in
Awabakal) as opposed to grammatical subjects and direct grammatical objects which are not
realistically identified in Awabakal.
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interrogative sentence as 11 exemplifies, an enclitic would have to be incorporated. So if a
male crow is being eaten, then as in 13; if a female crow is the unlucky meal, then as in 14.
13)
Waakan tataanboon
waakan ta -taan -boon
crow eat-PRES -3sm(ACC)
―A crow, he is (being) eaten‖

(example reconstructed from general principles)

14)
Waakan tataanbowanoowan
waakan ta -taan -bowanoowan
crow eat-PRES -3sf(ACC)
―A crow, she is (being) eaten‖
(example reconstructed from general principles)
As the absolutive occurs without modification, there is little need to give examples for each of
the nominal Classes. Thus, having established this, as it were, ―foundation‖ for the grammar
of nominal/substantive terms, let us examine how we modify the denotational senses to
include relational values of meaning. We take each case in turn.

3.1.5 The Ergative Case
(Class 1) -u
(Class 2) -u

(Class 3)

-intu

NOTE:

Let me begin by a note regarding the form of the ergative case adopted. In
Threlkeld‟s work, both the ergative and the dative cases have the same vowel „o‟;
while the dative is invariantly „-ko‟, the ergative is susceptible to phonotaxis, but in
the 3rd Declension of Class 1 the ergative case is also „-ko‟. While it is fairly clear
that many instance of [] in Awabakal are underlyingly //, it should be safe to say
that the vowels of the dative and ergative cases are instances of [] that are
underlyingly // following Pama-Nyungan trends, which frequently show the vowel
[] in at least one of the ergative suffixes. Given certain apparent and quasipermanent features of vocalic ablaut in the language, it seems plausible that the vowel
appended invariantly to k—i.e., the dative case -ko—will retain its oral place and
manner with more stability than the vowel of the ergative case which undergoes
phonotaxis. Thus, it seemed expedient to let the vowel of the ergative case revert to
the proto-phonemic base of |U|. Hence while the dative case for Class 1 and Class 2
nouns (and for the dual, plural and 3sf pronominal enclitics) is invariantly -ko, the
ergative case for Classes 1, 2 and 3 is -(c)u (vide note 38).
The ergative case forms the marked case of Awabakal, and, as such, denotes the active
relatum in a transitive relation. A stem bearing the ergative case indicates a causative or
agentive relation to the sense of the verb. There are no complete example sentences of 1 st
Declension Class 1 nouns in the data in which we see the ergative. However, there is a
response to a question ―What killed him?‖ that provides simply piriwalu, the ergative case on
chieftain, as a response. Putting the conception into a declarative clause, would on basic
principles, yield the following sentence.
{1st Declension Class 1}
15)
Bunkalaboon teti piriwalu
bun -kala -boon
teti piriwal -u
strike -PA -3SM(ACC) dead chief -ERG
―The chieftain struck him dead‖
nd

(Threlkeld (1834 p. 106; reconstructed)

The 2 Declension of Class 1, in which the terminal vowel ablauts to -u for the ergative case,
is illustrated only by the following response to the question ―With what did he strike you?‖
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{2nd Declension, Class 1}
16)
Matarungikowambaku
matar/a -u -ngiko-amba -ku50
hand -ERG 3sm -POSS -ERG
―[He struck me] with his hand‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)

Note here that an ergative suffix has been added to a possessive pronominal enclitic. So,
where ‗by‘ substitutes for an ergative GFI, one does not just say ‗by-hand his‘ (for by his
hand) but employs agreement to express ‗by-hand by-his‘.
The ergative case applies as much to question-words as to declarative nominals.
{3rd Declension, Class 1}
17)
Minaringku waakan tataan?
minaring -ku waakan ta-taan?
what -ERG N.ABS eat-PRES
what -by crow is.eaten
―What eats the crow?‖ i.e., ‗what animals eat crows?‘ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 106)
So, if we ask ‗who does?‘ or ‗what does?‘ then the question must have the ergative suffix.
Example 17, exemplifies the 3rd Declension of Class 1. To see the 4th-declension, we need
only examine the inverse of the previous question.
{4th Declension Class 1}
18) Waakantu minaring tataan?
waakan -tu minaring ta-taan?
N.S -ERG ABS
eat-PRES
crow -by what
is.eaten
―What does the crow eat?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106)

Since Threlkeld‘s paradigm tells us that Class 3 ergatives are in line with Class 1 phonotaxis,
we can omit an example as redundant, which is just as well since no sentential data obtain.
However, in the next datum we can illustrate the ergative both for the 4 th and final
Declension of Class 1 and for Class 2 also, and reveal something of agreement in Awabakal at
the same time.
{4th Declension Class 1 & Class 2}
19)
Koolaitutiya bunkala wokatintu
koolai -tu
-tiya bun -kala woka -tin.tu
wood -ERG -1s(ACC) strike -PA above -ERG
―A stick fell from above and struck me‖

(Threlkeld (1834 p. 106)
th

In datum 19, we see an ergative case from both 4 Declension Class 1 and Class 2 coming
into agreement to express the statement. Thus, both the stick and the elevation are considered,
quite reasonably, as causative of the event. To see that this feature of Class 2 ergatives is quite
general, and applies even to place names, and also to scrutinise a little the compound form of
the ergative (or so-called ergative) of Class 2, let us examine one more item. Threlkeld has a
comment to make about the ergative of Class 2, noted following the datum to which his
comment refers.
{Class 2}
20)
―Broken bay tin to natán Sydney heads‖
Broken baytintu nataan Sydney heads
broken bay -tintu na-taan sydney heads
PLACE.NAME-ERG SEE-PRES PLACE.NAME
―At Broken bay is seen Sydney heads‖

50

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111)

The sign ‗matar/a‘ indicates that the terminal vowel undergoes elision or ablaut.
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Of this datum, Threlkeld notes
Broken bay is spoken of as the cause in the particle tin, from on account of, and also as the
agent in the particle to denoting agency, so that the meaning is, on account of broken bay being
the agent, you see Sydney heads (Threlkeld (1834) p. 111 & note; italics added).

Thus, if we gloss the instrumentive by ―because of‖ and the ergative via ―by‖ we get the
notion that it is ―because of and by Broken bay that we are able to see Sydney heads‖. The
combined form suggests that the instrumentive alone would have been insufficient. The
inflection of PLACE.NAME-tin would only say that, say, Broken bay is the reason one saw
Sydney heads, but does not say that one was at Broken bay to accomplish that result. Rather,
the instrumentive alone expresses ―starting out from Broken Bay‖ (v. example 50). Thus, if,
say, one started out from Broken Bay in a ship then Broken Bay-tin would be appropriate,
but we need the full ergative compound, as in example 20, to express that Sydney heads were
seen while at Broken Bay.
For a very abstract (or allusive) use of the ergative case consider the next datum.
{4th Declension Class 1}
21)
Minantu?
minaan -tu
how.many -ERG
―How many is there?‖

{1st Declension Class 1}
Kauwal kauwalu
kauwal kauwal -u
many many -ERG
―Very many‖ (Threlkeld (1827) p. 10)

It seems that the ergative here may be used for an ellipsis. That is, the question, contextually,
may be ‗How many do you/we/they have‘ and this concept of possession is indicated by an
ergative rather than by possessive case; the answer then gives ‗many many‘ in relation to
those who have the many. If it is not an ellipsis that prompts the ergative cases then the
dialogue participants must somehow be construing the quantity in some kind of ―agentive‖ or
―causative‖ role, or in some other way that, to them, warranted an ergative marking. To be
frank, I favour the former view, for this reason following. If pronominal enclitics occurred,
and say it is a 1s who possesses the abundance, and if the possessed material is the theme,
then the enclitic would be possessive (e.g., emowamba for 1s), but if the possessor were the
theme, then, perhaps, the enclitic would be the ergative (baang for 1s). I believe example 21
is an important datum for an assessment of the ergative case as it operates in Awabakal.

3.1.6 The Possessive Case
(Class 1) -koba

(Class 2)

-koba

(Class 3)

-umba

The possessive suffix is invariably -koba, throughout Class 1 and Class 2, and varies only in
Class 3, where it is -umba. The possessive case, in function and meaning, is very similar to
the English possessive such as ‗the man‟s hand‘, ‗flower‟s aroma‘ and so forth. Let us have
an example, which will serve to illustrate the range through Class 1 and Class 2.
{all Declensions Class 1}
22)
Makorokobata ani ngooroong
makoro-koba
-ta
ani ngooroong
fish -POSS -MFST MPD blood (possibly non-human blood)
―This blood belongs to a fish‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 107).
Just to mention it, if, albeit indeterminate from the evidence, a distinction were made in
Awabakal between alienable properties, components and objects, and inalienable properties,
components and objects (see 3.15), it may be wondered why the fish‘s blood is here expressed
by the ―ordinary‖ possessive. It may be that the context is such that blood has been found
somewhere absent the fish, and the speaker has identified it as fish‟s blood (which presumably
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would not be a mere guess when spoken by a hunter/fisher-gatherer).51 It happens, however,
that there does not seem to be a division between alienable possessive case and inalienable
possessive case, as such, in Awabakal, unless the personal, Class 3 possessive -umba, is used
for inalienable properties only, and perhaps allowing -koba to mark alienable properties: but
there is just no evidence to support this possibility.
{Class 3}
23)
Birabaanumbangikowamba wonai
Birabaan-umba -ngiko-amba wonai
NAME -POSS -3SM -POSS child(ABS)
―The child is Birabaan‘s‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106).

There is only one example of a Class 2 term with possessive case—and this is the foreign
word Turkey. Nevertheless, it should show the general pattern as Threlkeld presents it.
{Class 2}
24)
Tunung ani Turkeykoba
tunung ani Turkey
-koba
stone MPD PLACE.NAME -POSS
―This stone comes from Turkey‖

[‗Turkey‘ naturalised : ‗Teki‘, ]

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)

NOTE: recall example 21 in 3.1.3: if the theme of an expression regarding possession is the
possessed material then a possessive case is most suitable; but, if the possessor is the theme
then an ergative enclitic is perhaps most suitable (and if a noun occurs it should agree in
case).

3.1.7 The Dative Case
(Class 1) -ko

(Class 2)

-ako

(Class 3)

-nung

The dative is invariably -ko throughout Class 1;52 but is distinct both for Class 3 and Class 2.
let us examine it for Class 1.
{Class 1}
25)
Yari wupaa marinauwaiko bulowarako
yari
wupi -a mari.nauwai-ko bulowara-ko
consider:it
put -PA large:canoe-DAT 3d -DAT
―It is being put [up as a signal] for two ships‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 11)53

51

I thank Albert Bergman for bringing up the issue here between the alienable and inalienable.
However, there does not, from the evidence, emerge an understanding of how to express this particular
inalienable relation, that between a fish and its blood (or of blood that is phylotypically fish-blood).
One may be able to use the partitive suffix -kal, as makorokal ngooroongta, but that is ultimately
speculative: for -kal v. 3.15. The only other particle indicating what be an inalienable property occurs
with the infrequent suffix -baan, and which seems to me rather to indicate an intrinsic property. For
example, the wedge-tail eagle being the bird who cries bira is known as birabaan; and animal whose
primary food appears to be the kidney-cockle (a black, kidney shaped cockle) is called the kidneycockler, and where paramai is both the name for the kidney and for the kidney-cockle, the animal is
called paramaibaan (v. Threlkeld (1834) p. 90).
52

See the note immediately beneath the sub-heading of 4.1.3 on the ergative case regarding the
phonological form of the dative case as -ko.
53

The adverbial, yari, is a little obscure, since here it is glossed as an affirmative (Threlkeld gives it as
‗being as‘) but elsewhere, its homophone is glossed as ‗do not‘. At 1834 (p. 118) yari is glossed as
‗prevent‘. In another example, we find yari in a sentence with hortative-subjunctive sense Yaribi
nutinan bunteyakunkowabiin with the glossary sense ―Do not wait lest you be struck‖ (Threlkeld
(1834) p. 118). Yet in example 25, it surely could not be construed in this negative–hortative way. It
occurrence, therefore in 25, remains somewhat puzzling: The particle, has a sense essentially
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As far as the dative goes in 25, we can see how agreement applies, because the signal is for
the sake of two ships, so both ‗ship‘ and the 3d occur in the dative case.54
In Class 3, also, there is scarce occurrence of the dative among the data for personal names,
where the suffix is -(n)ung; but an example occurs on the question word:
26)
Makorobi nguwaan
makoro -bi
ngu -wa
fish -2s(ERG) give -IMP
―Give the fish‖

{Class 3}
Ngaanung?
ngaan -nung
who -DAT
―To whom?‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 107)

Equally, ngaanung could be glossed ‗for whom?‘ or ‗for whose sake?‘. Further illustration of
the sense of dative cases must be postponed until the pronominal enclitics are examined in 6,
since most of the data concerning datives comes exclusively via pronominal enclitics. Note,
too, that the sense of being the recipient can be formed by accusative enclitics: see 1834 p.
116, and 6.7 below. Equally, a recipient can be represented by a term bearing the absolutive
case.
27)
Mumbiyabaangtaraikaan
mumbi -a
-baang -ta
-rai
-kaan
transfer-PA55-1s(ERG)-MFST-PROAD-PRFM(ABS)
―I have lent it to another‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)

For the characteristics of *TA including tarai see 9.1; for the characteristics of the suffix
-kaan see 5.1. In the sentence, taraikaan is in the absolutive case (it declines along the 4th
Declension), though denoting the recipient of an act of giving. Possibly, the dative case is
required only when one describes the act of giving, but here, expressing a result of the event,
the dative is not required.
Assessing the dative case for Class 2 is more difficult yet. Threlkeld defines it as having the
sense of ‗remaining at a place‘ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 16). But the only example in the
Illustrations, either should have had the allative -kolang instead, or the putative dative -kako
alternates between dative and allative sense in some manner. The context for the example, in
the Illustrations, is that a question is posed Wontaring? ‗to what place?‘ for which one the
answers provided is Mulubinbakako (Threlkeld (1834) p. 107).56 Perhaps it is as briefly

affirmative but, to me at least, it implies diffidence, or presents an aporetic outlook. Thus, to attain a
generic gloss, it seems that some formula similar to ‗consider:it‘, with possible extension (under certain
moods of the verb) to ‗reconsider:it‘. I have glossed it in a way that might see the sense stretch also to
cover negative–hortative uses, but it is heuristic not a secure translation.
54

As for ‗marinauwai‘, it appears to be a Sydney (Dharug) word. Both in Awabakal country and
around Sydney, nauwai is a word for canoe. But it is in Sydney where ‗mara‘ means ―big‖; whereas in
Awabakal ‗mara‘ is a root for ―good‖ (maroong). So, perhaps because ships—being big canoes—first
arrived in Sydney, the concept and word had travelled up to Awabakal country before the settlers did,
and in this way the word marinauwai became an Awabakal word, although it is not an Awabakal
derived word. The reduction of ai to i is recorded in this datum, and is taken to be accurate.
55

Recall, this is the form of past aorist, discussed in 2.3.2 on ―deep phonotaxis‖, reconstructed for
verbs like *paipi. Given the sense of this sentence, it is unlikely that we have the suffix -ya, being an
imperative affix.
56

The other provided answers are England ka ko and Untaring ―that place‖ [antaring] and Untoaring
―that place there‖ [antowaring]. The latter two, we see, are not modified to dative or allative case, but
have the as yet elusive suffix *ring. This affix occurs for the question word minaring (what is it?), as
well as for wontaring (to what place? or where is it?), and for the three appositive demonstratives
antiring (this place), antowaring (that place there) and antaring (that place). No further information
is available for the evaluation of *ring, and thus far I have given it only the notional name of telic case.
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covered in 3.1.2. When a destination is named, but the sense is to refer to the journey or the
departing to go towards, i.e., there is implicit the notion of the journey‘s beginning ―from
here‖, then it is more apt to use the allative suffix -kolang; by contrast, when the sense is to
refer to the goal, i.e., the destination, and one is expressing the matter as if ―from there
already‖, then it is more apt to use the ―dative‖ suffix -kako. And if -kako has the added
sense of ―remaining at a place for a while‖, then the perplexity arising from Threlkeld‘s
apparently inconsistent, or obscure, treatment, becomes rather more clarified. At any rate, the
notional gloss for the dative generically, i.e., DATIVE = ‗for the sake of X‘, can be sustained if
we interpret it figuratively for the terms of Class 2. With a little reconstruction, we could
illustrate the sense as follows. Say that a question was asked, ‗Why do you go to Mulubinba?‘
a credible answer might be
28)
Mulubinbakakobaangka
Mulubinba
-kako
-baang -ka
NAME
-DAT
-1S(ERG) -ESS
Mulubinba-for.sake.of -by.me
-be
―I‘m going to Mulubinba, just to be there a spell‖

(Reconstructed illustration)
{Class 2}

(cf. Threlkeld (1834) p. 107)

There is one more problematic case to examine. The dative in Class 2, I have been saying, is
-kako and thus resembles the allative of the 3rd Declension of Class 1. The dative of Class 2,
is supposed to have the sense ‗remain for a while at X‘. However, for the albeit abstract
―place: of sleep, we find this datum.
{Class 2? Class 1?}
29)
Ngarabokakobaang waita
ngarabo
-kako -baang waita
sleep DAT~ALL -1S(ERG) depart
―I am going to sleep‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 123)

Now, firstly, it depends whether we take ngarabo (a descriptor) as, here, belonging to Class
1: i.e., ‗sleep‘ as an abstract noun similar to the English ―I had a good sleep‖. Or if we take it
to be an abstract place (or period of time, thus, time-period via spatial metaphor, or say, as the
locus where dreams take place), and thus categorise it Class 2.57 Once we have decided that
(by which criteria?), we have the following two possible interpretations.58 Firstly, as a Class 1
noun, the interpretation is for an allative reading ―I am traversing towards the state of sleep‘.
If, on the other hand, we take a Class 2, dative, interpretation, then ―I will soon be awhile in
the state of sleep‖. I think either is plausible, and there is little, if anything, to dissolve the
ambiguity, but I lean personally towards the Class 2 interpretation.

3.1.8 The Allative Case
(Class 1) -kako

(Class 2)

-kolang

(Class 3)

-kinko

The allative case imparts the sense of movement towards X; it is not absolutely clear if
pointing towards something is also covered by the allative case but it seems a reasonable
supposition to consider. This case has sparse representation within the Illustrations. Indeed,

It is further considered in the section on Interrogatives 12.2, since it is found most commonly on the
substantive interrogative min(a)ring.
57

There is a possibility it means ―about to sleep‖ thus suggesting the suffix should be -kolaang, the
marker of imminent aspect, which descriptors are capable of carrying: see example 31.
58

If it seems obscure why I am even contemplating the spatial metaphor, it arises from the occurrence
of the auxiliary verb waita which, apart from exceptions such as with datum 29, is used only for spatial
departures. Of course, it could occur because the speaker is thinking of ‗going to place where I will
sleep‘, and owing to this, the simpler non-metaphoric sense of ngarabo remains plausible: the matter is
ambiguous at this stage.
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we find no examples at all for the 1st Declension of Class 1. We have one example, though, of
the 2nd declension, Class 1. The following datum answers a question asking ―To where am I
carrying this?‖
{2nd Declension Class 1}
30)
Antowako yung kokerako
antow/a-ako
yung koker/e-ako
TRP -ALL over:there shelter -ALL
―To the house over yonder‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 12)

A certain problem obtaining in relation to which case it is that is borne by antowako and is
further examined at 7 (i.e., it may be a Class 2 ―dative‖ case). The matter to attend to here,
concerns kokerako, which follows the predicted pattern, i.e.,
kokere + ako \ {#e  0}  kokerako.
There are no instances of clauses with allative cases for the 3rd Declension or 4th Declension
of Class 1. There are no instances of clauses with Class 3 allatives (which ought to have the
suffix -kinko) in the data.
However, there are examples of the allative for Class 2.
{Class 2}
31)
Waitakolaangbaang bunkilaingeylkolang
waita -kolaang -baang bun -ki
-lai
-ngeyl -kolang
depart -IMM -1S(ERG) strike-INCH -RCPR -LOCNM-ALL
depart-towards-by.me
striking -be:together-place-towards
―I am going to the field of battle (or a duel)‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120)
Note that the suffix -kolaang (Threlkeld‘s ‗koláng‘) clearly related to the allative suffix
-kolang, is a verb modification indicating imminence, with a sense usually ‗about to , ready
to ‘. Hence sentence 31 could be used to express either the interpretation given or ‗I am
about to go to…‘, ‗I am ready to go to…‘ or ‗I am just now heading off to…‘. Threlkeld
himself includes the gloss ‗depart about I striking place towards‘ (i.e., about to depart).

3.1.9 The Ablative Case
(Class 1) -(a)birang

(Class 2)

-(a)birang

(Class 3)

-kinbirang

The ablative case concerns movement through space away from a source. The ablative,
however, has some extended senses. One such extended sense being that if one says that
something, say, is made out of wood, then, as in English ‗from out of wood‘, koolai occurs in
the ablative form koolaitabirang. However, the data shows a reduced form for the question
word and also for the answer, the suffix being only birang (this issue was briefly touched
upon in 3.1.1.1–4). The question word minaringbirang always occurs in the ablative case
with the reduced suffix *birang. Nonetheless, let us examine the datum, with the
understanding that the second (morphemic) line of the answer is, as it were, paradigmatic,
rather than exact representation. Again, for this example of an ablative, we only get a one
word response to a question:
{Class 1: Declension ?}
32)
Minaringbirang anowa umaa
minaring -birang anowa uma -a
what -ABL DD
make -PA
―What is that made from?‖
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{Class 1: Declension ?}
Koolaibirang
koolai -tabirang
wood -ABL
―From out of wood‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110)59

Almost the same question and answer pair occurs in the early 1827 (p. 10): there too we get ―koli
berung‘ (koolaibirang).
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The same defective reduction of the ablative also occurs in another example: ―Soap is made
out of fat‖ soap umatoowara kipaibirang (Threlkeld (1834) p. 121). But this datum, is both
in the same, 4th Declension, and for the same figurative ‗made from out of‘ sense. However—
and with the word for ‗wood‘ (koolai)—we find a datum that conforms to the paradigm.
{Class 1: Declension 4}
33)
Ubalingeyl koolaitabirang
uba
-li
-ngeyl koolai -abirang
work:at -INCH -LOCNM wood -ABL
‗A wooden work-station‘ i.e., a table or bench

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 121)

But this one appears to be a phrase made up by Threlkeld, and thus its paradigmatic status
may be illusory. There is one more possibility, datum 33 might be better rendered as
Ubalingeyl koolai.ta.birang, in which the (reduced) ablative case is interpreted to attach to
the enclitic particle *TA; however, such a possibility is scarcely able to be scrutinised let alone
verified. Moreover, contrary to the definition that the ablative is underlyingly *abirang, we
find another example showing *birang. It also represents an extended sense: an ablative of
time.
{Class 1: Declension 3 irregular? ~ Class 2 irregular?}
34)
Umatoowara kumbabirang
uma -toowara kumba -birang
make -RSLTNM other:day -ABL
―It was made yesterday‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 121)

rd

It is not clear if kumba is in the 3 Declension of Class 1 or is a Class 2 term, in which,
though having a temporal reference to ‗another day‘, kumba is treated as an apposition. At
any rate, instead of the (assumed) paradigmatic kumbakabirang we find only
kumbabirang.60 Yet another example, provides inconclusive evidence.
{Class 2: irregular}
35)
Wontabirangbi uwaa?
won -ta -birang -bi
uwa -a
where -? -ABL -2s(ERG) move -PA
―Whence have you come?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 122)

The possibilities here are as follows. (i) The stem is wonta, and we have another instance of
ablative via -birang; or (ii), the question word, supposedly of Class 2 (thus attracting
-kabirang) has itself reduced to *won and then -tabirang attaches according to the rule for
the 4th Declension. Note that Threlkeld himself supposes the question where has *WON as its
root (Threlkeld (1827) p. 12). Another example increases the plausibility of the view that
either the ablative is essentially *birang or that there is idiolectic flexibility (or
suprasegmental phonotactic properties) that determines the way the ablative case occurs in
running speech. In addition, the next example reveals, for Class 2, the difference between
using the ablative case and similar expressions using the instrumentive case (3.1.10) and
associative case (3.1.11). The ablative is used specifically to refer to the movement away from
(out of) a campsite.
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Not only do we see here the reduced form of the ablative, but we have at least one example of the
ablative of time. By itself, i.e., without inflection, kumba means either ―tomorrow‖ or ―yesterday‖ the
interpretation depending on the tense of a verb: hence the gloss ‗other:day‘. Evidently, though, absent a
verb, the ablative case determines the sense as yesterday. The sense of ―tomorrow‖ absent a verb
evidently comes out by kumba in the absolutive case: certainly, Threlkeld defines it as ―tomorrow‖ in
his word-list (Threlkeld (1834) p. 86).
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{Class 2}
36)
Koyiyoongbirangbaang uwaa
koyiyoong-birang-baang uwa -a
camp:site -ABL-1S(ERG) move-PA
―I came out from camp‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 122)

All the same, there are examples of Class 2 terms ―behaving‖ as expected (though the
religious content indicates almost surely that they are of Threlkeld‘s fabrication). Consider the
following two data.
{Class 2}
37)
Wontakabirangnowa?
wonta-kabirang -nowa
where -ABL-3SM(ERG)
―From where has he come?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 109)

{Class 2}
38)
Wokakabirang morokokabirang
woka -kabirang moroko -kabirang
upwards -ABL
sky
-ABL
―From up in the sky‖61

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 109)

One last datum, should show that the matter of attaching the ablative case in running speech is
at the very least a variable and perhaps idiolectic feature of the language vis-à-vis the
inclusion or absence to epenthesis. Recall that the 4th Declension of Class 1, should have an
epenthetic ‗t‘ and then -abirang. To the contrary, however, we find, in an example clearly
invented by Threlkeld to illustrate some point, that even he does not comply consistently with
his own rule:
{Class 1: Declension ?}
39)
Kamalaalanowa Jehovaku yantiinbirang umalibirang
ka -ma -laala -nowa Jehova-ku yantiin-birang uma -li -birang
be-CAUSE-PAR-3SM(ERG) NAME-ERG all
-ABL make-INC-DFNCT
―Jehova rested from all his making‖
(Threlkeld (1834) pp. 129-30)62
Note first that birang also has a function as a verb affix, giving something that is a change of
state according to the sense of the verb: i.e., something like a perfect but such that it is
expressed at the stage when the verb has ceased to be operative: hence DEFUNCTIVE
(8.3.5.3.1). But in respect of the ablative case, according to Threlkeld‘s own earlier
assessment and declination rules, he should have written yantiintabirang, but clearly he has
not. The only datum that ―follows the rules‖, however, is also one of Threlkeld‘s fabrication:
it forms two potential answers to a question ―From whom is the messenger?‖
{3rd Declension Class 1}
40)
Jehovakabirang
Jehova-kabirang
NAME -ABL
―From Jehova‖

{1st Declension Class 1}
Piriwalabirang
piriwal-abirang
chieftain-ABL
―From the chief‖

61

Threlkeld consistently translates moroko as ―heaven‖ but I have consistently resisted this EuroChristian foible of translation.
62

Threlkeld incorrectly takes the ending -laala, to be simply continuative, but it is clear that it forms
part of the reciprocal modifications (cf. Threlkeld (1834) p. 41, at the ―Perfect past aorist‖. This
example, then, is ungrammatical in the same way that ‗Jehova rest form his labours‘ rather than
‗Jehova rests from his labours‖ is not grammatical in English. That is, the to have the first verb
properly, the sentence should be like Kamalaalabara yantiinbirang umalibirang, ‗Together they
rested, from all of their doings‘.
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(Threlkeld (1834) p. 109)

3.1.9.1 Summary and Conclusion vis-à-vis Ablative Case.
It seems that according to the collected data (albeit 33 & 37-40 are fabricated by Threlkeld),
that actually the ablative case is underlyingly
ABLATIVE CASE SUFFIX

=

*birang

and that, if any phonotactic epentheses of precursor vowel or precursor consonant+vowel
occur, it is not a rule that applies without exception, or even that applies very strongly or
commonly, in either Class 1 or Class 2. Note further that there are no examples of Class 3
terms in the ablative (suffix -kinbirang) in the data, and we must wait until the pronominal
enclitics are examined to see that the suffix seems correct for that Class at least.

3.1.10 The Instrumentive Case
(Class 1) -in
(Class 2) -tin

(Class 3)

-kai

For the 1st and 2nd Declensions of Class 1, the instrumentive case is underlyingly -in; but the
3rd and 4th Declensions have the form -tin. There are no examples from the 1st Declension
Class 1. So let us start with the 2nd and 3rd Declensions of Class 1. The next datum, 41, forms
a possible answer to the question given in 42 below it.
{Class 1, Declension 2 & Declension 3}
41)
Makorin ngatan koretin
makor/o -in
ngatan kore -tin
fish -INSTR CNJ men -INSTR
―[It is] about the fish and the men‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 109)63

Here we see a 2nd Declension makorin behaving as expected in the paradigm (Threlkeld
(1834) p. 15). The word kore is given in the paradigm to have koretin as the instrumentive
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 14); example 41 supports the view that the instrumentive suffix -tin
(rather than -kin) was not a simple printer‘s erratum in the paradigm.
Possibly, the sense of sentence 41 has biblical relevance (the apostles being fishermen), and
thus may be Threlkeld‘s own, but I doubt that there is here any garbling.64 The sense, here,
among 41, 42 and 43 can be seen to be that something (a story or piece of gossip) is about
such-and-such: i.e., the story (or gossip) is being told because of X. The next datum 42 is a
question, and 43, (and 41 preceding) exemplify two possible answers.

63

The text has ‗Makoring‘ but in the list of errata he advises, ―Page 109.—Line 26, for Makoring, read
Makorin‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 131)
64

Note that in the corpus of data there are very few examples of the conjunction ngatan and each such
datum is suspect: i.e., likely to be Threlkeld‘s own compositions. The conjunction abounds in the
Gospel (since biblical verses very frequently begin ‗And…‘). The only other occasion of ngatan is in
the song sung by Old Margaret, lamenting the passing of traditional ways. It was recorded by a
bystander during the 1890s, when Margaret was quite old. She had virtually grown up in Threlkeld‘s
mission, and her language use seems to have been affected by him: e.g., she uses ethane to refer to
Europeans, in her song, and this word, from the Greek ethoi, is used by Threlkeld to denote gentiles in
the scripture text; in addition, Margaret is recorded to have referred to the spirit men in the plural as
―karakals‖ using the English plural. All the same, her use of ngatan is to conjoin nominal phrases
within a clause, and I think that it is limited to this use. Thus, Threlkeld‟s use of ngatan as a clausal
conjunction in the scripture is, in my view, strictly incorrect, and should not be adopted.
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{Class 1, 3rd Declension}
42)
Minaringtin?
minaring -tin
what INSTR
―What is it about?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 122)

th

{Class 1, 4 Declension}
43) Minaringtinkaan
minaring -tin -kaan
what -INSTR -PRFM
―Whatever‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 109)

The response 43, is ―an idiom‖ (apud Threlkeld), and essentially transliterates as
‗what+because/about+the.one.being.so‘, or ‗what it is‘.65 For datum 43, I have exploited the
current English idiom ―Whatever‖ to express either ―I don‘t know what it is about‖ or ―I don‘t
care to think about it or tell you‖. The question word, minaringtin signifies, ―What [is it]
for?‖ or ―Why?‖
Next, let us establish the sense of this case firmly. In the next pair, 44 and 45 illustrate the
3rd/4th Declension in conformity with their paradigms.
{Class 1: 3rd/4th Declensions}
44)
Minaringtinba anowa?
minaring -tin -ba anowa?
what -INSTR -CRC
that?
―What is that for?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9)

{Class 1: 3rd/4th Declension}
45)
Marinauwaitinta anowa
marinauwai-tin
-ta anowa
boat -INSTR -MFST that
―That is about the ship‖ or because of the ship
rd

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9)

th

To give one more example that both 3 and 4 Declensions have the instrumentive in -tin,
examine the next datum, which requires the speaker to incorporate a borrowed English word
into the sentential grammar.
{Class 1: 3rd/4th Declensions}
46)
Pital koriyenbaang shoetin
pital koriyen-baang shoe -tin
glad NEG -1S(ERG) shoe -INSTR
―I am not happy with this shoe‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 129)

The only instances of Class 3 terms bearing the instrumentive case are represented by the
question ngaan. One example should suffice; but another is added to show another
irregularity. In the following three data, there is a statement, 47, and then a question 48: the
question is in the instrumentive case. The answer to 48—i.e., 49—shows an irregularity in
Class 3.
47)
Kowakilaanbara
kowa -ki -laan
-bara
quarrel -INCH -PRESR -3P(ERG)
―They are now quarrelling with each other.‖
65

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 109)

That is, the performative suffix -kaan (a derivational rather than inflectional suffix) is attached to the
performer of some action/activity (i.e., a doer), or to the one who possesses the trait (an exemplar, as it
were). However, it is a transitory trait, so while -kaan, can be construed as a marker of the
―inalienable‖ in some sense, it is not intrinsic to the possessor: for that we need the suffix -baan. This
is further discussed in the relevant section 4.15.
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{Class 3}
48)
Ngaankai?
ngaan -kai?
who -INSTR
―About (or over) whom?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 109)

{Class 3:
regular
irregular}
49)
Bowanoowankai Taipameyarin
bowanoowan -kai Taipameyar -in
3sf(ACC.STEM) -INSTR NAME.F -INSTR
[It is] ―About her, Taipameyera‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 109)

The ―rule‖ is that Class 3 terms (names and kinship terms) have an instrumentive case suffix
-kai, but here we find Taipameyarin conforming to Group II of the 2nd Declension
(presuming the absolutive is Taipameyarar). Perhaps the ―rule‖ for Class 3, applies only if
there is no pronominal enclitic also in the utterance, but if an enclitic does occur, then the
name can be declined as it pleases the speaker; perhaps it is generally variable—between
Class 3 (paradigmatic) and Class 1—how speakers treat names.
Another example clearly concerning Class 2, seems ablative in sense.
{Class 2}
50)
Koyiyoongtinbaang uwaa
koyiyoong -tin
-baang uwa -a
camp:site -INSTR -1S(ERG) move -PA
―I started out from camp‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 122)

Perhaps the reason here for an instrumentive, rather than an ablative is that whereas the
ablative (see example 36 supra) expresses ―I came out of the camp‖ the instrumentive
expresses the place of origin: i.e., it expresses an aitiological sense. So, while the ablative
refers to the motion, (i.e., the speaker refers to himself walking out of camp), the
instrumentive refers to whence he began a journey (cf. the next section, following datum 55,
for another contrast).
Just to show it, there are also examples of the instrumentive attached to verbs producing a
nominalised form. The actual details of the verb in this example will be examined in a later
section. Nevertheless, this one too clearly demonstrates the because of X sense of the
instrumentive case in Awabakal, such that it is not the more commonly found instrumental
case.
{verb nominalisation: Declension 4}
51)
Bunkilitinowa maraa
bun -ki -li -ti/n -nowa mara -a
strike -INCH -INC -INS -3SM(ERG) run -PA
―He ran away because of the fighting‖

3.1.11 The Associative Case
(Class 1) -owa
(Class 2) -kowa

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 119)

(Class 3)

-katowa

As explained, the associative case is, along with the instrumentive, another case which
establishes a certain independence of Awabakal grammar from similar surrounding
languages. It is something like a locative, i.e., meaning ―together with‖ but such that action,
activity or movement together is part of the sense. Such cases are sometimes called
‗comitative‘, but that word implies mutual cooperation, but there seems nothing in the case
called here ‗associative‘ that necessitates it is always used to describe cooperative action. As
also noted, wonta (where) belongs to Class 2, but when the particle -kal (or its feminine
counterpart -kaleyn) are added, it forms a derivation from Class 2 to Class 1. We can
therefore show the 1st Declension and 3rd Declension of Class 1 take affixes as recorded in the
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paradigms. The question 52 shows the 1st Declension, and a response 53 shows the 3rd
Declension.
{Class 1, 1st Declension}
52)
Wontakalowa?
wonta -kal -owa
where -INAL -ASS
―By which way have you/he come?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110)

{Class 2, (like 3rd Declension)}
53)
Kurangkowa
kurang -kowa
bush -ASS
―By way of the bush‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110)

Here the idea of travelling through the bush or by way of the bush is conveyed by expressing
‗together with the bush‘: it forms a peculiarity of the associative case used with the spatial
Class 2. Thus, wontakal though now phonotactically of the 1st-Declension, still remains in the
semantic class of spatial terms of Class 2. However, when the partitive -kal denotes an
animate being (especially via -kaleyn for a female), it shifts fully to Class 1.
The 2nd Declension of Class 1 can be seen to follow smoothly, in the next datum.
{Class 1, 2nd Declension}
54)
Kokerowabaang uwaa
koker/e-owa -baang uwa -a
shelter -ASS-1s(ERG) move-PA
―I came by the house‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110)

Note that it would probably be possible to treat kokere as a Class 2 term, and if the
hypothesis that the associative case for Class 2 terms is invariant then we could find
kokerekowa, but the matter is conjectural and dependent upon the strength of the
interpretation of the Class 2 term in the next datum. To examine now, the 4th Declension of
Class 1 and a Class 2 term, consider two possible responses to a question ―By what means did
he travel? Or ―How did he go?‖
{4th Declension, Class 1}
55) Marinauwaitowa
marinauwai -towa
large:canoe -ASS
―With a ship‖

{Class 2}
Paraikowa
parai -kowa
land -ASS
―Overland‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110)

Here, we see paraikowa instead of the normally expected paraitowa, but this, perhaps,
indicates that parai, meaning ‗land or homeland/home-country‘, belongs as a term of spatial
significance to Class 2, and is suggestive that Class 2 associative cases always have an
epenthetic k. Thus, here, we do not necessarily have an ‗irregular‖ case ending, but could
have one that is regular and paradigmatic, if we admit parai into the hypothesised Class 2
regime. Observe that from the preceding considerations, we could find Koyiyoongkowa
meaning ‗by way of the campsite‘—in distinction from the ablative koyiyoong(ka)birang
(3.1.9, No. 36) and the instrumentive koyiyoongtin (3.1.11, No. 50).
We can now examine Class 3, and so note that in 56, the word tibin, literally ―bird‖, happens
to be a woman‘s name. It follows from the definition, and its distinction from the locative,
that the following imply movement or activity together.
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{Class 3}
56)
Ngaankatowabowantoowa?
ngaan -katowa -bowantoowa
who -ASS
-3SF(erg)
―With whom is she?‖

3.1.12 The Locative Case
(Class 1) -aba
(Class 2) -aba

{Class 3}
Tibinkatowa
tibin -katowa
NAME -ASS
―With [the woman named] Tibin‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110)

(Class 3)

-kinba

The locative is underlyingly *aba. The locative case, contrasted against the associative,
denotes a relation that is stationary or is at least expressed this way. However, a stationary
situation such as sitting together, could, I believe, attract either the locative case (at the place
X is/are sitting) or an associative case, giving the sense of sitting together where ‗sitting‘ is
regarded as doing something together; this point of view is similar to that which datum 56 has
indicated for the idea of ―being together‖. Once again, there are not occasions in the data
showing a locative in the 1st Declension, nor of the second declension. We find one in the 3rd
Declension (albeit of Class 2), however, that conforms with the paradigm.
{3rd Declension, Class 1}66
57)
Wontawontakaba kokere?
wonta-wonta-kaba kokere
where-where-LOC shelter
―Whereabouts is the house?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110)

A decision is pending regarding whether we should write two words for wonta wontakaba
(as other simple reduplications) or one word wontawontakaba (because it is a verb).
We find a datum with regular 3rd Declension.67
{3rd Declension, Class 1 }
58)
Balkakabanowa batikaangkaba
balka-kaba -nowa
batikaang-kaba
back -LOC-3sm(ERG) animal -LOC
―He is on horseback‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 128)

The idea then is that the back of the animal is the referent and for this reason a locative rather
than an associative case appears. In 59, below, the first word is declined according to the 4th
Declension paradigm. The next word is an apposition and thus falls under Class 2 (as the third
word certainly does), and Class 2 terms follow their phonotactic Declensions for the locative
case. Thus, though both papai and Mulubinba are Class 2 terms, they occur with distinctive
locative case endings à propos their particular Declensions.
{Class 2: showing 4th Declension, & 3rd Declension features}
59)
Paamaikaantaba papaitaba Mulubinbakaba
Paamaikaan-taba papai -taba Mulubinba -kaba
plant:type -LOC nearby-LOC PLACE.NAME-LOC
―It is at the flower-place close to Newcastle‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110)
66

Threlkeld writes this reduplicated form as wonta wontá, but no reason is evident why the second
term should have a stressed vowel—other reduplications are not so affected, and it is probably an
erratum.
67

The datum itself contains an erratum. It is written as ―Bulka ka ba noa Buttikán ka ba‖, but ‗beast‘ is
given as ―But-ti-káng‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 86). Intriguingly, then, the case affix is correct for the
word-list entry (i.e., k-epenthesis to follow ng, rather than t-epenthesis to follow n), showing that
‗Buttikán‘ reveals a slip of the pen by Threlkeld: though he does not list it among the adverted errata,
on p. 131.
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An example of Class 3 is available, and 60 provides one of the rare instances of seeing a
person‘s name declined (in a sentence) with a paradigmatic style of suffix.
{Class 3}
Birabaankinba
Birabaan-kinba
NAME -LOC
―With Birabaan‖

60)
Wonangke woropil?
won -nang-ke woropil
where-ACC-QESS blanket
―Where is the blanket‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110)

3.1.13 The Accusative Case
(Class 1/2) = ABS

(question words) -ang

(Class 3) -nang

As in many Aboriginal languages, Awabakal contains a case marking which carries a sense
relatively concomitant with the Standard Average European inflection called the ―accusative
case‖. This case, which I have conceded to call ―accusative‖ is restricted to the pronominal
enclitics and Class 3 terms.68 In Class 3 terms, the accusative is -nang. There is one clear
example in the data of a person‘s name having an accusative; annoyingly, it is an English
name, but the principle is the same.
{Class 3}
61)
Buwilbaang Petinang
bu/n -wil-baang Peti -nang
strike-OPT-1s(ERG) NAME-ACC
―I wish to beat Patty‖

(‗Peti‘ to represent the English sound of ‗Patty‘)
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118)

The reason why an accusative rather than equally suitable absolutive (i.e., uninflected) form is
selected may have had no more reason than special emphasis of being under the effect of the
verb at issue. One might have expected a few more data—say with kinship terms—but no
others obtain, except as one word denotations. e.g., ngaanang? = ―Whom?‖ and
Birabaanang = Birabaan as the logical object. However, an accusative form is found for the
Class 2 interrogative: thus from *WON we find also wonang (as *WON + nang).
{Class 2}
62)
Wonangke miriin wiritoowara?
won -nang-ke
miriin wiri-toowara
where-ACC-QESS
point hone -RSLT
―Where is the sharpened point?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 121)

Here, via wonang, the sharpened point seems to be treated as the logical object of the
question where? Interestingly, Threlkeld takes a form of the apposition for ―down‖ to have an
accusative form: as an apposition it would belong to Class 2. The absolutive form is baraa,
but when formed as baraan, is called ―accusative‖: usually glossed as ―now down‖.69 If
Threlkeld is correct in this assessment, and it does seem plausible, it forms the idea of down
as a logical object. For example,
{Class 2}
63)
Pantimaantiya baraan
panti
-ma -an
-tiya
baraa -n
throw:down -CAUS -PRES -1s(ACC) down -ACC (or PRESN)
―I am thrown down‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)
68

There are also forms among the other interrogatives, minang and wonang which may, just perhaps,
be analysable as accusative modifications.
69

It therefore could equally be considered a form of the present tense: this possibility is explored in
4.15. The suggestion that it is ACC emerges from a simple n suffix making certain pronominal enclitics
accusative (v. 6.7).
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Presumably sentence 63 is true if and only if uttered whilst the speaker is yet on the ground.
Another way to see it, is that it could be that the Class 2 term baraa comes into accusative
agreement with the 1s(ACC) enclitic tiya. Remaining examples in the section on accusatives
(Threlkeld (1834) pp. 107-8) utilise the pronominal enclitics, or the demonstratives (which
have accusative forms) to give illustration. We shall treat the demonstratives separately.
There is also a form that might be called accusative for the question word ―what‖. The form is
minang and does seem to ask either for the logical object, or for the result or consequence.
However, it is frequently found among the data in a verbitised form of the circumstantial
voice (cf. 12.2.3.1 beside 12.2.3.2). For instance,
{Class 1}
64)
Minangbananbi bangai?
min -nang -ba -nan -bi
bangai
what-ACC-CRC-FA-2s(ERG) today
―What will you do today?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 126)70

Thus, insofar as concerns nominals rather than pronominal enclitics, these few data tell us
what they can about the accusative, and why it might be used instead of the already available
absolutive.

3.1.14 The Inessive/Illative Case
This putative case has scarce evidence. It occurs thrice in the first four chapters of the Gospel
According to St Luke. There is however one specimen in the corpus of data (I have replaced
Threlkeld‘s ‗looking glass‘ with ‗mirror‘).
65) Nakileyanbaang ngatowabo, nakilingeyla
na -ki -leyan -baang ngatowa -bo, na -ki -li -ngeyl -a
see -INCH -PDRX -1s(ERG) 1s(NOM)-RFLX, see -INCH -INC -LCNM -ILL
―I saw myself in the mirror‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)
In all the examples to follow, taken from the Gospel, I have left out the use of ngatan as a
clausal coordinator, because clauses are coordinated and concatenated in the data without
such devices (this prompts shifting any enclitics attached to the conjunction to some other
part of the sentence, since—by definition—a suffixing-enclitic cannot start a sentence); I have
also corrected Fraser‘s unsupported presumptions regarding the clusters he renders
erroneously as ‗ġg‘ [] which Threlkeld explicitly indicates do not occur in this dialect
(Threlkeld (1834) ―Part III: Vocabulary‖ pp. 79-104).
In all three items, below, however, the putative inessive case, attaches to words of the 1st
Declension of Class 1: viz. words ending ‗l‘. The first is ‗búlbúl la‘ (bulbula) and means
―within the heart‖. One possibility which, at this stage is inscrutable, is that, perhaps, instead
of an inessive/illative case, the manifestive enclitic radical may occasionally become -la
following l-terminal stems, and which may, relative to context and lexical bases, evince an
inessive sense.

70

It is possible that minangbanan, relents to minambanan.
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66) [Luke 1:66] Ġatun bara yantinto unnoa tara ġurra wúnkulla barun kin búlbúl
la, wiyelliela, Yakoai unni ta wonnai kȧnu̇n! (Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 131)
Yantiintu anowatara ngaraabara wunkalabarankin
yantiin -tu anowa-ta
-ra
ngara -a -bara
wun71 -kala -baran -kin
everyone-ERG DD -MFST-PLURAL hear-PA-3p(ERG) lay.down-PA-3p(STEM)-ATT
―And all who heard [the words of the story], laid them up in their…‖
bulbula wiyeliyela, ‗Yakowai anita wonai kanan?‘
bulbul -a wiya-li -ela yakowai ani -ta wonai ka-nan
heart-INES say-INC-CPD how MPD-MFST child be-FA
―…hearts, saying, ―What shall this child be?‖
In the next example, the form wonto replaces the more standard wonta (as ‗where‘) and the
reason why a pronominal enclitic is inserted between wonto and ba—contrary to the original
datum—is discussed in 11.5, but it is essential). The lacuna (…) at the beginning indicates
that it is the second, dependent, clause, nor can wonto—ba begin a sentence. At any rate, we
find at Luke 2:19:
67) [Luke 2:19] …wonto ba bountoa Mariko miromá unni tara, ġatun kota bountoa
minki ka búlbúl-la bounnoun kin
(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 133)
…wontobowantoowaba maritu miromaa anitara,
wonto-bowantoowa-ba mari -tu miroma-a
ani -ta -ra,
where -3sf(ERG) -CIRC NAME-ERG save -PA MPD-MFST-PLU
―But Mary kept all these things, pondering them…‖
kotaabowantoowa minkika bulbulabowanoowankin
kota -a-bowantoowa
minki -ka bulbul -a-bowanoowan-kin
think-PA -3sf(ERG) sentiment-ESS heart-INES-3sf(STEM) -ATT
―…in her heart‖
In these particular verses, I believe we have examples of Eurocentric garbling. There is
absolutely no evidence at all that the heart was considered even metaphorically as the seat of
emotion and passions. I believe that it would have made idiomatic nonsense to combine
kotaa, minki and bulbul in any such fashion. This is an example of the transliteration from
Biblical idiom into Awabakal words that pervades the entire Gospel rendition; presumably, in
Threlkeld‘s defence, he was, as a pious man of God, loath to take liberties with the scriptural
text. Nonetheless, and all garbling of idiom aside, the sense of bulbula seems quite clearly to
indicate a kind of inessive modification of nominal sense. To see a potentially appropriate use
of this case affix, consider the next item, from Luke 2:7. Here reference, by takilingeyla, is
made to the manger which substituted for a cradle for the baby Jesus: it is translated as
‗eating-place‘ the stem of which is takili—deriving from the root *ta—(‗eat‘) + ngeyl (verbal
locative) + a (putative inessive).
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This verb is defined as an infinitive ―Wún-kil-li-ko, To leave‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 102). However, it
seems to be the transitive ‗leave‘ as in ―leave it there‖ thus with a sense concomitant to ‗put‘ and
‗place‘ (which has its own verb wupiliko: ―Wu-pil-li-ko, To put or place‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 102). In
these Gospel verses it seems frequently to translate ‗lay X there‘ and typically ‗lay X down‘. Hence my
gloss as ‗lay:down‘ i.e., the transitive not to be confused with the intransitive ‗lie:down‘ for which
there is birikiliko (―Bir-ri-kil-li-ko, To lie along, to lie down as to sleep‖: Threlkeld (1834) p. 96A)
and/or kilbiliko (―Kil-bil-li-ko, To lean, to recline‖: Threlkeld (1834) p. 97).
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68) [Luke 2:7] Ġatun bountoa pórbuġgulléu̇ n kurri-kurri yinal, ġatun bountoa
muġgama bon kirikin to, ġatun bon wúnkulla takilliġélla buttikaġ koba ka
(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 132)
Poorbangaleyanbowantoowa kari kari yinaalbowantoowa mangamaaboon
poor-banga-leyan-bowantoowa kari kari yinaal-bowantoowa manga -ma -a -boon
drop -AGNT -PDRX

-3sf(ERG)

first-first

son

-3sf(ERG)

wrap -CAUS-PA-3sm(ACC)

―And she gave birth to her first-born son and wrapped him …‖72
kirikintu, wunkalaboon takilingeyla batikaangkobaka
kirikin -tu, wun -kala -boon ta -ki -li -ngeyl -a batikaang-koba-ka
garment-ERG lay.down-PA-3sm(ACC) eat-INCH-INC-LCNM-INES

animal -POSS -ESS

―…in swaddling clothes and laid him in a manger‖
Now, although a manger is an exotic object, the concept here, employing the putative
inessive, is a simple spatial relation and thus is compatible with the semiotics of Awabakal
nominal cases insofar as we know; quite to the contrary of the sentences talking about
feelings manifesting in the heart. Thus, notwithstanding the fact that the inessive occurs
mainly in the Gospel translation, and notwithstanding the sometimes questionable nature of
certain forms of expression in the Gospel translation, it would be highly surprising if
Threlkeld simply invented this modification: after all he could easily have employed the
ordinary locative, or associative if that seemed better for the context. That is, he had no need
to ―invent‖ an inessive. Therefore, it seems that there is due cause to admit the inessive case
within the paradigms. The two problems remaining with it are these.
(i) It remains possible that the form found as -la indicates an allomorph of the MFST *ta, but
which just happens to be found in sentences that prompt the interpretation of inessive deixis.
The ―just so‖ character of this possibility makes it rather improbable, but it cannot be ruled
out completely. At the same time the matter is inscrutable, and on that bases is eliminated
from current considerations. Further scrutiny of the Gospel, may reveal, say, occurrences of
-ta evincing an inessive sense (but not of ka), and at such a time this possibility may be
revived.
(ii) Because the three occurrences noticed so far occur with l-terminal substantives, and thus
of the simple, vowel-initial suffixes, it cannot be determined if the inessive prompts
phonotaxis, or if it attaches isotopically as do the possessives and datives, and the
instrumentives for the 3rd and 4th declensions. Moreover, if it is isotopic, it remains possible
either that it attaches by the simple vowel, or that it is, in itself, l-initial as *la. Careful
inspection of the entire Gospel may reveal that certain occasions of ta and ka are not
compatible, respectively, with MFST and ESS senses, but imply INES sense. Now, just in case
evidently inessive senses of ta succeed words terminating in i, or n, and inessive senses of ka
succeed words terminating in other vowels or ng, then we could surmise that the inessive was
susceptible to the phonotactic regime as characterises, e.g., the ergative (also a simple vocalic
base). However, until the opportunity for such close scrutiny of the Gospel arises, we cannot
pre-empt or even anticipate the results. So, at this stage, we know only that the inessive case
is based upon a root vocalic , which possibly makes an affix * or *(c).
(iii) A case modification with inessive sense, distinguished from a simpler locative, raises the
possibility that it could also indicate an illative sense distinguished from the simple allative.
That is, given a suitable verb, say *yuroong ―dive‖, it would be suitable to say, e.g.,73

72

It may seem that yinaalbowantoowa [yinaal+3sf(ERG)] is an erratum for yinaalbowanoowanba
[yinaal+3sf(POSS)], however, it is rare to find a non-verb in the absolutive case with other than ergative
enclitics attached: v. 6.6.
73

This datum is left unnumbered intentionally.
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[**] Korenowa yuroongaa kokowinla
kore -nowa yuroong-a kokowin-la
man-3sm(ERG) dive -PA water -ILL
―A man dove into the water‖
Naturally, at this stage, any such possibility is merely suggestive and hypothetical.
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4

Descriptors and Appositions

4.1 General Points about Descriptors
To say that there are ―adjectives‖ in Awabakal is to define a lexical category from the
perspective of European grammar. A better term might be ―Descriptors‖ and this is the term
we have adopted. Descriptors can stand as referring terms and thus be rather more like nouns
than European adjectives; they can also act quite like intransitive verbs or predicative verbadjective phrases (i.e., sans a copula): Threlkeld himself classified these words we are calling
descriptors with the verbs; they can also operate in the manner of adverbs. Whether
descriptors in particular sentences are taken to operate as ―adjectives‖, ―nouns‖, ―adverbs‖ or
―predicators depends on which English translation best suits the sense, or which one prefers.
In any event, descriptors can be declined into nominal cases. There appears to be some
freedom in relation to the phrasal order of head and modifier, but there also may exist certain
restrictions in particular locutionary environments. Let us begin examination by considering
that Threlkeld advises that there are no comparatives or superlatives in Awabakal. Despite
Threlkeld‘s conviction though, there are two data that use a comparative expression. In these
examples the descriptor occurs first in the sequences.
69)
Kekal bati ani; kekal korien naan ani
kekal bati ani; kekal koriyen naan ani
sweet more this; sweet not ?–?74 this
―This is sweet; this not so sweet‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24)

70)
Anowa bati kauwal
anowa bati kauwal
that more large
―That is most big‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 13)

However, in 1834, he excludes this interpretation:
[there are] no particles to express the words better, best &c. ; the word but-ti [bati] is
equivalent to the adverb more, but will not express most, as the superlative, the sense being
continuing whatever is about longer (Threlkeld (1834) p. 17).

Given the probability that Threlkeld‘s Illustrations are frequently of his own reconstruction
(i.e., it is doubtful he toured the community practising on-the-spot dictation), it may be that in
1827 Threlkeld misconstrued the sense of bati and so included it erroneously in the set of
Illustrations published in 1827. If this is pertinent then in 1834, having a better grasp of
terminology—though failing to notice, or at least failing to acknowledge, the error in the data
of 1827—he included the remark cited in the above quotation.
At any rate, by 1834, Threlkeld was of the opinion that such relations are expressed
syntactically, and thus word order is presumably not free in these locutions. A simple
comparison of parity is as follows.
71)
Kekalkei ani yanti anowa kilowa
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 17)
kekal -kei ani yanti anowa kilowa
sweet-HAB MPD as
DD
like
―This is as sweet as that‖ i.e., ‗they are of equal sweetness‘
Note that the particle -kei, styled HAB(ITUAL), occurs in 71 probably to denote that the sweetthing referred to is sweet per se rather than on a particular occasion. The HAB is further
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This particle is undecipherable. It occurs nowhere else in the data; Threlkeld gives no gloss for it.
Even taking the vowel-exchange between 1827 and 1834 (yielding né-en, i.e., *neyn) offers no insight.
The only occurrence of such a particle occurs with the interrogatory of place as woneyn which way?,
and this makes no obvious sense in the context of a negative.
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examined in 5.8; the characteristic of ani (MPD = this) and anowa (DD = that) are discussed in
6. Thus the schema for comparisons of parity is as follows.
SCHEMA 1A
DESCR

ani yanti anowa kilowa
X-ish:one this as that like

Here one substitutes whichever descriptor is wanted, and whether or not a particle-suffix like
kei occurs or not, the descriptor can be taken as a referring term, meaning this, an X-ish one.
To compare things of unequal sweetness, we do as follows.
72)
Kekal koriyen ani yanti anowa kilowa
kekal koriyen ani yanti anowa kilowa
sweet NEG MPD as
DD
like
―This is not as sweet as that is‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 17)

To say, then, that A is not as X-ish as B, just requires substituting the adjective wanted for X
(i.e., substitute for kekal in 64). The schema therefore is
SCHEMA 2
DESCR

X-ish:one

koriyen ani yanti anowa kilowa
NEG this as
that like

To say that something is the sweeter of two, a sentence of the kind next is required.
73)
Kekalkei ani kauwal kauwal keyawai anowa (Threlkeld (1834) p. 17)
kekal -kei ani kauwal kauwal keyawai anowa
sweet HAB MPD great great NEG
DD
―This is most sweet‖
(i.e., ani = this rather than that = anowa)
Note that by itself, kauwal means either ‗large‘ or ‗many‘. Note too, the difference between
the negatives koriyen (72) and keyawai (73). According to Lissarrague, the former operates
something more like an privative (vide Lissarrague (2006) pp. 59-60). However, in 72, kekal
koriyen does not by itself mean ―unsweet‖. So, either the privative sense is relativised by the
comparative yanti, or it can operate as a simple negative adjective depending on semiotic
conditions surrounding the context of utterance. In 72, at least, koriyen acts more like an
―adjective‖ saying that some X is the object of negation. In contrast, keyawai is more
typically used to express a 1st-person denial or a 2nd-person injunction (―don‘t‖), but occurs
here with a role indistinguishable from that of koriyen: see 10 for more about negation. To
make it plural, i.e., this is the sweetest among them, would require an extra particle, No
examples exist, but it should be something like as follows.
74)
Kekalkei ani kauwal kauwal keyawai anowatara
kekal -kei ani kauwal -kauwal keyawai anowa -ta
-ra
sweet HAB MPD great great
NEG
DD
MFST-PLURAL
―This is most sweet among them‖
(reconstructed exemplar)
To express that these are sweeter than that would occur by adding tara to kei, and
terminating either with plain anowa or as marked by the MFST anowata; similarly, these are
sweeter than those is the same but having tara on both kekal (i.e., whichever descriptor is
used) and the terminal anowa.
To say ‗the sweetest thing of all‘ (i.e., of anything), which is not given as a datum, then
something like this should work:
75)
Kekalkei ani kauwal kauwal keyawai anowa yantiin
kekal -kei ani kauwal kauwal keyawai anowa yantiin
sweet-HAB MPD great great
NEG
DD
everything
―This is most sweet of everything‖
(reconstructed exemplar)
Adjectival descriptors often follow their head-nouns. However, it is possible that the
descriptor may be able to follow the negative, marking a more ―adverbial‖ sense. So, the
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sequence keyawai yantiin anowaka might also be possible with the same sense, but the point
is not certain; it might express something odd like ‗nothing else exists‘ (i.e., ―there are no
other thats (anowa) but only those of the class belonging to this‖ (ani).) A convention,
therefore, needs to be proposed and adopted.
At any rate, to say simply that something has a certain property, the descriptor can occur in
various ―apparent‖ positions. It can appear to premodify its noun, and occur first in a
sequence (as a predicate-initial clause) as the following question and answer suggest.
76)
Wiya, ani marowan warikal?
wiya ani marowan warikal
say MPD tame
dog
―Say, is that dog tame?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18)

77)
Marowanta anowa
marowan-ta anowa
tame -MFST DD
―Yes, it is tame‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18)

However, rather than surmise that we have the pre-modification marowan warikal, I believe it
is better to say, of 76, that the descriptor post-modifies the demonstrative: i.e., the phrase is
ani marowan rather than marowan warikal. That is, ‗Is the dog a tame one?‘ rather than ‗Is
this a tame dog?‘ Nonetheless, in 77, we see the descriptor marowan occur as a predicator in
a fashion similar to a verb-initial sentence. We see perhaps more clearly the post-modification
of a demonstrative in the next example.
78)
Wibi ani kauwal kataan
wibi ani kauwal-ka -taan
wind MPD great -ESS-PRES
―This is a high wind‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 112)

All of which is not to say that descriptors cannot follow verb forms. To say that a property is
changing state, however, seems to demand the descriptor to follow the verb, and the verb
occurs in an enhanced continuative aspect (called persistive).
79)
Wibi kakililiin wareya
wibi ka -ki -li -li -in wareya75
wind ESS-INCH-INC-PSTV-CP little
―The wind is lessening‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114)

The morphology and role here of the enhanced verb kakililiin is discussed in 8.2.3.
Presumably, the simpler Wibi kakiliin wareya would express, ―The wind remains gentle‖,
where kakiliin is the simple continuative present. The question of whether Wibi wareya
kakiliin, has a distinct shade of meaning, say, as ―A light wind obtains‖ is not revealed by the
data. On the other hand, it is almost certain that the verb could come first, Kakiliin wibi
wareya with the same meaning as Wibi kakiliin wareya, and presumably, Kakiliin wareya
wibita (or wibi ani) would also express ‗is-being gentle this wind‘.
When a property is ascribed to one party but the same property is denied for the other it can
be expressed as via these next data.
80)
Ngintowa kinta; ngatowa keyawaraan
ngintowa kinta; ngatowa keyawai -raan
2s(NOM) fear ; 1s(NOM) NEG -PRESN (it is not the case that…)
―It is you who are scared; I am not‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 5)
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The reason why the inceptive ( INC) is repeated is explained at 7.2.4.
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81)
Ngatowabowaal yarakai; ngintowa keyawaraan
ngatowa -bo -waal yarakai; ngintowa keyawai -raan
1s(NOM) -RFLX -DES evil; 2s(NOM) NEG -PRESN
―It is I myself who am evil; but you are not so‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 5)
For a proper discussion of the negative forms vide 10.
Simple ascription, e.g., of fear, requires only the descriptor and pronominal enclitic.
82)
Kintabi
kinta -bi
fear-2s(ERG)
―You‘re frightened‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 5)

83)
Kintaibi
kintai -bi
laugh-2s(ERG)
―You laugh‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 5)

Mostly, an intensive form of a descriptor is produced by reduplicating the simple form, as
seen by kauwal kauwal in example 75. When the form is reduplicated, case affixation can
proceed but is applied only to the second occurrence of the descriptor.
84)

Minantu?
minaan -tu
how.many -ERG
―How many is there?‖

Kauwal kauwalu
kauwal kauwal -u
many many -ERG
―Very many‖ (Threlkeld (1827) p. 10)

4.1.1 Overview of Descriptors in General
Use and distribution of descriptors in Awabakal is not made completely transparent from the
corpus of data. The main thing to keep in mind, however, seems to be that ―adjectival‖
descriptors tend to follow their nominal heads—except numeric and ordinal terms (see next
section)—and that when they are used ―adverbially‖ the position is more fluid but appear to
tend to follow the verbs they modify. Descriptors used in a more nominal way (and in the
absolutive form) can be detected only if other descriptors accompany them or no
demonstrative terms occur; or, if demonstratives occur, the descriptor has a nominalising affix
such as the habitual kei or the performative kaan (unless it bears a nominal case that in some
way that indicates ‗the X-ish thing‘ rather than simply X-ish).

4.2 Numbers
Awabakal has four number words: wakool (one); bula or bulowara (two), sometimes
occurring as the phrase bulowara bula; ngoro (three) and wara (four or five): i.e., wara is
also a term for the palm of the hand, thus, four or five, a handful. It is true that bulowara and
bula also form part of the complex of pronominal markers: bula is an enclitic (i.e., bound
element), but bulowara is not, and can occur first in the sequence. Here, however, we are
examining their role as numeric descriptors: their pronominal roles is examined in 6.5.
To begin to examine this part of the language, let us first see a question asking how many,
which requires a special form of ‗what?‘ (*MIN) as minaan.76 Following the question in 85,
examples 86–89 show various numerical or quantificational responses. Note that bota is a
76

Possibly minaan is *min + aan (PRES) such that minaan is ‗what-is?‘ for ‗what would be the
number? But, I am reading minaan as primitive as there is no justification for attributing a tense value
to the suffix. That is, I do not think of this as a case on *MIN but rather as a derivational correlate,
otherwise, arguably, to ask how many people? one might use ngaanaan and minaan would ask how
many things? Since minaan is the invariant form for how many X? it does not seem to be an
inflectional variant of *MIN but rather a derivational variant.
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common compound which might together be styled a validator, but it is made up by the
reflexive counterpart of *BA and the manifestive enclitic *TA. In example 87, the word bula is
the 2d(ERG) pronominal enclitic, but in sentences with bulowara it agrees for 3d(ERG).
Example 89 is independent of the question but reveals the difference between saying ―a few‖
(88) and saying ―some of them‖ (i.e., some from a group).
85)

Minaan kore tananba?
minaan kore tanan -ba
how.many man approach -CRC (happen)
―How many men approach?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111)

86)
Wakoolbotanowaba
wakool-bo -ta
-nowa -ba
one -RFLX-MFST-3sm(ERG)-CRC (happen)
―Only one man comes‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111)

87)
Bulowarabotabula tanan uwaa
bulowara -bo -ta
-bula
tanan uwa -a
3d(ABS)-RFLX-MFST-d(ERG) approach move-PA
―Two men approach‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111)

88)
Koolbiraanbotabara nukang
koolbiraan-bo
-ta -bara
nukang
a:few -RFLX-MFST-3p(ERG) woman
―Just a few women approach‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111)

89)
Wintabara waita uwanan
winta -bara
waita uwa-nan
portion-3p(ERG) depart move-FA
―Some of them will go‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 123)

What we see in 85–89 is that when the response has the sense of ‗Oh, only this many are
coming‘ then the compound bo+ta is employed immediately after the numeric descriptor. But
when the sense is not emphasising ―only this many‖ but just stating ―this many‖ the
compound bo+ta does not occur, and the descriptor is followed by a pronominal enclitic.
Normally, the enclitic is moveable in a sentence and can attach to other lexical items for
special emphasis. But, in the environment of 89, I think the enclitic bara must follow winta,
for if we had, say
(89a)

Winta waitabara uwanan

then it could easily mean ―A portion (of something) will go with them‖ where the something
is elliptical. The hypothetical example 89a could still, in casual speech, have the sense of 89,
but the sequence of 89 is unambiguously ―Some of them will go‖.77 The singularity of 89
arises from the fact that the pronominal enclitic is attached to the descriptor meaning ‗a
portion‘: i.e., ‗a:portion-they‘  ‗a portion of them‘; whereas, 89a parses as ‗a:portion departthey move-will‘, and thus allowing for the sense ‗they depart with a portion‘. On the other
hand, if the pronominal enclitic attached to the verb, as below,
(89b)

Winta waita uwananbara

then the sense would be as 89. The reason for the difference in the previous 89a (Winta
waitabara uwanan) is that non-verbs almost exclusively bear ergative enclitics yet ergativity
is not automatically evinced (see 6.6 for this feature of enclitic distribution), but when an
enclitic attaches to a verb, then the case of the enclitic is properly active, and thus bara
implies a plural party acting upon the ―portion‖.
77

The unambiguous version of ―A portion (of something) will go with them‖, would employ an
associative case, as Wintakowa waitabarakatowa uwanan.
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In addition to the foregoing number and quantity terms, the word yantiin means ‗everything‘
or ‗everybody‘, but there are no data in the corpus showing this word. There is, on the other
hand, an example of the word koran meaning ‗the whole of something‘.
90)
Tawuwa koran
ta-(wu)+wa koran
eat -IMP all:of:it
―Eat it all‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 17)

From the limited data, it seems that koran is a mass-quantity term, suitable for food, water,
ochre, sundry plant material and other things which do not warrant counting (so a lot of fish,
as food, probably attracts koran). It is not clear what the scope of yantiin should be, and it
must left to the community to develop conventions regarding its use.
The dual marking terms bula—bulowara appear to require being separated (at least by, e.g.,
bota as in 87); Note that bula is enclitic, but bulowara is a free morpheme.
91)
Wontakolangbula anowa bulowara?
wonta-kolang -bula anowa bulowara
where -ALL-d(ERG) DD 3d(ABS)
―Where are those two going?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 8)

Note, however, that the 3d term bulowara can occur by itself, and can be formed into a verb:
92 forms an idiom regarding time-keeping.
92)
Bulowarakala
bulowara-kala
3d(ABS) -PA
―Two days past‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 19)

The item bulowara can be a stem to which noun cases attach (probably only when in
reference to two impersonal things: when referring to two persons, case is carried on *bula).
Threlkeld defines an ergative case form, bulowaru—thus Class I, 2nd Declension—(Threlkeld
(1834) p. 24) but no sentential data occurs for this form. There is however one example of
bulowara bearing a dative case.
93) Yari wupaa marinauwaiko bulowarako
yari
wupi -a mari.nauwai -ko bulowara-ko
consider:it
put -PA large:canoe -DAT 3d
-DAT
―It is being put [up as a signal] for two ships‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 11)

Intriguingly, the dual enclitic bula can even act like a conjunction—a peculiarity of
Awabakal is that while the form bula is mainly the 2nd-person dual, it is used with bulowara
in the 3rd-person dual, and next, it has 3rd-person reference even while acting alone.
94)
Ngaanbula uwaa?
ngaan-bula uwa -a
who -d move-PA
―Which two left?‖

Dismalbula Jem
Dismal -bula Jem
Dismal-d(CNJ) Jem
―Dismal and Jem‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 15)

To express ―many‖, one uses the descriptor of degree kauwal; This term means both large
and many.
95)
Kauwal kauwalemowamba
kauwal kauwal -emo -amba
many many-1s(STEM)-POSS
―I have very many‖
Similarly for a large quantity (here of wood to be cut)

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 10)
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96)
Kauwal kauwal koolbantiya
kauwal kauwal koolbanti -a
many many wood:chop-PA
―Much wood has been cut‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 10)

A small quantity is expressed as below.
97)
Wareya koolbantila
wareya koolbanti -la
little wood:chop-IMP
―Just chop a small amount of wood‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 10)

This next item indicates a number-specific instruction, but which does not express the unit of
measurement, which is presumably in the background of context (possibly ngoro should be
better treated as an enclitic in the next example).
98)
Kawilkowa porei ngoro
ka -wil-kowa porei ngoro
ESS-OPT -PRP long three
―I want it three long‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114)

As we see in Table 17 below, the choice of porei in 98 is intriguing because it means ―tall‖
rather than ―long‖ which takes another word kirawe. So, perhaps, the issue above is that the
object to be cut has a vertical orientation, but the issue is moot.

Table 17: Select Set of Polarised Descriptors
undesirable
English Awabakal
ugly NONE
rotten wood kanban
rotten fabric, hide, etc. karmar
positive attribute
long in length kirawe
tall porei

desirable
Awabakal English
koneyn elegant
piriral hard, firm
negative attribute
ngoting short in length
poonkoong short in height

heavy porool

porool koriyen light (heavy not)

deep piriko

wotara shallow

4.3 Colour and Appearance
There are only two known colour terms, puto ―black‖ and paral ―white‖. It seems though that
the term for ―flames‖ tiriki can also denote the colour-range of red-orange; and a word
denoting a young tree, kiral, can mean ―green as a young tree‖. There is only one example of
a colour word being used in a sentence.
99)
Paralbiin ngora
paral -biin ngora
white -2s(ACC) face
―Whiten your face‖

Paraliya paral
paral -li -ya paral
white -INC -IMPR white
―It is whitened‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 25)

Other terms, which have relevance to colours are rather names for the ochres used in body
decoration etc.
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100)
Ngaantubiin umaa kopara?
ngaan -tu
-biin uma -a kopara
who -ERG -2s(ACC) do -PA red:ochre
―Who has painted you with red ochre?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 15)

(Kopara is actually a yellow coloured clay, which is made brilliant red by baking at high
temperature). Almost astonishingly no data exist regarding sentences describing appearances,
other than ‗largeness‘, ‗smallness‘, ‗goodness‘, ‗evil‘ and the two colour sentences.

4.4 Characteristics of Appositions
An apposition, as the term is used here, denotes words with many characteristics resembling
descriptors, except that they denote characteristics of relative space (position, direction, etc.);
in addition, they can resemble substantives, insofar as they can be declined into cases, and
when they are they follow the Class 2 paradigm.

4.4.1 Appositions
Appositions can occur in clause-initial position, and can carry pronominal enclitics.
101)
Yuringbula uwala
yuring -bula uwa -la
away -2d(ERG) move -IMP
―Go away you two‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 14)

The difference between yuring and waita is not, as seems by 101, that yuring has imperative
or emphatic sense, but that waita is a verb auxiliary for *uwa and means ‗depart‘, and
counter-balances tanan meaning approach. On the other hand, yuring denotes a relative
position some distance away from the locus of dialogue (or narrative locus). The counterpart
of yuring is papai as near. In the next datum papai integrates the relation between the first
and last place-names, and some other implicit referent: each term is declined into the locative
case.
102)
Paamaikaantaba papaitaba Mulubinbakaba
Paamaikaan -taba papai -taba Mulubinba -kaba
plant:type -LOC nearby -LOC PLACE.NAME -LOC
―It is at the flower-place close to Newcastle‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110)
As with most lexical classes, appositions satisfy as one-word responses.
103)
Wontatin anowa?
wonta -tin anowa
where INSTR DD
―From where did that come?‖

Wokatin
woka -tin
up -INSTR
―From up there‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 12)

The free translation makes 103 no different than if the apposition bore the ablative case,
which would have wontakabirang and wokakabirang instead. The response in 103,
however, bears the instrumentive case, and insomuch as the case matters semantically, the
analysis is as follows. Thus, in 103—and as we saw with example 50 showing
koyiyoongtin—the sense of ―from up there‖ in 103 is aitiological, expressing the immediate
origin of the referent‘s current position. That is, wokatin would be materially equivalent to
wokakabirang (or wokabirang): i.e., each form has equivalent extensional meaning, but
each has distinct intensional significances, the ablative having the sense of ‗move away from‘
and the instrumentive of ‗originating movement from a place X‘.
The counterpart of woka (up, upwards, above, over) is baraa (below, beneath, under). And
baraa, for whatever reason, is an apposition which appears to show that appositions can also
be modified with an affix that is either to be analysed as an accusative case modification, or a
verbitisation ascribing present tense. There is an idiom regarding sunrise that just uses the
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apposition ―down‖ and expresses sunrise as that place down: the idiom, forming a response to
the question ―What time was it that you came?‖78 is,
104)

Anta baraa
anta
baraa
that:place down
―At sunrise‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 123)

Now let us see the baraan modification.
105)
Pantimaantiya baraan
panti
-ma -an
-tiya baraa
-n
thrown -CAUS -PRES -1s(acc) down -ACC/-PRESN
―I am thrown down‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)

Although we could bring an argument to say that there are equal grounds for supposing that
baraa+n agrees with the accusative tiya as to agree with the present tense pantimaan, I lean
towards the present tense interpretation, owing to a definition found for baraan which glosses
it as ―down, now is down‖ (Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 202). If it is coherent to use
baraan with a non-present tense verb—which is not clear—then it would have to mean ‗is
down at that narrative-time‘.
Some terms are either descriptors or appositions depending upon how they are used. For
instance, the concept of ‗sinking‘ would most often be a descriptive term ascribing a property
of sinking to something. But if used, say, of the sinking sun (i.e., setting sun) it takes on
characteristics of appositional terms, and even as a temporal indexical term. The following
datum shows this latter use.
106)
Uwatanowa yantita panalba poloongkaleyan
uwa -ta
-nowa yanti -ta panal -ba poloong -ka -leyan79
move-PP -3sm(ERG) as -MFST sun -CRC sinking -be -PDRX
―He came just as the sun was setting‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124)
Another appositional term, ngiyakai, meaning ‗this way‘ (also, I think, ‗that way‘: i.e., it
denotes the direction indicated). It almost always acts in the manner of a predicate.
107)
Ngiyakaingeyn wala
ngiyakai -ngeyn uwa -la
this:way -1p(ERG) move -IMP
―We shall go this way‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 14)

The verb UWA reduces to *wa- in certain environments. Though ngiyakai very commonly
translates as ‗this way‘ (the direction indicated) it can also signify a sense concomitant with
―here‖.
108)
Ngiyakaibaang birikiya
ngiyakai -baang
biriki -a
this:way -1s(ERG) lie:to:sleep-PA
―I shall sleep here‖ [this way, in this place-as-manner]

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 13)

78

Note that this is Threlkeld‘s wording; the Awabakal had no word for ‗time‘ so the sense of the
question is more akin to the simpler ‗When did you come?‘
79

This tense suffix is recorded as the reflexive (Threlkeld (1834) p. 48): the tense implication is
immediate past: the ‗l‘ is probably epenthetic, and would not occur for consonant-terminal verb-bases.
The possibility that this part of the verb implies agency for the sun, as ‗sun has set herself‘ is unlikely,
given that ‗sun‘ occurs in the absolutive case. More probable is firstly the idea of immediacy of past
time (i.e., ‗at that phase of sinking‘) and secondly that reflexion is implied of the sinking, i.e., ‗the
sinking itself‘. Thus we get ‗at that phase of the sinking itself‘.
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The interpretation ‗here‘ is perhaps merely pragmatic, and what the speaker is expressing is
that he will sleep ―in this relative position vis-à-vis the campsite or dwelling‖. Indeed, it is
defined, in relation to its interrogative counterpart:
Won-nén?

How ? Which way ? Local, answer, Ngi-akai, This way (Threlkeld (1834) p. 77).

Defining it by ―How ? Which way ? Local, answer,‖ Threlkeld does not mean that the local
answer is such and such. He uses ‗local‘ to denote what we would term a locative or
locational interpretation. On this note, it is well to weigh an interesting possibility, introduced
by Threlkeld in the Gospel translation. Namely, the possibility that ngiyakai can have the
sense ‗in this manner‘ at least insofar as saying that X is named this way ______. Certainly,
Threlkeld adopts it in the Gospel, but I can find no examples in the illustrative data
demonstrating it. To be sure, there does appear to be an idiom, such that one asks how
something is named by the expression woneyn meaning ‗which way?‘ qua ‗which manner?‘.
For instance,
109)
―Won nayn kanoah ye terrah?
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 13)
Woneynkanowa yitera
won -eyn -ka
-nowa
yitera
where way -ESS -3sm(ERG) named
―Which way is he named? (or ‗Which way should he be called)?‖
So, assuming that this is not an instance of Threlkeld ―jumping the idiomatic gun‖ as appears
he may have in respect of the descriptor bati (v. 69 and attendant commentary), then it seems
that the question, ―which way named‖ covers both English and Awabakal idioms. To the
contrary, however, there are no counterpoised examples of answering by ‗this way named
______‘ in the data, where ngiyakai occurs. Nonetheless, the Gospel includes this
expression:
110)
―…ġiakai bountoa yitirra Elidhabet‖
Luke 1:5
Ngiyakai bowantoowa yiterabul Elitabeta
ngiyakai -bowantoowa yitera -bul elitabeta
this:way -3sf(ERG) named-YCL NAME
―[A]nd her name was Elizabeth‖
(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 128)
But the same verse also includes the next datum. (I have replaced his yitera with yiterabul
(in both 110 and 111) owing to the data implying that examples which answer how something
is named use the latter word, while the former is used to ask the question: the suffix bul has
no other evident role in the language, though it may be related to pulii meaning ‗voice‘.
111)
―Yanti-kȧlai ta Herod noa kakulla, … hiereu Dhakaria yitirra‖ Luke 1:5
Yanti kalaita Erotanowa kakala, … yieru Takariya yiterabul
yanti ka -lai
-ta
Erota -nowa ka -kala, … yieru Takariya yitera -bul
as be -RCPR -MFST NAME -3s(ERG) be -PA … priest NAME
name-YCL
―In the days of Herod, … was a priest named Zecharia‖
Thus, while in 110 the formula is ngiyakai…yitera[bul], in 111, it is the simpler yitera[bul].
It seems that Threlkeld had employed ngiyakai to cover the conjunctive part—and her name
was—of the English text. It is by no means clear if Threlkeld is tapping into an idiom, not
otherwise recorded except via the question-correlate ‗which-way named?‘, or if otherwise he
had coined the locution himself. It is, therefore, a matter of deliberation whether ngiyakai
should be adopted in this sense given its evident superfluity to the operation of naming X.
There exists a unique datum which shows a modifier concerning time before. The apposition
taanga is defined as ―before, prior‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 75).
112)
Kakalatabaang Sydney-ka taangabiba kakala anta
ka -kala ta -baang Sydney
-ka taanga
-bi
-ba ka -kala anta
be -PA PP -1s(ERG) PLACE.NAME -ESS before -2s(ERG) -CRC be -PA that:place
―I was at Sydney before you were ever there‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 112)
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There also obtains the counterpart, afterwards yukita (Threlkeld (1834) p. 75); but it is not
featured among the sentential data.

Table 18: Select Array of Polarised Appositional Pairs
ADESSIVE POLE

English

Awabakal

———— ————
down baraa
throughout karing
near papai
close by malang
this side ya
inside marang
in front of mikan
waits minkin

IBISSIVE POLE

Awabakal

TEMPORAL

English

bulwara high, lofty
woka up

Awabakal

English

korowarang long ago
yuraki a time ago

kirai kirai all sides

taanga before, prior

yuring away

yakita now

kalong far off

tanowa presently
80

yung other side
karai karai all round
wilang behind

miringil ready to leave

bangai recent, fresh
yukita after
marayai sometime(s)
baring always

Presumably, the compounds, kirai kirai and karai karai are mutual allophonic variants,
rather than phrases with distinct senses: but the point is not certain.

80

The particle yung is defined as ―there, that way‖ (Threlkeld (1850) p. 78: as ―yoˉng‖; in 1834, it is
written ―yóng‖).
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5 Various Extra Nominal Suffixes & Nominalisers
There are a number of supplementary, mostly derivational rather than inflectional suffixes,
which occur in respect of nominals, i.e., nouns (denoting-terms) descriptors and appositions
(typically with substantive sense). Their senses and functions are not entirely transparent, and,
with the exception of -kaan, -baan, -kei and -ye, Threlkeld provides no commentary in their
regard. Thus, we must make some attempt to analyse them, even if only programmatically. It
will, of course, devolve unto the community to develop and adopt (where and when and if
deemed appropriate) conventionalised interpretations for the use and functions of the more
obscure suffixes to follow.

5.1 The Performative Nominaliser: -kaan
When the performer of a verb-sense is to be indicated, a nominalised version of the verb (or
descriptor, etc.) can be formed via the suffix -kaan (Threlkeld (1834) p. 34). The stress
should fall upon the syllable -kaan irrespective of how many syllables occur in the head.
113)
Talbaleyanbaang kintakaan
talba -(l)eyan -baang kinta -kaan
escape -PRESRX -1s(ERG) fear -PRFM
―I escaped, being afraid‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113)

114)
Anowatanowa bunkilikaan
anowa -ta
-nowa bun -ki -li -kaan
DD -MFST -3s(ERG) strike -INCH -INC -PRFM
―That is the striker‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120)

In this nominalised form of the verb, cases attach normally: i.e., 4th Declension of Class 1; or
Class 3 perhaps. Of course, for the ergative case, Class 3 coincides with the 4th Declension:
thus,
115)

Ngalinowa bunkilikaantutiya bunkala
ngali
-nowa bun -ki -li -kaan -tu
-tiya bun -kala
MPD(ERG) -3s(ERG) strike -INCH -INC -PRFM -ERG -1s(ACC) strike -PA
―This is the striker who struck me‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120)

The modification -kaane forms an instrumental case (here not an instrumentive). For
instance,
116)
Kauwal anowa bunkilikaane
kauwal anowa bun -ki -li -kaan -e
large that strike -INCH -INC -PRFM -INSTRUM
―That is a large thing to strike with‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120)

Threlkeld‘s own gloss—―That is a great thing to strike with‖—while unambiguous in his day,
suggests ‗a great thing‘ as an excellent thing‘ but in Awabakal kauwal means large, just as in
the English of Threlkeld‘s day ‗great‘ meant large, powerful, or impressive or awe-inspiring
but did not alternate with excellent. Nevertheless, there certainly does appear to be a note of
approval in the opinion expressed in 116.
The PRFM is able also to be attached to interrogative particles, forming an idiom for an
evasive (or non-committal) response.
117)
Woneynkaan
won -eyn -kaan
where -way -PRFM
―Which way being‖ idiom for ‗I don‘t know which way‘ or ―Which way could it be?‘
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 122)
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118)
Minaringtinkaan
minaring -tin -kaan
what -INSTR -PRFM
―Whatever‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 109)
(Threlkeld translated it as ‗Unknown, an Idiom‘)

In general, the ―performative‖ sense has to be judged in context, and as 117 shows there is no
entailment that the referent of the performative needs to be animate. For another instance, in
the next datum the PRFM suffix is attached to the manifestive particle tarai meaning ‗another‘.
Hence PRFM can be used to indicate ‗being:another‘, which in the datum below is presumably
animate, but it would not necessarily be the case that taraikaan must refer to an animate
entity: the matter is not clear. The verb *mumbi means either lend or borrow (Threlkeld
(1834) p. 98), hence ‗transfer‘.
119)
Mumbiyabaangtaraikaan
mumbi -a -baang -ta
-rai -kaan
transfer-PA-1s(ERG)-MFST-PROAD-PRFM
―I have lent it to another‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)

Obviously the term mumbiyakaan would be the borrower or the lender, but
Mumbiyakaanbaang tarai, would not necessarily have the same sense as 119, but may
express ‗I am one who lent/borrowed from another‘ or ‗I am the borrower/lender of another
thing‘ given, that is, the opportunity that such expressions could become relevant from time to
time.
The PRFM must be closely distinguished from a subjunctive modification of the verb,
represented as the unstressed *kan. This latter affix, attached to verbs, has the sense ‗on the
chance that P be so‘, often with a desiderative underlay ‗in order to explore the chance that P
be so‘. The free translation of datum 120 indicates that we have the nominalisation of kateya,
which means ‗does or is again‘, by the PFRM, such that kateyakaan would mean the ―againer of illness‖ or a ―becomer-again‖ or similar (say, ―He is a relapser‖). Had this been
kateyakan, which the form ‗kan‘ (lacking an accented á) ostensibly denotes, the translation
would have been subjunctive, here with the rather sinister sense ―So that he becomes sick
again‖; but, I think additionally, the sequence of 120 is incomplete to make its statement for
the subjunctive kateyakan. Hence, it follows that the datum is really ―Munni noa katéa kán‖
rather than ‗katéa kan‘ as presented: it is not the subjunctive since Threlkeld writes that as
kun.
120)
―Munni noa katéa kan‖
Maninowa kateyakaan
mani -nowa -kateya -kaan
sick -3sm(ERG) ITER -PFRM
―He has become sick again‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114)

So, whereas, ‗He is a relapser‘ may seem an odd sense, within English, the grammar of
Awabakal makes it perfectly sensible, and equivalent to the free translation, ―He has become
sick again‖.
An intriguing enigma concerning this suffix is the word for morning ngorokaan. If this is, as
it appears to be, ngoro + kaan then the word for morning is based on the concept ―thricedoer‖ or ―being-three‖. But if this is correct, there is no record or suggestion of how or why
the morning is tripartite: it is possible of course that the idea is of the stages: pre-dawn light,
daybreak (sun breaches the horizon) and whole dawn (whole sun emerges from the horizon).
But plausible as that may seem—from a modern and European perspective—it is pure
speculation, for the significance could otherwise be related to an unrecorded story or it could
a homophonic coincidence such that ‗thrice-doer‖/―being-three‖ is erroneous; an instance of
folk-etymology based on appearance and paronomasia.
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There is possible an alternative interpretation for this suffix, or perhaps the possibility that
there are two such particles. In the Gospel, Threlkeld seems to treat kán (kaan) as a particle,
being the essive *KA in the ―present tense‖. One possible illustration of this in the data is the
following.
121)
Woneyn ani parai yitera?
won -eyn ani parai yitera?
which -way MPD country named
―How is this country named?‖

Paamaikaan
paamai -kaan
NAME -PFM
―Paamaikaan [it is named]‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 14)

As it happens, the idea foreshadowed is probably false, because we have another example
(102) Paamaikaantaba papaitaba Mulubinbakaba ―It is at the flower-place close to
Newcastle‖. Hence the locative case attaches, and this seems to show that the name is
Paamaikaan rather than Paamai.
So, admitting this analysis is probably erroneous—i.e., that some occurrences of *kaan form
an enclitic adapted to the present tense—it is a matter on which we should not follow
Threlkeld‘s interpretation. Hence -kaan is a nominalising suffix marking the performative
modification.

5.2 The Partitive Modification suffix -kal
*kal

―neuter‖ and abstract, spatio-temporal localising indexical
element; used in a number of distinct semantic environments
PRTV

Awabakal has examples of morphemes denoting what are commonly called, in linguistic
descriptions of Aboriginal languages, the inalienable relations. Often these are possessive
cases. For instance, a language L may have a special possessive, say, by which one would
denote one‘s finger whilst it is still attached to the body: this would require the inalienable
possessive. In contrast the ―common possessive‖ would be used only for a severed finger. The
particular things that require inalienable possessives vary slightly from community to
community, language to language.
However, there is no evidence that such a possessive case qua ―case‖, exists in Awabakal. But
there do seem to exist some derivational formatives which indicate, if not strictly inalienable,
an intrinsic property of relation. One which may suggest an inalienable characteristic is that
which indicates the country of one‘s origin. Threlkeld notes that Mulubinbakal denotes ―a
man belonging to Mulubinba‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 15: Mulubinba is a traditional place name
denoting the area around the mouth of the Hunter River and its south-wise shoreline,
coextensive with modern day eastern Newcastle). Afterwards, Fraser (1892) coined the term
Awabakal to denote the people and language of the general area centred upon Lake
Macquarie. Strictly, however, Awabakal would mean a ―man of Awaba‖. At any rate, this
might seem like a good candidate for a suffix denoting an inalienable property. This
interpretation appears to be reinforced by the existence of a feminine counterpart, such that
Mulubinbakaleyn and Awabakaleyn denote ‗woman of Mulubinba‘, ‗woman of Awaba‘
respectively. Be that as it may, it would, I believe, be inaccurate to call *kal a marker of
inalienable possession or property; and doubly incorrect to suppose that *kal by itself denotes
masculine sex: in the first place, Threlkeld gives this only as the second definition, the first
being ―belonging to a time or place; a man of such a place‖ (Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p.
213).
Rather, I believe that kal forms a special type of partitive modification. Unlike, say, the
partitive in Finnish, -kal is not a case suffix, but rather forms a derivational morpheme, which
produces a novel nominal stem upon which case modifications can be inflected in the normal
way: 1st Declension, Class 1 (or Class 3), and 4th Declension for -kaleyn. That -kal forms a
partitive, can be seen in the range of semantic environments in which it can be found.
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122)
Maarabi antikal
maa/n -ra
-bi
anti -kal
take -IMP-2s(ERG)
this-PRTV
―Take some of this‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)

It can be easily seen that we have here an instance of making reference to a part of something.
It is in this way that a term such as Awabakal, part of that of Awaba taken pragmatically to
denote a man, suggests an inalienable property, but this plausible enhancement comes as a
second-order property of what is underlyingly a partitive function. Indeed, the concept of this
partitive becomes, at times, quite markedly metaphoric. Consider the next datum.
123)
―tah-rah-kal‖
Tirakal
tira -kal
teeth-PRTV
―peaches‖
via ―part of the teeth‖

(Threlkeld (1827) Preface)

[Threlkeld explains that] they had no peaches formerly ; What was it [this new term] derived
from? Why, to set the teeth on edge! (Threlkeld (1827) Preface).

An example, other than Mulubinbakal or Awabakal, that employs the more personal sense
of -kal can be seen in the next datum
124)
Wontakal?
wonta -kal
where-PRTV(default MASC)
―Countryman of where?‖

Wontakaleyn?
wonta -kal -eyn
where-PRTV-FEM
―Countrywoman of where?‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 8)

And finally there is this intriguing but still obscure datum.
―Ġarokȧl‖
Ngarokal

(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 210)
= aged, elder, old

My own view of this term is that it might be distinguished from ngarombai by indicating the
eldest among elders: i.e., the most senior among a group of initiated men, thus the most
authoritative81. Now, there are already two other terms: nguraki meaning, ―a wise person, an
initiated one‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 90) as well as a descriptor ngaramang ―to be initiated‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 98).82 Nevertheless, this does not rule out the possibility that ngarokal
and ngarombai are not somehow distinguished mutually in sense as well as in form. If so
then, in principle at least, there should also obtain a like-wise distinction, for the feminine sex,
between the recorded ngarongeyn (old woman) and an unrecorded ngarokaleyn (female
elder: in the authoritative sense of ‗elder‘). It is another matter for deliberation. Finally, to
show how abstract the particle can be, consider this next datum also from the Gospel.

81

That is, is possessed of the intrinsic part of elder statehood, which in a gerontocracy guarantees
authority.
82

The latter seems to derive from the verb ngaraliko (*ngara) indicating ―hearing‖ but also used for
‗understanding, believing, being obedient‘. The former, nguraki with the distinct vowel, may itself
derive from the word for ear, ngureyang (Threlkeld (1834) p. 4), or may derive like the other and
undergone ablaut for some, perhaps inconsequential reason.
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125)
[Luke 1:64] Ġatun tanoa-kȧl-bo kurraka buġkulléu̇n ġikoúmba, ġatun
bon ġikoúmba tȧllȧġ balbal kakulla….83
Tanowakalbo kararka bangkaleyangikowamba talan balbal kakala,
tanowa-kal -bo kararka bangka-leyan-ngiko-amba talan balbal ka -kala,
soon -PRTV-RFLX mouth unloose -PDRX -3sm -POSS tongue vibrate be -PA
―And immediately his mouth was opened and his tongue loosed…‖
(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) pp. 131)
In this item, tanowakalbo signifies ―immediately‖, or the equivalent, ―all at a sudden‖. By
itself, tanowa means in due course or presently. Hence further analysis yields
tanowa ____kal____ _bo_
‗presently a part thereof itself‘ or, as a part itself of the present  immediately/all at a sudden
It follows then that in order to understand the particle *kal we must move beyond the
superficial analysis based on ―masculine gender‖ combined with the analysis based on a
―special genitive case‖.84 It forms an intrinsic partitive modification of considerably abstract
nature. It has a pragmatic, ancillary, role as an indicator of ―a masculine being belonging to a
certain place‖ upon which, by the attachment of a feminising attachment, we get *kaleyn ―a
feminine being belonging to a certain place‖.

5.3 The Markers of Sex and Personhood
5.3.1 Personhood A
The main elements demarcating personhood are
(1)

*BAI

1. The suffix -bai, is found on a number of terms concerning kinship relations.
Biyangbai

father

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 86)

Kariinanbai

daughter-in-law

(Fraser (1892) p. 215)

Ngarinambai

son-in-law

(DOCA p. 1052)

Ngarombai

old man

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 90)
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Once again, I have dispensed with the adscititious ngatan (and), and corrected Fraser‘s
presumptuous alteration of Threlkeld‘s unaccented possessive for the enclitics as ―-umba‘ (-amba)
rather than ―-úmba‖ (-umba) which applies only to Class 3 terms. Also, the lexicon for the Gospel has
‗buġkulléu̇n‘ defined as ―did become‖ (Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 204). It would require checking
Threlkeld‘s Mss of Luke, to ascertain if this was his doing alone (the extent of Fraser‘s meddling in the
text is such that I am wary even of the lexicon, since Fraser has interfered with the lexicon by imposing
the cluster ‗ġg‘ where Threlkeld specifies ‗ng-ng‘. The Mss, however, is in the Sir James Grey
Collection at the Auckland Public Library New Zealand, and ACRA has no copy. At any rate, there is a
verb ‗Bum-bung-ngul-li-ko‘ bambangaliko as the agentive modification meaning ―To cause to be
unloose, to open a door‖ (1834) p. 96 A). Now, it becomes possible that this form has undergone [ 
] assimilation, albeit this is rare or indeterminate in the language. If so, however, then the base of
bambangaliko may well be *bang, and this mean ‗becomes loose‘ or ‗loosens‘. As there are no other
verbs in the Gospel verse having this sense, it becomes quite plausible to suppose that there has been a
garbling such that bangkaleyan is the past definite on ‗loose‘ providing the correspondence with the
English text.
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Lissarrague notionally supports the analysis of -kal as partitive, for though she defines it as
―Belonging‖ based on the use to mean ‗person of…‘, she notes that its function is less clear when it is
used as the suffix of demonstratives, but surmises that ―it may mean ‗some of‘…‖ (Lissarrague (2006)
p. 63; pp. 62-3).
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Ngirinbai

eldest (or first born) daughter) (Threlkeld (1834) p. 90)

Pooribai

husband

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 91)

Poorikanbai

wife

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 91)

Wunganbai

youngest (or younger) daughter (Threlkeld (1834) p. 90)

Plausibly, *bai arrives by vocalic fortition from the simple possessive *BA, found on singular
pronominal enclitics, -am.ba, Class 3 terms, -um.ba, dual and plural enclitics (plus 2SF) in its
simple form -ba, the Classes 1 and 3 possessive cases -ko.ba, and which also forms the placenaming ―possessive‖ -ba. As a kinship marker, though, it should not be productive, unless it
can relent in the vocative. The possibility for this emerges from the fact that while biyangbai
is ‗father‘ as a denoting term, the addressive term is biyang. If this is a regular feature then
just possibly the problem in which we have terms for eldest and youngest daughter, but no
terms for sister (older or younger) might indicate an omission, in Threlkeld‘s coverage, such
that ngirin is ‗older sister‘ as an addressive term, and wungan is ‗younger sister‘ as the term
of address. Naturally, this is mere speculation and devolves to community deliberation.

5.3.2 Personhood B
(2)

*KIN ?

2. The particle *kin, is found in three of the nominal cases for Class 3 terms and pronominal
enclitics. It occurs, for the ablative (-kinbirang), the allative (-kinko) and the locative
(-kinba). In the Gospel, Threlkeld makes use of -kin by itself as a suffix: the gloss in the
Fraser-edited Lexicon is ―prep[osition], to; to a person‖ which sounds like the definition of an
allative or dative case (Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 216). Of interest though is the fact that
the expected allative -kinko is not included in the lexicon:85 it also piques interest to see that a
scholiast has placed a cross sign in the margin next to this entry.86 Thus, it could possibly be
that the entry indicates an erratum for kinko. On the other hand, there is reason to credit the
suffix particle *kin to have independent meaning, to be named the attinentive case: this point
is explored in 6.11.3 in the section set apart for cases extending from the dative pronominal
enclitic.
At any rate, the occurrence of *kin either as the terminal case suffix or as a ―prefixing‖ part
of the allative, locative and ablative cases, and the fact that it is found only on pronominal
enclitics and Class 3 nominals (i.e., person‘s names), indicates that it is closely associated
with the conception and nature of personhood. Nonetheless, except for the attinentive case
itself (i.e., kin as the terminal case suffix), the personhood-sense of *kin appears to obtain
only as an etymological value and not as an active morphological value in the allative,
locative and ablative cases.

5.3.3 Person versus Animal
It should be understood in passing that the pronouns and pronominal enclitics do not entail
personhood, but only animacy. Two examples should suffice.
126)
Niwuwa warikal nauwaitaba87
niwuwa warikal nauwai -taba
3sm(NOM) tame:dog canoe -LOC
―The dog is in the canoe‖
85

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 5)

This is most likely because ko is treated as a separate particle.
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Equally intriguing, the same or different scholiast has placed a cross in the margin beside the entry
for ko defined as ―particle, for the purpose‘ an interpretation of *ko by Threlkeld (acquiring
prominence in his 1850 work) which has always attracted my scepticism.
87

There is neither evidence nor recorded suggestion that warikal is a compound of wari+kal such that
the kal is the PRTV affix.
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127)
Tibintunowa tataan
tibin-tu
-nowa ta -taan
bird-ERG-3sm(ERG) eat-PRES
―The bird eats‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111)

5.3.4 Sex Markers
5.3.4.1 *eyn as FEM marker
Awabakal of course has gender in relation to Class 1, Class 2 and Class 3.88 In addition,
however (and subsequent to note 80), Awabakal has sex-marking. Primarily, sex-marking
occurs via the pronominal enclitics (for the 3s), and this aspect of sex-marking is examined in
6. Moreover, we have already examined the pair -kal and -kaleyn in the preceding section. At
this juncture we examine ancillary sex-marking that determines certain derivational terms.
The first example returns us to consider -kal and -kaleyn, for -kal is either ―neuter‖ (as
shown above) or, if masculine, is so by default. The feminine value is made by attaching -eyn
to the morpheme stem. We find this also occurs to distinguish between elderly man and
elderly woman.89 This pattern has been previously cited at 3.3.
elderly man
Ngarombai
ngaro  m + bai
elderly——––kin

elderly woman
Ngarongeyn
ngaro  ŋ + eyn
elderly——female
(cf. Threlkeld (1834) p. 90)

There is also the term marakeyn < ―mur-ra-ké-en, Young maidens‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 88).
It is uncertain whether the suffix -eyn, plays any formative role in the following two terms.
Tankaanbeyn

thumb as ‗mother or dam‘ of the fingers (Threlkeld (1834) p.
95)

Tembiiriibeyn

‗death adder‘ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 92)

In the first example, it is clear that we have a feminine term, since tankaan by itself, means
―mother‖ and is so defined. It may be possible to suppose that -(b)eyn, in this example
suggests a diminutive, and that feminine-marking is underlyingly diminutive, but we have no
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The true meaning of gender is class and is not a word meaning sex-related properties. It comes out
this way apparently in Indo-European, because the early Greek and Roman grammarians misconstrued
the evidence. Indo-European, has a gender system based on the definite singular (―masculine‖), the
definite collective (―feminine‖) and the indefinite (―neuter‖): vide Conway (1922). Presumably, the
relationship between Indo-European gender and sex concerns the pastoral and patriarchal society of the
Proto-Indo-European cluster. Herded animals were bovine, caprine, ovine and equine, all of which are
distinguished by having single ―alpha males‖ who breed and lead; patriarchies have a singular patron
heading a clan or tribe. Thus, singularity and masculinity became intertwined, as do collectivity and
femininity. So, when Greeks and Romans began to classify words, they noticed masculine names had a
certain set of endings, feminine names another set. Then by analogy they categorised the common
nouns. But the Romans let their beliefs determine their classifications. For instance, arbor (tree) is
categorised feminine because trees were inhabited by sylvii; the word arbor, however, like imperator,
lector, etc., has a ―masculine‖ structure. English does not have ―logical gender‖ (there being no such
thing!); English has no (grammatical) gender, but has only sex-distinguished pronouns.
89

Concerning *ngaro, there is also the word ngaro meaning first: e.g., ngaro alternates with
karakoong to denote the first-born son. But, perhaps, ngaro means elder and came to mean first. Then
again, as it is customary for the older people to eat first when meals are ready, perhaps the sense of
elder comes about because ngaro means first.
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real evidence for this possibility. Unfortunately, there is no indication of what *tembiirii may
denote by itself.90

5.3.4.2 the possibility that -kaan (masc) alternates with -kan (feminine).
There are only two sure examples of *KAN as a feminine marker. The words for daughter and
wife:
Yinaalkan

daughter

(―Yi-nál-kun‖ Threlkeld (1834) p. 93)

Poorikanbai

wife

(―Po-ri-kun-bai‖ Threlkeld (1834) p. 91)

The first is simple: yinaal means son, and is MASC by default. Adding -kan to this term
comes to daughter. No further etymological reduction seems available for yinaal. The second
term starts with the stem *poor from the verb drop which also denotes birth: as well as by
‗po-r-‘ given above, it is also given as ‗pór‘ in
―Pór-ro-bung, The name of a Mystic Ring, in which [the young initiands] dance and fall down
at certain periods. From Pór, to drop down, to be born (Threlkeld (1834) p. 81),

and as ‗bór‘ in ―Ngur-un-bór-bur-ril-li-ko, To fall tears, to weep‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 99):
now as ngaranpoorbariliko. To the stem poor(i), the FEM is attached and finally the kinship
suffix bai, which is also used for husband as pooribai.
There appears to be no other obvious examples of the syllable /kan/ imparting FEM identity.91

5.4 The Inalienable or Intrinsic Suffix *baan
The evidence for assessing the suffix marked INAL is rare but firm. To see the inalienable
sense at work, we can consider the two terms below.
Birabaan

Wedge-tail eagle : the one who cries bira

Paramaibaan

Platypus (perhaps!) : the eater of cockles

Thus, birabaan is that eagle which is identified and identifiable by reason of its cry being
bira; the paramaibaan is that animal which by its very nature is identified as the eater of
cockles.92 It is in this manner of consideration that baan becomes a suffix of inalienable
property. The question that remains unanswered is whether this derivation is productive. For
his part, Fraser gives ―makoro-ban‖ beside ―makoro-bin‖ as ‗fisherman‘ and ‗fisherwoman‘
respectively (Fraser (1892) p. liv). Nevertheless, the possibility of garbling cannot be ruled
out. For one thing, everybody in the clan, men and women were anglers; however, there was
one special woman, selected from childhood, who was the intrinsic fisherwoman of the clan.
When a young girl, her little finger was tied off until it became necrotic and fell off; the
discarded finger joints were then sacrificed to the waters, the belief being that once fish had
eaten her finger they would be attracted to her and she would have great success at fishing.
Given this matter, it would seem more likely that a word in the INAL suffix, makorobaan
90

Unless it is related to the verb *tiyam ‗send property‘ which seems unlikely: one may suppose that
there could be a relevance via some aitiological story of how the snake got its name, and is known as
‗the sender‘ (―little sender‖?); but, of course, no such story exists insofar as is known.
Perhaps, the term for ―mother‖ cited above, itself began as tankan showing *kan as the feminine,
and which over time, for whatever reasons, had the stress shift to the second syllable, giving the
appearance of having the PRFM suffix *kaan. But if so, *tan remains opaque.
91
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There appears to have emerged the idea that paramaibaan denotes the platypus. Threlkeld himself,
however, defined it as ―An animal like a ferret, but amphibious, which lives on cockles‖ (Threlkeld
(1834) p. 90). That was in 1834, but in the Mss (1816), he defines the ―Spoon-billed platypus‖ (though
he wrote ‗platybus‘), and the term? it was yabi! At any rate, though Threlkeld knew the word for
‗platypus‘, it remains possible that paramaibaan is the platypus; otherwise, it is perhaps an extinct
marsupial, possibly of the quoll family.
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would denote the special fisherwoman, such that baan is not marked for masculine sex, and
there should be no sex-divided pair of terms here. But the issue is not certain and will require
a community decision.
The two words indented above are the only two words which we are sure have the suffix
*baan. The only other possible contender, is the word for ―murderer‖, but it is given as ‗Kurrur-bun‘ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 87). Therefore, as it does not seem that further decomposition of
this word yields smaller words, it is more likely to be kararban; it is not supposed that it
might be karar+baan.
Let us now briefly consider another possibility: that there is also a formant, reckoned as paan
which may be similar to baan in the privative mood, or may be an extension of *pa with a
suffix -an of uncertain value (perhaps as PRESENT TENSE). In the example below, it is
analysed as a privative relative of baan.
128)
Yantipaan kora
yanti -paan kora
as-PRV+INAL NEG
―Do not do so‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120)

One can make sense of 128 either by taking paan as -PRV+INAL or taking it as *pa + PRES. If
the former then 128 expresses the equivalent of ―Don‘t be like that‖; if the latter then it
expresses ‗It mustn‘t be thus now‘ or ‗No more‘.

5.5 The Resultative Participle or Nominaliser: -toowara
If one wishes to refer, e.g., to the one who was struck or the wounded one it is easy to do. One
just adds -toowara to the relevant verb base. For instance,
129)
Buntoowaranowa teti kakala
bun-toowara -nowa
teti ka -kala
strike -RSLT-3sm(ERG) dead be -PA
―He was the man who was deadly wounded‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 112)

As these ―participles‖ are now substantive terms they can be declined into cases, and when
that is required they follow the pattern of the 2nd Declension Class 1, as shown below.
130)
Buntoowarinbara teti kakala
bun-toowar(a)-in
-bara teti ka -kala
strike -RSLT -INSTR-3p(ERG) dead be -PA
―They died because of their wounds‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120)

There are examples showing this nominalisation for the verb make umatoowara and the verb
wind-up miritoowara (Threlkeld (1834) p. 121),93 and one on lend mumbitoowara (p. 130
ad loc.) However, there are no examples of this derivation on, e.g., the essive verb: that is, no
example shows katoowara used: one must suppose, if it were constructible, that it would
mean ‗that which has been‘ or ‗that which remains‘ (tensed versions of * KA can mean either
exist, be-such-and-such or stay/remains). Clearly, the derivation shows a marked semantic
similarity to the Latin Gerund; but we are not certain as to how productive the formation is in
relation to ―stative‖ verbs.

5.6 The Proprietive Marker: -laang
The suffix -laang attaches to a variety of forms, nominals, descriptors and appositions, and
evidently gives a sense of inherent potentiality currently manifest. Lissarrague calls this affix
the ―proprietive‖; she also suggests that it ―has a semantic range that overlaps to some extent
93

It is given as wiritoowara. The verb wiriliko is ‗Wir-ril-li-ko, to wind up as a ball of string‘
(Threlkeld (1834 p. 103). Threlkeld‘s wiritoowara appears to be an erratum for miritoowara.
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with [the] comitative [case]‖ (Lissarrague (2006) p. 61). Lissarrague‘s ―comitative‖ is what is
here called the associative case; it is not clear to me what she intends by relating it
semantically with the suffix -laang. More simply the proprietive expresses that the modified
stem possesses some property. This seems as appropriate a name as any for the affix in
question, and we are content to follow suit.
For example, it is an inherent potentiality, say, of the wind to be, or have, a strong force, but
the force only manifests now and then: i.e., contingently. Equally and generalising, anything
that manifests with a strong force—tailored to the medium at issue—can be understood to be
manifesting that which was always an inherent potentiality belonging to it. Hence via the
abbreviation PROP we may parse the affix -laang in this manner. For example, the following
responds and affirms a remark saying that a strong wind blows.
131)
Kawuwa, kauwalaang ani
ka-(wu)wa kauwal -laang ani
ESS -IMP great -PROP MPD
―Indeed, it has great force‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 112)

Equally, it suits the description of human traits.
132)
Kintalaangbaang bunkilitin
kinta-laang -baang bun -ki -li -tin
fear -PROP-1s(ERG) strike-INCH-INC-INSTR
―I do fear being struck‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 22)

It is surely an inherent potential of every person (and animal) to experience fear, but it
manifests only now and then, unless a person is an habitual scaredy-cat (attracting the HAB
kintakei, v. 5.8). It seems that the context of 132 is that some situation has arisen in which the
speaker senses an imminent peril of being struck: perhaps the mood of a scene is ugly; or the
speaker is committed to a duel, and is conceding that he is not as fearless as perhaps he
appears to be. 94
There is one more datum, of which I am unsure—it is repeated in the next sub-section, to
show an alternative parsing. If the following has the derivational suffix -laang which is the
matter in question, then, it would appear that there may be some question as to whether the
boat is large or only appears large due to being closer than it seems. The boat is almost surely
not visible relative to 133, for it seems to be the basic sense of anang that it indicate
objects—or the place at which some object is—which is outside the immediate ken of the
speech participants. The utterance below affirms that it is large rather than (deceptively)
close.
133)
―Nga ba, anang kauwalaan‖95
Ngaba, anang kauwalaang
nga -ba, an-nang kauwal-laang
as:such-CRC D -ACC large -PROP
―Why yes, it is a large boat‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 6)

To add a little more credibility to the foregoing possibility, consider this. The concept of a
state, such as being gone, does not admit of degrees of force. However, the suffix -laang can
attach to this also. What it conveys, I believe, is that it has become a fait accompli that the
referent(a) is/are gone, as indicated by the next datum.
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To suppose that the speaker of 132 is a man rather than a woman is merely to illustrate the possible
context. There is no clue as to the identity of the speaker here.
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Here reading kauwalaang for kauwalaan, which fails to make sense, unless it is a present tense affix
on the descriptor; however, the reciprocal present is -laan, which cannot apply for this datum.
Nevertheless, the alternative is examined in the next section: 4.15.6.
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134)
Waitalaangbara
waita -laang -bara
depart-PROP-3p(ERG)
―They are gone‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 123)

Thus, here the sense—if this interpretation bears out—is that the departed party was halfexpected to have gone, and the matter has just been confirmed: i.e., something like ―Well,
they are gone after all‖. One more example, albeit from the Gospel, may serve to illustrate the
sense of -laang more fully.
135)
[Luke 1:52] Upéa noa barán parrán kaiyukan yellawolliġél labiruġ
barunba ġatun wupéa noa barun mirrai wokka laġ 96
Wupiyanowabaran baraan kaiyukaan …
wupi-a -nowa -baran baraa -n97 kaiyu -kaan
put-PA-3s(ERG)-3p(ACC) down PRESN power -PRFM
―He hath put down the mighty from …‖
… yelawolingeylabirangbaranba, wupiyanowabaran miral wokalaang
yelawoli-ngeyl-abirang -baran -ba wupi-a -nowa
-baran
miral woka-laang
sit -LCNM -ABL-3p(STEM)-POSS put -PA-3sm(ERG)-3p(ACC) miserable up -PROP

―…their seats, and exalted them of low degree‖

(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 130)

The idea that God has raised the miserable to an exalted degree seems to be one of making
manifest something of inherent potentiality: hence laang attaches to the word for ‗up/above‘,
woka. So, at the least it appears that the interpretation of -laang = PROP is borne out by
Threlkeld‘s own intuition regarding this suffix. In summary, there remains some uncertainty
regarding the suffix -laang, but it seems from the few occurrences in the data, and by its use
by Threlkeld in the Gospel, that ‗inherent potency marker‘ (PROP) is a credible analysis.

5.7 (Apparent) Present Tense for Non-Verbs
There appear certain words in the data which, although not evidently verbs, occur with
suffixes resembling the PRES, i.e., *AAN. Threlkeld himself has supposed that all negative
terms form the ―verb‖ expressing ―not to be‖ (Threlkeld (1850) p. 26). How he came to this
impression is not transparently revealed, nor would I accept the opinion wholeheartedly.
Nevertheless, there obtains an interesting modification to the negative keyawai. Threlkeld
defines keyawai as ―nay‖, setting it beside keyawaraan as ―no‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 77).
The form keyawai can occur in any position and ranges over its object. By contrast
keyawaraan occurs first in a clausal sequence (only the separable pronouns precede it in the
data). My impression of keyawaraan is that it expresses the sense ‗it is not that at all‘, as a
topicalising component, which is followed by the clause containing that which is being
denied. For example,
136)
Keyawaraanbi maanan; niwuwa maanan
keyawai-raan
-bi maan-nan; niwuwa maan-nan
NEG -PRESN -2s(ERG) take -FA; 3sm(NOM) take -FA
―It is not you who will take (receive); it is he‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 15)
137)
Keyawaraanbaang maanan
keyawai-raan -baang maan-nan
NEG -PRESN -1s(ERG) take -FA
―I will not take‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18)
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Reading wupiya (put + PA) for the form ‗Upéa‘ which would seem to be related to *uba ‗use, work
with or at‘ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 102), in accordance with the English text; and mirrai is an erratum for
miral.
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Reading baran baraan (them down) for ‗barán parrán‘ since ‗barán‘ has no known interpretation,
and there is no correlate term in the English text: i.e., all the English text is accounted for.
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The sense of the negative, in these two data, is highly emphatic; the future tense of the verb,
weakens the notion that the suffix -raan is a true present tense, but we could interpret it as
saying (e.g., for 131) ‗I am not in state wherein I shall come to take‘.98 It appears always to
have a 1st- or 2nd-person relatum (see 10.2.2 for more on this negative).
Now, let us turn to the datum cited in the previous sub-section as 133, and which we had
occasion to wonder at. The text has this datum showing the unusual suffix -aan to the
descriptor large, apparently giving emphasis similar to ‗Yes, it is a big boat indeed‘.
138)
―Nga ba, anang kauwalaan‖
Ngaba, anang kauwalaan
nga -ba, an-nang kauwal-laan
as:such-CRC D-ACC large -PRESN
―Why yes, it is a large boat‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 6)

Some uncertainty accompanies 138—as discussed in 5.6—in the possibility that kauwalaan
is an erratum for kauwalaang, which should also be a possible modification on the
descriptor. Keyawaraan, by contrast, is an element occurring frequently enough in precisely
this form, so it is far less likely to be an erratum for keyawaraang (besides the suffix -laang
appears always to have the ‗l‘ precursor). Furthermore, if the evaluation of -laang as
―inherent potential‖ is correct, it remains mildly counter-intuitive to think of a boat as having
an intrinsic potential to be large in the manner that the wind can easily be understood to have
this parametric potential. Thus, it remains plausible that kauwalaan is not an erratum for
kauwalaang and that a modification obtains that—for want of better nomenclature—I have
called ―apparent present tense‖.

5.8 The Habitual or Characteristic Affix: -kei, -ye
Threlkeld attests to the existence of an habitual modification applied to substantive terms. As
he says,
[a]djectives denoting similitude of resemblance require the particle ki-lo-a, like, affixed to the
subject : as, Won-nai-ki-lo-a, like a child, child-like : but if denoting habit, the particle kei is
affixed: as, Won-nai-kei, childish….
Adjectives denoting character, manner, or habit, are formed from the roots of verbs expressive
of such; having the particles ye or kei affixed, according to the verb subjoined : as, Bún, the
root of the verb to smite ; Bún-ki-ye, a smiter ; but Bún-kil-li-kán, would be one who smites;
Won-kul, to be foolish ; Won-kul-kei, foolish ; Ngu-ra-kei, wise, skilful ; Buk-ka-kei, savage,
ferocious, wrathful ; Ke-kul-kei, sweet, nice, pleasant (Threlkeld (1834) p. 17; paragraphing
cited).

The interesting point is that bunkilikaan means one who has struck, i.e., a striker, but just the
one who struck in a particular situation. By contrast, bunkiye denotes a habitual striker: a
brawler, profligate duellist, a brigand—on the same model that whereas bakakei denotes a
savage person, i.e., one disposed to wild temper, baka denotes simply the common and
occasional mood of anger. Sadly, there is one, and only one, example of the habitual to be
found between the Illustrations of 1827 and those of 1834. It is cited below.
139)
Bunkiyebara anowa kore
bun -ki -ye -bara anowa kore
strike-INCH-HAB-3p(ERG) DD man
―Those men are the fighters‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120)

The only other occasion of an habitual is not in the illustrations—and thus quite likely to be
one of Threlkeld‘s own construction, and, moreover, is one that I at least cannot profess to
98

Note that the sense of maanan in 137, could either be ‗I won‘t have any of that‘ (of something
offered) or ―No, rest assured, I won‘t steal‘.
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understand fully why the habitual occurs. The datum we have seen already in 4.13, where the
particle attached to the descriptor sweet.
140)
Kekalkei ani yanti anowa kilowa
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 17)
kekal -kei ani yanti anowa kilowa
sweet-HAB this as that like
―This is as sweet as that‖ i.e., ‗they are of equal sweetness‘
Perhaps the sense of habitual or characteristic here is that the substance referred to by ani is
characteristically as sweet as the substance referred to by anowa. If that is not the expressed
sense then I do not see the specific function of the habitual in the derivation of kekal+kei in
140.
Presumably, however, the suffix is more or less productive and up to the discretion of
speakers to attach the suffix to verbs and descriptors as the need may arise. The distribution
is as follows.
To mark ―habitual‖ on (tensable) verbs add ye after the INCH formative; or (for verbs
lacking the INCH in regimen) directly to the base
To mark ―habitual‖ on non-verbs (descriptors, substantives, etc.) add kei to the root
stem

5.9 Pluralising Features
Although in general Awabakal does have number agreement, such that, e.g., kore can
legitimately denote either ‗the/a man‘ or ‗men‘, there are means to specify a more than
singular number. The most obvious form is -tara, a plural variant of the radical enclitic *ta.
This form is discussed in 9.1, and its description can be left to that section. It is enough here
to say that whereas kore can be singular or plural in reference, koreta is (I think) restricted to
the singular, and one needs koretara to make plural reference.
Lissarrague has noticed that another suffix, -pin, also facilitates plural reference (Lissarrague
(2006) p. 64). She notes two data that corroborate the assessment, and adduces the fact that in
Gumbaynggirr, there is a plural suffix ‗-biin‘ and that ―Mathews describes mirri-biñ as
meaning ‗several dogs‘ in Darkinyung‖ (Lissarrague (2006) p. 64; italics cited). Firstly,
though, we note that there are two entries in the word-list of Threlkeld (1834): ―Wúng-ngarra-pin, Young bachelors…Wúng-ngur-ra bu-la, Ye two ditto‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 88). That
is, wungarapin and wungarabula respectively. On this basis, we would derive ‗young
bachelor‘ as wungara (note that wunganbai—―Wung-ngun-bai‖—is ―youngest female‖: p.
90 ad loc.). The suffix -bula is defined as the 2nd person dual marker, and thereupon -pin does
seem to be a plural marker. The other example noticed by Lissarrague is ―wu-wi-pin‖ defined
as ―eyelashes‖ (Lissarrague (2006) p. 64; cf. Threlkeld (1834) p. 94: ―Wo-i-pín‖). Since, in
the standard orthography of Awabakal ‗oi‘ is not an admitted diphthong, it comes out as
woyipin analysed as [ or ]. Owing to the discrepancy such that Threlkeld
has an ‗í‘ in ‗Wo-i-pín‘ but a unmarked ‗i‘ in ‗Wung-ngur-ra-pin‘ it is perhaps simplest to
render this plural as -pin (rather than -piin); this may change if the community decides to
admit the Gumbaynggirr entry as decisive. At any rate, the singular ‗eyelash‘ would be woyi.

5.10 Principles of Reduplication and Extrusion
5.10.1 Whole Reduplication
Reduplication is a common feature in Awabakal as with most Pama-Nyungan languages.
Quite intuitively, reduplication intensifies the scope, quantity or degree of the sense of the
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root being reduplicated.99 Thus, while kauwal means large or many, reduplication results in
kauwal kauwal meaning very large or very many. The adopted orthographic convention is
simply to write out the word twice, without hyphens. Some recorded examples follow.
Kiya kiya

victory; being victorious (Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 215)

Yiri yiri

sacredness; of secret rites (Threlkeld (1835) p. 129, 3rd example)

Weyiir weyiir

being lame (Threlkeld (1834) p. 103)

Kalban kalban

very handsome, beautiful (Threlkeld (1834) p. 96B)

Kauwal kauwal

very large, immense; very many, an abundance
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 18)

Maroong maroong

very good, excellent
(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 226)

Maroroong maroroong

superb, as good as it gets
(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 226)

Ngaro ngaro

fall down (Threlkeld (1834) p. 99)100

Ngari ngari

panting for breath (Threlkeld (1834) p. 99)

Kirai kirai

revolving, going round (Threlkeld (1834) p. 97)

Wakool wakool

seldom (an idiom : Threlkeld (1834) p. 76)

The form ngari ngari is imitative of the panting for breath. So, while ngari does not have a
meaning on its own, the reduplication represents repetition. Though *kirai is not recorded
alone, it appears to be the sort of expression that if uttered singly would mean ―turn‖, say, no
more than once around. Wakool wakool makes an interesting idiom, since by itself wakool
means ―one‖ but reduplicated expresses ‗seldom‘. A reduplication that is difficult to classify
is defined as ―to separate‖. But whether it means ―sort things into separate classes‖ or means
―separate things by putting/pulling them apart‖ or perhaps both as context determines is not
clear. So, there is the potential for two uses, viz.
Toloong toloong

sort things into separate classes

Toloong toloong

separate things by putting/pulling them apart

There is no evidence that toloong has a meaning by itself, but it is apparent that each
occurrence is meant to denote as one portion per each partition.
Apart from kauwal kauwal, the only other examples we have of reduplications used in
sentence are these below.
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Note that I am not counting mere repetitions as reduplications, For example where we have the
repetition karakai, karakai (Threlkeld (1834 p. 124, 1st example) that is equal to the English ‗Quick!
Quick!‘ and is just the term repeated, rather than expressing ‗be very very quick‘, and so is not a
reduplication in the interesting sense we examine in this subsection. In addition, I am not examining
the names of animals and birds which have reduplicated names based on onomatopœia, such as
karoongkaroong (the male pelican) which are written out as one word since they are names.
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The part ngaro does not have a sense on its own as such, but it is the base, perhaps surprisingly, of
‗stand up‖: ngarokiliko ―To stand up on the feet,‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 98); ngarokiinbiliko ‗to stand
up‘ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 99). The first of these is the intransitive, as ―He stood up‖, and the other is the
transitive ‗to stand something up‘ or ‗make something be upright‘: this seems to be why Threlkeld
includes ‗on the feet‘ for the former and not in the latter. Now, ngarabo is also a word for being asleep.
It seems, then, that *ngaro indicates a change of orientation from horizontal to vertical and/or vice
versa. Thus, the reduplication, seems to indicate an absolute change of orientation and is used to
designate the event of falling over.
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141)
Kiya kiyabaang kakeyan ani ngorokaan
kiya kiya-baang ka-keyan ani ngorokaan
upright-1s(ERG) be -PD MPD morning
―I was victor (of a duel) this morning‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 112)
142)
Yanowa yiri yirikake
yanowa
yiri yiri -ka
-ke
let:be sacred:business-ESS-ESS+EMPH
―Let it be, it concerns secret business‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 129)101

As can be seen, if case structure is to be added, the addition occurs only to the second
instance of the reduplicated word.

5.10.2 Partial Reduplication via Extrusion
The term extrusion is used by Whorf (1962: 1938) to signify the duplication of part of a word,
such as the base of a verb or a syllable, or part of a syllable, and placing it as a prefix, suffix
or infix to a word. Unlike ordinary reduplications, for which the convention is to write them
out as two separate words, extrusions are properly morphological and so are to be made into a
single word.
An example of verb-base extrusion occurs with the verb of speech, forming a new verb
meaning ‗reply, respond‘; and, with the continuative infinitive, as here, to signify a
―conversation‖.
143)
Kabo, kabo, wiyawiyelikowabaang
ka-bo
ka-bo wiya -wiya -li -kowa -baang
ESS-RFLX ESS-RFLX speak-EXTR-INC-INFCONT-1s(ERG)
―Stay, stay, that I may have conversation‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 128)
The phrase ‗Kabo, kabo,‘ is no more a reduplication—in the usage here—than the English
free translation has with ‗Stay, stay‘. There is also an apparent extrusion of the question word
―where‖ reflecting a slightly enhanced sense of a question like ―Where is the whereabouts of
the house?‖
144)
Wontawontakabirang kokere?
wonta-wonta-kabirang kokere
where-where -LOC shelter
―Whereabouts is the house?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110)

Awabakal, albeit once only, exhibits extrusion via an infix (intrusion) that appears to be a
partial reduplication. It occurs as an intensifier for good: i.e., maroroong from the root
maroong.
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The context concerns somebody asking why the men are going off somewhere and why the women
do not follow, and this remark exhorts the enquirer to mind his or her business.
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145)
―Ngah ba unnoa murroring‖ 102
Ngaba, anowa maroroong
nga -ba anowa ma-ro-roong
as:such -CRC that:there GO-very-OD (i.e., very good)
AFF.PRT CRC
DD
DESC.INTSV
―Why yes, that is a good thing/substance‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 6)

Structurally, it seems that the second syllable, -roong, is partially reduplicated within the
head word, as follows
Analysis 1: {+ INTENS}  { + (  + )}
Another possible explanation, perhaps, is that the lexeme is underlyingly maroong but that in
special emphasis the rhotic is strongly trilled, thus becoming extended in duration and that
this continued to give Threlkeld the impression (over two decades!) that an extra syllable was
added. I lean towards the simple infix pattern of Analysis 1, rather than the latter possibility,
but ultimately the issue is moot.
One can already intensify the base lexeme, maroong, by whole reduplication, producing
maroong maroong. But there exists also a fortified form as maroroong. We find this, for
example, in the following datum.
146)
Wiya ani maroong?
wiya ani maroong
say this good
―Say, is this good?‖

Maroroongta anowa
ma -ro -roong-ta anowa
GO-INTNS-OD-MFST that
―That is very good‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18)

As this process is so rare, indeed it is unique to this word, it should be classed as a derivation
rather than of a grammatical infix. For otherwise we would presumably have found
kauwawal, which we do not.
There is one other possible infix in the language. It depends how one thinks of it. If we took
the 1p(ERG) ngeyn to be an uninflected head, then the accusative ngeyran inserts -ra- betwixt
the penult y and the terminus n. Thus,
{+ ACC}  {   + }
On the other hand, if we suppose that the root of all 1st person pronominal forms is v-, then
the ergative form [] is *ngey+n, and the accusative form [] is *ngey+ran.
The latter seems more plausible, and is certainly much simpler.
Other instances of extrusion occur in the more complex derived verbs, e.g., in relation to the
reciprocal, reflexive and reiterative aspects. These are dealt with in the section devoted to
verb morphology, and are affixes not infixes.

5.11 A Possible Prefix?
While we are broaching singularities, there appears (at first blush) to be a single instance of a
prefix in Awabakal.103 Negatives in Awabakal are numerous (see 9), but one sure root is
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The recorded form ‗murroring‘ (which would be mararing) is likely an erratum. The form in the
question, which this datum answers, is ‗murrorohng‘ (i.e., maroroong), and ‗murroring‘ is probably a
―typo‖ (or mishearing, or the record of an odd pronunciation). Note that mararing (as ‗murrȧraġ‘) is
defined as ‗within, into, inside‘ in the lexicon to the Gospel; and maroroong (as murrariġ) is also
defined on the same page (Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 226). All the same, it remains possible that
mararing is another variant of maroroong, but if so, and if it has a distinctive sense, it remains
obscure.
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KOR. Typically, it occurs as kora usually negating the sense of a descriptor—e.g., kinta
fear, kinta kora fear not (Threlkeld (1834) p. 119); more fully:
147)
Bunkilailaan koranura
bun -ki -lai -laan kora -nura
strike-INCH-RCPR-PRESR NEG-2p(ERG)
―Do not be striking one another‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)104

However, in hortative, admonitory or remonstrative situations, and when the negative attaches
to a tensable verb, a form -yikora occurs. Threlkeld writes either as the dyadic ―ye kora‖ or
the united ―yekora‖ or ―yikora‖. Suggesting the existence of a prefix in the language attaching
to the base negative kora. However, it seems to me that what is happening is that -yi- replaces
the typical inceptive formant -li- (see 7.5.2). The negative *yikora always attaches to the
inchoative stem BASE+INCH+yikora, or—for verbs that lack the inchoative in their infinitive
form—*yikora attaches directly to the verb base, e.g., *bita (*drink), bitaliko (INF to drink)
and bitayikora ―do not drink‖. So we have the following analyses, where INCN is the
inceptive formant of negation.
148)
Maankiyikora anowanang
maan -ki -yi -kora anowa-nang
take-INCH-INCN-NEG DD -ACC
―Do not take that‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)

149)
Umabanbiyikora tetinowakowakateyakan
uma-ban -bi -yi -kora teti -nowa -kowa-kateya-kan
do -PRMX-INCHP-INCN-NEG dead-3sm(ERG)-PRP -ITER -SBJ
―Do not let him do it, lest he die‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 121)105
Therefore, there are no prefixing elements in the language.

5.12 Rare Particle/Suffix: the Ycleptic
*BUL : an occasional suffix occurring only on the descriptor yitera corresponding to the
concept named. When asking for the name of X the form is simply yitera; when one provides
that name, one uses the form yiterabul. In my estimation, the suffix -bul derives in some
way, from the word pulii which means ―Voice, language, &c.‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 91).106
The occasions, both with and without -bul, are as follows. Note 151 answers 150;
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However, even this initial appearance vanishes when we consider that it is very probable that the
negatives—apart from keyawai and keyawaraan—are morphologically enclitic particles.
104

The verb is cited as ―búnkillaibán‖ but ‗bán‘ (baan) is not recorded as a tense or other suffix of
verbs. I believe it to be an erratum for the present tense suffix ‗lán‘ (laan) of the reciprocal verb, as is
indicated by the RCPR affix -lai-.
105

The present tense (PRESP) for permissive verbs is typically -biin, but reduces to -bi- when certain
components follow, e.g., a negative. I concede that the presence of the ITER affix kateya surprises me,
since there is no indication that iteration has relevance. Perhaps the gloss ought to have been, ‗Don‘t let
him do that again, lest he die‖ but the truth is irretrievable at this stage.
106

Some uncertainties remain. For instance, since the ycleptic is bul while the word for voice is pulii, it
is unsure which labial segment is best. It is also uncertain if the first vowel should be a or u. In the
word list, we have the pair ―Pul-li, Salt‖ and ―Pul-lí, Voice, language, &c‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 91),
and from this rendition, we should write palii. However, it is only in the admittedly less reliable 1827,
that we have sentences, and there the ycleptic is always ―buhl‖ implying bul: i.e., []. I admit to
associating the ycleptic with the word for voice, and on that basis, surmising that the accent has been
left off the term for voice, such that it should have been ‗Púl-lí‘. Naturally, it is a matter for some
reflection.
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150)
Woneynkanowa yitera?
won -eyn-ka -nowa yitera
where-way-ESS-3sm(ERG) named
―What is his name?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 13)

151)
Birabaan yiterabul
Birabaan yitera -bul
NAME
name-YCL
―Birabaan is his name‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 13)

152)
Woneynbaang ani wiyaan yitera?
won -eyn -baang ani wiya -an yitera
where-way-1s(ERG) MPD speak-PRES named
―Which way is this named?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 14)

153)
Woneyn ani parai yitera?
won -eyn ani parai yitera
where-way MPD country named
―How is this country named?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 14)

154)
Woneynbaang wiyanan ani yitera?
won -eyn -baang wiya-nan ani yitera
where-way-1s(ERG) speak-FA MPD named
―How shall I call this?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 128)

155)
Ngaantubiin wiyaa?
ngaan -tu -biin wiya -a
who-ERG-2s(ACC) speak-PA
―Who told you?‖

Yiterabulutiya wiyaa
yitera -bul -u
-tiya wiya -a
named-YCL-ERG-1s(ACC) speak-PA
―I was told‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 128)

As can be seen, each occasion of yitera alone, asks a question, the one instance of yiterabul
answers a question What is the name of X? And the final example, showing an ergative case
on yiterabul would literally express ―The namer told me‖ but the idiom seems to be more
like, ―I was told, all right, never you mind by whom‖ or similar.
Apart from this term, one can simply provide the name, without using the descriptor
yiterabul. In a sense, yitera is a substantive while yiterabul is the ―verb‖ translatable as ‗isnamed-as‘. In parsing, -bul will be glossed YCL meaning an ycleptic morpheme, which has
this one, and only one, known occurrence and function. It indicates a etymological feature
rather than one of case. If it is related to pulii ‗voice‘ (such that ‗pul-lí‘ is an erratum for ‗púllí‘), then *bul (or *pul) may be glossed as ‗sounds:as‘, attached to the stem named.
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6 Pronominal Enclitics and a Few True Pronouns
To comprehend a language like Awabakal it is critical to grasp the usage of the pronominal
enclitics. The enclitic particles, by definition, never occur except as attached to other words.
They may attach to various words: verbs, descriptors, appositions, interrogatives, negatives,
nouns; indeed, a pronominal enclitic can even attach to a proper, i.e., separable, pronoun
(3.1). The language of Awabakal does not have an over-arching division of verbitive voice
(i.e., active versus passive), and one could alternatively name these enclitics—with one
significant exception—as marking a verb for person, number, case and voice. That is, a verb
occurring with an ―ergative‖ enclitic indicates an active intransitive situation; one occurring
with an ―accusative‖ enclitic indicates a passive intransitive relationship; and there are
transitive enclitics that mark transitive clauses. This is not to say that the enclitics actually
change the sense of a verb from active to passive or vice versa (see 8.1, on Verbitive Value).
It is only to say that the pronominal enclitics are the only guide to the situation being
construed as an action/active state or result/passive state. The names used, ‗ergative‘,
‗accusative‘ and ‗nominative‘, are not to be interpreted with any close similarity to other
languages—even other Aboriginal ones—and are used here merely to label the enclitics and
three pronouns in a convenient way. Accordingly, one needs to see how ―ergative‖ and
―accusative‖ bear out in this language, for it is most certainly not as simple as to say the
former denotes agency, while the latter denotes patienthood. The one exception is that all
non-verbs, excluding the separable pronouns and demonstratives but including nominalised
verbs, always have the ―ergative‖ enclitic attach (in the corpus of data), irrespective of
whether the reference is implied in any action or otherwise active activity or experiential state
(even patients of non-verbs are denoted by ―ergative‖ enclitics): this matter is examined in 6.6
regarding the ANEE-rule.

6.1 Declension Patterns for Pronominal Forms
These affixes are also used on words that are used as persons‘ names.

Table 19a: Array of Regular Case Suffixes for Pronominal Forms
POSS

1s/2s/3sm

-amba

3sf/plural/dual -ba

DAT

-ang
-ko

ATT

-kin

ALL

ABL

LOC

-kinko

-kinbirang

-kinba

INSTR

-kai

ASS

-katowa

These affixes attach to the stem shown in the column second from the right in Table 19b
below.
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Table 19b: Irregular Formations of Pronominal Forms
Type

Free

Enclitic Forms

Productive Forms

Case

NOM

ERG

ACC

ROOT

STEM

1s

ngatowa

baang

tiya

emo-

DAT

2s

ngintowa bi

biin

ngiro-

DAT

3sm

niwuwa

nowa

boon

ngiko-

DAT

3sf

—→

bowantoowa

bowanoowan

—→

ACC

1d

—→

bali

ngaliin

—→

ACC

2d

—→

bula

bulan

—→

ACC

3d

N.A.

1p

—→

ngeyn

ngeyran

—→

ACC

2p

—→

nura

nuran

—→

ACC

3p

—→

bara

baran

—→

ACC

See Table 19c

There is an additional irregularity concerning the 3d detonation, as below in Table 19c.

Table 19c: Characteristics of the 3d
ABSOLUTIVE

ERGATIVE

ACCUSATIVE

STEM

bulowara

bulowara…bula

bulowara…bulan

ACC

If the ―absolutive‖ form occurs alone, it is a nominal lexeme and not a pronominal form. As such it declines
according as a 3rd Declension Class 1 term. If used for a pronominal reference, it occurs with bula and it is from
the latter that case is determined, as seen above between the ergative use with bula against the accusative use with
bulan. In symmetry with the other duals and plurals, extended cases of the 3d pronominal are marked on the
accusative, thus requiring bulan as a stem. However, it sometimes happens that bula by itself serves in the 3d role,
and does so without any overt indication that it is 3d rather than 2d

*

*

*

There is some scope, in Awabakal, that certain otherwise enclitic terms can occur free
(revealed by them occurring first in a sequence). This feature seems to be limited to the dative
forms and other oblique cases: the ergative, accusative and possessive pronominals are
enclitic per se. Where the forms bearing an oblique case infringe the ―bound‖ character of
enclitics, it appears mostly to be a matter of syntactic re-focussing, and occurs only in direct
responses to prior dialogue. This is explained as we go through the relevant forms.

6.2 The True Pronouns: the ―Nominative‖ or Topic Case
There are recorded three, and only three, special forms which Threlkeld called the ―Personal
nominatives‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 18). We persist with the term ―nominative‖ but there is no
assumption that they have a relation to ―nominative cases‖ in English, Latin, etc.; they could
equally have been called topic cases, or plainly ―clause-initial pronouns‖. They always come
first, and tend to indicate the person in either an action or in a state of active involvement with
the sense of the clause: this point is examined in due course.
The three ―nominative‖ pronouns are given below.
Ngatowa

1st-person singular ; ―nominative‖ or topic case

Ngintowa

2nd-person singular ; ―nominative‖ or topic case

Niwuwa

3rd-person singular masculine ; ―nominative‖ or topic case
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For some reason there is no comparable nominative form for the 3sf; nor do dual or full
plurals (more than 2) have such forms. One may see the nominative pronouns as emphatic
forms, with the almost clausal sense of ―I-am-who‖, ―You-are-who‖ and ―He-is-who‖. For the
pair of data 156–157, I have parsed the pronouns intuitively, elsewhere, they are parsed
1s(NOM), 2s(NOM), 3sm(NOM). They are used to answer the question ―who?‖ when particular
focus is being directed to the person at issue, and are otherwise used to focus emphasis upon
the person. Firstly, let us see the 1s(NOM) as the form to announce oneself.
156)
Ngaan anang?
ngaan an-nang
who D-ACC
―Who is it there?‖

Ngatowa ani
ngatowa ani
I.am.who MPD
―It is I‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 4)

157)
Ngaankebi?
ngaan-ke
-bi?
who -QESS-2s(ERG)
―Who are you?‖

Ngatowa Bamborokaan
ngatowa Bamborokaan
I.am.who
NAME
―I am Bamborokaan‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 105)

Next let us see the pronouns used to mark focus.
158)
Ngintowa tetibaman
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 5)
ngintowa teti -ba -ma -nan
it.is.thou dead-CIRC-CAUS-FA
―It is thou who wilt be dead‖ i.e., ―You will be the one who is caused to die‖
The sentence Tetibamanbi is equally possible, and expresses virtually the same sense. We
can notionally pick the difference as one perhaps similar to the difference between the
informal ―You‘re going to die‖ (in this venture, etc.) and the more emphatic, ―It is you who
will die‖ (not any other).
The next example shows that the rule regarding first-occurrence in a sequence relates to
clauses rather than entire sentences; and note that the 2p(ERG) does not occur first but
attaches as an enclitic to the verb. Example 159 strikes me as a polite way to excuse oneself
from a conversation.
159)
Wiyalanura; ngatowa waita
wiya -la -nura;
ngatowa waita
speak-IMP-2p(ERG) ; 1s(NOM) depart
‗Do ye talk and I will leave‘
i.e., ―You all keep talking, but I must leave‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 7)

One could equally say Wiyalanura, waitabaang which reflects a more casual remark such as
―You talk on, I‘m going‖. One contrast, however, is perhaps that the occurrence of ngatowa
in 159, by marking a major clause junction, implies a ―but‖ and would thereby obviate a
possible misunderstanding that one has tired of the company or conversation; or perhaps,
taking Threlkeld‘s original translation into account, articulates a situation in which one of the
dialogue-group needs to go somewhere to attain an objective of the group, and the speaker is
announcing himself for that role.
In the following example, note that warikal denotes a tame male dog, and both the separable
pronoun and the bound enclitics in the third person can refer either to people or animals. The
evidence indicates that the reference of the pronouns is sex-specific and literal, rather than
according to spiritual characteristics in which certain animals and birds are always either
masculine or feminine (as e.g., occurs for Dyirbal nominal classes).
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160)
Niwuwa warikal nauwaitaba
niwuwa warikal nauwai-taba
3sm(NOM) dog canoe -LOC
―The dog, it [he] is in the canoe‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 5)

Again, an equivalent sentence can be made as Warikalnowa nauwaitaba (and any word
order). The difference between one with enclitic and 160 is again a distinction of focus.
Notionally, the difference is similar to that between, ―The dog is in the canoe‖
(warikalnowa) and ―Oh, there‘s the dog, in the canoe‖ (niwuwa warikal).
An exception does occur, all the same, to the rule that the nominatives always precede the
verb. If the verb is reflexive then we find the 1s(ERG) enclitic preceding a reflexive
modification of the 1s(NOM).
161)
Kawuwa, wiyaleyanbaang, ngatowabo
ka -(wu)wa wiya -leyan -baang ngatowa -bo
be -IMP speak -PARX-1s(ERG), 1s(NOM)-RFLX
―Yes, I have been talking to myself‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)107

162)
Nakileyanbaang ngatowabo, nakilingeyla
na -ki -leyan -baang ngatowa -bo, na -ki -li -ngeyl -a
see-INCH-PDRX-1s(ERG) 1s(NOM)-RFLX, see-INCH-INC-LCNM-ILL
―I saw myself in the mirror‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)
(Replacing ‗looking glass‘ with ‗mirror‘). For the relations without separable pronouns, one
would simply attach the reflexive bo to the ergative enclitic.108 For instance, the sentence
―She looks at herself in the mirror‖ would be

Nakileyan.bowantoowa.bo nakilingeyla
The pronouns have priority to occur first in the clause, for though the negative keyawaraan
tends to occur first, the pronoun ―displaces‖ it to second place.
163)
Ngintowa kinta; ngatowa keyawaraan
ngintowa kinta; ngatowa keyawai-raan
2s(NOM) fear ; 1s(NOM) NEG -PRES
―It is you who is scared; I am not‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 5)

In summary, the pronouns should not be over-used, but reserved for special emphasis and to
mark focus on the person rather than the action, etc.
Now, in relation to the earlier statement that these ―nominative‖ pronouns tend to indicate a
person in action or active experiential state, a re-examination of 160, shows us that it is a
tendency rather than an absolute value. Thus, it is possible, but not certain that a sequence
Niwuwa nakalabaang is valid and means ―It was he whom I saw‖: i.e.,
Niwuwa nakalabaang
niwuwa na-kala-baang
3sm(NOM) see-PA-1s(ERG)
‗It was he whom I saw‘

(posited possibility)

Naturally, when it comes to the above possibility, it must await a community decision about
whether to regard such forms as valid in the language.
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Threlkeld defines ―kauwa‖ as ―yes‖ but it appears quite apparently that it forms the imperative of
*ka, on the model of other verbs having vowel-terminal monosyllabic bases, where -wu- is inserted
before the IMP suffix -wa.
108

Cf. Lissarrague (2006), who identifies this affix as the ―exclusive‖ which is an equally apt label.
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6.3 Transitive Pronominal Enclitics
There is an apparently incomplete set of transitive enclitics. By transitive enclitic, I mean an
enclitic that is not just two enclitics placed together to mark a 2-place relation, but a whole
word which, even if clearly derived from unitary enclitics, has a novel form and in that form
marks a transitive, 2-place, relation. The set is however not exhaustive for all persons and
numbers. The set we have is as follows, set out in the order each is discussed below.

Table 20
Enclitic form

Relata

Source

1. binoowan

2s(ERG)+3sf(ACC)

2. biintoowa

2s(ACC)+3sf(ERG)

3. banoowan

1s(ERG)+3sf(ACC)

4. binung

2s(ERG)+3sm(ACC)

5. banung

1s(ERG)+2s(ACC)

6. bilowa

2s(ACC)+3sm(ERG)

(Threlkeld (1834) pp. 24, 36)

7. tiyalowa

1s(ACC)+3sm(ERG)

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120)

8. baangnu

1s(ERG)+3sn(ACC)

(Threlkeld (1827) passim)

The first three forms, combine with the 3sf. Forms that combine with the 3sf( ACC) show the
two last syllables of the accusative bowanoowan, that which combines with the 3sf(ERG)
show the two last syllables of the ergative bowantoowa: thus bi+noowan beside biin+toowa.
The first two forms combine each pole of the 3sf with the 2s, first the ergative bi and second
the accusative biin. However, an example exists only for the 1st form binoowan.
164)
Yakowantabinoowan nakala Pattynang?
yakowanta -binoowan
na-kala Patty-nang
when-2s(ERG)+3sf(ACC) see-PA NAME-ACC
―When did you see Patty?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 19)

It is easy to see that the sentence ―When did she see you‖ would have the form

Yakowanta.biintoowa nakala?
The 3rd form, banoowan is made by first contracting the 1s(ERG) baang and then attaching to
it the contracted 2sf(ACC) noowan: thus ba+noowan. Unfortunately, no examples exist, but it
should operate on the same principles as the other transitive enclitics. Thus, ―I saw her‖
would be

Nakala.banoowan
th

The 4 form binung is made by attaching, to the 2s(ERG) bi, a suffix that has the same form
as the dative case of Class 3 terms, -nung: thus bi+nung. One example should suffice to
illustrate its function and sense.
165)
Wakoolubinung buwa!
wakool -u
-binung
bu/n -wa
one -ERG-2s(ERG)+3sm(ACC) strike-IMP
―Strike him once‖
th

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 119)

The 5 form banung is made by first contracting the 1s(ERG) baang and then attaching the
affix -nung just introduced: thus, ba+nung. The odd thing is that while in binung the affix
-nung, albeit accusative rather than dative, retains its 3rd-person reference, in banung it has
2nd-person reference. At any rate, its use and function are clear enough.
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166)
Tetibangananbanung
teti-banga-nan
-banung
dead-AGNT -FA-1s(ERG)+2s(ACC)
―I will compel you to die‖ (i.e., I‟ll kill you)

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 126)

The 6th and 7th forms, bilowa and tiyalowa are built up by attaching the 2s(ACC) and 1s(ACC)
to a modified form of the 3sm(ERG) nowa, which for some reason exchanges the n for an l:
thus bi(in)+lowa beside tiya+lowa. There are two instances of the 7th form bilowa, one of
which is next; and the only occurrence of tiyalowa follows after.
167)
Yakowantabilowa wiyaa?
ya -ko -anta
-bilowa
wiya-a
as-DAT-PLACE-2s(ACC)+3sm(ERG) tell-PA
―When did he tell you?‖
Ngalitiyalowa buntoowara bunkala
ngali
-tiyalowa
bun-toowara bun-kala
MPD(ERG)-1s(ACC)+3sm(ERG) strike-RSLT strike-PA
―This is the wounded man who struck me‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 128)

168)

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120)

th

Most interesting is the 8 form baangnu [1s(ERG)+3sn(ACC)], which appears to be a
combination of baang with (what looks like) a contracted form of -nung the Class 3 dative:
thus ba(ang)+nu(ung). Its record comprises several data, but only in 1827, where Threlkeld
was still unsure about some of the sounds and of the morphology. It is unusual because it has
a 3s neuter referent; and this fact grounds the form as a proper pronominal enclitic rather than
to be an erratum of some sort. It is used in dative constructions to indicate giver and (the
accusative) thing given to which a dative enclitic follows.
169)
Ngunanbaangnungirowang
ngu-nan
-baangnu
-ngiro -ang
give-FA-1s(ERG)+3sn(ACC)-2s(ROOT)-DAT
―I will give it to you‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18)

It can also be used for a simple 2-place transitive, where the logical object is inanimate.
170)
Keyawaraan, keyawaikolaangbangnu buntaan
keyawai-raan, keyawai-kolaang -baangnu
bun -taan
NEG -PRESN NEG
-IMM-1s(ERG)+3sn(ACC) strike-PRES
―No, I am not going to strike it‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 21)
In its role within 3-place expressions, it is twice used to indicate the quite abstract object of a
matter of discourse.
171)
Ala! tanan wiyawilkowabaangnu
ala tanan wiya-wil-kowa
-baangnu
hey approach tell -OPT -PRP-1s(ERG)+3sn(ACC)
―Hallo! come [over here so] that I may tell of it‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 19)

172)
Wiyalatiya ngarawilkowabaangnu
wiya-la -tiya ngara-wil-kowa
-baangnu
tell-IMP-1s(ACC) hear -OPT -PRP-1s(ERG)+3sm(ACC)
―Tell me that I may know it‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 22)

It should be noted that in 172 an accusative enclitic follows the tell-verb and the transitive
neuter follows the knowledge-verb (literally of hearing). As for baangnu, it is a marked form.
It is marked by having a neuter, sometimes abstract, referent in its accusative pole and
appears frequently to occur in 3-place constructions. The pattern over 169–172 well reveals
how to attach enclitics to the correct verb in a 3-place relation.
Let us examine now a matter that complicates slightly an aspect of the assessment. It has been
noted that binung is the transitive enclitic denoting 2s(ERG)+3sm(ACC). However, in
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Threlkeld (1827) it generally appears as ―be nu‖, i.e., binu. It seems that Threlkeld, at the
early stage of his work in 1827, simply missed the terminal nasal of binung, and perhaps after
all, it is at least frequently merely a heavy nasalisation of the vowel (as has been said of the
Latin accusative nasal). At any rate, we have two data that appear to confirm the view that
binu is either an erratum for, or prosodic variant of, binung.
173)
Bunanowatiyapa, turalabinu
[prob. binung]
bun -nan -nowa
-tiya
-pa,
tura -la
-bi+nung
strike -FA -3sm(ERG) -1s(ACC) -PRV pierce -IMP -2s(ERG)+3sm(ACC)
―If he strikes me then you spear him‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 25)109
174)
Buwabinu warikal anang
bun -wa
bi+nung
warikal an -nang
strike -IMP 2s(ERG)+3sm(ACC) dog D -ACC
―Beat that dog‖

[prob. binung]

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 23)

Accordingly, we can see that unlike the form baangnu as distinguished from boon.baang,
the form binu is not distinct from binung, in that the latter does not serve for inanimate
reference.

6.4 Some Notional Trends of Sequential Ordering for
Enclitics
At the place he sets out the verb conjugations, Threlkeld states:
When the [logical] object is to be specified it must be placed at the mark [an asterisk placed
immediately after the tense suffix of the verb] : as búntán bón bang [buntaanboonbaang], I
strike him : but a thing thus, búntán bang un ni [buntaanbaang ani], I strike this; so also in
the plural and dual (Threlkeld (1834) p. 35 & note *).

As far as this goes, it makes perfect sense, because while boon and baang are both enclitics,
ani (his ‗un ni‘) is a demonstrative (thus a free morpheme) and not a bound enclitic.
Thereupon, we see also that he recommends, when we attach the enclitic pronouns to a verb,
say of a common transitive relation, that the accusative enclitic precedes the ergative enclitic.
However, Threlkeld‘s observation is based on what transpires in situations of
3sm(ACC)+1s(ERG), i.e., in instances where the sequence boonbaang. However, the ordering
of other enclitics is quite more complicated. Let us begin.
In Threlkeld‘s records, he includes the form bitiya as a transitive enclitic for
2s(ERG)+1s(ACC) relations, though it is clearly just bi and tiya placed one after the other. His
interpretation is understandable because there is a very strong trend for the ordering of these
two enclitics to be bi–tiya. However, there is one exception to the rule.
175)
Wiyatiyabi ngunan?
wiya -tiya
-bi
ngu -nan
say -1s(ACC) -2s(ERG) give -FA
―Say, what will you give me?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 23)

Perhaps, here, there is a refocussing due to the presence of the special question word wiya:
but it is also possibly an erratum among the data. All other 2s(ERG)+1s(ACC) relations show
the order bitiya. Intriguingly, the 3sm(ACC)+1s(ERG) relation, is without exception always in
the order boonbaang, yet Threlkeld did not identify this pairing as a transitive enclitic. There
are many examples of the 3sm(ACC)+1s(ERG) relation, always on the following model if both
enclitics attach to the same word.
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Exchanging the circumstantial-conditional ba (when) with the privative-conditional pa according to
the convention adopted (v. 9.1.2).
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176)
Bunkeyanboonbaang
bun -keyan -boon
-baang
strike -PD -3sm(ACC) -1s(ERG)
―I have beat him this morning‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)

By contrast, the 3sm(ERG)+1s(ACC) relation, frequently shows the ordering nowa.tiya.
177)
Bunanowatiyapa turalabinung
bun -nan -nowa
-tiya -pa, tura -la
binung
strike-FA-3sm(ERG)-1s(ACC)-if pierce-IMP-2s(ERG)+3sm(ACC)
―If he strikes me then you spear him‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 25)
It is doubtful that the occurrence of the privative pa, in 177, has a role in the ordering of the
pronominal enclitics since we find the same ordering for the 3sf(ERG)+1s(ACC) sans pa.
178)
Wiyaabowantoowatiya
wiya-a-bowantoowa -tiya
tell -PA -3sf(ERG)-1s(ACC)
―This woman told me‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106)

The process rule here is that 1s tends to occur second. However, when the affected object is a
part of the body, the enclitic immediately following the body-part is the possessor.
179)
Wolangtiyanowa wireya
wolang-tiya
-nowa
wirei -a
head-1s(ACC)-3sm(ERG) injure-PA
―He hit me on the head‖
Or ―He injured my head‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)

First, let us recall that ergatives sometimes appear to play role in codifying a possessive
relation (v. example 21). Now, we have no idea if, say, the sequence Wolangnowatiya
wireya might indicate a sense the opposite of that of 179: i.e., ―He injured me using his
head‖; this matter will require the community to decide on the convention to be adopted.
The 3p(ERG) tends to follow the accusative enclitic.
180)
Buntaalatiyabara wonaibaamba
bun -taala -tiya
-bara wonai -baang -ba
strike -PTR -1s(ACC) -3p(ERG) child -1s(ERG) -when
―They beat me when I was a child‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)

181)
Bunkiliinboonbara yakita
bun -ki -liin -boon
-bara yakita
strike -INCH -CP -3sm(ACC) -3p(ERG) now
―They are beating him now‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)

6.4.1 Ordering of Dual Enclitics
One special feature of Awabakal is that the 1d bali is marked and appears always to occur
first in a pairing of enclitics.
182)
Minaringkolangbaliboon wiyala?
minaring -kolang -bali
-boon
wiya -la
what
-ALL -1d(ERG) -3sm(ACC) speak -IMP
―Why are we speaking to him?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 8)

Note that when, as in 182, an accusative enclitic follows the dual ergative enclitic, the dual is
inclusive, i.e., takes the 1st and 2nd-persons together, ―we: you and I‖. However, when bali is
followed by another ergative enclitic then it is an exclusive dual, meaning 1st and 3rd person
together, ―we: she and I‖ ; ―we: he and I‖, viz.
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183)
Kakilaanbalibowantoowa
ka -ki -laan
-bali -bowantoowa
stay -INCH -PRESR -1d(ERG) + 3sf(ERG)
―She and I are living together‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114)

184)
Bunkilaalabalinowa Bulai wonaibalinowaba
bun
-ki -laala -bali
-nowa Bulai wonai -bali
-nowa
-ba
strike -INCH -PAR -1D(erg) + 3sm(ERG) NAME child -1D(erg) + 3sm(ERG) -when
―When Bulai and I were children we used to fight one another‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 117)

6.5 The Dual Pronominals and 2nd/3rd-Person Ambiguity
When we go beyond the 1d, we encounter ambiguity. Threlkeld gives the paradigm for the
3rd-person dual as follows.
They two.
Bu-lo-a-ra,
They two.
Bu-lo-a-ra ko ba bu-lun ba, Belonging to them two.
Bu-lo-a-ra bu-lun,
Them two.
The two.
1. Bu-lo-a-ra, The two
2. Bu-lo-a-ro, The two act as agents. In this case the word is declined as a noun in the 5 th
declension [2nd-Declension Class 1] (Threlkeld (1834) p. 24)

He thus distinguishes between a pronominal form, and a non-pronominal form. Presumably,
the non-pronominal form denotes inanimate objects, in which case the word bulowara is a
substantive of Class 1 governed by the 2nd Declension procedure. If this is correct then the
pronominal form of bulowara is indeclinable, and is governed by its auxiliary element bula
which determines the case.
On the other hand, although the form bula is recorded as the 2nd-person dual enclitic, i.e.,
―you two‖, there are very few examples of bula having a 2nd-person reference: one follows.
185)
Yuringbalabula wala
yuring -ba -la -bula
uwa -la
away-CRC-IMP-2d(ERG) move-IMP
―You two must go away‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 23)

Compare this 1827 datum (185) to an almost identical version from the later published work.
186)
Yuringbula uwola
yuring -bula uwa -la
away-2d(ERG) move-IMP
―Go away, you two‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 123)

Nonetheless, frequently the data reveals bula used with 3rd-person reference. The next datum
indicates that, among the non-verbs, demonstratives can have other than just ergative enclitics
attach.
187)
Anibulan bunkalanowa
ani -bula -n bun -kala -nowa
MPD -3d -ACC strike -PA -3sm(ERG)
―These are the two that he struck‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115)

The next datum shows also why a conjunction-term is often redundant in Awabakal.
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188)
Ngaanbula uwaa?
ngaan bula uwa -a
who ―2‖ move -PA
―Who are the two who went?‖

Dismalbula Jem
Dismal -bula Jem
NAME-2.CNJ NAME
―Dismal and Jem‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 15)110

The next datum reveals a sentence ambiguous between 2nd- and 3rd-person reference (though
it is translated for the 3rd-person). It probably represents an elliptical sentence.
189)
Bunkilaananbula
bun -ki-laanan -bula
strike-INCH -FAR-*d(ERG)
―Those two are going to fight each other‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 117)

(Replacing Threlkeld‘s ―The two will fight. The two are going to fight‖). If it were not that
there are several other examples of 3rd-person reference for bula one would suppose 189 to be
an erratum for ―You two are going to fight‖ but it is apparently the case that 189 is an
ambiguous sentence outright, and the ellipsis is probably for Bulowara bunkilaanbula.
Thus, to make the 3rd-person reference explicit, bulowara can be included. An added feature
of bulowara is that it can occur as the first element in a sentence, and depends on the form of
bula (ERG), bulan (ACC)—or extended cases deriving from the accusative stem—to mark its
case-sense. Note also that in the data bulowara and bula are almost always separated by
intervening material (see also 4.1).
190)
Bulowarabotabula tanan uwaa
bulowara -bo -ta
-bula
tanan uwa -a
3d(ABS) -RFLX -MFST -*d(ERG) approach move-PA
―Only the two came‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111)

In questions, it seems to come last in the sequence (note that anang agrees with wonta and
denotes the unknown destination-place).
191)
Wontakolangbula anang bulowara?
wonta -kolang -bula an -nang bulowara
where -ALL -*d(ERG) D -ACC 3d(ABS)
―Where are those two going?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 8)

However, there are two forms of bulowara. One is pronominal and is indeclinable being
governed for case by its auxiliary bula. The other form is a Class 1 substantive, referring to
two inanimate objects, and which is governed for case by the 2nd Declension procedure. Thus,
we find
192)

Yari wupaa marinauwaiko bulowarako
yari
wupi -a mari.nauwai -ko bulowara-ko
consider:it
put -PA large:canoe -DAT 3d
-DAT
―It is being put [up as a signal] for two ships‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 11)

One more example, to reveal an idiom, is in order. Evidently, bulowara can be made into a
verb directly by attaching a tense suffix, and signify two days in the past.
193)
Bulowarakala
bulowara-kala
3d(ABS) -PA
―Two days past‖

110

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 19)

Not sure if Jem is masculine Jim or feminine Gemma, but it is probably Jemmy Jackass, thus Jim.
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6.6 The Ergative Enclitics
Table 21
Relatum

Enclitic Form

1st-singular

baang

2nd-singular

bi

rd

nowa

rd

3 -sing-fem

bowantoowa

1st-dual

bali

2nd-dual

bula

3 -sing-masc

Comments
(as baam only if preceding a privative enclitic: v. example 194)

(stress is bówantówa)111

rd

bulowara

(also possible bula…bulowara and bulowara…bula)

st

ngeyn

(*ngey+n)

nd

2 -plur

nura

3rd-plur

bara

3 -dual
1 -plural

Let us note first that the 1s(ERG) alters to baam when preceding circumstantial or privative
enclitics.
194)
Buntaalatiyabara wonaibaamba
bun -taala -tiya -bara wonai -baang -ba
strike-PTR-1s(ACC)-3p(ERG) child-1s(ERG)-CRC
―They beat me when I was a child‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)

The rules for the use of the ergative enclitics are not difficult as such, but certain peculiarities
obtain. Indeed, one could, with good grounds, call them ―nominative‖ (Lissarrague does just
this (Lissarrague (2006) p. 45). However, I prefer to reserve the term ‗nominative‘ for
languages in which the verb is active in its unmarked voice, and with a marked passive voice,
which is not the case in Awabakal. Nonetheless, ‗ergative‘ is also somewhat inapt, since, pari
passu, ‗ergative‘ is better reserved for languages in which the verb is passive in its unmarked
voice (as e.g., is Dyirbal), with a marked voice of active sense (often called antipassive). So,
because the free pronouns, ngatowa, ngintowa and niwuwa have been called ‗nominative‘,
and because the enclitics do identify the actor (at least when attached to regular verbs), the
term ‗ergative‘ has been chosen on notional grounds.112
For example, a 1-place construction (transitivity elliptical) is possible in Awabakal. The verb
in 195 could equally mean ―I will take such-and-such‖ or ―I will accept it‖ or, as here, ―I will
have some of what is on offer‖.
195)
Maananbaang
maan-nan -baang
take -FA-1s(ERG)
―I will have‖ [some]

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106)

111

Cf. (Lissarrague (2006) p. 41), where as ‗puwaNTuwa‘, the 3sf is defined as a pronoun (i.e.,
separable) together with ngatowa, ngintowa, and niwuwa. There is no documentary evidence to fuel
this evaluation. The 3sf(ERG) and 3sf(ACC) are always bound, and develop extended cases on the ACC
stem in symmetry with the other persons and numbers identified as bound both here and in Lissarrague
(2006).
112

Those who object to this convention as ―misidentification‖ are confusing this work with one that
subscribes to a universalist doctrine; these terms could be A, B, C, etc., and apply to Awabakal in itself.
One who wished to include Awabakal into a universalist theory of language are clearly free to do so.
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The ergative enclitic can stand as the actuator of abstract logical objects, viz.
196)
Kiya kiyabaang kakeyan ani ngorokaan
kiya kiya-baang ka-keyan ani ngorokaan
victor -1s(ERG) be -PD MPD morning
―I was victor [of a duel] this morning‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 112)

This remark is abstract in that it expresses the accomplishment of a victory (i.e., a result)
rather than of an action as such. It can quite more abstract yet.
197)
Buntoowarabaang ngalibirangboon
bun-toowara-baang
ngali -birang-boon
strike -RSLT-1s(ERG) MPD(STEM)-ABL-3sm(ACC)
―I was struck by him‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120)

First it must be said that the occurrence of the 3sm(ACC) boon on demonstrative bearing the
ablative case (ngali.birang.boon) has no sure current interpretation; there is no evident
reason why the ablative form carries an accusative enclitic, especially when we must
understand ngalibirangboon to refer to the man who did the hitting in 197 (see 6.7 for more
commentary of this aspect of the datum). The form buntoowarabaang, in contrast, can be
explicated.
If we should say that it expresses something according to its form then in 197 baang
(attached to the resultative buntoowara) expresses the active experience of the result of
having been struck. This conditional interpretation, however, forms a trend in that
nominalised verbs and all non-verbs, except the separable pronouns and the demonstratives,
which bear the absolutive case tend to have ergative enclitics attached to them, irrespective of
what the sense of the nominalised verb might suggest in English (there are some exceptions:
see example 205 in 6.7). So, though clearly baang is the affected party in 197, it would be
incorrect to say Buntoowaratiya which would, in practice, have had no proper interpretation.
Thus, while the following example (198) seems to suit the idea that the speaker is actively
angry, such that it is for this reason that the ergative baang occurs, it is actually just because
if enclitics attach to absolutive descriptors, they always occur with ergative enclitics
irrespective of the sense. We may call this pattern:

The Absolutive-Nominal–Ergative-Enclitic rule (the ANEE rule): i.e.,
If a single pronominal enclitic occurs attached to a descriptor, nominalised verb or other
substantive term bearing the absolutive case (except the separable pronouns and the
demonstratives), the enclitic is in the ergative form.
Hence, despite first impressions, the ergative baang occurs next due to the ANEE-rule.
198)
Bakabaang kakala
baka -baang ka-kala
anger-1s(ERG) be -PA
―I was angry‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 112)

Datum 198 could also be understood as showing that ergative marking suits an active
possessor.113 But the following datum reveals that the issue is actually one of morphosyntax,
via the ANEE-rule, more than to have subtle semiotic conditioning. Clearly, neither being
predicted to become dead, nor being in the scope of ―perhaps‖ implies any ―active‖
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What I have called ergative enclitics could also be construed as ‗nominative‘ as Lissarrague does
(Lissarrague (2006) p. 45). I have not adopted this path because it implicitly assumes a European-like
nominative–accusative morphosyntax, which is not supported by the data: see also 1.1. As should be
clear by now, I find no compulsion to satisfy a Universalist agenda, and thus am content to define
‗ergative‘ to have unique significance within Awabakal.
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involvement in these concepts by the referent of nowa: it simply follows from the pattern of
the ANEE-rule.
199)
Mirkanowa tetikanan
mirka -nowa
teti -ka -nan
maybe-3sm(ERG) dead-ESS-FA
―Perhaps he will be dead‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 112)

The pattern of the ANEE-rule applies also to asking from where somebody comes.
200)
Wontakalbara?
wonta -kal
-bara
where-PRTV(MASC)-3p(ERG)
―What country-men are they?‖

Wontakaleynbara?
wonta -kal -eyn -bara
where-PRTV -FEM-3p(ERG)
―What country-women are they?‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106)

Again, this can be understood unproblematically by evaluating the trend that non-verbs take
ergative enclitics for morphosyntactic reasons, and there is no necessity to wonder about
whether it concerns active experience or similar semiotic rationales.
When attached to verbs (where ergativity is more prominent), the ergative enclitic is
appropriate for essive situations such as ‗living at or nearby‘ a place (and the verb
*ka+AFFIXES can mean either ―be‖ or ‗stay‖.
201)
Storeba kakiliinbowantoowa
store -ba
ka -ki -li -in-bowantoowa
store-CLASS.2 stay-INCH-INC-CP -3sf(ERG)
―She is now living near the store‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113)114

Naturally, of course, the ergative enclitics suit the performers of transitive actions, including
when expressed as questions. Though it goes beyond the ANEE-rule, action relations are
always in conformity with it.
202)
Minaringbi anowa bitaan?
minaring -bi
anowa bi -taan
what-2s(ERG) DD drink-PRES
―What is that you are drinking?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9)

In the case of dual and plural forms used to express that those referred to act on each other,
the verb must be RCPR (203); if it is not then the extension of the dual or plural enclitic act the
situation of the verb takes place in a cooperative manner (204).
203)
Kakilaikowabali maroi
ka -ki -lai -kowa -bali
maroi
be-INCH-RCPR -INFC-1d(ERG) placidity
―I want you and I to continue at peace [with each other]‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 114)
(Next, replacing Threlkeld‘s ‗Ye‘ with ―You lot‘:)
204)
Karainura takeyan ngorokaanta
karai -nura ta-keyan ngorokaan-ta
meat-2p(ERG) eat -PD
morning-MFST
―You lot have eaten kangaroo this morning‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 7)

Altogether considered, the referenta of ergative enclitics should, when attaching to proper
verbs, most typically be involved in some kind of physical or perceptual action or be the
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Here, ba appears to occur as a Class 2 suffix in order to standardise a place name, indicating that she
lives in the area of the store. A very similar sentence has storekaba, i.e., the locative case, and means
―She is living at the store‖ (ibid.).
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theme of a possessive relation (v. 4.1.5). Otherwise, they occur with non-verbs for obscure but
well-represented syntactic reasons, given by the ANEE-rule.

6.7 Accusative Enclitics
Table 22
Relatum
1st-singular

Enclitic Form
tiya

nd

biin

rd

3 -sing-masc

boon

3rd-sing-fem

bowanoowan

1st-dual

ngaliin

2nd-dual

bulan

2 -singular

Comments

bi +n

noowan replaces toowa

bula + n

rd

Bulowara bulan

st

1 -plur

ngeyran

*ngey+ran

2nd-plur

nuran

nura + n

3rd-plur

baran

bara + n

3 -dual

Some accusative enclitics derive apparently from their ergative counterparts, by appending a
terminal ‗n‘; some are isotopic. For, the 3rd-singular feminine, and all the duals and plurals,
the accusative enclitic forms the STEM for other extended cases. There are some interesting
features accompanying the occurrence of accusative enclitics. The accusative enclitic
sometimes occurs in a role that, from European experience, one would have expected a
dative.
205)
Makorotiya
makoro-tiya
fish -1s(ACC)
―Give me fish‖

(Threlkeld (1827) Preface)

What we also see in 205, apart from an accusative denoting an aspiring recipient, is that the
enclitic, denoting the accusative (recipient), attaches to a common noun bearing the
absolutive case. I do not think it is an ―impolite‖ demand in the idiom, but, to be sure, this
may represent a rather casual expression and a more sophisticated expression is certainly
expressible: in which case the enclitic may more typically attach to the verb expressing give:
but ―typical‖ trends are, of course, not without their exceptions. In essence, it must be seen
that the categories, ―accusative‖ and ―dative‖ (see below 7.8) must be interpreted
independently of the European commonplaces. Sometimes, too, accusatives indicate relations
one would otherwise call possessive. That is, at least, the accusative enclitic may be used to
denote possessors of affected body parts.
206)
Wolangtiyanowa wireya
wolang -tiya
-nowa
wirei -a
head -1s(ACC) -3sm(ERG) injure -PA
―He hit me on the head‖
(more literally) ―He injured my head ‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)

The logical objects of verbs implying speech acts and questions inquiring after whom require
the accusative enclitic,
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207)
Kaibalabowanoowan
kai -ba -la-bowanoowan
call-INCH-IMP -3sf(ACC)
―Call her‖

Ngaanang?
ngaan-nang
who -ACC
―Whom?‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)

Naturally, the logical objects of verbs expressing physical actions, accommodate the
accusative enclitic.
208)
Tetibangalaboon
teti -banga -la
-boon
dead-AGNT-IMP-3sm(ACC)
―Kill him‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 126)

And the standard 2-place transitive naturally prompts an accusative enclitic alongside an
ergative enclitic (or transitive enclitic depending on how boon+baang is to be interpreted).
209)
Bunkeyanboonbaang
bun-keyan -boon -baang
strike -PD-3sm(ACC)-1s(ERG)
―I beat him this morning‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)

Sometimes, however, accusative enclitics attach to demonstratives marked by extended cases:
for instance, the sentence previously examined as 197.
210)
Buntoowarabaang ngalibirangboon
bun-toowara-baang
ngali -birang-boon
strike-RSLT -1s(ERG) MPD(STEM)-ABL-3sm(ACC)
―I was struck by him‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120)115

So, we have an occasion of the demonstrative bearing the ablative case with an accusative
enclitic and yet referring to the agent of the act. The reason for the ablative marking is
possibly owing to the speaker having been struck by a thrown object (spear, rock, whatever).
If this notion is correct then perhaps we have ngalibirangboon because the 3sm referent is
grammatically treated as the logical object of the motion-away-from-X, but such that ‗logical
object‘ in this instance signifies the origin of the motion-away. If this speculation is correct
then the referent of the demonstrative ngalibirang is a ―that‖ which has moved away from
So-and-So and the latter is the referent of the enclitic boon. Accordingly, if this tentative
analysis is correct then the following suggests itself. We remind ourselves that the enclitics
called ―accusative‖ are named this for the general purposes of the community language. A
more technical assessment of them might be to say that they more strongly represent the
pragmatic role of standing as the theme of the action, state or situation conveyed by the
sentence. Naturally, it remains possible that 210 is an erratum but it is unlikely to be
verifiable as one. Ultimately, this seems to be as much as I am able to say about any general
nature of a pattern (if such there be) implied by the datum numbered 210.

The Postulate of the Accusative Enclitic as Theme of Relation
Given a transitive relation in which a ergative enclitic attaches to an ANEE-rule determined
non-verb (i.e., nominalised verb, descriptor, apposition, interrogative, negative, noun), the
accusative enclitic will attach to another lexical item and denote the logical and/or pragmatic
theme of the relation expressed. If the other lexical item is a proper (i.e., tensed) verb, the
unergative enclitic, if denoting agent or cause, will be marked instrumentive (kai); but if the
unergative enclitic (denoting agent or cause) attaches to a non-verb including demonstratives,
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Recall that while *ngali has the appearance of the ergative counterpart of the demonstrative ani,
extended cases for the demonstrative generate from the ergative stem, and thereby lose there ergative
value.
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it will be marked accusative (tiya, biin, boon, bowanoowan, ngeyran, ngaliin, bulan or
baran).
As often in the indeterminate cases we have examined, whether the above Postulate is
admitted into the stylistics of Awabakal is a matter to be determined by the community.

6.8 The Dative Enclitics (and/or Pronominals)
There is evidence that suggests that it is only the ergative and accusative pronominal markers
that are strictly enclitic forms; although the possessives also seem invariably to follow their
head terms. Nonetheless, the ―stem-forms‖—upon which the extended cases attach—appear
capable of being the first elements in expressions and should therefore be considered ―free‖ or
at least ―mutable‖ in this regard. For instance, the dative stems (1s, 2s, 3sm) and accusative
stems (3sf, duals and plurals), as well as the cases attaching to them are occasionally found to
be the first elements in narrative sequences (e.g., 214 ff).
The dative forms are capable of indicating the common recipient of giving (aside from
example 205), but perhaps more naturally, dative forms denote an entity such that something
is done for its sake. The paradigm of dative enclitics is as follows (showing the 1s, 2s and
3sm roots on the right).

Table 23
Relatum

Enclitic Form

Root / Stem

1st-singular

emowang

emo-

2nd-singular

ngirowang

ngiro-

3rd-sing-masc

ngikowang

ngiko-

3rd-sing-fem

bowanoowanko

st

ngaliinko

nd

2 -dual

bulanko

3rd-dual

bulowara bulanko

1st-plur

ngeyranko

1 -dual

nd

nuranko

rd

baranko

2 -plur
3 -plur

STEM = ACC

The enclitic forms ranging from 3rd-sing-fem and lower are built up from their accusative
stems. But the first three are built by the suffix -wang (or -ang: the labial glide -w- is
probably epenthetic) with three isotopic roots: emo-, ngiro- and ngiko-. Let us see some
examples.
211)
Ngunanbaangnungirowang
ngu-nan -baangnu
-ngiro -ang 116
give-FA-1s(ERG)+3sm(ACC)-2s(STEM)-DAT
―I will give it to you‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18)

212)
Karaitiya nguwayemowang takiliko
karai -tiya
ngu -wa -emo -ang ta -ki -li -ko
meat-1s(ACC) give-IMP-1s(STEM)-DAT eat-INCH-INC-INF
―Give me meat to eat‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 107)
116

Reading the accusative ngaanang for an undefined ―ngahn am‖ and dative ngirowang for an
otherwise unaccountable ―ngeroam‖.
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Data 211–12 show both sides of virtually ―classic‖ three place constructions, making an
instructive comparison to the rather casual 205 (Makorotiya ‗fish-me‘). The speaker of 211
is emphasising that it is for ―your sake‖ that the object is given.
The evident difference between 211 and 205 (Makorotiya), is that 211 is enhanced by the
infinitive verb. A simpler Karaitiya nguwa would carry the same basic message. Both tiya
and emowang may be required to co-occur if, e.g., the ―give‖ verb is enhanced by an
infinitive or other subordinated component elaborating the sense of the main clause;
nevertheless, dative forms can occur ―free‖ in environments of refocussing (see examples
213, 214); indeed, the dative pronominal form may even take its own pronominal enclitic
attachment in this ―free‖ role.
213)
Anangbi wiyaan?
an-nang -bi
wiya -an
D-ACC-2s(ERG) speak-PRES
―To whom do you speak?‖

Ngirowangbaang wiyaan
ngirowang-baang wiya -an
2s(DAT) -1s(ERG) speak-PRES
―I speak to you‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 16)

Such refocussing may very well be restricted to intra-dialogue responses. Having said this
much, let us examine some of the other exceptions in our data.
214)
Bowanoowankai Taipameyarin
bowanoowan-kai Taipameyar-in
3sf(STEM)-INSTR NAME.F -INSTR
[It is] ―About her, Taipameyera‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 109)

This datum almost certainly forms an answer to a question. Following the remark ―They are
now quarrelling‖ Kowakilaanbara—quarrel-RCPR-3p(ERG)—a question is asked,
Ngaankai—whom-INSTR?—and 214 is one of the possible answers given. Thus it forms a
response that is contained within a dialogue-dependent context and is not an independent
remark. Expressions of 1s reference are more apparent exceptions.
For another example of responsive refocussing, examine the following exchange framed by
the next two data.
215)
Wiyalabitiya
wiya-la
-bi
-tiya
tell-IMP-2s(ERG)-1s(ACC)
―Tell me‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 22)

To this request, the following appears to be its particular response.
216)
Emowangbi wiyaan?
emowang -bi
wiya -an
1s(DAT)-2s(ERG) speak-PRES
―Are you speaking to me‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 16)

However, there are two data that appear to show the free dative used to initiate an issue
(though it too may have emerged from preceding dialogue or existing situation at least.
217)
Emowangbi wiyala
emowang -bi
wiya -la
1s(DAT)-2s(ERG) speak-IMP
―Speak to me‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 22)

218)
Ngikowangbaang wiyaan
ngikowang -baang wiya -an
3sm(DAT)-1s(ERG) speak-PRES
―I am talking to him‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 16)
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However, as I believe that Threlkeld composed most of these ―Illustrations‖ from recollection
rather than to quote exact records, the two, 217 and 218, may simply be included to illustrate
distinct topics of grammatical interest. The former (p. 22) occurs in a run of sentences
illustrating imperative expressions. The latter (p. 16) occurs in a run of the related topic ― ‗To
whom speakest thou?‘ ‗To thee I speak‘ ‗Is it to me thou speakest (No.)‘ ‗To him I speak‘ ‖
(except for adding the single inverted commas, the preceding is verbatim). In truth, then, it
remains possible that Threlkeld has included sentential-fragments owing to an imperfect
comprehension of dialectical protocols, but he does state that expressions are often elliptical
and that very simple expressions can be heard in actual dialogue (Threlkeld (1834) Preface;
and see example 205). It seems therefore to follow that strictly speaking only the ergative and
accusative enclitics are ―unrelenting‖ enclitic forms, and that other pronominals have a more
flexible nature. Yet, it seems also credible that for sentences which instantiate an independent
narrative sequence—i.e., a topic or theme independent of previous dialogue and context,
pronominal enclitics would not, perhaps, occur first in a sequence, and if not post-positive of
a verb are post-positive of another free lexeme.
Finally, there is one more datum exhibiting the dative pronominal worth examination.
219)
Emowangbi turala
emowang -bi
tura -la
1s(DAT)-1s(ERG) pierce-IMP
―Spear me‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 22)

It is a great pity that Threlkeld neglected to advise us of the context for this, initially
surprising, request. It does not appear to be a challenge, though one of the imperative suffixes
attaches to the verb; typically, challenges are tagged by the contracted imperative for ―do‖ as
Ma! Besides which, duels in traditional times were conducted very formally using kotarir
(large cudgels). A conjecture I find credible is that the speaker has been sentenced to a
traditional punishment, viz. a spearing,117 and is announcing his acceptance of the penalty.
Again, the fact that emowang occurs first, seems to indicate a refocussing, wherein the
speaker is truly seeking after the result of the expressed verb, as with 217. Thus, 219 is
perhaps a politer form of Turalayemowangbi, which would express the more resigned, or
even defiant, ―Go on, spear me then‖.

6.9 Ancillary Matters Concerning Enclitics
As far as can be inferred, words that are not regular verbs tend not to have accusative
enclitics, so nominalised verbs and descriptors, tend to have the ergative enclitic (via the
ANEE-rule), unless, for instance a dative relation is expressed: the accusative enclitic may
occur instead of the dative in simple requests.
220)
Makorotiya nguwa
makoro -tiya ngu -wa
fish -1s(ACC) give -IMP
―Give me a fish‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)

Sentences can be made without enclitics, but they are relatively rare compared to those that
include enclitic forms.
221)
Anangyung anowanang nukang
an-nang -yung anowa-nang nukang
D-ACC -there DD -ACC woman
―There, that woman there‖

117

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)

The verb for punishment is turukoonbiliko (Threlkeld (1834) p. 101) in which one can detect the
base *tura meaning ―pierce with a spear‖
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Except for very simple responses, composed of only one word, there are no sentences that
occur just with nouns absent both enclitics or demonstratives.
222)
Makorokobata ani ngooroong
makoro -koba -ta ani ngooroong
fish -POSS -MFST MPD blood
―This is the blood of a fish‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 107)

This implies that the sequence Makorokobata ngooroong may actually not be a grammatical sentence in Awabakal. For this reason, a close study of the use of enclitics and
demonstratives is imperative to gain comprehension of the language.
Note that, in more general terms, these enclitics can also attach, not only to verbs, but to
demonstratives, appositions, interrogatives, descriptors and the common nouns. For instance
as below (though giving both the question and answer, attention is directed to the responses
on the right hand side):
223)
Ngaantubiin wiyaa?
ngaan-tu -biin wiya-a
who-ERG-2s(ACC) tell -PA
―Who told you?‖

Yiterabulutiya wiyaa
yitera -bul -u
-tiya wiya-a
named-YCL-ERG-1s(ACC) tell-PA
―He told me‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 127)

Recall that in 5.1.1, it was suggested that the attachment of the Ycleptic -bul, to yitera, the
compound word acts very like a verb. Thus, yiterabultiya does not immediately overthrow
the general rule that accusative enclitics tend not to attach to non-verbs and retain their
accusative sense; similarly, question words have verb-like characteristics in this same regard.
In general, questions are ordered as question-word first, verb final, and the responses seem to
follow the same pattern. Within this pattern, at least, an accusative enclitic may even attach to
a separable pronoun, forming a kind of transitive pronoun
224)
Ngaantubiin wiyaa?
ngaan-tu -biin wiya-a
who-ERG-2s(ACC) tell-PA
―Who told you?‖

Niwuwatiya wiyaa
niwuwa
-tiya wiya-a
3sm(NOM)-1s(ACC) tell-PA
―He told me‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 105)

Thus, in example 224, we see the accusative enclitic tiya attach to the 3rd-singular, masculine,
nominative pronoun (or topic case). In addition, enclitics frequently attach to interrogatives;
especially, the ergative ngaantu tends to be followed by the accusative enclitic at issue: in the
case of both 223 and 224, it is the 2nd-singular biin. In declarative sentences, by some
contrast, word and enclitic order is more variable depending on person and number at issue,
with many occasions of verb-initial expressions.

6.10 The Possessive Enclitics
We have a simpler time of it in relation to the possessive pronominal enclitics than we have
just had with the dative pronominal enclitics. The possessive relation is clearer and more
consistent—notwithstanding the fact that ergative cases and accusative cases take on certain
possessive-like roles (see 5.4, 5.5). The paradigm of possessive marked pronominal enclitics
are given below. It is easy to notice that the 1s, 2s and 3sm have the same essential roots as
occurs for the dative pronominals. The remainder are all derived from the accusative stems.
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Table 24
Relatum

Enclitic Form

Root / Stem

1st-singular

emowamba

emo-

2nd-singular

ngirowamba

ngiro-

3rd-sing-masc

ngikowamba

ngiko-

3rd-sing-fem

bowanoowanba

st

ngaliinba

nd

bulanba

rd

3 -dual

bulowara bulanba

1st-plur

ngeyranba

2nd-plur

nuranba

1 -dual
2 -dual

rd

3 -plur

STEM = ACC

baranba

According to one datum in the corpus, and further evidence located in the Gospel translation,
the possessive cases of these enclitics can be further declined into ordinary cases, on the
pattern of the phonotaxis of 3rd Declension Class 1 terms. Thus, emowambaku, POSS + ERG,
denotes ‗done by that which is mine‘, and so forth for the other cases available, and
throughout the possible persons and numbers.
225)
Matarungikowambaku
matar/a-u-ngikowamba-ku
hand-ERG-3sm(POSS)-ERG
―With his hand‖ [he does/did/will do it]

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)

Unlike the (probable) refocussing protocols that tend to shift dative enclitics to the front of a
sequence, the possessive tends not occur first, except in the simplest responses.
226)
Emowambata ani
emowamba-ta
ani
1s(POSS)-MFST MPD
―This is mine‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 16)

227)
Emowambata
emowamba-ta
1s(POSS)-MFST
―It is mine‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 105)

The following two data show a trend in which the possessor follows the possessed in the most
standard sequence (I have noticed no exceptions to this rule). The next datum (228) shows the
postpositive agreement when the preceding component is an ergative marked phrase; the one
following (229) shows the same postpositive agreement when the preceding component is an
accusative marked phrase.
228)
Nananbowantoowa biyangbaibowanoowanba
na-nan-bowantoowa biyangbai-bowanoowan-ba
see-FA -3sf(ERG)
father -3sf(STEM) -POSS
[She is going off] ―To see her father‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 126)
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229)
Poorkaleyantiya wonaiyemowamba
poor-ka-leyan -tiya
wonai-emowamba
drop-ESS-PDRX -1S(ACC) child -1s(POSS)
―My child has been born‖ (this morning)

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 125)

This next datum shows that the same consequences as applies to the above two data also
applies for possessed inanimate objects.
230)
Wibikutiya poorbareya hat-emowamba
wibi -ku -tiya poor -bari -a hat-emowamba
wind-ERG-1s(ACC) drop- INSV-PA hat -1s(POSS)
―The wind has blown off my hat‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 125)
(more literally) ―The wind is the force by which my hat has blown off‖
The next datum shows an agreement reinforcement regime, in which possessive enclitics
sometimes attach to possessive names (Class 3 terms).
231)
Birabaanumbangikowamba wonai
Birabaan-umba-ngikowamba wonai
NAME -POSS -3sm(POSS) child
―It is Birabaan‘s child‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 105)

This next, and final, datum—albeit clearly one of Threlkeld‘s own (he glosses it as ―They are
his disciples‖ meaning, presumably, the apostles of the Christ)—nevertheless, appropriately
represents the possessive: but in traditional meaning 232 would signify ―those who follow
through space by walking (or paddling a canoe) behind him‖ and would not have the sense of
―being a disciple‖.
232)
Wirobalikaanbarangikowamba
wiro -ba -li -kaan -bara-ngikowamba
follow-INCH-INC-PRF-3p(ERG)-3s(POSS)
―They are his followers‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113)

6.11 Cases Extending from the Dative Stems
The cases extending from the dative stem of the 1s, 2s and 3sm pronominal enclitic follow the
pattern of the Class 3 terms, excluding, of course, the ergative, accusative cases and
possessive cases. The paradigm is as follows.
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Table 25: Array of Cases Extended from the Dative Stem
Threlkeld (1834) pp. 19-21

SOURCE
PERSON

1s

2s

3sm

ROOT

*emo-

*ngiro-

*ngiko-

DATIVE SUFFIX

-ang

-ang

-ang

DATIVE STEM

emowang

ngirowang

ngikowang

INSTRUMENTIVE

emowangkai

ngirowangkai

ngikowangkai

ASSOCIATIVE

emowangkatowa

ngirowangkatowa

ngikowangkatowa

2 STEM ELEMENT

-kin-

-kin-

-kin-

ATTINENTIVE

emowangkin

ngirowangkin

ngikowangkin

ALLATIVE

emowangkinko

ngirowangkinko

ngikowangkinko

LOCATIVE

emowangkinba

ngirowangkinba

ngikowangkinba

ABLATIVE

emowangkinbirang

ngirowangkinbirang

ngikowangkinbirang

6.11.1 The Associative Case
The associative case is the one having the best representation in the data. There are four
distinct examples. We may as well examine them all.
233)
Kabo, kabo, wawilkowangeyngirowangkatowa
ka -bo, ka -bo, uwa-wil-kowa-ngeyn-ngirowang-katowa
be-RFLX be-RFLX move-OPT-PRP-1p(ERG)-2s(STEM) -ASS
―Stop, stop, that we may accompany you‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 7)
Example 233 is recorded as below
Ka bo, ka bo, wa-ow-wil koah ngaan
The ellipsis is ngeroung katoah or nurun katoah
Thee
to be with you to be with
Ignoring the interjective, used only to attract attention, here we see the default order of
VERB + ERGATIVE + ASSOCIATIVE

In questions, the order is
QUESTION + ERGATIVE + ASSOCIATIVE + VERB.

234)
Korakowabiyemowangkatowa uwaan?
Kora-kowa-bi
-emowang-katowa uwa -an
NEG-PRP-2s(ERG)-1s(STEM) -ASS move-PRES
―Why do you not go with me?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 20)

But with the special question word *wiya, the verb intervenes between the ergative enclitic
and the enclitic marking an extended case. This is because the request is aimed at the
addressee, so the ergative enclitic attaches to the question word as if to indicate the addressee
as the one who will ―say‖, i.e., respond yes or no to the request.
235)
Wiyabi, wananemowangkatowa?
wiya -bi
uwa-nan-emowang-katowa
say-2s(ERG) move-FA -1s(STEM) -ASS
―Say, will you travel with me?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18)
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However, there is also an instance of re-focussing where the associative comes first in the
sequence. Indeed the order is the inverse of 233, being ASSOCIATIVE + ERGATIVE + VERB.
236)
Emowangkatowabowantoowa wanan
emowang-katowa-bowantoowa uwa-nan
1s(STEM) -ASS
-3sf(ERG) move-FA
―She will go together with me‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 6)

As can be seen, they all relate to being together in movement. It is supposed, by Threlkeld in
his Gospel translation, that the associative case suits any kind of activity carried out in the
company of others. I consider that to be most plausible, and we have one example to see it.
The original sentence form, however, is anomalous: either Threlkeld mis-heard it, or wrote it
down incorrectly or the associative case for enclitics is occasionally -kowa instead of
-katowa.—The second last line is added to represent more patently the sense of the transitive
enclitic of 1s(ERG)+3sn(ACC) baangnu + associative-case semantics.
237)
―Ngeroang koah bahn nu weahn ngurru-le-ko‖
Ngirowangkatowabaangnu wiyaan ngaraliko
ngirowang -katowa
-baang+nu
wiya -an ngara -li -ko
2s(STEM) -ASS
-1s(ERG)+3sn(ACC) tell -PRES hear -INC -INF
‗I speak of it with you to know it between us‘
Original is ‗I speak it in order for thee to hear‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 5)
The implication, on this interpretation, is one of exhortation or admonition; whether it forms a
special nuance such that the matter to be spoken is to be shared with the addressee, and to be
kept between them is not clear from the evidence. Note, however, that the verb, ngaraliko,
does not have a reciprocal marker: this is about a telling not a conversation.

6.11.2 Locative Case
The locative case for pronominal enclitics is represented by one example, which follows.
238)
ani

Anibobowantoowayemowangkinba
-bo -bowantoowa -emowang -kinba
MPD -RFLX
-3sf(ERG) -1s(STEM) -LOC
―She is here with me‖
(Threlkeld translates the reference in context, as next)
―This is Patty with me‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 6)

The idea here, as distinct from the associative case, is that the togetherness is considered
absent the property of movement or activity. It is simply that of the referent of bowantoowa
being at the same place as the enclitic bearing the locative case, emowangkinba.

6.11.3 The Attinentive Case
This, tentatively defined, pronominal case is based upon a proliferation of kin-terminal
enclitics and Class 3 terms in the Gospel translation. There is also one example in the corpus
of data, shown below (replacing ‗thee‘ with ‗you‘; anang denotes the indefinite place where
the cohabitation will take place).
239)
Wiyabowantoowa anang kanangirowangkin?
wiya -bowantoowa an -nang ka -nan -ngirowang -kin
say
-3s(ERG) D -ACC be -FA -2s(STEM) -ATT
―Say, will she live with you?‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18)
We have examined this case marker in 4.1.3 and there put forward the assessment that words
ending -kin have a general sense ―appertaining to X‖. In some conflict with this assessment,
we have the next items from the Gospel translation: first, an extract from Luke 1: 28, citing
the putative attinentive case.
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240)
[Luke 1:28] Ġatun noa aġelo uwa bounnoun kin…118
…Uwaanowabowanoowankin
uwa -a -nowa
-bowanoowan -kin
move -PA -3sm(ERG) -3sf(STEM) -ATT
―And he came to her,…‖
(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 129)
Now, in my assessment, this verse should have bowanoowankinko for it expresses that an
angel moved towards the woman (being Mary). The following, too, seems better suited to an
allative marking rather than attinentive.119 Note too that there is a verb Paipiliko (‗to appear‘
< *paipi) that could have translated ―appeared‖ (paipiya); thus, in the second-last line, I have
given a gloss based on the sense of the compound verb tanan *uwa (―approach‖).
241)
[Luke 2:9] Ġatun noa aġelo Yehóa-úmba tanan uwa barun kin
Angelunowa Yeyowawumba tanan uwaabarankin
angel -u -nowa Yeyowa-umba tanan uwa -a -baran -kin
angel -ERG-3sm(ERG) NAME -POSS approach move-PA-3p(STEM)-ATT
‗God‘s angel approached them‘
―And an angel of the lord appeared to them‖
(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 132)
In this example, clearly, the sense of approaching towards X is one suited to the term
denoting X bearing the allative case. Thus, where the angel approaches them (i.e., X = ‗them‘)
Luke 2:9 should have been ‗Angelunowa Yeyowawumba tanan uwaabarankinko‘. On the
other hand, if Threlkeld had chosen the verb ―appear‖ as
Angelunowa Yeyowawumba paipiyabarankin
with the other parts being as in 241, it is perhaps true that the attinentive case would have
been quite à propos.
It is worth noting that in the first fifteen verses of the Gospel translation, we find five
occurrences of *kin by itself evidently translating an allative sense. There is one occasion of
ngeyarankin (Luke 1:2), two occasions of ngikowangkin (Luke 1:8, 1:11), and two
occasions on Class 3 names ‗Eloi kin‘ (Luke 1:8) and ‗Yehóa kin‘ (Luke 1:15). However, in
Luke 1:16, we find ‗Yehóa-kin ko‘ for [he will turn many of the sons of Israel] to the Lord‘:
and this form would be the paradigmatic Yeyowakinko: however, it is unclear if the
metaphoric sense of being turned to God, suits the allative, and 1:16—ironically—is perhaps
the one to have taken the attinentive (assuming the analysis of it is correct). The verse of Luke
1:8, is most intriguing.

118

Note that Threlkeld places nowa as the enclitic of the conjunction ‗Ġatun‘, and in excising the
imposed conjunction, nowa must be moved elsewhere as it cannot occur first in a sequence. As it
happens, the biblical text of Luke 1:27, does not contain the word for angel (which occurs in a previous
verse: i.e., the two verses, Luke 1:26 and 1:27 are derived from a single sentence split, for some reason,
into two). Accordingly, I have deleted both ngatan and ―angel‖ and simply attached nowa to the verb:
this emendation could have no bearing on the function and sense of the enclitic bearing attinentive
case.
119

As with the previous datum, the sentence is not canonical, owing to the use of ngatan as a clausal
coordinator, and the appearance of ―angel‖ in the absolutive, rather than ergative case needed for an
actor: thus, the 3s(ERG) enclitic is moved to attach to the ergative form of ―angel‖. The same
emendations are made to the next datum, 242.
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242)
[Luke 1:8] Ġatun yakita kakulla, umulliela noa ba Eloi kin makan ta,
yirruġ ka ġikouġ kin hiereu koba
Yakita kakala, umalielanowaba Eloyikin mikanta, […]
yakita ka-kala, uma-li -ela -nowa -ba Eloyi -kin mikan -ta,
now be -PA do-INC-CPD-3sm(ERG)-CRC NAME-ATT fronting-MFST
―Now, while serving as a priest before God …‖
[…] yirangkangikowangkin yiereukoba
yirang -ka -ngikowang -kin yiereu-koba
division-ESS-3sm(STEM)-ATT priest-POSS120
―…when his division was on duty‖

(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 128)

The first occurring clause, ‗serving as a priest before God‘, does not suggest an allative
sense—at least via the English text: neither in the sense of physical movement nor in a
metaphoric sense such as ―going to become‖ or ―intending to become‖.121 Assuming that
Threlkeld has chosen the correct pronominal enclitic for the translation, then it should seem
that kin may well have a semantic value other than allative (though it does not rule out a
dative interpretation). Nonetheless, if next we examine the other kin-terminal term,
yirangkangikowangkin, then—again assuming Threlkeld has chosen the case-form
correctly—it suggests also, given the text, that kin is not an allomorph of the dative case
(ngikowang), but rather has yet another semantic value.
At any rate, *kin by itself requires a context-sensitive, case-by-case, interpretation. For lack
of other term, it is called the attinentive case (from the Latin verb attineˉ re meaning ‗concern,
pertain, be of importance, avail‘). It differs from the allative -kinko by not referring to the
actual movement towards; it differs from the dative case by not having the sense for the sake
of X, but having rather the sense concerning X.
Before weighing this possibility, further let us examine a ―paradigmatic‖ allative of Luke 1:
16.

120

The term yirang is not otherwise recorded. I have assigned it to the English word division as all
other words in the verse are accounted for. However, exactly what it meant in traditional times remains
unclear. Just possibly it is related to the ritual word yirabai, which is the term by which initiated men
referred to themselves: it may have taboo status outside the initiated. Thus, just perhaps yirang denotes
a totem-group, at least among men. It would certainly be a significant word, if only we could be certain
of its meaning.
121

I would think, however, that the English ‗serve before God‘ would not be captured by the apposition
mikan (‗makan‘ is a typo). This apposition would only have meant ‗located in front of‘ and the
Hebrew God is regarded as both transcendent and immanent, thus it would be impossible to be ―located
in front of‖ God at least insofar as a priestly apparatchik is concerned. Probably, umaliyelanowaba
(do+was.being+by.him+when) Eloyikin (Eloyi+ATT) is enough to convey the appropriate sense.
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243)
[Luke 1: 16] Ġatun noa wiyȧnan wal barun kauwȧl-kauwȧl wonnai
Ithrȧrael-úmba Yehóa-kin ko Eloi ta barúnba
Wiyananowawaalbaran kauwal kauwal yinaal Yitarayelbakal […]
wiya-nan -nowa -waal -baran kauwal kauwal yinaal Yitarayelba-kal122
speak-FA-3sm(ERG)-DES-3p(ACC) many many son
Israel -PRTV
―And he will turn many of the sons of Israel…‖
[…] Yeyowakinko Eloyitabaranba
Yeyowa-kinko Eloyi -ta
-baran -ba
NAME -ALL NAME-MFST-3p(STEM)-POSS
―…to the Lord their God‖
(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 128; underline added)
As far as I can see this verse states, ―He will tell very many sons of Israel towards the Lord
their God‖ [sic.] and, for it to make sense, we would have to interpret wiyanan as ‗tell‘ in the
sense of ―give direction‖ or ―persuade/convince‖, such that a retranslation from the Awabakal
to English would yield ‗He will direct/persuade many sons of Israel towards God‘.
Otherwise, 243 contains an ellipsis, say, ‗to turn towards‘: probably as ‗…Yeyowakinko
Eloyitabaranba kiraimanan‘ (kirai(turn)+ma(CAUS)+nan(FA). Nevertheless, ellipses of
certain kinds are quite common in Awabakal, and perhaps the sort implicit here is
permissible. At any rate, the original verse does have a paradigmatic allative case, -kinko
(underlined in 243), and if it is correct then it would show, what we had been unable to
determine from the corpus of data, that pointing towards X and turning to be facing towards X
(in the figurative sense of ―turning to‖) is carried by the allative case modification.
Nevertheless, Luke 1:16 (243) does not clarify how we are meant to interpret terms ending in
*kin alone. The only support for the idea of an independent analysis for *kin is the fact that
when Threlkeld has translated kin ko, the sense is patently allative, but the kin-terminal data
have a more metaphoric, figurative or abstract sense, which in English can be conveyed by
using allative-based prepositions.
The following tentative assessment, then, is based upon a general examination of the first four
chapters of Luke, which is as much as I have thus succeeded in producing a word-for-word
translation.

122

Clearly, ‗Itharael-umba‘ expresses ―that which belongs to the person named Israel‖, for only Class 3
terms can have -umba as the possessive suffix: this habit, of treating places as proper names, is a
consistent error in the Gospel translation. I have substituted yinaal ‗son‘ for wonai ‗child‘ to match the
scriptural text: in any event, Yitarayelkal refers strictly only to the sons, if the definition passed down
is correct. Admittedly, one could perhaps have used Yitarayelkoba, but my impression is that *koba
suits impersonal possessions only.
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Table 26: Hypothetical Distinctions among Semantically Close Case
Modifications
CASE

PRONOMINALS

-ANG ;
DATIVE

ATTINENTIVE

ALLATIVE

-KO

CLASS 3
-NUNG

comments
Used with the general sense of ―for the sake of X‖,
including either when objects are given to X or when
actions are done for the sake of X.

-KIN

Used with the general sense of ―concerning X‖ or
―appertaining to X‖; and also, say, for when actions
are done on behalf of X as distinct from being done
for the sake of X

-KINKO

Used with the general sense of ―towards X‖
including actual movement towards X, pointing
towards X or coming to be facing X: but not, I think,
in the figurative sense of inclining towards X via
dispositions of preference for X.

At any rate, if the attinentive case is to have any independent status at all, it must have a sense
closer to the dative than to an allative, and perhaps, as datum 239 allows (‗Say, will she live
with you?‘), it may have a quasi-allative sense insofar as standing for an allative-of-time, i.e.,
having anticipative sense. Nonetheless, it must be admitted that Threlkeld makes the most
errors in relation to the dative versus the allative, even in relation to Class 1 substantives,
largely because he regarded them both as dative cases; and when we come to Class 3 terms
and the pronominal enclitics, where we have the added feature of simple kin-terminal items,
it seems that he took intuitive ―pot-luck‖ in the Gospel translations.123

6.11.4 The Allative Case
As with the locative case, the allative case is represented by one example only in the corpus
of data.
244)
Yuringbi wolangikowangkinko
yuring -bi
uwa -la
-ngikowang -kinko
away -2s(ERG) move -IMP -3sm(STEM) -ALL
―Off you go, go to him‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 107)

By contrast this next item, an extract from Luke 1:27, has a sequence of allative-marked terms
which does not add up. Note that the preceding verse has ―the angel Gabriel was sent from
God unto a city in Galilee named Nazareth…‖ and it segues directly, amid the sentence, to
this:
245)
[Luke 1:27] …miral lako wiyatoara ko, ku̇ri kako Yothep kinko….
…mirkintako wiyatoowarako korekako Yotepikinko …
mirkin -tako wiya -toowar/a -ako kore -kako Yotepi -kinko yitera -bul
virgin -ALL speak -RSLT -??? man -ALL NAME -ALL named -YCL
―To a virgin betrothed to a man whose name was Joseph, …‖
(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 129)
There are two issues to examine of 245. (i) This verse appears to be an attempt to make
allative cases apply respectively in narrative sequence. (ii) In addition, perhaps dative or
attinentive case would have been much more suitable for the kore—Yotepi pair of terms. Of
123

Thus, though Threlkeld was assisted by Birabaan, the latter‘s actual contribution and supervision
cannot have been verse-by-verse; in addition, though Birabaan had a good command of English, the
austere, old-fashioned and recondite English of the Authorised Version, plus the peculiar Biblical
idioms, must have tested his interpretive skills to their limit; and Threlkeld would have been loathe to
re-work the Holy Writ much at all, such that too often we find a transliteration rather than a translation.
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the first issue, a number of terms bearing the same case-markers would prompt an
interpretation based upon an agreement regime. That is, the literal meaning of the Awabakal
text of Luke 1:27 is something approaching ‗[an angel of god was sent] towards-a-virgin
towards-a-speech:act towards-a-man towards-Joseph‘: i.e., an angel is going towards a virgin
and Joseph and their conversation.‖ At any rate, (from 1:26 to 1:27) we have the angel
mirkintako towards a virgin,124 and this allative case is correct. However, consider first that
the word wiyatoowarako which is of the second declension is somewhat indeterminate,
especially in Threlkeld-Fraser‘s representation—‗wiyatoara ko‘—. Verbs nominalised as
RSLT become nouns of Class 2. So, wiyatoowarako could either be the vowel-relenting
allative ‗wiyatoowar(a)+ako‘ or the simply affixed dative, ‗wiyatoowara+ko‘. At any rate, if
the allative is intended, it could only mean ‗towards a speech-act‘. But, if a dative had been
the intention, then the verse may not be nonsense, but yield the sense, for mirkintako
wiyatoowarako, as ‗towards a virgin for the sake of a message‘. Of the second issue, the
terms for ‗man‘ and the name should not bear allative cases, according as the aforementioned
literal gloss would yield nonsense. If we substituted koretin Yotepikin where *tin is the
instrumentive case, yielding ‗because of the man‘ and *kin is the attinentive yields
‗concerning Joseph‘ and re-worked Luke 1:27 then it would still fail.
‗…mirkintako wiyatoowarako koretin Yotepikin‘
mirkin -tako wiya -toowara -ko kore -tin Yotepi -kin
virgin -ALL tell -RSLT -DAT man -INSTR Joseph -ATT
‗…to a virgin for a message about a man concerning Joseph‘.
Nevertheless, taking wiyatoowarako to be in the dative case, Luke 1:27 can (I think) be
translated felicitously as below; and it is probably the associative case that would be most apt
for the final nominal phrase.
‗…mirkintako kakilaimarabanbinan korekowa Yotepitowa‘
mirkin -tako ka -ki
-lai -maraban -bi -nan kore -kowa Yotepi -towa
virgin -ALL stay-INCH -RECPR -PRM -INCHPRM -FA man -ASS NAME -ASS
―…to the virgin who will be let to stay together with the man Joseph‖
In this version, the passive permissive marking -maraban- serves to impart the idea that this
particular virgin ―will be let‖ and the sense of the verb root *ka, can mean either ‗be‘, ‗stay‘
or ‗live together‘ as here when the verb is marked by a reciprocal affix.

6.11.5 The Ablative Case
There is only one datum of the ablative case modifying a pronominal enclitic, but it is quite
intuitive.
246)
Yuringbi wolayemowangkinbirang
yuring -bi
uwa -la -emowang -kinbirang
away -2s(ERG) move -IMP -1s(STEM) -ABL
―Get away from me‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110)

6.11.6 The Instrumentive Case
There is one example of instrumentive marking on pronominal forms, however it occurs on
the 3sf stem, and thus from the accusative stem rather than the dative stem; in addition, it
involves the instrumentive marked pronominal item occurring first in a sequence. All the
same, the sense is quite clear, and this datum was examined earlier (49), where we scrutinised
the irregular ending for the Class 3 name: I have elaborated the free translation form
Threlkeld‘s simpler ―About her‖.

124

The term miral means ‗desolate, miserable‘; it is mirkin that is defined as a virgin (Threlkeld via
Fraser (1892) p. 224; both terms this page).
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247)
Bowanoowankai Taipameyarin
bowanoowan -kai Taipameyar -in
3sf(ACC.STEM) -INSTR NAME.F -INSTR
[It is] ―About her, Taipameyara‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 109)

6.12 Cases Extending from the Accusative Stems
In the 3sf person, the dual and plural numbers, the extended cases generate from the
accusative stems. The paradigms are as follow.

Table 27: Array of Cases Extending from Accusative Stems
Threlkeld (1834) pp. 21-25

SOURCE
PERSON

3sf

1d-inclusive

1p

ERGATIVE STEM

bowantoowa

ngali

ngeyn

ACCUSATIVE STEM

bowanoowan

ngaliin

ngeyran

POSSESSIVE

bowanoowanba

ngaliinba

ngeyranba

DATIVE

bowanoowanko

ngaliinko

ngeyranko

INSTRUMENTIVE

bowanoowankai

ngaliinkai

ngeyrankai

ASSOCIATIVE

bowanoowankatowa

ngaliinkatowa

ngeyrankatowa

2 STEM ELEMENT

-kin-

-kin-

-kin-

ATTINENTIVE

bowanoowankin

ngaliinkin

ngeyrankin

ALLATIVE

bowanoowankinko

ngaliinkinko

ngeyrankinko

LOCATIVE

bowanoowankinba

ngaliinkinba

ngeyrankinba

bowanoowankinbirang

ngaliinkinbirang

ngeyrankinbirang

NULL

NULL

ngeyrankabirang

ABLATIVE

The recommended ablative suffix for the 1p, being ngeyrankabirang, goes against the trend
showing -kinbirang as the suffix. For the 2p and 3p, for instance, Threlkeld tells us that
[t]he remaining cases can be easily formed by the accusative and particles used in the above
cases of the first person, on referring to the model of the first person Nga-to-a (Threlkeld
(1834) p. 25).

Yet, for the 1p, he has not suggested this, but has specified the set of cases, so it may well be
that he construed the ablative for the 1p to be ngeyrankabirang as opposed to the expected
ngeyrankinbirang (interestingly, too, for n-terminal ngeyran one should have expected that
the ending would be tabirang, i.e., on the pattern of 4th Declension common substantives). I
have included ngeyrankinbirang in the grey part of the row, as it is probably at least the case
that it is in variation with the recorded term.
As it happens, and unfortunately so, there are no existing examples of sentences containing
any of these forms—3sf, duals or plurals—in any of the extended cases, except that of
bowanoowankai cited in the preceding datum at 247. So, all we can do is set out the tables of
declension, and evaluate their potential in line with the 1st/2nd-person singulars and the 3sm
(which are not themselves complete).
Whereas the Gospel translation has examples of most if not all the possible forms, they are of
course of Threlkeld‘s own composition, and attempting to justify the following paradigms by
way of various Gospel verses would be to indulge in a exercise of circular reasoning. In
addition, we would have to cope with the errata of printing, and the various aspects of
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garbling introduced by Threlkeld himself and others introduced by Fraser‘s ―emendations‖.
However, there is one interesting item in the Lexicon for the Gospel that is not elsewhere
cited.
―Matti—–dual, acts together did together‖ (Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 223)
This word would be reconstructed as mati. However, its relationship, in terms of distinctions
and correspondences, with the available duals, bali 1s+2s(ERG), i.e., 1d(ERG)-inclusive, bula
2d(ERG) and the combined bali + 3s form, i.e., the 1d(ERG)-exclusive, is quite unclear.
Perhaps, it denotes any two of whichever combination of persons and sexes. Now, the
existence of an ergative mati implies an accusative form, say, matin or matiin, which could
then be declined in line with the 1d-inclusive based on the accusative stem ngaliin. At any
rate, let us examine the various tables of duals and plurals.

Table 28a: Array of Conjoined 1st and 3rd person duals, the 2nd person duals and
3rd person duals
SOURCE
PERSON

Threlkeld (1834) pp. 23-25
1+3d (1d-exclusive)

ERGATIVE STEM
ACCUSATIVE STEM
POSSESSIVE
DATIVE
INSTRUMENTIVE
ASSOCIATIVE

2 STEM ELEMENT
ATTINENTIVE
ALLATIVE
LOCATIVE
ABLATIVE

In making the conjoint
dual between the 1s and a
3sm or 3sf, conjoin
balinowa
or
balibowantoowa, for the
ergative, and for other
cases substitute the appropriate 3rd-person pronoun:
e.g., ‗she & I associative‘
would be
balibowanoowankatowa
while ‗he & I locative‘
would be
balingikowangkinba
and so forth

2d

3d

bula

bulowara bula

bulan

bulowara bulan

bulanba

bulowara bulanba

bulanko

bulowara bulanko

bulankai

bulowara bulankai

bulankatowa

bulowara bulankatowa

-kin-

-kin-

bulankin

bulowara bulankin

bulankinko

bulowara bulankinko

bulankinba

bulowara bulankinba

bulankinbirang

bulowara
bulankinbirang

The 2p and 3p pronominal enclitics are declined as in the next table.
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Table 28b: Array of 2nd person plural and 3rd person plural
SOURCE

Threlkeld (1834) pp. 19-21

PERSON

2p

3p

ERGATIVE STEM

nura

bara

ACCUSATIVE STEM

nuran

baran

1 STEM ELEMENT

nuran

baran

POSSESSIVE

nuranba

baranba

DATIVE

nuranko

baranko

INSTRUMENTIVE

nurankai

barankai

ASSOCIATIVE

nurankatowa

barankatowa

2 STEM ELEMENT

-kin-

-kin-

ATTINENTIVE

nurankin

barankin

ALLATIVE

nurankinko

barankinko

LOCATIVE

nurankinba

barankinba

ABLATIVE

nurankinbirang

barankinbirang
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7 Demonstratives
7.1 Demonstrative Determiners
Awabakal has a 3-degree demonstrative set. There is a counterpoised pair of demonstratives,
one absolutive, the other ergative, within each degree. The simple or absolutive member of
the pair makes a simple (demonstrative) reference to something or somebody (they have the
capacity to act like pronouns in this way). The counterpositive member is ergative, or
ergative-like, and is used when a something is actively involved in the action or event
expressed by the verb. The three degrees are below.125

Table 29: Demonstratives
DEGREE

ABBREVIATION

GLOSS

ABS

ERG

1

MPD

‗this‘ near the
speaker

ani

ngali

2

TPD

‗that‘ near the
addressee(s)

antowa

ngalowa

3

DD

‗that‘ there (but
near at hand)

anowa

ngala

The issues vis-à-vis what I have called the degree of the demonstrative are explicated briefly
in Threlkeld (1834: p. 22). Threlkeld says, for example, of anowa / ngala, that they
demonstrate ―that, or the object spoken of, at hand‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 22). A reasonable
interpretation of this is that if an object is determined by anowa / ngala then at least its
location is within sight (i.e., in case the object itself is covered by something, or obscured by
a bush or rock, or it is under water, or in a pouch or what have you). There is an additional
form an (apparently) accusative-like version anang, which however also operates as an
apposition and has been classified within the, functionally distinct lexical category called TRP
(terms of relative place), examined in 7.2. Usually (i.e., in the corpus of data) the
demonstrated objects are in plain sight.
248)
Anibulan bunkalanowa
ani -bula -n bun -kala -nowa
MPD -3d -ACC strike -PA -3sm(ERG)
―These are the two that he struck‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115)

249)
Minaringtinbi kotaan antowatin?
min -(a)ring -tin
-bi kota -an antowa -tin
what -TEL -INSTR -2s(ERG) think PRES -TPD -INSTR
―What do you think of that?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 129)

Presumably, the pair referred to in 248 are next to the speaker; the object or material denoted
in 249 is nearer the addressee than the speaker; note that it more likely asks what the
addressee thinks of some object rather than of some fact or spoken matter though we cannot
rule out that these demonstratives do not denote abstract ―objects‖ such as events, facts or
messages. However, the feature of ―degree‖ does not appear to be a rule without exceptions,
for we also find

125

The MPD = ‗Meo-Proximal Demonstrative‘, TPD = ‗Tuo-Proximal Demonstrative‘ and DD = Distal
Demonstrative‘; v. Glossary.
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250)
Minaringbi anowa tataan?
min -aring
-bi anowa ta -taan
what -EXTS -2s(ERG) DD
eat -PRES
―What is that you are eating?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 11)

Presumably, what is being eaten is closer to the addressee than to the speaker, yet anowa
appears (unless Threlkeld mis-heard antowa or mis-remembered when composing this
example). Just possibly, the food or meal is adjacent to both speaker and addressee or, say,
reference is made to where the food is cooking. However, because we not supplied contextual
information, we must allow for the possibility that there may be at least some idiolectic, or
context-sensitive, discretion ordering the distribution of (TPD) antowa versus anowa. For the
―full distal‖ sense, however, there are the next data to consider.
251)
Anowatanowa bunkilikaan
anowa -ta
-nowa bun -ki -li -kaan
DD -MFST -3sm(ERG) strike -INCH -INC -PRFM
―That one is the striker‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120)

252)
Anangyung anowanang nukang
an -nang -yung anowa -nang nukang
D -ACC -there DD -ACC woman
―There, that woman there‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)

While 251 is intuitively plain, in 252 we find both anang (with the enclitic yung) and
anowanang. I have put forward the view that yung counterpoises ya such that ya indicates
the intension of being ―this side‖ while yung indicates the intension of being ‗that side‖. On
this basis, anangyung correlates with ‗there, over that way‘; anang, which we examine in the
section on terms of relative place (TRP), appears also to have demonstrative characteristics. In
4.3.1. It was brought forward that anang is radically a demonstrative, and I have parsed it as
D-ACC, to indicate this hypothesis. One reason to see it this way is that we also find
anowanang such that the DD anowa is inflected by the same suffix, and the suffix nang, is
known to have accusative value for Class 3 terms. By itself, it proves very little, but as we
have nothing else to go on, a programmatic assessment is needed. The idea behind assessing
nang-terminal expressions to have accusative significance is that they form logical objects of
the locutionary ostensions. Consider this next datum.
253)
Minaringka anowanang?
minaring-ka anowa-nang
what -ESS DD -ACC
―What is that there?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9)

To this datum, Threlkeld added the comment ―Something must be moving‖ meaning that the
object or entity demonstrated must be moving. However, other data seem to defeat this
assessment. For example, the next datum does not seem to imply movement; and it
immediately follows the preceding in the 1827 volume.
254)
Minaringkoka anowanang?
minaring-ko -ka anowa-nang
what -DAT-ESS DD -ACC
―What is that for?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9)

Equally the two next data seem surely to establish that the suffix -nang does not imply
movement at all.
255)
Maankiyikora anowanang
maan -ki -yi -kora anowa-nang
take-INCH-INC-NEG DD -ACC
―Don‘t take that‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)
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256)
Maarabi anowanang
maa/n -ra -bi anowa-nang
take-IMP-INCH DD -ACC
―Do take that, I insist that you do‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108; replacing ‗Take thou that‘)
So, while it can be seen that -nang does not imply movement of the thing demonstrated, it is
yet required to show why I have marked it as an accusative suffix. The next datum, shows that
the object demonstrated (which does not yet exists at the time of the utterance) is the logical
object of the (future tensed) verb.
257)
Ngaantu anowanang umaanan?
ngaan -tu anowa-nang uma-nan
who-ERG DD -ACC make-FA
―Who will make it?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)

So, answering the question of what Threlkeld meant when he said of 253 that something must
be moving, it seems that the remark is responding to a moment of context and that it probably
reflects non-linguistic features of the event-context.
Adding to this argument, the suffix -nang, apart from being the accusative suffix of Class 3
terms, also occurs on question words, ngaanang, minang and wonang each time indicating
that an accusative-like logical object is being denoted. I should point out that none of this
suggests that anang is an accusative of ani (i.e., that there has been contraction from
ani+nang  anang). The data seems to confirm Threlkeld‘s assessment that anang indicates
a considerable distance. The absence of any aninang probably reveals no more than the fact
that we possess very incomplete data; but it may also be that anowanang does duty for any
accusative marking occurring with the demonstratives, and that anang has come more into
the set of TRP than of demonstratives, but where there is still some residual overlap. At any
rate, these are my reasons for assessing the suffix -nang on anang and anowanang to be
accusative.
Let us examine now the ergative counterparts of the demonstratives preceding. We see that it
suits denoting a person who has acted in some way. The next three data give an example of
each of the three degrees.
258)

Ngalinowa ani umaa
ngali
-nowa
ani
uma -a
MPD(ERG)-3sm(ERG) MPD(ABS) make-PA
―This is he who made this‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106)

In this datum, ngali and ani cannot co-refer. Ngali is the demonstrative ―determiner‖ (as it
were) of its ergative enclitic nowa, while ani is a demonstrative ―pronoun‖ (as it were) and
the logical object of the verb umaa. In the next example, ngalowa is the ergative counterpart
of antowa, the demonstrative of 2 (recall that demonstratives fall outside the ANEE-rule,
and appear able to have any case-marked pronominal enclitic(s) attached according as
semantic needs determine).
259)
Ngalowatiya wiyaa
ngalowa
-tiya wiya -a
TPD(ERG) -1s(ACC) tell -PA
―The one beside you told me‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 105)126

In the next datum, ngala is the ergative counterpart of anowa, the demonstrative of 3.
126

Threlkeld just translates ‗That — told me‘ evidently leaving a space for a possible entry being
determined by the demonstrative: though the data, insofar as we can rely on it, shows these terms can
be used categoremically as neuter pronouns. The specification of ‗the one next to you‘ is given by
Threlkeld at the place he gives the paradigm (Threlkeld (1834) p. 22).
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260)
Ngalanowaya
ngala
-nowa
-ya
DD(ERG)-3sm(ERG)-this:side (as:there)
―That one, he just there‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 6)

We know that the one denoted by *ngal- is implied to have done something or other, or is one
who is actively something or other—e.g., a chieftain (piriwal), or even one‘s father
(biyangbai)—on the model of the range of values available to ergative cases in general
examined in 3.1.5. We know this overtly because the demonstrative is ergative and so is the
pronominal enclitic nowa (identifying the sex) attached.
Let us now consider the relative distances indicated by the so-called degrees of the
demonstrative. In respect of attenuating the relative distance from the dialogue participants of
an object determined by a demonstrative, the exact magnitude of relative distance can be
modified by certain particles. If it is very close, then a particle ya can be added to specify it.
The example is conveniently the preceding one, 260.
The particle ya has been examined, and I have proposed that it indicates an intension of
something being ―on this side‖ of some boundary or station of proximity. Thus, ngalanowaya
is a man apart relative to both speaker and addressee, but only just there and not too far off.
Moreover, the particle ya seems to have a distal counterpart in the particle yung already cited
and repeated below.
261)
Anangyung anowanang nukang
an -nang -yung anowa -nang nukang
D -ACC -there DD -ACC woman
―There, that woman there‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)

The particle yung is defined as ―there, that way‖ (Threlkeld (1850) p. 78: as ―yoˉng‖; in 1834,
it is written ―yóng‖). Accordingly, the woman denoted in 261 is off some way, at some
position relative to an intension of being ―on the other side‖ of some boundary or station of
proximity. Now, as to the difference here between the ergative marking in 258 ngalinowa and
the accusative/absolutive marking of 261 anowanang nukang demands some remarks.
Let us examine the distinctions among the degrees of relative distance vis-à-vis the definitions
provided by Threlkeld. It was said that anowa and ngala requires the object to be ―at hand‖.
However, it is not entirely clear that it must always be so. For instance, the following
sentence, at least ostensibly, does not seem to require the man spoken about being nearby.
262)
Minaringtinbilowa ngala bunkala
minaring-tin
-bilowa
ngala
bun -kala
what -INSTR-2s(ACC)+3sm(ERG) DD(ERG) strike-PA
―Why did that person beat you?‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115)
Threlkeld‘s free translation of this sentence is ―Why did he beat you? That person?‖
Naturally, from the English, we cannot ascertain if ‗that person‘ is a demonstrative of
presence or a demonstrative of known reference. Perhaps it is that in general, or when objects
are referred to, they tend (at least) to be ―at hand‖, but that the range can extend to entities
which are not at hand but, as it were, ―in mind‖. If there were the restriction on anowa and
ngala to be ―at hand‖ then it raises the question of how one might refer to things that are
some distance away: probably, this is the role of anang). For now, let us make an interim
summary of the data with a table of demonstrative terms in the array of their cases.
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Table 30: Cases for the Demonstratives
CASE

1

2

3

Absolutive

ani

antowa

anowa

Accusative

anowanang

Allative

antiko

antowako

anowako

Ablative

antibirang

antowabirang

anowabirang

Locative

antikaba

antowakaba

anowakaba

Ergative

ngali

ngalowa

ngala

Possessive

ngalikoba

ngalowakoba

ngalakoba

Dative

ngaliko

ngalowako

ngalako

Instrumentive

ngalitin

ngalowatin

ngalatin

Associative

ngalikowa

ngalowakowa

ngalakowa
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 22)

The two rows of forms in italics are not actually supplied at the place where Threlkeld gives
the paradigm. Notice that the allative and ablative are built on the absolutive root an-. In
contrast, the possessive, dative and instrumentive are built on the ergative root *ngal-. Owing
to the strictly spatio-relational value of the locative, it seemed best to form it on the model of
the allative and ablative, hence on the root *an-; equally, given that the possessive and
instrumentive are built onto the ergative root *ngal-, it seems best to follow suit with the
associative (which implies activity and animacy).
Examining the possessive case, it appears, in the next datum, to express the observation that
some object, presumably inanimate, belong to some man.
263)
Ngalikobaboon
ngali-koba -boon
MPD-POSS-3sm(ACC)
―This belongs to him‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106)

The possessive, though built upon the ergative root, is nonetheless simply possessive rather
than ergative+possessive. Interestingly, the pronominal enclitic is the 3sm(ACC), indicating
that the man is being considered as the passive owner of some object. That is, the expression
merely denotes the fact that such and such belongs to him, rather than as an active state of
possessing something (from an Anglophone perspective it seems almost as if the object is said
to possess the man!). Indeed, to consider a mere possibility, perhaps the object has been
found, separate from him, and is now merely identified as belonging to the man denoted by
boon. Compare the following question and answer to note that in 264, the demonstrative ani
needs not agree in (possessive) case with the question word, but the demonstrative in the
answer bears the possessive case.
264)
Minaringkoba ani?
minaring-koba ani
what -POSS this
―To what does this belong?‖

Ngalikoba
ngali-koba
this -POSS
―It belongs to this‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106)

Whereas 251 (Anowatanowa bunkilikaan) simply referred to the one who struck—an
impersonal, abstract reference-identification—the next datum (265) identifies the striker as
the active striker who had assaulted the speaker.
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265)
Ngalinowa bunkilikaantutiya bunkala
ngali -nowa bun -ki -li -kaan -tu -tiya bun -kala
DD-3sm(ERG) strike-INCH-INC-PRFM-ERG-1s(ACC) strike-PA
―That one is the striker who struck me‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120)
We may observe, too, that demonstratives can occur in the terminal position, and are not
limited to singular reference nor to countable objects.
266)
Ngukilaanbali anowa
ngu -ki -laan
-bali anowa
give-INCH-PRESR-1d(ERG) DD
―Let us give to each other of that‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 129)

In this sample, anowa must denote some collection of items or a mass substance which the
speaker proposes that the two (under bali) should share. So, it could easily have been
translated as ―Let us share in that‖. Note too, that it suggests something about the cognitive
scope of DD anowa. Here, it seems that because the material denoted by anowa is being
contemplated with an end to sharing, it is considered, wheresoever it may be positioned, as
being equidistant from both speaker and addressee.
Consider this next datum.
267)
Ngalinowa tibintu bitaan
ngali
-nowa tibin-tu bita -an
DD(ERG)-3sm(ERG) bird-ERG drink-PRES
―This is the bird which drinks‖ i.e., ‗this bird now drinks‘
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111)
If the sentence had been Tibintu bitaanowa ani, as ‗bird(ERG) drink(PRES)+he(ERG)
this(ABS)‘, it would have expressed, ―The bird drinks this (liquid or nectar of some sort)‖; and
the same could be expressed via Ani tibintu bitaanowa. That is, the sequence ani tibintu, or
more generally ‗ani STEM(ERG)‘ does not say ‗this acting so-and-so‘ because ani must—is
grammatically entailed to—be something upon which the noun bearing ergative case acts: i.e.,
in this example, the liquid being drunk.
No further data exists in respect of case marking for demonstratives.

7.2 Terms of Relative Place; Appositive Demonstratives
Most generally speaking, the category of appositions functions like that of descriptors, but
have senses related to locational operators. The same broad semantic domain also includes
what I have called Terms of Relative Place (TRP), which appear to be related to the
demonstratives.
This particular class of expressions has brought with it a certain measure of frustration and
perplexity. It can be seen that the set of TRP are related, etymologically, semantically and
(bringing the frustration) morphologically to the demonstrative determiner–pronominals
(discussed in 7.1). Each TRP corresponds to one of the demonstratives along the three degrees:
the 1, a meo-proximal demonstrative (MPD), ani is counterpoised by the TRP anti; the 2, a
tuo-proximal demonstrative (TPD) antowa, has no change for its TRP: antowa; and the 3, a
distal demonstrative (DD) anowa, is matched by anta.
It is clear that anti is 1-symmetrical to ani, denoting the place determined as some arbitrary
area occupied by the participants of a dialogue. The term antowa is homophonically both the
2 TPD and the 2 TRP denoting a place of relative ground within a broader domain: e.g., ―that
place (bounded area) just there‖. Finally, anta is 3 symmetrical to anowa, denoting that
place off over there (i.e., the one being talked about). The frustration enters (i) because
antowa is amphibious between demonstrative and apposition, and (ii) because Threlkeld
gives a case paradigm for the demonstratives but not the TRP/appositions, and (iii) the 1
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demonstrative, apart from its absolutive form ani, reveals the stem *anti- in extended cases.
The following table, indicates a reconstruction that is necessarily hypothetical since the data
is not sufficiently comprehensive to ascertain its veracity. It is largely based on the paradigm
occurring for the demonstratives (Threlkeld (1834) p. 22) with features taken from the
paradigm for Class 2 substantives (ad loc. pp. 15-16). I shall attempt, in this section, to justify
the reconstruction, as much as evidence and argument may allow.

Table 31: Hypothetical Reconstruction of Paradigms for TRP
Terms
CASE

1 : PROXIMAL

2 : RELATIVE

ABSOLUTIVE

anti

antowa

anta

POSSESSIVE

antikoba

antowakoba

antakoba

PARTITIVE

antikal

antowakal

antakal

―ACCUSATIVE‖

[unknown]

[unknown]

anang

ANAPHORIC

[unknown]

[unknown]

anambo

TELIC

[null]

antowaring

antaring

DATIVE

antiko

antowako

antako

ALLATIVE

antikolang

antowakolang

antakolang

LOCATIVE

antitaba

antowakaba

antakaba

ABLATIVE

antibirang

antowabirang

antabirang

ASSOCIATIVE

antikowa

antowakowa

antakowa

INSTRUMENTIVE

antitin

antowatin

antatin

ERGATIVE

antitintu

antowatintu

antatintu

3 : DISTAL

We find data on the absolutive forms which seem quite self-explanatory
268)
Ngatowa anti kataan
ngatowa
anti
ka -taan
1s(NOM) this:place:here stay-PRES
―It is I who remain here‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 4)

269)
Kakalatabaang Sydneyka taangabiba kakala anta
ka-kala -ta -baang Sydney -ka taanga
-bi
-ba ka-kala anta
be -PA-MFST-1s(ERG) PLACE.NAME-ESS before-2s(ERG)-CRC be -PA that:place
―I was at Sydney before you were ever there‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 112)
270)

Birikiliyanowa antowa tetibawilkowanowa
biriki -li -ya
-nowa
antowa
teti -ba -wil-kowa -nowa
lie:to:sleep-INC-IMPC-3sm(ERG) that:place:there dead-CIRC-OPT-PRP-3sm(ERG)
―He may lie there until he dies for all that I care‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 127)

There are no data revealing the possessive case. So, let us examine the partitive modification.
However, we would actually require finding antakal in a sentence to be sure. For instance,
the next datum has just as much to recommend it as containing the demonstratives (MPD, TPD)
as to contain the corresponding TRP terms.
271)
Maarabi antikal / antowakal
maa/n-ra
-bi
anti -kal
/
antowa
-kal
take -IMP-2s(ERG) this:place-PRTV / that:place.there-PRTV
―Do take some of this hereof…that thereof‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)
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Perhaps, we can just accept a considerable overlap, and context-dependent interpretation, for
the super-class Demonstrative Determiners-cum-TRP terms.
Turning to the putative ―accusative‖ term (right-hand datum in 273), we consider the next two
data, and a comment by Threlkeld.
272)
Ngalanowaya
ngala
-nowa
-ya
DD(ERG) -3sm(ERG) -just:there
―It was he, just over there‖
―It was he there close at hand‖
273)
Wonang?
won -nang
where -ACC
―Where?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 6)
Ngalanowa wiyaliin anang
ngala
-nowa wiya -li -in an -nang
DD(ERG) -3sm(ERG) speak -INC -CP D -ACC
―It was he speaking there‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 6)

Threlkeld adds a footnote concerning a distinction between ya and anang that interprets the
two somewhat. He states
Unnung [anang], There, means at a greater distance than Ya, there, [321] which has a passive
sense as well as being near (Threlkeld (1827) p. 6; the numeral replaces Threlkeld‘s
numbering)

I cannot profess to follow this remark completely. Firstly, if these two data (272–273) are
narratively related then anang and ya would co-refer. However, perhaps the two examples are
not part of a single discourse but are text-book examples. One thing that seems to emerge
from the data is that anang refers outside of the immediate vicinity of the speech-participants:
v. examples 133 (5.6), 174 (6.3), 191 (6.5) and 239 (6.11.2).
It seems to me that ya is opposed to yung, and that ya indicates ‗this side of some relative
boundary or station‘ while yung indicates ‗that side of some relative boundary or station‘. It
must be said, that there is little, if any, evidence for this. The idea is based upon certain other
words: an indexical of time, yakita meaning now or quite soon; and the adverb of manner
yanti in this manner, as so. These forms suggest to me a quasi-proximal (or ―adessive‖) sense
for the root ya, while yung—perhaps from yu—has a distal (or ―ibissive‖) sense, as
suggested by the terms yuraki (a time before) and yuring (yonder, away). So, from this,
admittedly lightweight, evidence, I would propose that ya opposes yung rather than to oppose
anang.
For another matter, what it is that Threlkeld might mean by saying that ya has a ―passive
sense‖ is by no means clear. His suggestion that ya has a ―passive‖ means perhaps that it
makes a mere reference, thus inert rather than ―passive‖. In addition, if anang is correctly
interpreted as a form of effectively accusative case then the referent of anang is the logical
object of the speaker‘s intensional ostension, and thus that, in this way, i.e., by fulfilling the
function of an ―accusative‖ function, it is anang rather than ya which would be semanticogrammatically passive. That is to say, interpreting anang as an accusative case brings to it a
value approaching ―passive sense‖ in the manner that (for English) a noun bearing the
accusative case (i.e., a direct grammatical object) stands to its transitive verb in the same
logical relation as would be the same word when it was the subject of the same verb marked
by passive voice (note that koyiyoong is formed via ablaut from koyiyang (campfire) and is
therefore not an oversight for koyiyung, where yung is distal of ya).
There is, evidently, also an irregular anaphoric relative of the TRP forms
274)
Koyiyoongbowantoowa anambo
?
koyiyoong-bowantoowa anambo
< an-nang +bo
campsite -3sf(ERG) TRP-ANAPH
< D-ACC+RFLX
―She is at the camp‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 12)
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This datum could equably be parsed as ‗campsite-(by-)her the:self:same:place‘: i.e., anambo
can be glossed ‗the very place‘. Like anang, anambo, appears neither to have, nor really to
require, a triad of 1º, 2º and 3º forms, as the former constitutes the logical object of any
locutionary ostension, and the latter is reflexive or anaphoric.
Next, is the ―telic‖ form (a notional moniker). For example, the question asking very
generally ‗to what place‘ is Wontaring? an evidently instrumental-like modification to the
root wonta +ring (v. 11). Equally the words denoting ‗that place‘ and ‗that place over there‘
are governed by the same morphosyntax. Hence
275)
Wontaring?
wonta -ring
where -TEL
―Where to?‖

Antaring?
anta -ring
that:place -TEL
―To that place‖

Antowaring?
antowa -ring
that:place -TEL
―To that place there‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 107)

There does not appear to be a form antiring; and this absence has prompted the label ―telic‖,
since, being a prospective goal, there is little ground for a telic interpretation of ‗here: this
place‘. There are other ways, for instance, to indicate that parties should ―return back here‖.
For instance, one could easily combine ‗this:place‘ with the reflexive, yielding antikalbo; and
using the term for return, wilangbo, one may construct, e.g., Wilangbongeyn antikalbo, as
‗return us back:here‘, i.e., ―Let us meet back here‖. Even more simply, one can just say
antibo.
276)
Keyawaraantiya bumbakapabaampa antibo
keyawai-raan -tiya
bun -ba -ka -pa -baang -pa
anti
-bo
NEG -PRESN-1s(ACC) strike-CRC-ESS-PRV-1s(ERG)-PRV this:place:here-RFLX
―I should not have been struck had I remained here‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118)
Examining now the so-called ―dative‖ we find at least one datum that, at first blush, appears
ambiguous between allative and dative.
277)
Ela! kaayi tanan antiko
ela kaayi tanan
anti
-ko
oy hail approach this:place:here-DAT
―Hey! Come over here‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)

From Threlkeld (1834: p. 22) we are informed that antiko is the allative of the MPD (*ani);
but by 277, we intuit a more locational sense is being conveyed. But is it allative or the, albeit
figurative, dative of Class 2 terms (signifying ‗remain‘)? Datum 277 surely leaves the matter
indeterminate eˉ o ipso. Nonetheless, I have parsed its occurrence in 277 as the dative for the
reason given next. The Class 2 allative suffix -kolang, is highly productive, and can even be
attached to ordinary referring terms such as that for ‗fish‘.
278)
Makorokolang turananbaang
makoro -kolang
tura -nan
-baang
fish -ALLCLASS-3
pierce -FA -1s(ERG)
‗fish-towards
will:be:speared by.me‘
―It is for fishing‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9)

It seems almost inconceivable that we would not therefore also have the option available of
attaching -kolang to the set of TRP yielding antikolang, antowakolang and antakolang. So,
explicating 277 it may be as simple as a subjective consideration, that it is the place here (i.e.,
the speaker‘s locus), and that the sense may be, by virtual default, the same as ‗Come dally a
moment here‘. That is, whereas antikolang would be used when there was an approach in
motion, the dative (or quasi-dative) antiko, has, in 277, a desiderative and perhaps durative
aspect. We have examples of the question word wonta declined to the allative as
wontakolang, e.g., Wontakolangbula ―Whither are ye two going‖ (Threlkeld (1827) p. 8).
However, there are no examples of either antikolang, antowakoolang or antakolang.
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Rather, in sentences with intuitively allative senses for TRP terms, we find either the suffix
-kal, -ring or -ko. Accordingly, we can include the forms inflected by -kolang, only as
constructible potentials.
(There are no examples of a TRP bearing the locative case.) Summarising, then, the telic,
dative, allative cases and the (unrepresented) locative case, they would be extensionally very
close, and commonly near in sense. Insofar as I have been able to ascertain the intensional
distinctions, the telic case is used for a goal, uttered as an idea, prospect or desire; the allative
expresses the actual movement towards a place; the dative expresses the condition of abiding
at a place for some time; and the locative the mere fact of being at a place at the specified
time (given by tense of the verb, a time-descriptor or both). In practice, however, the uses
respectively of these case-forms would considerable over-lap and quite likely had idiolectic
and dialogical variability, and may have occurred in this or that speech act for essentially
arbitrary reasons.
We find appositions in the instrumentive and associative cases, but not any examples of the
TRP terms bearing these cases. There is however, an example of the ergative case in use.
279)
Wontatintu?
wonta -tintu
where -ERG
―From what place?‖

Antitintu
anti
-tintu
this:place:here -ERG
―From here‖

Antatintu
anta
-tintu
that:place -ERG
―From that place‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111)

The ergative implies, in some way, that the place at issue is both the reason and the cause of
the elliptical referent.
Altogether considered, it is apparent that just because a case inflection or derivational
modification is morphologically available, does not, by itself, entail that every head-stem will
be so inflected or modified. There are occasions of TRP in the simple absolutive form which
could—were one fussy—be altered to one of the possible modifications, but appear not to
require it owing to the more-or-less obvious context of the expression. For instance, almost
any occurrence of an absolutive TRP could be modified with the locative suffix and remain
equivalent in sense: thus, quite possibly the locative is to a degree superfluous to this class of
denoting term.
Overall, these TRP expressions are such that various ―policies‘ will need to be examined to
establish their ―correct‖ usages.
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8 Verbs
There are very many modifications—tenses, aspects, moods and (quasi-)voices in Awabakal.
However, we shall, for now just focus on the three principal tenses, past, present and future.
But first, it is worth our time to examine the issue of the default sense of verb bases.

8.1 Verbitive Value of Awabakal Verbs
The conception of VERBITIVE VALUE is one that I have found very useful in arriving at an
understanding of the rudimentary grammar of languages in general and in particular. Consider
that in English, and in the Germanic group and Romance group of languages, the distribution
of nominal cases, their semiotic interpretation and thereby the interpretation of clausal sense
overall is largely and critically determined by verbitive voice. In English—as a representative
of both Germanic and Romance languages—a grammatical subject is a grammatical subject,
and overwhelmingly in the nominative case, irrespective of whether the main verb of the
clause is active or passive. Thus, it is plain to see for anyone not blinkered by the doctrine of
so-called ―semantic roles‖ (herein called semiotic roles) that the grammatical subject-cumnominative case of English has no actual relation to a particular semiotic role, or range of
them such as agent, causer, instrument experiencer and so forth. The grammatical subject is
directly and simply that noun phrase which stands in accordance with the main verb
(―accordance‖ via active or passive voice contingently considered clause by clause). The
direct grammatical object is not the ‗patient‖ (= sufferer) but simply that noun phrase
governed by the main verb.127 The nominative case can have either a grammatically active
relationship with the verb if and only if the verb itself is marked in the active grammatical
voice; and can have the same relationship to a verb base carried by the direct grammatical
object—i.e., a passive relationship with the verb base—if and only if the verb is marked in the
passive voice. Many features, including subject coordination control,128 are determined in the
language in just this way: i.e., by subject accordance with the voice of the verb. In this way,
English is a subject-ordered language, and it is instructive to identify grammatical subjects
and direct grammatical objects therein.
Similarly, at least one Pama-Nyungan language, namely Dyirbal, can be seen to be a subjectordered language, except that its unmarked voice has passive sense and its marked voice
(called ―antipassive‖) is an active voice. Equally, its unmarked case is absolutive (passive
accordance to unmarked verbs; active accordance to marked ―antipassive‖ verbs), and its
marked case is ergative (governed to be an active relatum of unmarked verbs: the ergative of
Dyirbal does not occur in intransitive clauses).129 That is, both English and Dyirbal are
subject-ordered languages but each are in a mutual relationship of contrary congruence:
congruent in that both are subject-ordered, contrary in that one is nominative–accusative with

127

Consider verbs of perception: e.g., ―Tom heard Jerry‖ in which it is the subject that is the ―patient‖
(i.e., the affected participant) and it is rather Jerry—the direct grammatical object—that is the agent or
cause of Tom hearing a sound. Equally, for verbs like ‗believe‘, ‗admire‘, etc.
128

Sometimes coordination control is called Equi-NP-Deletion, which requires one to posit an ideal
plane of ontology, and to believe it is real, before one can take seriously the notion that the ―deletion‖
of a noun phrase is an actual and instructive explanation for coordination control.
129

Many would consider the 1st-person and 2nd-person pronouns of Dyirbal to be ―nominative‘ and
―accusative‖, however, it overlooks the fact that it is the marked case of pronoun that controls
coordination: i.e., the coordination is determined by the voice accordance in Dyirbal (unmarked =
passive). One can call these pronouns nominative and accusative, but there is no nominative–
accusative syntax in the language. At any rate, I prefer the labels operative for the uninflected pronouns
and, borrowing the term from Mel‘čuk (1988), pathetive for inflected pronoun: it is the pathetic
pronoun that controls coordination if the other term is the operative pronoun; if both a pathetive
pronoun and absolutive case occur, either can control coordinated clauses.
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unmarked-active–marked-passive voice opposition, and the other is absolutive–ergative with
unmarked-passive–marked-active voice opposition.
Awabakal, in contrast to the foregoing languages, is not subject-ordered. The verbs of
Awabakal are underlyingly neutral in voice-like sense. The relata of the verb being
determined wholly via the case marking: an exception exists vis-à-vis the ANEE-rule defined
in 6.6. The named ―Nominative‖ pronouns, and the named ―accusative‖ enclitics of
Awabakal, must be understood beyond the narrow Eurocentric bed soil from which these
terms have emerged to describe grammatical features. Even the term ‗ergative‘ has to be
interpreted in the context of this particular language; expressions bearing ergative enclitics
frequently have an intuitive sense which European experience would call ―nominative‖. For
example, Wontakalbara? ‗What country-men are they?‘ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 106), where
bara is the 3p(ERG) enclitic but no action is implied by the question Such terms are all
convenient words, but must be interpreted strictly in the language-particular context in which
they operate.
So, on this interpretation, while tataan, means ‗eat‘+PRES, the sense of the base *ta is neither
―eat‖ or ―is eaten‖ but simply names the action or activity, and the sense to be interpreted
requires the enclitics which occur with the verb. In Awabakal, eaters are marked by the
ergative case overtly. We have already seen this fact exemplified.
280)
Minaringku waakan tataan?
minaring -ku waakan ta-taan?
what -ERG ABS
eat-PRES
what -by crow
is:eaten
―What eats the crow?‖ i.e., ‗what animals eat crows?‘ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 106)
281)
Waakantu minaring tataan?
waakan -tu minaring ta-taan?
N.S -ERG ABS
eat-PRES
crow -by what
is:eaten
―What does the crow eat?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106).

As can be seen, when waakan, or any other term bears the absolutive case it cannot be the
actuator of the situation of eating via *ta; and it requires waakantu bearing the ergative case
to denote the actuator of the verb of eating via *ta. Hence the glosses of the verb in the 4th
lines of the multi-line parsings above. Thus, e.g., karai tataanura expresses something much
closer to ‗meat is.eaten-by.2p‘ than anything else; equally karainura tataan expresses
‗meat-by.2p is:eaten‘: i.e., word-order is not distinctive at this level of interpretation, and
choice of where the enclitic goes is variable and there is insufficient data to be certain what
the entire set of ―rules‖ might be.
In summary, the verb bases of Awabakal have a voice-neutral, descriptive, sense such that
one interprets the relatum (of a 1-place construction) and relata (of an n-place construction)
wholly via the case marking of the nominal components; and, of course importantly, by the
occurrence of the pronominal enclitics. Indeed, one might say that if verbitive voice applies at
all in Awabakal then it arrives wholly via the placement of pronominal enclitics. Hence, e.g.,
tataan is voice-neutral; tataanbaang is 1s(ACTIVE), and tataantiya is 1s(PASSIVE). Indeed,
the following are perfectly equivalent forms of parsing terminology (at least if the enclitic
attaches to a verb, it can be likened to a voice marker, with person/number values).
baang
1s(ERG)



baang
1s(ACTIVE)

tiya
1s(ACC)



tiya
1s(PASSIVE)

Nonetheless, because enclitics can appear on stems other than verbs, it seemed more
reasonable to choose the left-hand abbreviations rather than the right-hand abbreviations
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above. However, the difference between, say, pital kataantiya and pital kataanbaang—and
keeping the ANEE-rule in mind—is not, respectively ―I am pleased‖ versus ―I please‖ (i.e.,
make happy). Rather, the difference is pital kataantiya ―[somebody/thing has] pleased me‖ 
―I am pleased‖ and pital kataanbaang ―I am pleased because am happy for some reason‖.
Furthermore, Ngatowa pital signifies ―It is I who am happy‖ which is to say it forms an
emphasis. To make the expression of the verb, as it were, ―out-going‖ one needs the causative
modification, pital kamaantiya ―I have been made pleased‖ versus pital kamaanbaang ―I
have now produced happiness‖, equally, ngatowa pitalmaan ―It is I who have brought about
this happiness‖ (cf. Threlkeld (1834) p. 29, whose style of assessment and presentation is
different than I have said but I believe supports the account given here). That is, one can
directly verbitise descriptors via the causative element *ma. Close attention to this manner of
interpreting the verbs, enclitics and clauses of Awabakal will, if nothing else, render this
analysis of Awabakal grammar much clearer and easier to comprehend. More on these issues
is discussed in due course through this major section on the verbs of the language, especially
in 8.6 on the Effective Voice Modifications of the Verb.

8.2 Principal Tenses, Aspects and Moods
8.2.1 Present tense
The verb in the present tense has the accent shifted to the final, tense-marking, syllable.
Present tense is, it seems, much like that of many languages with both past and future
counterparts, which is to say that it refers to a time simultaneous with the speech act except in
questions asking for generic truths (v. 280, 281 above). Whether the present tense can denote
present time within the narrative remains uncertain but seems plausible. That is, if during a
story one character talks to another or does something at that narrative time then perhaps the
present tense is appropriate. Certainly, any future tense in a story must be of narrative time,
say, when a character expresses a desire upon which the character acts at a later part of the
story, then the part expressing the quoted utterance would have present tense. However, if, in
a story, a character X turns to a character Y and says P, it is not clear if the story teller would
use wiyaan (says) or use wiyaa (said).

Table 32: Present Tense Suffixes
ABBREVIATION
PRES

PRESR

CP

NAME

simple present
present
reciprocal
continuative
present

ROOT

DEFAULT

ALTERNATE

aan

-an

-taan

aan

-laan

NONE

in

-in

NONE

The default form of the simple present tense occurs only for some verb bases. Verb bases tend
to end in vowels, usually a, and if such and such a base is disyllabic, the result of attaching
present tense results in a smooth double vowel and a terminating n, e.g., *wiya (speak, etc)
has present tense form wiyaan. Some monosyllabic verb bases end in n, e.g., *bun (strike)
for which an epenthetic t intrudes yielding buntaan ―strike-PRES‖; the t also precedes the
affix for one syllable verb-bases ending in a vowel, e.g., *ta (eat). At least one verb-base ends
in l, e.g., *beyl (mock), and for these it is not determinate if the present tense is simple
(beylaan) or if an epenthetic t occurs (beyltaan): we follow the former convention in this
reconstruction assuming that to avoid confusion with the reciprocal present, the suffix of
which is -laan, the enclitic denoting the mocker will make the number explicit. A small
number of verb bases end in ei, e.g., *mumbi (transfer), *paipi (appear), *wupi (put), for
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which the past aorist forms are recorded (in the Gospel translation passim) as ―mumbéa‖
(mumbiya), ―paipéa‖ (paipiya) and ―upéa‖ (wupiya) respectively,130 and the present tense is
reconstructed as below (2nd row). Thus, we have the following table of relations between verb
bases and present tense forms, which depend entirely on the terminal segment of the verb
base relative to the number of syllables in the verb-base.

Table 33: Array of Alternations of the Present Tense by Verb Base
TYPE

BASE

SENSE

TERMINUS

1. positive

*wiya

speak

-a

wiyaan

2. negative

*mumbi

transfer

-i

mumbiyan

*ta

eat

-a

*bun

strike

-n

buntaan

*beyl

mock

-l

beylaan

3. epenthetic

ROOT AFFIX

aan

RESULT

tataan

Type 1 is called ―positive‖ because there is already an a in the base terminus and this
combines with the root affix leaving it unchanged in the result. Type 2 is called ―negative‘
because these appear to have the stress fall over both syllables -iyan, instead of the strong
-aan. This has been inferred from past forms found in the Gospel which are written with an
accent over the ‗e‘, as ―paipéa‖ meaning ―appeared‖: i.e., as opposed to paipeá. There is
another verb assessed into the Type 2 negative class. There is a reduplicated descriptor biriki
biriki, (meaning to be asleep), which suggests that the base of the infinitive birikiliko is not
*biri but *biriki. Accordingly, on the grounds that the past form is birikiya (bereke-ah)—v.
108, 648—the underlying base has been inferred to be *biriki.
The present tense is based on the syllable -aan []. The only certain occasion of simple
-aan occurs with the verbs *wiya, as wiyaan, *uma as umaan, uwa as uwaan; observe that
in the parsings, the present is generally reduced to ‗-an‘, for vowel-terminal bases, and the
point of defining the tense affix as -aan, is to mark its stress feature overtly. In short then,
presumably all vowel-terminal verb bases of two syllables become present forms by direct
attachment of -(a)an. In all other epenthetic environments, including vowel-terminal
monosyllabic bases, such as EAT *ta, SEE *na and BE/STAY *ka a consonant precedes the
affix, yielding -taan. Note that although PRES is, by default, -taan, an allomorph -aan occurs
if a disyllabic verb-base ends in -yv (e.g., *wiya > wiyaan ―tells‖), -wv (e.g., *uwa >
uwaan, ―moves‖), r(v) (e.g., *mara > maraan ―runs‖), and presumably lv (tentative
example *beyl > beylaan ―mocks‖): this last reconstruction, is based on the hypothesis that
the allomorph -aan applies in the environment of liquid segments.
In addition, there is a present tense suffix -maan, which indicates the causative voice of the
language: in this instance the -ma- is parsed individually for its voice marking. The verb-base
meaning ―do/make‖ *uma has this PRES in default as umaan. In addition there is a special
present for the Permissive Mood/Middle Voice, as -biin; when certain particles follow the
permissive, e.g., negatives or certain enclitic radicals, the present suffix reduces to -bi- (qua
the permissive inchoative). The permissive present (PRESP) may derive from the definite
future -kiin, with consonantal interchange; this is understandable given that a present
permissive will, pragmatically, anticipate a future situation.

130

The initial ‗w‘ because Threlkeld (1834) records the infinitive ‗Wu-pil-li-ko‘, p. 102.
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282)
Makoro anibaang tataan
makoro ani baang ta -taan
fish MPD 1s(ERG) eat -PRES
―Fish is what I eat‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 12)

The sense here being ‗I eat fish now‘ not in the ―timeless‖ present of habit or generic truths.
But ―timeless‖ uses are possible, at least in questions.
283)
Waakantu minaring tataan?
waakan -tu min -aring ta -taan
crow -ERG what -EXTS eat -PRES
―What does the crow eat?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106)

For declarative expressions with timeless application (either as a generic truth or expressing a
habitual or characteristic property), one could also employ a descriptor modified by the
habitual -kei or verb modified by the habitual -ye; or, for emphasis, use the durative
modification katai;131 one can also simply nominalise the verb with the PRFM -kaan, but that
need not ascribe a durative feature.
There are however some added features that one must take into account. For verbs can be
altered to the various ―voices‖. Also, descriptors can be made into proper verbs by attaching
either the circumstantial (CRC) *ba, the essive (ESS) *ka or causative *ma or any other of the
―voice‖ suffixes: the result of which then stands as an enhanced verb base.

Table 34: Array of Alternations of the Present Tense by Verbitive
Voice
name

symbol

verbitiser

present tense suffix

essive

ESS

-ka-

-kataan

privative

PRV

-pa-

-paan

causative

CAUS

-ma-

-maan

agentive

AGNT

-banga-

-bangaan

instrumental

INS

-bari-

-bariyan 132

spatio-motive

SMV

-wa-/-wo-

-waan

loquentive

LOQ

-ye-

-yaan

paenative

PAEN

-mainga-

-maingaan

vague irrealis

VIRR

-paiyi-

-paiyaan

circumstantial

CRC

-ba-

-bataan

The circumstantial applies to verbitised descriptors only
The voices are derived from the list of available infinitive verbs (which is how Threlkeld
listed the verbs). There are no examples of sentences with the tensed forms—listed in Table
34—below that of the causative voice. But unless irregular processes applied to these other
voices, the present tense, on known principles, should be as in the rightmost column. The
examples we do have are as expected.

131

Vide the Glossary, at DUR (durative) for the probable derivation of this form.

132

Uncertain whether this form should be -bariyan or -bariyaan.
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First, we look at the modification of the present tense to the Causative Voice, based upon the
root *ma. Note that this does not make the verb ―active‖ as such, but only that an actuator (in
ergative case if not elliptical) brings about the essence of the verb-base. For example,
284)
Nanguntutiya pitalmaan
nangun-tu -tiya pital -ma -an
song-ERG-1s(ACC) happy-CAUSE-PRES
―The song gladdens/praises me‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)133

Here the song is the actuator of the speaker‘s happiness. That is, ‗by-song me
caused.to.be.happy‘, or I am made happy by the song.
The next two examples provide instances where the PRES is evidently marked by -paan which
has the appearance of a privative marker. It appears to be used in the context of sentences
having negative modality.
285)
Bunkilaipaan koranura
bun -ki -lai
-p -aan kora -nura
strike -INCH -RCPR -PRV -PRES NEG -2p(ERG)
―Do not be striking one another‖ (or) ―Don‘t fight you lot‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)
286)
Yantipaan kora
yanti -p -aan kora
thus -PRV -PRES NEG
―Do not do so‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)

It might be objected, that promoting yantipaan over and against yantibaan opens the
prospect that there may have been also a special present tense suffix -baan, and indeed we
have one datum without privative or negative sense, that has a suffix that begins with the
labial stop []. The verb-base at issue is given—in its ―infinitive‖ form—as ―wir-ro-bulli-ko‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 103): i.e., wirobaliko. I think here, the reason we have wirobaan
as the present tense in the next datum, is that the verb base for follow is *wiroba.
287)
Nawuwa wirobaanbowantoowatiyaba
na -(wu)wa wiroba -an -bowantoowa -tiya
-ba
see
-IMP follow -PRES -3SF(ERG) -1S(ACC) CRC
―Look while she follows me‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)

8.2.1.1 Permissive Present
In the permissive moods (there are actually three phonetic types: see 8.4) the present tense
suffix is, for some reason, -biin. Unfortunately, despite a good representation of permissive
verbs in the data, none are both declarative and in the present tense. When a negative occurs,
the terminal ‗n‘ relents and we are left with, e.g., ‗…-biyikora…‘ (where *yikora is the verbnegative: v. 10.1.3). Threlkeld exhibits the present tense part as below: it is quoted verbatim
for now.
Búm-mun-bín … banúng I thee permit to strike, or, I let thee strike
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 38)
—— mun-bín bón-báng

I permit him to be

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 43)

The first shows it attached to the verb base for strike, and the second by its affix-regimen.134
In the Standard Orthography, the examples above come out as below.

133

Threlkeld has ‗The song rejoices me‘. Now in this transitive use, perhaps ‗rejoice‘, can mean to
praise. Hence it remains unclear if the sense of the verb pitalmaan should be of being made glad by
the song or that the song is one which praises the speaker.
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288)
Bumanbiinbanung
bu/n -man -biin
banung
strike -PRMA -PRESP 1S(erg)+2S(acc)
―You are permitted by me to strike‖ [something]
——manbiinboonbaang

he is permitted by me to be/do [such-and-such].

In the second, the long dash can be replaced by virtually any other verb-base depending only
on practical conditions of actions or states able to be permitted.

8.2.2 Past Aorist Tense
Threlkeld identifies the simple past as an aorist tense. He would have been alluding to a past
form found in Ancient Greek. The Greek aorist is an ―indefinite‖ tense. Thus, the past aorist
forms a reference to an indefinite past moment, considered as a whole Gestalt without
indication of any process or duration. It has three main allomorphic forms. In addition, there
are reciprocal and permissive variants.

Table 35: Past Aorist Tense Suffixes
BASE

cv

EXAMPLE

*ta

cvn

*bun

SENSE

AFFIX

COMMENTS

-kala

Descriptors can be tensed PA by
attaching -kala after either of
the main verbitisers -ba/-ka

-eya

*mumbi (lend), *paipi (appear),
*bowai (grow); there may be
alterations made to the terminus
of the verb-base for tensemarking †

eat
strike

cvcei

*wupi

put away

cvcv

*wiya

speak

vcv

*uma

do/make

—ba

*wiroba

follow

-a

Possibly, there are verb bases of
the form *ngirati (give:food). If
so, the PA may come out as

(—i)-ya

† Among the cvcei-type bases, there is a variant-form terminating -ai: e.g., the verb *bowai
from bowaikaliko—‗bo-ai-kul-li-ko‘ as ‗to grow of itself‘ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 100)—would
yield the PA form bowaiya or boweya.

8.2.2.1 Past form -kala: disyllabic affix
For verb bases ending in consonants, or which are vowel-terminal but monosyllabic, the past
aorist is formed by affixation of -kala. As with the present tense, Threlkeld tells us that
―[v]erbs in the present and past tenses have their accent on the particles denoting such tense‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 4). Unfortunately, this is insufficiently specific regarding the disyllabic
past affix -kala. It could either be -kalá or -kála. As he speaks of particles, rather than
syllables, perhaps what is meant is that the stress is over the tense-affix rather than the base.
My own feeling is that it falls on the final syllable, viz. -kalá.
289)
Bakabaang kakala
baka -baang ka-kala
anger-1s(ERG) be -PA
―I was angry‖
134

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 112)

Observe that the ―active‖ permissive has the enclitic bearing ergative case to be the permitter while
that bearing accusative case is the permitted actuator of the striking: this is the only setting in which an
accusative marked element can act: the ―active permissive‖ prima facie resembles the antipassive of
language like Dyirbal. However, the function of the verb signifies Permissive mood, and is not an
antipassive.
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290)
Anibulan bunkalanowa
ani-bula -n bun -kala -nowa
MPD-*d-ACC strike-PA-3sm(ERG)
―These are the two that he struck‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115)

(We notice again, how the supposedly 2nd-person dual bula can codify 3rd-person reference.)

8.2.2.2 Past form -a: Ablaut + Stress
Verb bases that end in vowels, and are of at least two syllables, form the past aorist on the
terminal vowel. Verb bases of this sort for which we have examples in the past aorist appear
to terminate in -a anyway, and the tense marker is just this vowel taking the stress of the
whole verb and thereby becoming effectively elongated. We have touched upon some of these
issues in 2.3.2. The four common examples of such verbs are
move *uwa & PA = uwaa (Threlkeld‘s ‗uwá‘ < U-wo-li-ko: (1834) p. 102),
make/do *uma & PA = umaa (Threlkeld‘s ‗umá‘ < U-mul-li-ko: (1834) p. 102),
speak *wiya & PA = wiyaa (Threlkeld‘s ‗wiyá‘ Wi-yel-li-ko: (1834) p. 102),
pierce/spear *tura & turaa (Threlkeld‘s ‗turá‘ Tur-rul-li-ko: (1834) p. 101).
These verbs can be understood to follow one of two (or three, v. 293) rules for the PA affix -a.
291)

Ngalinowa ani umaa
ngali
-nowa
ani
uma -a
MPD(ERG)-3sm(ERG) MPD(ABS) make-PA
―This is he who made this‖

rule-schema 1

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106)

292)
Mumbiyabaang taraikaan
mumbi -a -baang
ta -rai
-kaan
transfer-PA-1s(ERG) MFST-other-PRFM(ABS)
―I have lent it to another‖

rule-schema 2

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)

There may be a third rule-schema, it is posited in case verbs with infinitives like
ngiratimaliko might have a base as *ngirati. As no sentential examples of such verbs exist in
the corpus of data, we can only posit one programmatically.
293)
Ngiratiyabitiyaba
ngirati -ya
-bi
-tiya
-ba
give:food-PA -2s(ERG) -1s(ACC) -CIRC
―You gave food to me‖

rule-schema 3

(Hypothetical reconstruction)

Note that the third rule differs from rule-schema 2, by the fact that the palatal approximant in
the second rule proceeds phonotactically (terminus -i becomes -y-), but I should think, if ruleschema 3 were valid, that the high anterior vowel would not relent and a palatal approximant
would occur epenthetically. Other verbs, whose bases are perhaps more credible than
*ngirati, include ―Mót-til-li-ko, To pound with a stone, as a pestle and mortar‖ (Threlkeld
(1834) p. 98), yielding mootiliko, *mooti and thus mootiya. On the other hand, it might seem
better—if not demonstrably truer—to assign to these indeterminate verbs the PA -kala. Such
decisions may be left to the community.

8.2.2.3 Permissive Past Aorist
{PRESP = -biin}  {PAP = -biya}
The procedure for this form is quite simple, relenting the terminal nasal and attaching the low
anterior vowel (a), thereby prompting a precursor palatal glide from the high anterior vowel.
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8.2.2.4 Future Aorist
As with the past, the simple future is indefinite, and styled ‗aorist‘. The form is simple by the
addition of the affix -nan. One difference is that in the future aorist the stress falls on the
penultimate syllable. Thus, where *TA is the base of ‗eat‘ then tanan (will eat) is stressed
tánan not ‗tanán‘. Where *WIYA is the base of ‗speak‘ then wiyanan (will speak) is stressed
wiyánan, not wiyanán nor wíyanan.

Table 36: Future Aorist Tense Suffixes
ABBREVIATION

NAME

DEFAULT

FA

future aorist

nan

What distinguishes the future aorist forms in general is that the terminal future affix is
unstressed, and stress falls on the penult. Thus,
speak(s)

wiyaan

[
 
 
 ]

PRES

spoke

wiyaa

[
 
 
 ]

PA

will speak

wiyanan

[
 
 
 ]

FA

This prosodic feature applies also to the reciprocal future aorist. Indeed, the future tense affix
attaches unmodified to the unmodified reciprocal affix: it is agglutinative in the future aorist,
rather than synthetic. For this once representing the stress on the penult graphically, we can
illustrate the point as below.
294)
Waitawaalbaang uwanan
waita -waal135-baang uwa -a -nan
depart-DES -1s(ERG) move|STRESS|-FA
―I am determined, I will to go‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 123)

Normally, the stress is not given overtly in the parsing model, but it is shown here for the
record.

8.2.3 Continuative Aspects
The continuative aspect in Awabakal indicates an action being continued in some manner,
either as a prolonged span of state, a process or a repetition for percussive actions like
striking. It is nonetheless to be distinguished from the Iterative Aspect and the Durative
Modification (8.2.6). The continuative is indicated for the present by the suffix -in, and for
the past aorist by the suffix -ela. However, sometimes the inceptive inflection -li- can be
reduplicated and this increases the intensity of the continuative, yielding what I am calling the
persistive aspect (PSTV). Compare the two following data.
295)
Pirapirabara kakiliin untelitin
pira-pira -bara
ka -ki -li -in
unte136-li -tin
tire-tire-3p(ERG) be-INCH-INC-CP dance -INC-INSTRN
―They are becoming tired because of the dancing‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113)

135

Threlkeld is not consistent in placing the diacritic over the ‗á‘ in the word * WAAL, but there are
enough instances of the accented form which—when added to its appearance as ‗wahl‘ in Threlkeld
(1827)—suggests that the syllable is at least stressed in the clausal sequence, thus warranting the
rendition as waal.
136

The question of how to analyse verbs, such as this one, which either have no inchoate morpheme, or
it is assimilated into the stem (for *unte the ―inchoative‖ would be *te < ti) is examined in 8.5.
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296)
Wibi kakililiin wareya
wibi ka -ki -li -li -in wareya
wind be-INCH-INC-PSTV-CP little
―The wind is lessening‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114)

While 295 states simply that the dancing is a current process/activity, 296 expresses an extra
degree of continuative process, especially suited to this datum which expresses that windstrength continues to lessen in force. In a sense, then, the first inceptive affix remains neutral
with respect to the CP and the CP is consequently a marker of 1st-order continuity. But when
the INC is extruded it marks a 2nd-order value of continuity ranging here with scope over the
descriptor wareya in addition to the verb-base: thus is wareya not ―little‘ but ―lessening‖.
Note also that it is only a convention that we parse the second inceptive as persistive. To be
strict, albeit pedantic, we should add a whole new line as illustrated below.
Wibi kakililiin wareya
wibi ka -ki -li -li -in wareya
wind be-INCH-INC-INC -CP little
wind be-INCH-| -PSTV |-CP little
―The wind is lessening‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114)

In the past aorist, the continuative is made by the suffix -ela, typically preceded by an
epenthetic y, owing to it attaching always to the high front vowel i, of the inceptive
morpheme. Now, we can state the reason why the continuative present is broken down into
-li -in
-INC-CP
rather than more intuitively parse the whole as CP, is in order to accommodate the persistive,
i.e., where ‗li‘ is reduplicated, making liliin, as
-li
-li -in
-INC -PRSV –CP
Accordingly, while it may not be descriptively accurate of the syllables themselves, either to
name them this way, or decompose them this way, it does not mar the analysis, if the
convention is understood, and it provides for easier learning this way since the build-up is
additive (or agglutinative). That is, we simply name each formant and show how they are
combined. Now let us continue.
297)
Kapiribaang kakiliyela
kapiri -baang ka -ki -li -ela
hungering-1s(ERG) be-INCH-INC-PI
―I was then experiencing hunger‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113)137

298)
Bunkililiyelaboonbaang tananbiba uwaa
bun -ki -li -li -ela -boon
-baang
tanan
-bi
-ba uwa -a
strike-INCH-INC-PRSTV-PI-3sm(ACC)-1s(ERG) approach-2s(ERG)-CRC move-PA
―I was beating him when you arrived‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)
Another feature of the continuative that is worth noting is its occurrence in emphatic contexts.
299)
Bunkililiyabinung
bun -ki -li
-li -ya
-binung
strike-INCH-INC-PRSTV-IMPC-2s(ERG)+3sm(ACC)
―Give him a good thrashing‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 117)

Continuatives occur also for certain definite tenses and will be examined in 8.3.

137

Threlkeld provides the odd, ―I was an hungered‖ for the free translation, his gloss is ‗hungry I was
being‘.
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There appears to be no future aorist form of continuative. Perhaps it is redundant owing to the
existence of what I have called the durative signalled by the particle, or auxiliary, katai, and
another particle called the iterative kateya: v. 8.2.8 on the iterative and durative). There is a
future definite continuative and we examine that in 8.3.5.1.

8.2.4 Reflexive & Reciprocal Aspects
Awabakal requires special inflections to indicate reflexive and reciprocal actions: these help
to coordinate person/number agreement. In the present tense, the reflexive and reciprocal are
identical and the sense determined by the person and number of the attached enclitic(s). When
reference is singular, the suffix -laan is the present tense reflexive (PRESRX).
300)
Ngatowa umalaan
ngatowa uma -laan
1s(NOM) done-PRESRX
I do reflexively
―I have done it (applied body-paint) myself‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 15)

When more than one referent or theme is at issue in a clause, then the suffix -laan is the
present tense reciprocal (PRESR).
301)
Kowakilaanbara
kowa -ki -laan -bara
quarrel-INCH-PRESR-3p(ERG)
―They are quarrelling with each other‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 109)

The difference then, in the present tense, between reflexive and reciprocal is in the number of
the pronominal enclitic: for singular enclitics, it is reflexive but, for dual or plural enclitics, it
is reciprocal. Following are two interesting uses of the present reciprocal.
302)
Mulubinba kalaanbowantoowa
Mulubinba ka -laan -bowantoowa
PLACE.NAME be-PRESR -3sf(ERG)
‗she and Mulubinba are together reciprocally‘
―She belongs to Newcastle‖ (i.e., to Mulubinba)
Anibowantoowa Ireland kalaan
bowantoowa Ireland
ka -laan
MPD
3sf(ERG) PLACE.NAME be -PRESR
she and Ireland are together reciprocally
―This she belongs to Ireland (or Irish)‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 14)

303)
ani

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 14)

Hence, for any place named X.ba, anibowantoowa X.ba kalaan entails that it be true that the
woman is a native X-Lander; clearly the Awabakal people lived a highly mobile nomadic lifestyle, but the point of datum 302 is that the woman in question would be of the particular clan
that saw Mulubinba as its special ―home-ground‖.138 The use, then, of the reciprocal verb, in
302 and 303, has both a ―timeless‖ present tense sense about it, and indicates an inalienable
property; it must be codified in a manner approaching the fourth lines in each of 302 and 303:
i.e., being together reciprocally, a place and a person. This is an interesting indicator of the
ontological conception of PLACE as construed in the common metaphysics of Aboriginal
cultures. Truly it is, then, that person and place are equal members in a relation of inalienable
co-possession.
There is a separate reflexive for the past definite tense (-leyan), probably deriving from the
past definite -keyan: i.e., via
138

This is probably false factually. The clan whose ‗home-ground‖ was nearest Newcastle centred on
Baataabaa (a region of modern-day Belmont); Threlkeld has composed 302 to illustrate the idiom, and
taken a liberty vis-à-vis the ―demographic‖ facts.
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Synthetic ―origin‖ of reflexive past definite inflection
+ PD

lai + (k)eyan 

RCPR

PDRX

leyan

304)
Poorkaleyantiya wonaiyemowamba
poor -ka -lai -eyan -tiya wonai -emo -amba
drop-ESS-RCPR-PD-1s(ACC) child-1s(ROOT)-POSS
―My child is born to me‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 125)

There is no over-riding reason to treat -leyan as agglutinative, and we can parse it more
simply as shown below.
305)
Kauwa wiyaleyanbaang, ngatowabo
kauwa, wiya-leyan -baang, ngatowa -bo
yes, speak -PARX -1s(ERG), 1s(NOM)-RFLX
―Yes, I have been talking to myself‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)

In addition, it works for any grammatical person of singular number (the logical subject, in
the next datum, is panal the sun).139
306)
Keyawaraanowa wapa yantita panalba poolongkaleyan
keyawai-raan -nowa
uwa -pa yanti-ta
panal-ba poolong-ka-leyan
NEG -PRESN-3sm(ERG) move-PRIV
as-MFST sun -CRC sinking-ESS -PAR
―He had not yet come when the sun was sinking‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124)
There are no examples in the dual number, but there should be no difference in making the
reflexive in that person.

8.2.5 Privative Reciprocal
This next datum is also construed by Threlkeld as a reciprocal but the suffix is distinct. He
writes it ‗Yanoa búnkillai bán kora‘, thus interpreting baan as the enclitic radical modified to
present tense. Now, the suffix -baan is not anywhere recorded as a reciprocal: rather the
reciprocity of this next datum is given by the expected verb-affix -lai-. In this case, it might
be argued that there is a higher likelihood of búnkillai bán being an erratum for ‗búnkillailán‘
and thus, we should have bunkilailaan instead. However much it may seem plausible to
doubt the suffix or enclitic particle -baan, there are two data (307, 308) with the same feature:
each is admonitory. So perhaps, what we really have is a privative reciprocal with the sense
of depriving the situation of its reciprocity: i.e., the privative here is not so much to negate—
or support the negation—of the verb-base, but rather as a semantic value denying the
reciprocity, or invoking the situation to be deprived of the reciprocity. For this reason, I will
write the feature with a ‗p‘ replacing the ‗b‘.

139

307)
Bunkilaipaan koranura
bun -ki -lai -pa -an kora -nura
strike-INCH-RCPR-PRIV-PRES NEG-2p(ERG)
―Do not be fighting one another‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)

308)
Yanowa bunkilaipaan kora
yanowa bun -ki -lai -pa -an kora
let:be strike-INCH-RCPR-PRIV-PRES NEG
―Cease fighting‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 117)

It is true that sun and moon have personifications, but there are distinct names. The moon qua object
is yelena, but its person is Poontobang (a man); the sun qua object is panal, and its person (a woman)
is possibly Yurowa: it is included in the terms of the Mss, so either it is a dialect variant, or this
indicates the sun by her name.
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Perhaps then, we can define -laipaan, as the privative reciprocal, which denies or censures
the reciprocity of an action, activity, state, etc., rather than denying the action, etc., itself.

8.2.6 Past form -laala: Past Aorist Reciprocal
In the reciprocal aspect, the double a of -laala, representing Threlkeld‘s lála, implies that the
stress should fall on the penult of these verbs. Possibly, this form derives from the following
etymological process.
-lai- + -a → -lay + -a → -laa+la
RCPR + PA
→
PAR
This makes sense from the hypothesis that the lateral segment is laminal, but I would not
think that it provides any support ēo ipso for that hypothesis.
309)

Antabalibi wiyelaala yuraki
anta
-bali
-bi
wiya-laala
yuraki
this:place-1d(ERG)-2s(ERG) speak-PAR previously (or a while back)
―This is where we spoke together that time‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 128)

310)
Bunkilaalabalinowa, Bulai wonaibalinowaba
bun -ki-laala -bali
+nowa
Bulai wonai -bali
+nowa -ba
strike-INCH-PAR-1d(ERG)+3sm(ERG) NAME child-1D(erg)+3sm(ERG)-CRC (when)
―When Bulai and I were children we used to fight one another‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 117)

8.2.7 Reciprocal Future Aorist
An indeterminacy arises for the reciprocal future tense. Threlkeld is careful to insist that
[i]n the future tenses the accent is always on the last syllable but one, whether the word
consists of two or more syllables (Threlkeld (1834) p. 4).

However, when he defines the reciprocal future aorist as ‗lun-nun‘, e.g., ―ka-ki-lun-nun‖ i.e.,
―will remain with each other‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 41), it becomes unclear if it should be
kakilaanan or kakiilanan, such that stress now regresses to the antepenult.140 Now although
lexical prosody should seem to be a type of feature that Threlkeld would not have got wrong,
I suspect, nonetheless, that it is not the latter. Let me explain.
I suspect that the mechanics of this aspectual tense feature concerns the process of the front
vowel of the RCPR -lai-, retaining its time-spot, but assimilating to its predecessor and thereby
becoming -laanan. Otherwise, if ‗lun-nun‘ is to be taken ―as read‖, then the Reciprocal
Future Aorist would be -lanan: we follow the former convention here, but the matter is
somewhat arbitrary given the evidence.
311)
Bunkilaananbula
bun -ki-laanan -bula
strike-INCH -FAR-*d(ERG)141
―Those two are going to fight each other‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 117)

8.2.8 Iterative Aspect and the Durative Modification
The iterative aspect of Awabakal occurs with the affix -eya often with an epenthetic
consonant. The durative is built on the essive *KA, to which, just perhaps, is added an
apparent derivative of *ta as tai which has, by itself, no known particular meaning. At any
rate katai has the functional sense to say of something that it endures for considerable time.

140

It is not known if it is significant that Threlkeld did not record it as ‗lán-nun‘ or ‗la-nun‘.

141

Here the 2d(ERG) denotes a 3d(ERG) reference.
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8.2.8.1 The Iterative Modification
Naturally, the iterative on -eya, it must be distinguished from those verbs, such as paipiya,
wupiya, etc., which have -eya as the PA.142
312)
Piriwalbi kateyaka
piriwal
-bi
ka -eya -ka
chieftain-2s(ERG) be-ITER-ESS
―Be chieftain again‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115)

I take 312 as a request or suggestion to one who the speaker desires to be chieftain.
313)
Yuringbinung bunkeya yakita
yuring
-binung
bun -eya yakita
away-2s(ERG)+3sm(ACC) strike-ITER now
―Go, strike him again now‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118)

Datum 313, shows us two matters. Firstly, we se that the essive particle ka is not always
included in verbs modified by the iterative aspect, although it very frequently does
accompany eya; one additional pattern to note, among the data illustrating the iterative aspect,
is that when a pronominal enclitic attaches to the verb, it attaches to the essive ka, although
not in every instance of ITER+ESS does -ka have a pronominal enclitic attached to it.
Otherwise put, -eya does not, by itself, support pronominal enclitics. Secondly, when we
compare 313 with 314, we find that the epenthetic consonant preceding -eya (ITER) seems
susceptible to idiolectic performance (or garbling in the record). For instance, for the base
*bun we find both bunkeya as above, and bunteya as in the following, without any obvious
distinction of interpretation.
314)
Ma! bunteyakatiya
ma bun -eya -ka -tiya
do strike-ITER-ESS-1s(ACC)
―Go on! Strike me again‖ (I dare you!)

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 119)

Not all verbs require the epenthetic consonant, however.
315)
Wiyeyakabitiya; kaaraatiya wiyela
wiya-eya -ka
-bi
-tiya ; kaaraa -tiya wiya -la
tell -ITER-ESS-2s(ERG)-1s(ACC) ; slowly-1s(ACC) speak-IMP
―Tell me again; speak distinctly‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 128)143
I suspect that verbs such as ―make/do‖ *uma, ―use/work:at‖ *uba and ―move‖ *uwa also
omit the epenthetic consonant, yielding the iteratives umeya, ubeya and uweya. It would
bring about a certain ambiguity for verbs the bases of which end -ei, such as *paipi, *wupi,
*mumbi, such that simply adding the iterative yields, e.g., mumbiya, and thus identity would
obtain between the PA and the ITER. Unfortunately, we have no available examples of any of
these verbs in the iterative aspect. The proposal, here, is to suppose that—to avoid
ambiguity—the iterative for these is made by epenthesis: thus mumbiya is the past aorist
form, and the iterative emerges as mumbiteya.
Intriguingly, the iterative also has a role in hortative and subjunctive expressions in which it
appears to lose its sense as an iterative. This is examined in 8.3.4.

142

There also appears to be an additional sense of kateya in the subjunctive mood, coupled with kan.
This is explored in 8.2.10.
143

There is also a special form for the speech verb. Recall that the infinitive for speech is wiyeliko.
There is another form ―Wi-ya-yeliko, To speak in reply, to answer‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 102). The
base of this, would be *wiyaye the PRES wiyayaan and the PA wiyayaa and this needs to be
distinguished from the iterative.
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8.2.8.2 The Durative “Auxiliary”
The durative modification is signalled by the particle katai (it is probably enclitic, but at this
stage we are treating it, orthographically, as a particle). Threlkeld defines thus: ―Yan-ti ka tai
[yanti katai] hence forward, for ever, literally, thus always‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 76).
Unfortunately, it has sparse representation in the corpus of data. It occurs in the above
definition of a phrase, and in two sentential data in the 1834 corpus. The durative particle
katai carries the sense ‗will be being‘ but it does not exclude the present, insofar as can be
seen.
316)
Bunkilaibara yanti katai
bun -ki -lai
-bara yanti katai
strike-INCH-RCPR-3p(ERG) as DUR
―They are always fighting amongst themselves‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 119)

The next datum is worth examining, too, because it forms a somewhat surprising, counterintuitive, idiom.
317)
Koriyenkakilinan yanti katai
koriyen-ka -ki -li -nan yanti katai
not -ESS-INCH-INC-FA as DUR
―To be miserable for ever‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114)

It might, at first, seem that 317 ―should‖ express ‗not will-be thus always‘ and so corresponds
to an English sentence ―It won‘t be like this forever‖. However, the key to its understanding is
that we have a negative word made into a verb. In short, the sentence of 317 expresses
‗Being-in-a-negative-state thus always‘ and in this way conveys the idea of being miserable
forever.
There are several instances of the durative in the Gospel translation, as Threlkeld makes use
of it to speak of ―forever‖, ―eternity‖, ―everlasting (after)life‖ and so forth. However, I do not
myself believe that it had this sense in traditional times. It would depend on context: things
that endure forever—landscape, traditions, laws, the dreaming, spirits and what have you
naturally take this ―eternal‖ sense by default. But for ordinary things, properties, conditions
and relations, they would be considered, weighed and interpreted in their contexts.
Nevertheless, as we found with datum 317, the phrase yanti katai can certainly mean
―always‖ i.e., as long, perhaps, as the remainder of a lifetime. There is another function in
which katai plays a role, and this is in the subjunctive mood, examined at 8.3.4.

8.3 Moods of the Verb
8.3.1 Optative, Purposive & Paenative Moods
8.3.1.1 The Simple Optative Mood
The optative mood (OPT), could often be interpreted as a desiderative. Nevertheless the
optative—noting that in the Sanskrit—is a mood to express the wish, and is thus desiderative
itself. However, the optative is a preferable term, in that it undergoes a strengthening, called
here the purposive (PRP), which expresses a sense close to in order that it may be; the optative
by itself, then, expresses either the wish, as it may that it be (would that it were), or the
speakers guess that something is occurring for such and such a reason. Hence the optative in
Awabakal, ranges between the true optative may that it be and one that expresses maybe is or
maybe because. The root form is *wil. Let us examine a comparison between a sentence
carrying a simple future aorist (318) and sentence carrying a simple optative (319).
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318)
Ngaanbo wainganan nauwaita?
ngaan -bo wainga-nan nauwai -ta
who-RFLX paddle -FA canoe-MFST
―Who will now paddle the canoe?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 16)

319)
Waitangeyn nauwaita waingawil
waita -ngeyn nauwai -ta wainga -wil
depart -1p(ERG) canoe -MFST paddle -OPT
―We depart to row the canoe‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 7)

The free translation provided by Threlkeld for 319, ―We depart to row the canoe‖, does not
indicate the optative sense. However, the idea behind it is that is speaker is saying that the
party is leaving because they want to go for a paddle, perhaps for its own sake, or perhaps to
go fishing, etc. Another example of the simple optative is next.
320)
Waitabali wawil yakita
waita -bali uwa -wil yakita
depart-1d(ERG) move-OPT now
―Let us go now‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 8; replacing ‗Thou and I will go now‘)
The sense, here, is that the speaker wants to leave now. The optative sense is clearer in the
next two data.
321)
Bowangkaliya ngarawil
bowang-ka -li -ya ngara-wil
arise -INCH-INC-IMPR hear -OPT
―Stand up that you may hear‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 22)144

322)
Wiyabalibaang wawil
wiya -bali -baang uwa -wil
say-1d(ERG)-1s(ERG) move-OPT
―I wish you to go with me‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 122)

8.3.1.2 The Purposive Mood (OPT+PRP)
A stronger form of this mood is made by adding -kowa to -wil. This results in the purposive
mood. There are no occurrences of the purposive *kowa occurring on its own identified by
Threlkeld, but there may be one such datum (323). The affix *kowa is found in two parts of
the verb. In one role it reinforces the optative, apparently strengthening the sense in order
that, for the purpose of that already emerges from the optative. In this role it is perhaps
tempting to interpret the purposive -kowa to be an adaptation—technically an exaptation—of
the associative case, -owa. However, another role of *kowa occurs in the subjunctive mood,
and the associative sense (together in activity) is no longer compatible. For this reason, the
verb affix *kowa is only phonetically similar to an associative case, and requires independent
analysis as the purposive element.
The only possible contender for a modified by kowa where it does not attach to the optative
wil, is the following.
323)
Tirangbangalaboon bowangkalikowanowa
tirang -banga -la -boon bowang-ka -li -kowa -nowa
awake-AGNT-IMP-3sm(ACC) arise-INCH-INC-PRP-3sm(ERG)
―Wake him to get up‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 129)
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Actually an erratum occurs here. Under the word ‗ngur-row-wil, Threlkeld correctly writes ―Hearmay-that‖ but in the right-hand margin his free translation is ―Stand up (that) (you) may see‖.
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However, Threlkeld defined kowa also as the continuative infinitive, but it may be that he
misconstrued this datum; although the definition occurs among the verb conjugations
Threlkeld (1834) pp. 45, 49). There is no real reason to doubt his assessment of the
continuative infinitive, but datum 323 is the only example of the modification in a sentence,
and it can easily be interpreted as a purposive rather than a continuative (we revisit this datum
again in the section on infinitives: 8.5.1).
In the next three data, the combined sense of wish and purpose are patent.
324)
Wiyalatiya ngarawilkowabaangnu
wiya-la -tiya ngara-wil-kowa
-baangnu
tell-IMP-1s(ACC) hear -OPT-PRP-1s(ERG)+3sn(ACC)
―Do tell me, so that I may know it‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 22)

325)
Tanan, kaayi, nawilkowa ani
tanan kaayi
na -wil-kowa ani
approach ahoy see -OPT -PRP MPD
―Come over here so that you may see it‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 22)

326)
Kabo, kabo, wawilkowangeyn
ka -bo, ka -bo, uwa -wil -kowa -ngeyn
be RFLX be RFLX, move -OPT -PRP -1P(ERG)
―Wait, hold up, so that we may go too‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 7)

We could have called these moods the weak (-wil) and strong (-wilkowa) purposives, since
even the former seem to indicate a purpose behind the action, but it seems to me that the
―optative‖ is more to the expression of the wish, while the ―purposive‖ is definite in the
expression of a desire to fulfil a certain purpose: hence the titles chosen for these moods. One
last example should seal the purposive sense of -wilkowa.
327)
Kotarubitiya nguwa buwilkowaboonbaang
kotar -u
-bi
-tiya
ngu -wa bu/n-wil-kowa -boon -baang
cudgel-ERG-2s(ERG)-1s(ACC) give-IMP strike-OPT-PRP-3s(ACC)-1s(ERG)
―Give me a cudgel so that I may beat him‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)

8.3.1.3 The Paenative Mood
A modification I have called the Paenative Mood forms a special kind of irrealis, with the
general sense of almost happened: the affix is -mainga-. By its appearance, this affix seems
to combine the causative -ma- with the second element of the agentive -ba.nga-. If so then
the combination of the two affirmative causal elements cancel each other to produce an
element meaning ‗not-succeed‘. On the other hand, it may be a phonetic illusion: it is parsed,
therefore, as a whole unit.
328)
Ngaanke tetikamaingaa?
ngaan-ke teti -ka -mainga-a
who -QESS dead-ESS -PAEN -PA
―Who was as good as dead?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114)145

329)
Tetibaang kamaingaa
teti -baang ka-mainga-a
dead-1s(ERG) be -PAEN -PA
―I was as good as dead‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114)146

145

Reading this sense for Threlkeld‘s ‗Who had like to have been dead?‘, where ‗like‘ means ‗in that
manner‘.
146

Reading this sense for Threlkeld‘s ‗I had like to have been dead?‘, compare n. 132.
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330)
Bumaingaatiya wontobaangba maraa
bu/n-mainga-a -tiya wonto -baang -ba mara-a
strike -PAEN-PA-1s(ACC) where-1s(ERG)-CIRC run-PA
―I would have been struck but I ran away‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118)

331)
Ngumaingaabiin ani wontabiba keyawai
ngu-mainga-a -biin ani wonto -bi
-ba keyawai
give -PAEN-PA-2s(ACC) MPD where-2s(ERG)-CIRC NEG
―It would have been given you, but you would not have it‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)
We can see that each of these moods, the optative, purposive and paenative, are forms of the
broader class of modifications called the irrealis. The first two speak of what might be or
might become, while the latter speaks of what might have been but for an arbitrarily small
degree lacking.

8.3.2 Desiderative and Jussive Moods
The desiderative mood is one of strong desideration or implies a form of necessitation (or
mental determination) or indicates an avowal of truth: it is marked by the particle waal. It is
not a verb affix as such, but attaches like an enclitic. For example:
332)
Ngatowabowaal wiyaabowanoowan
ngatowa -bo -waal wiya -a-bowanoowan
1s(NOM)-RFLX-DES speak-PA -3sf(ACC)
―I spoke to her myself‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 4)

333)
Ngatowabowaalbowanoowan bunkiliin
ngatowa -bo -waal-bowanoowan bun -ki -li -in
1s(NOM)-RFLX-DES -3sf(ACC) strike-INCH-INC-CP
―It is I myself who is beating her‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 4)

In these two data, the DES enclitic attaches to the reflexive to aver to the truth that it was ―I
myself‖ who spoke to her/beat her. I believe that this truth-averring function is indicated by
waal following the reflexive bo.
In its ―immediate desiderative‖ sense, it attaches directly to a verb base and indicates a matter
to be resolved or accomplished with urgency.
334)
Ubawaalbaang warai bangai
uba -waal -baang warai bangai
work:at-DES-1s(ERG) spear today
―I shall make a spear today‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 11)

It can also attach after any tense marker, and in this usage, it can impart confidence in a
desired matter: i.e., it would not be used by the speaker if the speaker was not in favour of the
predicted development.
335)
Piriwal kananwaalbi
piriwal ka-nan-waal -bi
chieftain be-FA -DES-2s(ERG)
―You will certainly be chief‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113)

When attached to ordinary descriptors, it normally emphasises strong desire; but can also
impart wilful determination.
336)
Waitawaalbaang uwanan
waita-waal -baang uwa-nan
depart-DES-1s(ERG) move-FA
―I am determined, I will go‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113)

There are no other data amongst the corpus to illustrate the obligative sense assumed by
Threlkeld, which at least possibly was a use to which Threlkeld extended the particle for the
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Gospel translation. Obligation, or demands, can also be expressed in other ways, by using the
imperative -wa or -la; in addition, the particle ma can be used imperatively with the sense of
‗Do!‘ and placed at the beginning or end of the sentence. But there is one datum, using a
different formula which expresses a demand presuming obligation on the part of the addressee
to comply.

8.3.2.1 The Jussive Mood
337)
Korakowabitiya wiyaan? Bala wiyala!
kora-kowa -bi
-tiya
wiya -an
ba -la wiya -la
NEG-PRP-2s(ERG)-1s(ACC) speak-PRES CRC-IMP speak-IMP
―Why do you not talk to me? Speak you must!‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 20)
This datum is interesting because it is the one record of the form bala, which appears no more
than the CRC enclitic with an imperative suffix. The reason it is not analysed as an enclitic
attachment is as follows. Say that, speaking prosodically the sentence of 337 is
Korakowabitiyawiyaanbala? Wiyala! (or Korakowabitiyawiyaanbala?wiyala!). I would
therefore argue that the written form requires two interdependent clauses, marked,
respectively by the question mark and exclamation mark. At any rate, the way 337 expresses
obligation appears to be by the imperative reading of *ba, which often carries a sense close to
that of ―happens‖ or ―withal‖ (v. 9.3.1). So, one gloss of bala could be expressed as ―make it
happen‖.

8.3.3 The Imperative and Emphatic Parts of the Verb
Table 37: Imperative Suffixes
ENVIRONMENT

FORM

COMMENTS

follows u

-wa

e.g., nguwa ‗Give!‘ ; note, *bun becomes buwa ‗Strike!‘

rare:

-ra

maan = ‗takes‘ ; maara = take!

follows other vowels

-la

may sometimes replace -ya; is used for descriptors

follows i

-ya

possibly continuative

reciprocal

-laa

uncertain: only one datum

8.3.3.1 The “Common” Form -la
This forms the most common imperative suffix, and occurs after any vowel except u and i; it
may, however, also alternate for -ya after the vowel i, and is the form used to make
imperative remarks from descriptor-bases.
338)
Kaibalabowanoowan
kai -ba -la-bowanoowan
call-INCH-IMP -3sf(ACC)
―Call her‖
339)
Ngiyakaingeyn wala
ngiyakai -ngeyn uwa -la
this:way-1p(ERG) move-IMP
―We shall go this way‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 14)

There is a special, reduplicated imperative style for the movement-verb *uwa.
340)
Tanantiya wala-wala buntaantiya bati kiriin kiriin
tanan
-tiya
uwa -la -uwa -la bun -taan -tiya
bati kiriin kiriin
approach-1s(ACC) move-IMP move-IMP strike-PRES-1s(ACC) more:so pain-pain
―Come to me, make haste, I am beat more and in pain‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115)
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341)
Anowaboon umala
anowa-boon uma-la
DD -3s(ACC) do-IMP
―Do it to him!‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 15)

342)
Wiyalanura; ngatowa waita
wiya -la -nura; ngatowa waita
speak-IMP-2p(ERG) ; 1s(NOM) depart
―You all keep talking, but I must leave‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 7)

343)
Bunanowatiyapa, turalabinung
bun -nan -nowa
-tiya -pa,
tura -la
-bi+nung
strike-FA-3sm(ERG)-1s(ACC)-PRV pierce-IMP-2s(ERG)+3sm(ACC)
―If he strikes me then you spear him‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 25)
NOTE: more usually, the accusative enclitic precedes the ergative
3sm(ERG)+1s(ACC) relation occasionally shows nowa.tiya (v. 6.4).

enclitic, but the

8.3.3.2 The Palatal -ya
Following the high anterior vowel [] the form of imperative suffix becomes -ya, which may
just be -la having undergone lenition following the high anterior vowel.
Threlkeld defines ‗li-a‘ as the continuative imperative ‗ka-kil-li-a‘ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 42).
However, one cannot see, among the examples, that there is any continuative sense involved
via the suffix ēo ipso.
344)
Bowangkaliya ngarawil
bowang -ka -li -ya ngara-wil
arise -INCH -INC -IMP hear -OPT
―Stand up that you may hear‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 22)

It is however found with the extended continuative, or verb in the persistive aspect.
345)
Bunkililiyabinung
bun
-ki -li
-li -ya
-binung
strike -INCH -INC -PRSTV -IMP -2s(ERG)+3sm(ACC)
strike-and-continue-to-beat
―Go give him a thorough thrashing‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 117)

But the reason, here (345), is just that because the imperative follows the inceptive -li, it
follows a high, anterior, vowel as before.
The following datum has been difficult to analyse, but may also contain an example of the
IMP suffix attached to a reciprocal formant. First, because it is a puzzling datum, it is better to
set it out verbatim as occurs in the source.
Min-nung bah-nun i yah be loah ?
What-will do-will Thee (passive.)
What will become of thee?

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 11; verbatim)

By noting that ‗i‘ represented the same sound as ‗I‘ (and ‗high‘, etc.) in 1827, we can
ascertain that there occurs the RCPR formant -ai- in the datum.
346)
Minangbananaiyabilowa?
min -ang -ba -nan -ai -ya
-bilowa
what-ACC-CIRC-FA-RCPR-IMP-2s(ACC)+3sm(ERG)
―What will he do to you?‖
―What will become of you?‖

(literal morphemic sense)
(attested idiom)

One would expect that the RCPR + IMP should indicate a reciprocal inter-relation, but here it is
plainly transitive, with the addressee the evident anticipated victim: the enclitic bilowa marks
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it explicitly as transitive. If the -ai- here is the reciprocal, as that syllable typically marks, it
must impart a sense somewhat obscure from the perspective of the English sense of
‗reciprocal‘. It is true that reciprocally modified verbs tend not to have transitive enclitics
(though some have logically transitive interpretations: e.g., 310 with bunkilaibalinowa where
bali+nowa is the exclusive dual denoting the 1s(ERG) and a 3sm(ERG), here, fighting each
other). So, just perhaps, the idea is that the reciprocal formant converts the simple transitive
―What will he do to you?‖ into the more contemplative ―What will become of you?‖ as
Threlkeld had glossed (though the manner of this conversion is semantically obscure).
Ultimately, then, this datum cannot be said to have been fully interpreted with any confidence
thus far.

8.3.3.3 The Labial -wa
When the preceding vowel is u the imperative affix is -wa, though the vowel is quite volatile
and susceptible to emotive modulation, often becoming rounded (v. 2.2).
347)
Makorotiya nguwa!
makoro-tiya
ngu -wa
fish-1s(ACC) give-IMP
―Give me fish! ‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)

This suffix is interesting in that it occurs where the preceding vowel is u even when a codaconsonant occurs after it. That is, -wa prompts the elision of a terminal suffix in a consonantterminal verb base, e.g., *bun (strike).147
348)
Tibinbi buwa makitu!
tibin -bi
bu/n -wa makit -u
bird-2s(ERG) strike-IMP musket-ERG
―Shoot the bird with the musket‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)

Monosyllabic, vowel-terminal, verbs appear to accrue a syllable prior to the imperative suffix
-wa. Two data suggest this.
349)
―Weah be, unte kahl ta-ow-wah ?‖
Wiyabi, antikal tawuwa!
wiya -bi
anti -kal ta+(wu)-wa
say-2s(ERG) MPD-PRTV eat -IMP
―Here, eat some of this!‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 17)

350)
―Nah-ow-wah ! nah-ow-wah ! nurur.‖
Nawuwa! Nawuwanura!
na+(wu)-wa na+(wu)-wa -nura
see -IMP see
-IMP -2p(ERG)
―Look! Look, you all!‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 21)

A third datum reveals that the imperative of be forms a common term of agreement,
essentially, ―yes‖.
351)
Kawuwa, kauwalaang ani
ka+(wu)-wa, kauwal-laang ani
be
-IMP
large -PROP MPD
―Yes, it‘s very powerful ‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 112)

The verb *uma also has an isotopic imperative form, such that it reduces to the form of the
causative root *ma (353, 354); otherwise, the IMP occurs as umala (352).

147

I have replaced Threlkeld‘s Musket with makit because while it is quite possible that some speakers
had (at least partially) assimilated the sibilant ‗s‘, the official orthography lacks it.
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352)
Anowaboon umala!
anowa-boon uma-la
DD-3s(ACC) do-IMP
―Do it to him!‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 15)

353)
Ma! Bunteyakatiya
ma bun -eya -ka -tiya
do strike-ITER-ESS-1s(ACC)
―Smite me again‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 119)

354)
Wiyaangaiyangeyranbara yanti; ma!
wiya-a-ngaiya-ngeyran -bara
yanti;
ma!
tell -PA -then-1p(ACC)-3p(ERG) thus:&:so; uma+IMP
―They spoke to us in bravado‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 127)

8.3.3.4 The Dual/Plural Reciprocal Imperative
Threlkeld also defines an imperative that suits dual and plural number:
Ka-kil-lá bula

Be one with the other ye two. Confined to the dual & plural
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 42).

There is only one example of the imperative tailored to a plural reciprocal expression. It
seems simple enough, in that the present tense reciprocal has the suffix -laan, and the
imperative is the same but with elision of the terminal nasal, as -laa; it can therefore be seen
that the Dual/Plural Reciprocal Imperative derives from the ―common‖ imperative -la altered
in a certain similitude to the present tense reciprocal -laan. In practice, since the imperative
suffix is strongly stressed, the acoustic difference between the singular -la and the reciprocal
-laa is revealed only orthographically.
355)
Bunkilaanura
bun -ki -laa
-nura
strike -INCH -IMPR -2p(ERG)
―Fight on you all‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 119)

8.3.4 Hortative Expressions and the Subjunctive Moods
The affix -kan is used to express a modal sense along the line of ‗on the chance that it may be
‘. Some data seem to show it to co-occur with the iterative component -eya (or its
homophone) but the latter does not seem always to signal an iterative sense in this
combination, as we shall see later below.
356)
Maninowa kateyakan
mani
-nowa ka -eya -kan
sick -3sm(ERG) ESS -ITER -SBJ
―He is [becoming] sick again‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114)

I have added ‗becoming‘ because unless this is really Maninowa kateyakaan (i.e., with the
performative suffix) meaning ‗sick he the:relapser‘ the sentence should have less than simple
declarative sense and a more modal force. So, taking this parsing of the datum—rather than of
the also possible kateyakaan—we find the subjunctive directly attached to the
(quasi-)iterative and such that the iterative still appears to have its iterative sense and
function. In my view, the subjunctive makes here a distinction between declarative Being and
modal Becoming.
We have seen the particle *kowa occurring with the particle for optative mood to form the
purposive mood at 8.3.1. The same particle also occurs in other modifications which can be
generally adumbrated into a class expressing hortative and subjunctive messages. Some data
give the appearance of combining the purposive -kowa with the subjunctive -kan, but
syntactically, rather than agglutinatively. That is, in expressions in which there is both a
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regular verb and a descriptor, -kowa occurs on the descriptor, while -kan occurs on the verb:
here, in 357 below, the verb is the iterative form of *ka.
357)
Yanowa, manikowanowa kateyakan
yanowa mani-kowa-nowa ka -eya -kan
leave:be sick -PRP-3s(ERG) ESS-ITER-SBJ
―Leave it be, lest be become sick again‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114)

Thus far we have seen that what appears to be the iterative -eya coincides with the
subjunctive modification. Yet other data show that perhaps -eya has two duties, for it seems
to occur in subjunctive relations, without any implication of iterative sense (and observe that
in the next datum, while having two regular verbs, does not have a descriptor and that -kan
and -kowa occur agglutinatively on the more relevant verb.
358)

Yaribi nutinan bunteyakankowabiin
yari
-bi
nuti -nan bun -eya-kan-kowa -biin
consider-2s(ERG) linger-FA strike-ITER-SBJ -PRP-2s(ACC)
―Do not wait lest you be struck‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118)

But there is a chance that the translation should have said struck again. For we see the
iterative once again on the very same page of Threlkeld (1834).
359)
Yariboon bunteyakanan
yari
-boon
bun -eya -kan-nan
prevent-3sm(ACC) strike-ITER-SBJ -FA
―Prevent him being struck again‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118)148

I do not think that this datum should have been rendered Yariboon bunteya kanan, such that
there are two verbs,
bun -teya ka-nan
strike-ITER be-FA,
and no iterative or subjunctive elements. The fact that Threlkeld glossed ‗being struck again‘
shows he understood it to be the iterative modification
At any rate, there is further evidence that (kat)eya, when combined with subjunctive
particles, does appear to lose its iterative force.
360)
Umabanbiyikora tetikowanowa kateyakan
uma -ban -bi -yi -kora teti-kowa -nowa
ka -teya -kan
do -PRMX-INCP-INCN-NEG dead-PRP-3sm(ERG) be-ITER -SBJ
―Do not let him do it lest he die‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 121)
Here clearly, the referent could not die again, so, though for simplicity we persist with
labelling -teya as ITER, it obviously has an altered function in the subjunctive constructions. It
remains possible, one may suppose, to suggest that kateyakan correlates with
umabanbiyikora rather than with tetikowa, thus, that it should express ‗let him not do it
again lest he die‘. I would, however, resist this interpretation for the following reason.
Though Threlkeld‘s translations are at times contestable, the fact that the purposive attaches
to the descriptor, suggests to me that the subjunction is tetikowa—kateyakan, and therefore,
in the manner commonly noted when a descriptor and verb co-occur in the same sentence.
Accordingly, it seems reasonable to infer that iteration is not the sense at issue, but rather the
subjunctive modality associable with the glossary adverb ‗lest‘. I will explore and recommend
a programmatic assessment of the iterative element in the summary passages of this subsection; but we persist to gloss -eya by ITER.

148

Observe that it is quite difficult to render yari by a universal gloss for every sentence. We examine
this more closely in 10.4.1.
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We note again, though, how the PRP, in 360, attaches to the descriptor rather than to combine
with the verb as happened in 358. Observe now that subjunctive verbs do not carry tense
affixes (adding strength to the analysis of subjunction). A clue that this may be so is found in
the next datum.
361)
Yaribi, uwanan tureyakankowabiin
yari
-bi
uwa-nan tura -eya -kan-kowa -biin
consider-2s(ERG) move-FA pierce-ITER-SBJ -PRP-2s(ACC)
―Do not go lest you be speared [by the men]‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124)149
We see again that when a tensed verb is subjoined by another, the particle kowa stays with
the subjunctive, and the iterative seems to have given over its agglutinate, iterative, sense to
have become synthesised within the hortative modification. Let us now strengthen the
assessment that the component -kankowa, comprises a modification similar to the oldfashioned English adverb ‗lest‘ via the next two data.
362)
Wiwi, tiyirkaleyakankowa anowa spade
wiwi, tiyir -ka -leya -kan-kowa anowa spade
AAP, break-ESS-ITER-SBJ -PRP DD spade
―Mind, lest you break the spade‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 125)150

It is unclear why we have -kaleya in 362, instead of -kateya.
363)
Wiwi, tiyirbariyeyakankowabi anowa spade ngali koolaitu
wiwi tiyir -bari -eya -kan -kowa -bi anowa spade ngali koolai -tu
AAP, break-INSV-ITER -SBJ -PRP -2s(ERG) DD spade DD(ERG) wood -ERG.
―Mind, lest you break the spade with that stick‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 125)151
When there is no tensed verb in the clause, the whole subjunctive modification can go to a
descriptor.
364)
Yanowa, tetibeyakankowanowa
yanowa teti -eya -kan-kowa -nowa
refrain dead-ITER-SBJ -PRP-3sm(ERG)
―Let alone, lest he die‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 127)

In this datum, where there is no tensed verb, but only the descriptor teti, the latter must take
the full weight of the verb morphology; again we see clearly that the iterative has been
assimilated into the hortative modification.
Summary: These hortative forms, ranging syntactically from simple modal expression to
proper subjunctions, expand and enhance the expressive richness of the language in important
ways. The key element appears to be -kan-, for without it, the elements -kowa and -eya, have
each an independent significance, respectively as the purposive and iterative modifier. By
itself, -kowa, adds value to the optative -wil, making a mild desiderative into one of telic
purpose. Alongside -kan, however, it appears to have ―changed its sign‖ so that it is no longer
a purposive expressing ‗in order that…‘ but becomes as kankowa (though not necessarily
concatenated) an admonitive element to express, ‗lest it should come about that…‘. When it is
concatenated, as kankowa, it forms, syntactically speaking, a simple modal expression, with
the adverted sense. But when, at least, -kowa falls, say, with a descriptor, and -kan (with or
149

I have placed the square brackets around ‗by the men‘ which Threlkeld includes in his translation
but which has no occurrence within the datum.
150
151

The form wiwi is a signal of aversion, and is a vocalisation rather than etymologically significant.

Note that Threlkeld mistakes the gloss of ‗koolai to‘ as ‗stick for‘, implying a dative, whereas it is
clearly the ergative; I have replaced ‗stick‘ with ‗wood‘ as the more general sense, and also because the
sense—that the spade may get broken— seems to require a substantial piece of wood, perhaps a
stubborn tree-root.
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without -eya-) falls with the verb, we get a proper subjunction of the sort known in the Latin
(for which language the term ‗subjunctive‘ was developed and defined).
The clearest instances of a subjunctive dependent clause occurs in the datum above numbered
362. An instance of a subjunctive main clause can be seen in datum 364.
One, perhaps more intuitive, way of coming at this formula, is to take *kan, as a marker of
the irrealis, and on this basis, take the iterative *(c)eya, not to imply a re-iteration, but to
signal the first iteration, extending from the irreal domain to the real domain of manifest
experience. In this way, the fact that at least some subjunctive formulæ appear to contain
*(c)eya absent its re-iterative sense, but some appear to retain it is less puzzling, albeit still
requiring largely pragmatic information to pick which sense occurs at any given utterance.
Altogether considered, when the full regimen occurs, i.e., the triadic
*(c)eya + *kan + *kowa,
then the fully realised apprehensive, hortative, subjunctive (or modal) interpretation is
operative. It is, I believe, the purposive *kowa, that, in the triadic subjunctive combination,
brings to the fore the adverbial sense concomitant with lest. Thus, while a dyadic *(c)eya +
*kan may still retain the iterative sense for *(c)eya, and have the simpler sense, ‗on the
chance that such-and-such may transpire‘ with moderate apprehension, the triadic form
*(c)eya + *kan + *kowa has the stronger sense, ‗lest such-and-such were to transpire‘ (with
some iterative possibility as datum 357 indicates). The other dyadic formula, i.e., kankowa,
without *(c)eya, cannot easily be weighed because it seems not to be in evidence.

8.3.5 Definite Tenses
8.3.5.1 Past and Future Definite Tenses
Awabakal is a language which has three basic or broad tenses, present, past and future, but to
these broad domains of temporal reference are included also many more precise and contextsensitive references. The first two to consider are the past definite (PD) and future definite
(FD) tenses.
BASE + PD  BASE+keyan

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 39)

BASE + FD  BASE+kiin

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 39)

Threlkeld informs us that the past definite has a very precise scope, such that, e.g., ―ka-kéun‖
means ―Was, wast, was, were; this morning‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 39); equally, the future
definite is such that ―ka-kín‖ means ―Shall, wilt, will be; to-morrow morning‖ (Threlkeld
(1834) p. 39). Perhaps, the scope extends, say, so that the PD is also appropriate for yesterday,
and the FD appropriate for later today. For instance, if one used the formula kakeyan kumba,
then by the tense of the verb we know kumba means yesterday; equally, the formula kakiin
kumba, means to-morrow. But also, kakiin bangai would have to mean later today. As we
also have the form kumbabirang to signal yesterday (especially if the sentence has no tensed
verb), it may able to extend the past definite such that, say, kakeyan kumba kumbabirang,
signalled the day before yesterday; but we also have the idiom, Bulowarakala (example 92)
to refer to a period two days in the past. At any rate, the sense extending to the morning of the
same day is represented in the data quite explicitly.
365)
Kiya kiyabaang kakeyan ani ngorokaan
kiya kiya -baang ka-keyan ani ngorokaan
victory -1s(ERG) be -PD MPD morning
―I was victor (of a duel) this morning‖
152

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 112)152

In the lexicon, ‗kia kia‘ is defined as ―Upright, this denotes conquest, victory; because one left
standing upright after combat or battle is the victor (Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 215). However, it
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In fact, 365 is so explicit in the reference to ‗this morning‘ (ngorokaan) that it suggests that
kakeyan may not be completely limited to this specific reference. Nevertheless, the only two
data in the 1834 corpus that we find conform to the view that the PD refers to this morning.
366)
Bunkeyanboonbaang
bun-keyan -boon -baang
strike -PD-3sm(ACC)-1s(ERG)
―I have beat him this morning‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)

367)
Wiyabi, uwakeyan koyiyoongkolang?
wiya -bi
uwa-keyan koyiyoong-kolang
say-2s(ERG) move -PD
campsite -ALL
―Have you been to town this morning?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 123)

There is only one datum in the 1834 corpus, that exhibits the FD (evidently, 368 represents an
answer to 367)
368)
Keyawai, kumbabaang waita wokiin
keyawai, kumba -baang waita uwa-kiin
NEG
other:day-1s(ERG) depart move-FD
―I have not, but tomorrow morning I shall go‖

8.3.5.1.1

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 123)

Idioms of Time Reference in the Future

As we are on the general topic of time reference, these next two data, though not exhibiting
FD are relevant data (I have notionally glossed -keyn as ‗future projected‘).
369)
Yakowantakebara bunkilanan?
yakowanta -ke
-bara bun -ki -lanan
at:what:time -QESS -3p(ERG) strike -INCH -FAR
―When will they fight?‖

Kumbakeynta
kumba -keyn -ta
other:day fut.proj -MFST
―The day after tomorrow‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 117)

Note that Threlkeld records ‗Kúmba kén ta‘ as ―an idiom‖ for the day after tomorrow, and
there is no evidence at all that the element -keyn is productive,153 so the so-called ―futureprojected‘ is a semelfactive parsing, limited to this idiom alone. Another possible response to
the question at 367, is given below.
370)
Kumbakabo
kumba -ka -bo
other:day-ESS-RFLX
―By and by, tomorrow sometime‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 117)

8.3.5.2 The Past Pluperfect Remote; and some thoughts regarding nonrepresented but defined preterit tenses
Counting the past aorist, there are eight tenses (or aspectual tenses) giving past reference
(Threlkeld (1834) pp. 39-40). They are set out in the next Table.

smacks of folk etymology, and no morphemic resemblance can be found between kiya kiya and any
verb expressing ‗upright‘: possibly, it is related to the hailing term kaayi.
153

There is an item, ―Kúmba báng kakén Sydney ka‖ with the translation, ―To-morrow I shall be in
Sydney‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 112). It seems to me that this should be the simple future definite,
kakiin. Clearly too, kumbakeyn, is probably derived from the definite future, -kiin, but as it refers to
the day after tomorrow, it has scope other than the future definite, and so is more likely to have
undergone an ablaut of form, from *kiin [] to *keyn []. There is no strong reason to
suppose there is a true phonetic ablaut in the latter term; however, it does seem to be a critical matter to
assimilate into the orthography since it remains possible that some ablaut did take place for the idiom
kumbakeynta.
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Table 38: Array of Tense and Aspect Markers Referring to Time Past
SYMBOL

PARSING NAME

FORM

INTERPRETATION

PA

past aorist

-kala ; aa

indefinite past, Gestalt

PP

past pluperfect

-kalata

was prior to t

PPR

past pluperfect remote

-taala

at a remote time in the past

PD

past definite

-keyan

earlier; this morning

CPD

continuative past definite

-kilikeyan

was being this morning

PI

past imperfect

-kiliyela

was being at some past time

PDI

past defunct imperfect

-kiliyelata

was being before that juncture

PPI

past persistive imperfect

-kililiyela

was persisting in that state at that time

Unfortunately, they are not all in evidence, so, we cannot describe whatever nuances may
attach to those unrepresented forms. Let us then first examine the ones in evidence—though I
set apart the PA and PD since these have been examined previously. The first to examine is the
one datum showing a past pluperfect.
371)
Kakalatabaang Sydneyka taangabiba kakala anta
ka -kala +ta -baang Sydney
-ka taanga
-bi
-ba ka -kala anta
be -PA +PP -1s(ERG) PLACE.NAME -ESS before -2s(ERG) -CRC be -PA that:place
―I was at Sydney before you were ever there‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 112)
Presumably, the PP affix -ta is the same as the MFST enclitic *ta having undergone selective
exaptation when attaching to verb-tenses in this way.
The past pluperfect remote can be relative to a certain other event, as in 372; or used to
express a considerable time ago, as when some reminisces about events in his or her
childhood, as for 373.
372)
Makitiya kataala Poot Makuwarika
makit -tiya ka-taala Poot Makuwari-ka
musket-1s(ACC) be -PPR
NAME
-ESS
―I had a musket when I was in Port Macquarie‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)

373)
Buntaalatiyabara wonaibaamba
bun -taala -tiya
-bara wonai -baang -ba
strike-PPR-1s(ACC)-3p(ERG) child-1s(ERG)-CRC
―They beat me when I was a child‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)

We have already examined the past definite (8.3.5.1); there are no data showing the
continuative past definite, e.g., kakilikeyan as ‗was being this morning‘. We could, on
general principles, reconstruct one. Say that we begin with the past definite in 366, substitute
the verb-base wiya (talk)—to make the sense more natural—and conjugate the verb to its
continuative modification, thus deriving 374.
374)
wiyakilikeyanboonbaang
wiya -ki -li-keyan -boon -baang
talk-INCH-INC-PD-3sm(ACC)-1s(ERG)
strike— -CPD — -3sm(ACC)-1s(ERG)
―I was telling him this morning‖

(reconstructed illustration)

Whereupon, we see that we can derive a rule covering the construction of the CPD
from the more elementary morphemes: INCH+INC+PD. Hence
RULE-SCHEMA FOR THE CONTINUATIVE PAST DEFINITE

{BASE + INCH + INC + PD }  {BASE + CPD}
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The past imperfect has one datum to illustrate it.
375)
Kapiribaang kakiliyela
kapiri -baang ka -ki -li -ela
hungering-1s(ERG) be-INCH-INC-PI
―I was then experiencing hunger‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113)154

However, there are no data showing the past defunct imperfect (PDI) with -kiliyelata, but it
would resemble 375, with the added sense ‗before some particular (context-related) event or
juncture of time‘. Finally, there are data for the past persistive imperfect (PPI): one should
suffice to illustrate.
376)
Bunkililiyelaboonbaang tananbiba uwaa
bun -ki -li
-li -ela -boon -baang
tanan
-bi
-ba
uwa -a
strike-INCH-INC-PRSTV-PA-3sm(ACC)-1s(ERG) approach-2s(ERG)-CRC move-PA
―I was beating him when you arrived‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)

8.3.5.3 The Imminent Aspect; and some thoughts regarding nonrepresented but defined future tenses
The imminent aspect (IMM) is made by a slight modification of the Class 2 allative case: the
allative is -kolang, and the imminent places special stress on the terminus, yielding -kolaang.
It can attach both to (ordinary) verbs and descriptors, and indicates the sense ranging from
‗ready to ‘ or ‗just about to ‘ or ‗on the way to begin -ing‘; but not ‗begins to ‘. Let us
first see it attached to an ordinary verbs (i.e., excluding descriptors).
377)
Piriwalbaang kakilikolaang
piriwal -baang ka -ki -li-kolaang
chieftain-1s(ERG) be-INCH-INC -IMM
―I am going to be chieftain‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113)

378)
Waitangeyn uwola witimalikolaang
waita -ngeyn uwa -la witi -ma -li-kolaang
depart-1p(ERG) move-IMP hunt-CAUSE-INC -IMM
―Let us go a-hunting‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 122)

It can also occur on two components showing agreement.
379)
Waitakolaangnowa bunkilikolaang
waita-kolaang -nowa
bun -ki -li -kolaang
depart -IMM -3sm(ERG) strike-INCH-INC -IMM
―He has gone a-fighting‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 117)
Though this might also be interpretable as ‗He is just about to go to the battle (or duel)‘. In
addition, if there no other verb, or only a nominalised verb, the imminent on a descriptor (or
auxiliary verb) fulfils the role.
380)
Waitakolaangbaang bunkilaingeylkolang
waita-kolaang-baang bun -ki -lai -ngeyl-kolang
depart -IMM -1S(ERG) strike-INCH-RCPR-LOCNM -ALL
―I am going to the field of battle (or a duel)‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120)

It may also attach to a negative operator.

154

Threlkeld provides the odd, ―I was an hungered‖ for the free translation, his gloss is ‗hungry I was
being‘.
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381)
Keyawaraan, keyawaikolaangbaangnu buntaan
keyawai-raan, keyawai-kolaang -baangnu
bun -taan
NEG -PRESN NEG
-IMM-1s(ERG)+3sm(ACC) strike-PRES
―No, I am not going to strike it‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 21)
There exists a variety of other future tenses, though not as many as for the past (Table 39 is
derived from Threlkeld (1834) pp. 39-41).

Table 39: Array of Tense and Aspect Markers Referring to Time Future
symbol

parsing name

form

interpretation

FA

future aorist

-nan

will occur sometime future

FD

future definite

-kiin

will occur tomorrow morning

FPF

future perfect

-kilikiin

is going to be the case tomorrow morning

FI

future imperfect

-kilinan

going to be hereafter (for some indefinite time)

FP

future persistive

-kililinan will persist for some time future

IMM

imminent

-kolaang

is about to occur or be the case

DUR

durative

katai

will endure for a long time hereafter

We have seen several examples of the future aorist, and recently of the imminent; in the
previous section 8.2.8.2, we have examined the durative. In addition, in 8.3.5.1 we examined
the simple future definite. We find, among the data, a future imperfect attaching to a
descriptor stem (though with -kalinan rather than -kilinan but I think this is not distinctive).
382)
Tananbi wala yantita panalba poloongkalinan
tanan
-bi
uwa -la yanti -ta panal-ba poloong -ka -li -nan
approach-2s(ERG) move-IMP as-MFTS sun-CRC
sinking-INCH-INC-FA
‗come just as the sun is setting‘
―Come at sun set‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124)
I have here added the fourth line to indicate more overtly the continuative, or imperfect, sense
of verbs ending -kalinan/-kilinan. There are no data for the future persistive and Threlkeld
does not include it within his conjugations. It is included here only because the productive
nature of the morphosyntax in Awabakal must make it at least possible; although, given the
existence of the durative, it may largely be superfluous.

8.4 Permissive and Middle Voice Verbs
Let us begin to examine an interesting set of verb modifications which Threlkeld styled the
―permissive verb‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 36) and later he talks of as the ―permissive, indicative,
mood‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 43). It does seem from Threlkeld‘s account that these verbs have
to do with ―permission‖. However, it must be said that the Permissive modifications
constitute a problematic area for analysis and assessment, and it becomes doubtful whether
they are always in fact ―indicative‖ for there is ground to assess some to make expressions of
a desiderative mood, at least in certain contexts of dialogue.
At any rate, the permissive verbs are, when indicating actions/activities, middle voice verbs,
because each type makes one member of a 3-way relation implicit. The verbs express 3-way
relations when the permitter sanctions a transitive relation: e.g., ‗S permits X to do P to Y‘ not
all these participants need to be mentioned. However, not all verbs express a transitive
relation. Permissive forms of intransitive verbs have a permitter giving permission for
somebody (or thing) to undergo a change of state or to persist in some state: e.g., ‗S permits X
to remain P‘ or ‗S permits X to become P‘. Thus, when the permitted ―action‖ is not itself
transitive, the sense is stative (either a state prevailing or anticipated).
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There appears to be three distinct forms of permissive verb: a ―Passive‖ form, an ―Active‖
form and, just possibly, an ―External‖ form. It remains possible that the form, which possibly
is an ―External‖ form, is merely an allomorph of the ―Active‖ form. If the three distinct forms
are construed as having independent functions then each is different in that the implicit
relatum alternates among them; but this possibility will examined further below. For now we
take a more cautious approach, and introduce only the ―active‖ and ―passive‖ functions.

Table 40: Permissive Verbs According as They Are Middle Voice
Verbs
NAME

active
permissive
passive
permissive

AFFIX

SYMBOL

-man

PRMA

-ban

PRMX

-maraban

PRMP

VALUE

RELATIONS

active

ergative permitter;
accusative actor;
elliptical patient

passive

elliptical permitter; ergative actor;
accusative patient

Note that ‗active‘ in this usage means that the one being permitted acts out the sense of the
verb-base, ‗passive‘ means the one being permitted is permitted to be acted upon by, or
undergo, the sense of the verb-base. We examine these verbs in the order (i) passive
permissive -maraban-, (ii) active permissive -man- and (iii) active permissive -ban-. These
affixes always occur with an attached -bi-, which appears to function as a formant similar to
the INCH formant (see 8.5.3).

8.4.1 The Passive Permissive
Permissive Passive

PRMP

-maraban-

Permitter = ergative ; the one acted upon = accusative ; Actor is not expressed
The permissive passive works by making the agent of the action implicit (i.e., unexpressed),
while the permitter is denoted by the ergative enclitic (though may itself be elliptical), and the
accusative enclitic denotes the one acted upon or which undergoes the sense of the verb-base.
It is plausible that the permissive passive is restricted to transitive verb-bases; Threlkeld does
not show, for instance, in his paradigms a modification of *ka by -marabanbi-. It is not
needed since the active form can cover intransitive middle expressions, with suitable
attachment of enclitics.
In respect of the permissive verbs, Threlkeld either sometimes gets the translation wrong, or
presents the incorrect form of permissive, according to how he defined them in the paradigms,
or the flaw rests in the paradigms. The following was presented as ―Búmmunbia bi tia‖ but
the translation suggests otherwise (see 384). The form Bumanbiabitiya (preceding) expresses
―You let me strike‖ The following sentence requires the permissive passive.
383)
―Búummunbia bi tia‖
Bumarabanbiyabitiya
bu/n-maraban-biya -bi
-tiya
strike -PRMP -PAP-2S(ERG) -1S(ACC)
―You let me be beaten‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118)

If the free translation is correct then the recorded verb must be incorrect (or vice versa): the
passive sequence is ‗struck+let+by.you+me‘. The only overt example of a permissive passive
is the following highly complex subjunctive permissive passive verb.
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384)
―Kamulla bi tia búmmarabunbia kun kowa tia‖
Kamalabitiya bumarabanbeyakankowatiya
ka -ma -la
-bi
-tiya
bu/n-maraban-bi -eya -kan-kowa -tiya
be-CAUS-IMP-2s(ERG)-1s(ACC) strike -PRMP -INCH-ITER-SBJ -PRP-1s(ACC)
―Protect me, lest anyone should beat me‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 119)
More strictly, the second verb and enclitics express ‗be.struck+come.to.be+lest+me [by
somebody]‘ or ―lest I come to be beaten‖.
As mentioned, Threlkeld does not show in his paradigm the passive permissive modification
on *ka. In a sense this gap is unexpected, since the base *ka, when acting as the regular verb
(infinitive kakiliko) can mean ―stay, remain at a place‖, and thus a hypothetical form
kamarabanbiyabitiya would seem able to express ―You let me stay‖. The overall pattern of
distribution of the passive permissive verb is as follows.
Distribution of Passive Permissive (Middle) Verb
The passive permissive middle affix is maraban: the only exception is that *uma
becomes umaraban (i.e., u+maraban) rather than umamaraban (i.e.,
uma+maraban). For example:
Umarabanbila ani

Permit (somebody) to make this, or, let this be made
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 58)

8.4.2 The Active Permissive
8.4.2.1 Active Permissive, Type I
Permissive External

PRMA

-man-

Permitter = ergative ; Actor = accusative ; the one acted upon not expressed
The Permissive Active works by making implicit (i.e., unexpressed) the one upon whom an
action is performed. An accompanying ergative enclitic denotes the permitter, and the
accusative enclitic—unique to this verb—denotes the one to perform the action. This does not
make this form an ―antipassive‖, found in other Pama-Nyungan languages (e.g., Dyirbal). It is
not antipassive because the accusative enclitic is under the effects of the permission (just as
the ergative enclitic acts out the permitting). Thus, the verb-root is not made active by the
permissive affix: the ―active‖ sense is that of giving permission to act.
385)
Bumanbiliinboonbaang
bu/n -man -bi -li -in -boon -baang
strike-PRMA-INCH-INC-CP-3sm(ACC)-1s(ERG)
―I am permitting him to strike‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 119)

It is easy see that the idea behind these verbs is that the one denoted by the accusative enclitic
is accusative in relation to the permission, not the action evinced by the verb-base. Were
there is no (transitive) action implied by the verb base, the referent of the accusative enclitic is
being permitted (by the referent of the ergative enclitic) to undergo the change of state (as in
385) or to persist in the present state (as in 386).
386)
Kamanbinanbanung piriwal kakiliko
ka-man -bi -nan
-banung
piriwal ka -ki -li -ko
be-PRMA-INCH -FAP-1s(ERG)+2s(ACC) chieftain be-INCH-INC-INF
―I will let you be chieftain‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115)
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387)
Moroonbo kamanbila
moroon -bo ka -man -bi -la
life -RFLX ESS -PRMA -INCH -IMP
―Let [someone] live‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115)155

When the expression is a question overall, the dynamics alter in nuance.
388)
Yakowaibaang tetikamanbinanboon?
yakowai-baang teti -ka -man -bi -nan -boon
how -1s(ERG) dead-ESS-PRMA-INCH -FAP-3sm(ACC)
―How shall I let him die?‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114; adapted)
As can be seen, the speaker asks how he might bring about the demise of the referent of the
accusative enclitic boon. It is easy then to see why Threlkeld inadvertently translated this
example by ―How shall I cause his death?‖ This does, of course, capture an equivalent
proposition, but distorts the semantics of the Awabakal sentence, which expresses the
sentence placed in the last line of 387 in virtue of the permissive morphology. The affix
-man- is defined as being used when ―the person addressed is desired to permit the person
spoken of to do the action‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 52); in the question form the added nuance is
to ask regarding the method of killing. Moreover, 387 indicates that the sense of the
―permissive‖ verbs is not always or completely about soliciting permission per se but can
extend soliciting advice.
It may seem in 387 that boon denotes a victim, rather than an actor, but the sense of the verb
is neither ―kill‖ nor ―cause death‖ (cause death is, in the future tense, tetibaman): it is ―let
die‖. The reason baang does not occur following boon (i.e., making up the transitive enclitic
boonbaang) is, I should think, by way of ellipsis covered by the 1s(ERG) occurring attached
to the question word (yakowaibaang). Here it cannot be other than the speaker who is the
permitter, for otherwise there is no role, no sense, for the interrogative clause Yakowaibaang
: it would say ‗How shall I‘ and the second verb would express ‗somebody lets him die‘: i.e.,
‗How shall I somebody lets him die‘ which makes no sense. So, 387 contains a mere ellipsis
of the technically correct but clearly superfluous (and probably inelegant),

Yakowaibaang tetikamanbinanboonbaang?
Yielding a transliteration on the order of ‗how-by.me dead-let-will-him-by.me‘.
Although an ergative enclitic will be the permitter, it needs not be expressed overtly.
389)
Turamanbilatiya
tura -man -bi -la
-tiya
pierce-PRMA-INCHP-IMP-1s(ACC)
―Let me spear‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 23)

In 388 no ergative enclitic occurs even though the permissive is not a subordinate clause. The
message will be evident in context.

8.4.2.2 Active Permissive, Type II
Permissive External

PRMX

-ban-

Permitter = ergative ; Actor = accusative ; the one acted upon usually not expressed
A permissive form which also shows the active relation of man, occurs as ban. We find it
attached to descriptors and three regular verbs *uma ‗make/do‘ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 58),
*uwa ‗move‘ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 62) and *wiya ‗speak‘ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 70). This, at
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Adapting Threlkeld‘s ―let him live‖ since the sex of the individual (and indeed number) is certainly
part of the background context, and not specified in the utterance.
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least, is the paradigmatic view. But one sometimes finds, e.g., wamanbila (‗let move‘)
instead of (u)wabanbila (vide example 389, below).
Distribution of Active Permissive (Middle) Verb
Paradigmatically, for all regular verbs except *uma, *uwa and *wiya the active
permissive middle affix is man; for *uma, *uwa, *wiya and all descriptors,
appositions and the auxiliaries tanan and waita the active permissive middle affix is
ban (this rule not without exception).
Let us examine some data. First, let us see that the above paradigm has exceptions.
390)
Tanantiya wamanbila koyiyangkako
tanan
-tiya
uwa -man -bi -la koyiyang-kako
approach-1s(ACC) move-PRMA-INCHP-IMP campfire -ALL
―Let me draw near to the campfire‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 23)
However, descriptors always seem to be modified by ban to make a permissive.
391)
Tetibabanbinanbanung
teti -ba -ban -bi -nan
-banung
dead-CIRC-PRMX-INCH-FA-1s(ERG)+2s(ACC)
―I will permit you to die‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 126)

The sequence is ‗dead+VERBITISER+let+will+by.me-you‘. We can see in this example the
possibility that the permissive, here, indicates a desiderative rather than permissive per se,
expressing the message ―Let it be that you die‖ or ―Would that you were dead‖. Unless, that
is, the context is ‗If I found you dying (bleeding, etc.,) I would let you die‘ or the speaker was
piriwal (chieftain) and could, as it were, give permission for the addressee to die (perhaps be
killed), or the speaker was karaakal (a healer) and could deny the addressee treatment.
Unfortunately, we do not know the context, and thus the interpretation as an impersonal or
external permission (an invocation) ―Would that you were dead‖ remains viable (hence the
subscript ‗x‘ on PRMX).
If now we reconsider 390 in comparison with 389, we can notice this. Whereas it seems
plausible that 390 expresses a desiderative invocation—rather than a direct request for
permission—the previous datum must surely be a direct request to somebody to permit the
speaker to warm him or herself by the campfire. Possibly, then, it is because 389 expresses a
direct request for permission that we find wamanbila rather than the paradigmatic
(u)wabanbila. On the other hand, perhaps it merely indicates a certain freedom regarding the
selection of man beside ban.
What 390 suggests ostensibly is that the permitter is denoted by the ergative part of the
1s(ERG)+2s(ACC) transitive enclitic, banung. As the concept teti equates with ―dead‖ and this
is a logically intransitive property, it is immaterial to ask if the accusative part of banung is
active or passive with respect to the verb-base. In such settings the permissive is not, as such,
a middle voice verb. However, I am still moved to suspect that the real message of 390 is
rather ―Let it be that you die‖ or ―Would that you were dead‖ and therefore that the verb is
desiderative rather than permissive per se (but absent the context there is no way to be sure).
A negative modification of a permissive verb comes out in the expected way.
392)
Umabanbiyikora tetikowanowakateyakan
uma-ban -bi -yi -kora teti -nowa -kowa-ka -eya -kan
do -PRMX-INCHP-INC -NEG dead-3sm(ERG)-PRP -ESS-ITER-SBJ
―Do not let him do it, lest he die‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 1119)
That is, we have a sequence ‗do+let+-not‘ or ‗let (it) not be done‘ followed by the subjunctive
‗lest he die‘, and we see how the free translation comes out. In this example, the first verb is
clearly a direct request, rather than an invocation, so the putative ―external‖ force of the
permissive morpheme ban can only be—if at all—a pragmatic, contextual, nuance.
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If we turn attention to 392, below, we find the original translation to be ―Let me die, like as a
good man‖ which is at least compatible with the idea of wishing to die in some sense of being
a good man. It seems to me, however, that this sentence is about manly honour, rather than
moral goodness of any sort. That is, more like ―Let me die well, in a manly way‖ than what
the translation suggests. But it may be slightly different yet, as the following reconstruction
suggests.
393)
Yanti kore maroong tetibabanbilatiya
yanti kore maroong teti -ba -ban -bi -la
-tiya
as man good
dead-CIRC-PRMX-INCHP-IMP-1s(ACC)
―Let me die like as a good man‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 23)
Or
―Let me die with honour‖
Or
―Let it be that I may die with honour‖
In the second form (‗let me die with honour‘), the sense is that of seeking permission; but in
the third form the translation (‗let it be that I may die with honour‘) suggests rather an
invocation to some impersonal agency reminiscent of the fates, and it may not, as such, ask
anyone for permission. The matter rests on whether -banbi- is identical with -manbi- (except
phonetically) or whether in some contexts (or most) -banbi- differs by invoking the ―fates‖.
Yet, this is precisely what cannot be determined, since we cannot be certain that Threlkeld
was not sometimes led astray in determining the most apt translations (especially as
distinguishes the general grammatical meaning of expressed forms versus the contextresolved pragmatic message of an expression. Therefore, as has come up now and then
previously, the matter will need to be left to the community to make a decision at some
appropriate time.
Nevertheless, we have this to consider. It remains possible, but difficult to scrutinise, that
*ban is an independent permissive form with a nuance of semantic distinction that is difficult
to determine but which—if different de re—should most probably have an impersonal,
invocational or external sense of permission. If this possibility bore out—however it might be
determined—it would be very worthwhile and important for the reconstruction of the
language. For instance, reconsider 391. In this datum there is already the complex descriptor
tetikowanowakateyakan, with a sense approaching ‗lest he die in the event‘. To this is added
umabanbiyikora, expressing either ‗don‘t-you-let-(it:happen) or ‗let it not be the case‘.
Either English sequence would seem to be able to cover the communicative ―area‖ of the
sentence at 391, but that is the trouble. We cannot ―interpret‖ the Awabakal expression in
virtue of that which makes sense in English, or in virtue of which possible English translation
best suits our intuitions: not just because we do not know the context here, but in principle,
English suitability is not a proper measure of Awabakal expressiveness (mutatis mutandis any
non-English language).
The simplest solution would be to class -manbi- and -banbi- as mutual allomorphs, and such
that the latter attaches to only a few regular verbs and to all non-verbs (descriptors, etc.).
However, it seems reckless to be hasty, for if there were a third, external, type of permissive
(invocational) then it would be (i) a great enrichment for the language to have a three-sided
permissive middle regime and (ii) a great loss if it were there and overlooked for the sake of
(descriptive) simplicity and bravura of decisiveness.
So, the definitions of the Permissive Passive (PRMP) and the Permissive Active Type I (PRMA)
plus the possibility of an ―external‖ permissiveness (PRMX) for the Permissive Active Type II
are as below.
Permissive Passive

(-maraban-): the permitter is marked by ergative enclitic, and
is optional ; the one acted upon is marked by accusative enclitic ; the
actor is implicit and not expressed in the clause.
PRMP
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Permissive Active

PRMA

(-man-): the permitter is marked by ergative enclitic, and is
optional ; the actor is marked by accusative enclitic ; the one acted
upon is implicit and never expressed in the clause.

Permissive External

PRMX

(-ban-): the actor is marked by ergative enclitic, and is optional
; the one acted upon is marked by accusative enclitic ; (putative) the
permitter is implicit and not expressed in the clause.

In consequence, the overall table, for a (putative) three-sided Middle regime would be as
shown in Table 41 given next

Table 41: Permissive Verbs as a Three-Sided Regime
NAME

AFFIX

SYMBOL

VALUE

RELATIONS

external
permissive

-ban

PRMX

labile

elliptic permitter;
ergative actor;
accusative patient

active
permissive

-man

PRMA

active

ergative permitter;
accusative actor;
elliptic patient

passive
permissive

-maraban

PRMP

passive

ergative permitter;
elliptic actor;
accusative patient

8.5 The Infinitive, Inceptive and Inchoate Inflections
The elements making up what have here been called the inchoate (INCH), inceptive (INC) and
infinitive (INF) affixes require some consideration, and the inchoate and inceptive, at least,
demand scrutiny as to their roles in verbitive grammar.
The affixes here called the INCHOATIVE FORMANT and the INCEPTIVE FORMANT are difficult
to analyse and assess, because verbs do not occur simply in the ―inchoative‖ modification or
in the ―inceptive‖ modification. The reason I have called them the ―inchoative‖ and
―inceptive‖ is due to certain structural patterns of verbs with affixes other than tense or simple
aspects. The easiest way to understand it is by analysis via back-formation from the infinitive.
Say we have the verb for ‗to wail, cry‘ as tunkiliko (Threlkeld (1834) p. 101: ―Tún-ki-li-ko‖).
If we remove the infinitive suffix, we are left with *tunkili which ends with the inceptive
formant (-li-). Certain verb affixes, especially the nominalisations and the imminent aspect
attach to the inceptive. Removing the inceptive leaves *tunki (where -ki- is that named the
inchoative) to which certain other affixes attach, notably the verbal negative *yikora: (the
syllable yi is probably an altered form of the inceptive). The inceptive is almost invariably li:
varying only for -yikora, and the vague irrealis -paiyi-: thus, when not li then yi. Given this
idea of back-formation, it is simplest to start with the infinitives.

8.5.1 The Infinitive Verb
Infinitive Suffix

INF

(simple) -ko

(continuative) -kowa

Every so-called infinitive verb of the language ends in -ko, irrespective of its base or other
modifications, except if it is the so-called continuative-infinitive which reveals yet another
function for the form -kowa. Interestingly, albeit with certain nuances in distinction, the
Awabakal infinitive can be interpreted quite well from simple European intuitions.
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394)
Bowangkaliya nakiliko
bowang-ka -li -ya
na -ki -li -ko
arise -INCH-INC-IMPRX see-INCH-INC-INF
―Stand up to see‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 22)

Questions can be answered simply with infinitives to indicate general characteristics (note
that *tura is one of the verb bases that has no INCH formant).
395)
Minaringkoke anowa?
minaring-ko -ke anowa
what -DAT-QESS DD
―What‘s that for?‖

Turaliko
tura -li -ko
pierce-INC-INF
―To spear with‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 105)

396)
Minaringko makoro?
minaring -ko makoro
what -DAT fish
―What‘s the fish for?‖

Takiliko
ta -ki -li -ko
eat-INCH-INC-INF
―For to eat‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 22)156

Also as in English, infinitives can enhance the sense of the main verb in primary clauses.
397)
Karaitiya nguwayemowang takiliko
karai -tiya
ngu -wa
-emo -ang ta -ki -li -ko
meat-1s(ACC) give-IMP-1s(ROOT)-DAT eat-INCH-INC-INF
―Give me meat for me to eat‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 107)157
In contrast to English, however, the infinitive will follow a noun it governs. That is, one says
the equivalent of ―You yourself should chieftain to be‖ instead of ―to be chieftain‖.
398)
Ngintowabokapa piriwal kakiliko
ngintowa -bo -ka -pa
piriwal ka -ki -li -ko
1s(NOM)-RFLX-ESS-PRV chieftain be-INCH-INC-INF
you-yourself -if:but chieftain to-be
―You ought to be chieftain‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114)

Some expressions resemble the ordering of old-fashioned poetic English: e.g., ―I leave now,
the news for to hear‖.
399)
Waitabaang uwanan tootoong ngaraliko
waita -baang uwa -nan tootoong ngara-li -ko
depart-1s(ERG) move-FA news hear-INC-INF
―I leave to hear the news‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 1124)

The next datum suggests that when the word governed by the infinitive is something to be
implemented (and thus takes the ergative case), the infinitive precedes it (or may precede it).
400)
Waitakolaangbaang bunkiliko makitu
waita-kolaang-baang bun -ki -li -ko makit -u
depart -IMM -1s(ERG) strike-INCH-INC-INF musket-ERG
―I am now going to shoot with a musket‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 117)
It is not apparent if special ordering may accompany any of the other nominal cases. There is
one example, looked at using a different assessment in 8.3.1.2, of what Threlkeld defined as
the continuative infinitive: though, to be candid, an interpretation as purposive is also possible

156

Slightly adjusting Threlkeld‘s translations, ‗What is fish for ?‘ and ‗For to be eat‘, although the
question could either be singular (specific), plural (specific) or generic.
157

Replacing Threlkeld‘s translation, ‗Give me flesh to eat‘ to emphasise the addition of the dative
pronominal marker, which is by no means necessary to express the message (cf. example 199).
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(recalling that  marks the associative case and the purposive mood in addition to this
defined continuative infinitive sense).
401)
Tirangbangalaboon bowangkalikowanowa
tirang -banga -la -boon bowang-ka -li -kowa -nowa
awake-AGNT-IMP-3sm(ACC) arise-INCH-INC-INFCONT-3sm(ERG)
―Wake him to get up‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 129)
If continuative, 400 would mean, ―Wake him such that he is to be being got up‖ where the ―to
be being‖ is conveyed by the continuative infinitive; alternatively, the continuing to stay up
may just be part and parcel of the waking-&-getting-up and is not extra information codified
into the verb-form. On this latter interpretation, kowa works in its purposive sense. Clearly,
though, it is not difficult to see how Threlkeld might have misconstrued the function of -kowa
owing to the contextualised message given by 400. Thus, the issue of INFCONT is ultimately
indeterminate, for may otherwise be an untensed (simple)-purposive verb.

8.5.2 The Inceptive Formant
Inceptive Formant

INC

-li ; -yi

If we take any infinitive verb and take away the syllable ko we always end up with a verb that
ends with -li (or -yi) Such verb-forms do not have independent meaning.158 The term
―inceptive‖ is notional, and is not to say that a term, e.g., wiyelinowa would express ―He
began to speak‖: indeed, it is almost sure that wiyelinowa does not form a genuine sentence,
but is rather ill-formed.
The formant is called the inceptive because it is upon this formant that such affixes as the
imminent -kolaang, the performative -kaan, and the locational -ngeyl attach. In addition,
other nominalisers such as the instrumentive -tin attach on to the inceptive formant. It is
owing to this pattern such that these affixes attach not, say to *bunki, but to *bunkili, that
prompts calling -li- the inceptive formant. It is easy to see that the imminent is clearly a
modification that leads into an action, and thus inceptive; and a performer is the instigator of
an action, and a location is where the action will, at some stage begin; even if recurring, it
must begin at some time to recur. On the other hand, the instrumentive -tin, giving the reason
because does not reinforce the notion of inception, except in the most figurative way:
nevertheless, I persist in the term INC on the bases of the preceding three attachments. In
addition to these, the syllable ‗li‘ forms the first part of the continuative present ‗liin‘ (8.2.3).
Let us see some exemplars. First (401), we see both the inceptive preceding the continuative
present (or being part of it), and also preceding the attachment of the instrumentive verb
suffix in successive verbs. Next (402), we see the reduplication of the inceptive to mark the
persistive aspect. The third (403) shows the attachment of the performative nominalising
suffix (enhanced to the instrumental) to the inceptive.
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402)
Pirapirabara kakiliin untelitin
pira pira -bara ka -ki -li -in unte -li -tin
tire tire-3p(ERG) be-INCH-INC-CP dance-INC-INSTR
―They are becoming tired because of dancing‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113)

403)
Wibi kakililiin wareya
wibi ka -ki -li
-li -in wareya
wind be-INCH-INC-PRSTV-CP little
―The wind is lessening‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114)

Although verbs are recorded in the DOCA archives in an inceptive-terminal form (no. 420 in
Miromaa is bunkili ‗the acting of hitting‘), I regard them to be the result of language corruption which
occurred during the twentieth century, and passed on to Perc Haslam by Awabakal people who still had
a vestige of the vocabulary and phraseology.
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404)
Kauwal anowa bunkilikaane
kauwal anowa bun -ki -li -kaan -e
large
DD strike-INCH-INC-PRFM-INSTRUM
―This is a large thing to strike with‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120)159

The next (404) shows the attachment of the ablative case to nominalise a verb. In addition, we
see the ―vague irrealis‖ -paiyi- which we can decompose: it seems probable that the inceptive
-li- has relented to -yi- following the palatal vowel i of -pai- (v. 8.6).
405)
Maningeyn kapaiyiin bunkilibirang
mani-ngeyn ka -pai -yi -in bun -ki -li-birang
ill -1p(ERG) be-VIRR-INC-CP strike-INCH-INC-ABL
―We are sore from the fighting‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120)

Next we see that the imminent attaches to the inceptive.
406)
Waitangeyn uwola witimalikolaang
waita -ngeyn uwa -la witi -ma -li -kolaang
depart-1p(ERG) move-IMP hunt-CAUSE-INC-IMM
―Let us go a-hunting‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 122)

The form -yi- associated with the negative verb-suffix -yikora is examined below in the next
sub-section 8.5.3 and in the chapter on negatives 10.1.3. We may note here just that it is
analysed as the ‗inceptive-negative‘, thus: INCN.
407)
Maankiyikora
maan -ki -yi -kora
take-INCH-INCN-NEG
―Don‘t take that ‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)

8.5.3 The (So-Called) Inchoative Formant
Inchoative Formant

INCH

-ki / -bi

If we take any infinitive verb, remove -ko to extract the inceptive terminus (typically -li-),
then remove it too, we are left with either a verb-base, or one terminated by what is called the
inchoative formant (this excludes verbs modified by voice: q.v. 8.6). Most typically we find
the inchoative as *ki, but it can also appear as *bi. For some two-syllable verb-bases it does
not occur at all: e.g., (in their infinitives)
ngaraliko (to hear)
wiyeliko (to speak)
For infinitive verbs that end in *tiliko there is still some question as to whether *ti is part of
the verb-base or if it too is a variant of the inchoative formant. At this time, the view is taken
that *ti is analysed as part of the base, realised as *tei, on the model of type 2 (negative) bases
such as *mumbi, *wupi, etc. (Table 33, 8.2). The view is based on the verb ―chop:wood‖
which has its infinitive as koolbantiliko (Threlkeld (1834) p. 96B). In two examples, we find
a tensed version written out as ―kohlbunte-ah‖ (Threlkeld (1827) p. 10), which has been
rendered koolbantiya, and analysed as follows.
408)
Kauwal kauwal koolbantiya
kauwal kauwal koolbanti -a
many many wood:chop-PA
―Much wood has been cut‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 10)

The policy has been to analyse, as inchoative formants, only *ki and *bi (the latter also on
permissive verbs) and certain voice marking morphemes which can replace (or obviate) the
159

Replacing Threlkeld‘s ―great thing to strike with‖.
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(illustrated presently), whereas other formant-like syllables are construed as part of the
verb-base. It remains possible albeit unlikely that new data may come to surface which will
prompt a review of this policy. The ―inchoative‖ formant is not analysed to have any
particular meaning in itself (the strongest appraisal of subliminal semantic value of the
inchoative formant(s) is examined in 8.6, and further in sections 9.2, 9.3). The reason for
calling it ―inchoative‖ (meaning ―undeveloped‖, ―embryonic‖) is—apart from itself having an
―undeveloped‖ sense—that the two main modifications that generate from the inchoative are
the verbal negative suffix, -yikora and the habitual -ye. As these forms evince a potential
manifestation of a verb, the formant to which they attach can be considered the inchoative
formant of the verb.
INCH

To be sure, if it is correct to say that *yikora is really the negative kora attached to the
inceptive *li which becomes *yi, it might seem better to say that the negative generates from
the inceptive formant. The odd thing is that, unlike the vague irrealis *paiyi, there appears to
be no phonetic reason why *li should become *yi when *kora attaches. It just seems that
while *kora is a negative particle (or enclitic) in its own right, placed mainly after
descriptors, when it attaches to a regular verb as a suffix it occurs as *yikora. For this reason
I have adopted the manner of speech to talk of the negative as attaching to the inchoative
formant in the way following. The next sentence allows for the crying either to be underway,
or as an expression to encourage one not to begin.
409)
Koran kawuwa tunkiyikora
koran ka-(wu)wa tun -ki -yi -kora
quiet be -IMP wail-INCH-INCN-NEG
―Be quiet, don‘t cry‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115)

We can identify *ki as a formant, rather than part of the base, since present, past and future
tenses attach to bases and *ki occurs only when verbs become extended to particular
modifications. In the next example, for instance, we find the negative attaching to *ki but
have data showing the present tense of ―take‘ to be maantaan, hence the base is *maan.
410)
Maankiyikora
maan -ki -yi -kora
take-INCH-INCN-NEG
―Don‘t take that ‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)

As mentioned, the habitual nominalising suffix -ye, attaches to the inchoative formant.
411)
Bunkiyebara anowa kore
bun -ki -ye -bara anowa kore
strike-INCH -HAB-3p(ERG) DD man
―They are the fighters‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115)

The term is useful also in parsing the permissive, such that the syllable -bi-, which occurs for
all three permissive suffixes, is assigned the name INCHP (i.e., inchoative-permissive). We see
that the negative suffix attaches to this formant.
412)
Bumanbiyikoraboon
bu/n -man -bi
-yi -kora -boon
strike-PRMA-INCHP -INCN-NEG-3sm(ACC)
―Do not permit him to strike‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 121)

When verbs are modified to one of the quasi-voices (see next sub-section), the inchoative
often relents, or rather the voice affix replaces it. For instance, the causative voice can be seen
to apply in the manner below.
413)
Waitangeyn uwola witimalikolaang
waita -ngeyn uwa -la witi -m
-a -li-kolaang
depart-1p(ERG) move-IMP hunt-CAUS–INCH-INC-IMM
―Let us go a-hunting‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 122)
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The sign -CAUSE–INCH (equally the sign ‗-m
-a‘ in the row above it) is given only this
once; usually -ma- is glossed as a unit by CAUS. However, I do not think that the
decomposition is warranted, since simple tense markers can attach to voice markers, so they
function more as inchoative affixes rather than internal formants.160
For some verbs, e.g., wiyeliko (to speak), uwoliko (to move), umaliko (to do/make) ubaliko
(to.use/to.work:at) the inchoative formant does not occur. Of these particular verb-bases, the
second syllable of each of them is itself a formative element, for, respectively, the loquentive
voice, spatio-motive voice, causative voice, and via *ba the circumstantial voice. However,
there are other verbs that also omit the inchoative formant. One is turaliko (to pierce, to
spear), and another ngaraliko, which while both have -ra- in the place where the inchoative
would go (i.e., prior to the inceptive), there is no basis to suppose that -ra- is an inchoative
formant, rather than being part of the verb-bases *tura *ngara. Another is *titiliko (to pluck)
I do not believe that there is any retrievable account explaining why some verbs lack the
inchoative formant, except to note that the ones that do have a disyllabic base: perhaps then
all verbs of disyllabic bases omit the inchoative.

8.6 Effective Voices of the Verb
Some of the modifications called ―voices‖, here, are very productive and can be applied to
virtually any verb or verbitised descriptor (indeed, the voice formants are also verbitisers). By
―productive‖ I mean that these voice modifications can be applied to any verb. The remaining
voice modifications are not as productive, but appear to provide etymological bases for the
emergence of additional verb-bases which derive from the a single verb-root, phonetically,
but have differing applied meanings. For example, paipiliko, base *paipi as ―appear, become
visible‖ beside paikaliko, base *paika as ―show oneself‖: I would say that *paika is made by
back-formation from *paipi, via *pai + *ka: though it remains credible to define a verb root
√pai.161 The productive voices are listed in Table 42 below.

Table 42: Most Productive Voices to Modify Verbs
NAME

SYMBOL

AFFIX

causative

CAUS

ma

is caused by unspecified impetus to be brought about

agentive

AGNT

banga

is compelled by personal agency to be brought about

INS

bari

instrumental

COMMENT

is brought about by the employment of an implement,
medium or method

While some verbs appear to be inherently causative (certainly for *uma), this may just reflect
the incompleteness of the lexicon: thus, while we have recorded ngiratimaliko (―to feed, to
give to eat‖: Threlkeld (1834) p. 99), it may only reflect the failure to record, say
*ngiratibiliko or *ngiratiliko. So, while the former, recorded, form means ―to cause to have
food‖ the latter, putative, forms could mean ―to have food‖. Part of the rationale for
examining, in this way, both the voices of the verb, and in the next section the sentential
enclitic radicals, is to prepare a fertile bed soil for the community to create new terms to fit
the current epoch. The voices to take into account, including those already given in Table 42
and also including the Paenative Mood are listed below.
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I am using ‗formant‘ here in an idiosyncratic way to define a verb morpheme without obvious
semantic value.
161

Note that I am not saying that it is credible to suppose such a verb root exists: for one thing, there is
no clear answer to the questions Where it might exist, and what might constitute its existence.
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Table 43: Array of Quasi-Voices
FORMANTS

QUASI-VOICE

-ka-

-ki-

default essive voice;

-ba-

-bi-

default circumstantial voice;

AFFIXES

VOICE

-pa-

privative (only default in a
few verbs with underlying
privative sense);

-ma-

default
and
causative voice;

-wa-

-wo-

-ye-

productive

spatio-motive voice, mainly
default;
loquentive
default;

voice,

mainly

-paiyi-

vague irrealis, apparently
default (no added inceptive
formant follows)

-banga-

productive agentive voice

-bari-mainga-

productive
voice

instrumental

productive paenative mood

Let me reserve the two voices listed first until the end owing to their very basic occurrence,
including being root of sentential enclitics.

8.6.1 The Privative Voice
This voice appears to be occasionally default in distinguishing, for example, between
numaliko ―To touch with the hand‖ (default causative voice via *maliko) and nupaliko ―To
try, to learn, to attempt‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 99). In this possibility, ―learning‖ is evidently
derived from the concept of praxis, i.e., acquiring manual skill, and is privative insofar as
learning is not a success verb in Awabakal, but closer to the concept of ―study‖. One could,
thereupon, separate ‗study‘ from ‗learn successfully‘ by altering the infinitive regimen, for the
latter, say, as nukaliko (being in the state of having learned to-φ) or nubaliko (happens at
time T or location L to have learned to-φ). The privative, in its default role, also distinguishes
between watawaliko ―To stamp with the foot or feet, to tread‖ (spatio-motive voice via
*waliko) and watapaliko as to swim (Threlkeld (1834) p. 103).162 Thus, watapaliko is
privative of stamping insofar as treading water is like stamping absent contact with the
ground.

8.6.2 The Causative Voice
The causative voice can be found to distinguish between bunkiliko ―To strike‖ and bumaliko
―To take by violence‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 96A). It may also attach to descriptors: thus

162

Threlkeld defines it as ―To swim, to stretch forth the hands to swim‖ (ibid.) but he appears to have
captured a piece of intuitive folk-etymology, since the verb-base is surely *wata the same as that for
―stamp the foot‖.
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pitalma ‗cause to be glad‘ or ‗cause-to-be-loved‘ (materially equivalent to English active
―love‖) as below.
414)
Pitalmapabitiyaba keyawaingaiyabaang wapa
pital -ma -pa
-bi
-tiya -ba, keyawai-ngaiya-baang uwa -pa
love-CAUS-PRIV-2s(ERG)-1s(ACC)-CRC, NEG -then-1s(ERG) move-PRV
love-make -if -by.you -(for)me-withal, not
-then -by.me go -had(done)
―If you had loved me then I would not have gone‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124)

8.6.3 The Spatio-Motive Voice
Expressions relating to motion are frequently found in a number of interesting forms. For
instance, the spatio-motive voice combines *waliko with the negative kora to yield
korawoliko ―To watch, to stay by a thing‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 96B). That is, korawoliko is
literally ―not to move‖. A more default use of the spatio-motive voice is in the formation of
the verb ‗To meet‖ as nangarawoliko (Threlkeld (18340 p. 99), which would imply ―meet
while walking, moving‖. It is not known what (if anything) *nangara means by itself, but
perhaps evinces ―encounter‖. Moreover, we find a variant in the spatio-motive voice
ngarawatiliko ―For remembrance to pass away, to forget as place or road‖ (Threlkeld (1834)
p. 98).163

8.6.4 The Loquentive Voice
In its default role, generates the verb Turakaiyeliko ―to convince‖, which seems to derive
from from turaliko ―to pierce, prick, stab, sting, lance, spear‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 101) and
*kai from kaibaliko ―to call out‖ plus the loquentive regimen *yeliko: it evinces ―convince‖,
therefore, by the etymological sense ―to pierce with spoken words‖. We also find
turiinwiyeliko ―To swear the truth‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 102). The sense of the base *turiin
is however not known (though it appears related to *tura ―pierce‖). In addition, we find
nakoyeliko ―to tell a falsehood‖ beside nakoombiliko ―To deceive, to cheat‖, perhaps both
related to nakoontibaliko ―To disregard, not to mind‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 99). Certainly, the
latter two are related by the base *nakoon whereupon the n relents to the labial consonant of
*biliko to become m;164 but it is also plausible that the primitive base is *nako. On the base
*ngara (hear) we find a loquentive variant ngarayeliko ―To hearken, to be obedient, to
believe‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 98).

8.6.5 The Vague Irrealis (VIRR),
The affix *paiyi, is seen to distinguish the simple ngukiliko ―To give, to present‖ (Threlkeld
(1834) p. 98) from the distinct nuance of ngupaiyiko ―To give back, to pay, to return in
exchange‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 99; italics added). We also find it in kambaropaiyeliko in
which the VIRR combines with the loquentive voice, to yield ―To be troublesome, to cause a
headache with noise‖ (Threlkeld (18340 p. 97). Now this is to be contrasted against kambaro
―To be giddy, to have a headache with dizziness‖ (Threlkeld (18340 p. 96B). That is,
kambaropaiyeliko does not involve the headache or dizziness itself, but involves the noise:
and is an irrealis to this degree. A third example consolidates the analysis. The verb
neyilpaiyeliko ―To shout the noise of war or play‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 99), can be seen as a
―vague irrealis‖ insofar as it involves not the war or play itself but only its noise. The VIRR is
evidently derived from the privative *pa and the loquentive *yeliko, as we twice find
-paiyeliko. Now, either ngupaiyiko is an erratum for *ngupaiyeliko or the compound affix
*paiyeli, signalling privative + loquentive, developed a contracted form as *paiyi. Since ―to
give back‖ etc. has no obvious relation to sound or noise, it would be precipitous to judge it
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The sense ―To forget anything told‖ is by the distinct form wonguntiliko (ibid.).

164

Otherwise the base is *nakoontei, and the complex -ntei- relents before *biliko.
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an erratum simply because of the three examples we have, two show the loquentive voice and
one does not. Accordingly, *paiyi should be retained as an independent voice formant.

8.6.6 The Paenative Mood
The affix *mainga, could also have been called a voice (i.e., a ―voice‖ in the adapted sense
being used here). I have thought of it as a mood because it relates to possibility rather than a
special quality of manifestation. The paenative formant *mainga evinces the consequence of
a failed or averted possibility, as shown in 8.3.1. It also shows a default role in at least two
verbs, providing for interesting idioms. The first is derived from the verb nakiliko ―To see, to
look, to observe with the eye‖ and formed as namaingaliko ―To see, to look but not to
notice‖. The second is formed on ngaraliko ―To hear, to obey, to understand with the ear‖ as
ngaramaingaliko ―To hear, but not to obey‖ (both at Threlkeld (1834) p. 98). We also find,
for the paenative mood, ngumaingaliko ―To offer‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 99). Though
obviously derived from ngukiliko to give, the latter form ‗to offer‘ must be as ―almost but not
quite (yet) give‖. No other paenatives are included in the word-list (1834), but we can see that
it is generally productive; the ones in the word-list do appear to indicate distinct idioms.

8.6.7 The Agentive Voice
The agentive modification is productive for any verb-base the sense of which is compatible to
the notion of it being performed by an agent. An agent could be, traditionally, either a human
being, an animal or a spirit agency; but a poison or healing property of a plant, for example,
or a force of nature, such as wind, water or fire, would go to the instrumental voice examined
next.
415)
Tetibangaananbanung
teti -banga -nan
-ba+nung
dead -AGNT -FA -1s(ERG)+2s(ACC)
―I will compel you to die‖ (i.e., I‟ll kill you)

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 126)

Following Threlkeld, I have adopted his, albeit imperfect, device of glossing agentive verbs
by ―compel‖ where pertinent. He does not always use this word, but it seems that intentional
agency is at issue most of the time with this modification.
In the next example, it is possible but not completely certain that the speaker is alluding to the
fact that he or she had thought to break something intentionally; but perhaps, after all, it only
alludes to the personal involvement with the breaking.
416)
Tiyirbangapabaampa, minangbanangaiyabaratiya
tiyir -banga -pa -baang -pa minang-ba-nan-ngaiya -bara
-tiya
break-AGNT-PRV-1s(ERG)-PRV what -CRC-FA -then-3p(ERG)-1s(ACC)
―If I had broken it, what would they have done to me‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 125)
The modification should be productive even to the verb *ka. For example, we have the
sentence Moroonbo kamanbila, a permissive on *ka meaning ―Let [somebody] live‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115; v. 386). Presumably we could also construct Moroonbo
kabangalabanung as ―I will compel you to live‖ either in the slightly imperious sense
evinced by ‗compel‘ or in the agentive sense of ‗keep you alive‘, as save from illness or
injury. It should also be the case that one could say Kabangaanan anti ―I will keep you at
this place‖ (to which one could add the durative katai if pertinent).

8.6.8 The Instrumental Voice
The affix *bari is used to convey the sense of something or other bringing about a
consequence, here of breaking a spade owing to some impact with a piece of wood.
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417)
Wiwi, tiyirbareyakankowabi anowa spade ngali koolaitu
wiwi tiyir -bari -eya -kan-kowa -bi
anowa spade ngali koolai-tu
AAP, break -INSV -ITER-SBJ -PRP-2s(ERG)
DD spade DD(ERG) wood-ERG.
―Mind, lest you break the spade with that stick‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 125)
The next example shows that wind as a force of nature is construed with the instrumental
voice rather than the agentive or causative; however, the possibility remains that this is an
example of something Threlkeld had said and recalled here to illustrate a point (he is
illustrating what he named the 8th, 9th and 10th conjugations).165
418)
Wibikutiya poorbareya hatemowamba
wibi -ku
-tiya poor -bari -a hat-emowamba
wind-ERG-1s(ACC) drop- INSV-PA hat -1s(POSS)
―The wind has blown off my hat‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 125)
(more faithfully) ‗The wind is the force by which my hat has blown off‘
The possible (probable) causative form of 417 would be Wibikutiya poormaa
hatemowamba.
There appears also to be a semi-default mode to this voice, generating a number of specific
verbs; page references are from Threlkeld (1834).
kilbariliko,

―To snap by means of something, as a line by a fish‖ (p. 96B)

ngaranpoorbariliko

―To fall tears, to weep‖ (p. 99)

potobariliko

―To burst a hole with something‖ (p. 100)

tetibariliko

―To cause to die by some means, as poison, &c.‖ (p. 100)

tiyirbariliko

―To break by means of something‖ (p. 101)

yiyirbariliko

―To tear by means of something‖ (p. 104)

Though the last three may seem to be simply productive, tiyirkaliko, means ―to break of
itself, as wood‖; and the same of the others: i.e., as mentioned in 8.1 on verbitive value,
Awabakal verbs are not active in sense, nor are they passive, but simply neutral. Accordingly,
even when the verb is in a causative, agentive or instrumental voice, its sense is to be
interpreted passively: ‗is caused‘, ‗is compelled‘, ‗is brought about by instrument‘. Even
verbs in the loquentive voice, i.e., even *wiya itself, express more closely to ‗is said, is told,
is talked to, is spoken of‘ than the active counterparts. Likewise those in the spatio-motive
voice, ‗is in motion‘ rather than moves: form uwamaan would mean ―is caused to move‖. On
another matter, it is somewhat unexpected to find the verb listed second ngaranpoorbariliko
as one modified to the instrumental voice, and it is rather unclear why the experiential ―act‖
of weeping is constructed in this modification.
*

*

*

8.6.9 Essive and Circumstantial Voices
It is more difficult to consider the most basic voices, the essive and circumstantial.
Interpretation into English shows no difference, unless one forces it by circumlocution. All
the same, the following remarks come as close as evidence and reflection allows for the
remanent ―meaning‖ of the inchoative formant(s). It is largely by scrutiny of the sentential
enclitic radicals *ka and *ba (9) that an inferred assessment of verbs ending *baliko or
*kaliko, and by extension those ending *biliko and *kiliko, has presented itself. While no
obvious differences of classification exist between verbs having the inchoative formant begin
with *b besides those which begin with *k, a notional association respectively to the
165

The 8th is ―spontaneous agency‖, 9th is ―personal agency‖ and the 10th is ―instrumental agency‖
(Threlkeld (1834) pp. 62, 63 & 65 respectively).
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circumstantial and essive voices becomes attractive. It fosters the following notional
evaluations.

8.6.9.1 The Circumstantial Voice
Circumstantial Voice

CRC

*ba ; *bi

Found in regular verbs and verbitised descriptors to elicit or evince the sense of an
event-space. That is, a state, process, activity or action is construed to occur insofar as
it manifests as an event. Largely, if not wholly, it will be intuitive and subliminal, not
part of the general conscious understanding by speakers of the semantic character of
the language, but utilised instinctively with a majority of utterances fitting the character
appropriately. Verbs and descriptors marked in the circumstantial voice, evince a more
objective perception of phenomena than the essive voice discussed next.

8.6.9.2 The Essive Voice
10

Essive Voice

ESS

*ka ; *ki

Found in regular verbs and verbitised descriptors to elicit or evince the sense of being
in such a state. That is, a state, process, activity or action is construed to occur insofar
as it represents the objects and other entities involved in a described phenomenon of
being in the state of being involved in that phenomenon. This too, will be mostly
intuitive and subliminal in the speakers‘ collective and individual awareness; it could
also be used to distinguish the subjective experience of φ from an objective existence of
φ, but there is no direct evidence of this possibility. Together with the circumstantial
(and other verb voices) the essive forms part of the semantic background in virtue of
which speakers come to interpret, understand and describe the world in which they live.
Verbs and descriptors marked in the essive voice evince a more stative apprehension of
phenomena than the circumstantial voice discussed above.
The remaining voices (discussed previously) are more determined by the conscious awareness
of conditions and the communicative choices made by speakers regarding the manner and
quality of description.
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9 Sentential/Phrasal Particles: Enclitic Radicals
There are three main radicals in Awabakal; they are almost certainly enclitic, and a treated
that way orthographically. The three types are
*TA

manifestive ―voice‖

*KA

essive ―voice‖

*BA

circumstantial ―voice‖

They are given, above, in small capitals owing to the fact that variants also occur based on
these roots.

9.1 *TA: The Manifestive or Enclitic of Presence
The first enclitic *ta is analysed by Threlkeld as having the sense of ―substantiality‖
(Threlkeld (1850) pp. 26-28); but he tends to gloss it either as a definite article ‗the‘ or as ‗it‘
or ‗it is‘ or ignores it in the gloss. It is not entirely clear from the data what the conventions
were exactly that determined its idiomatic distribution. That is, when a speaker uses ta, it is
not entirely clear why it occurs, and when a speaker has not used it, why it was appropriate to
leave it out. To begin examination of the enclitic *ta, compare the next two data, one of
which omits the enclitic and the next in which it occurs. The first, 418, seems to be a real
question-answer pair; 419 is an unrelated declarative.
419)
Ngaan anang?
ngaan an-ang
who D-ACC
―Who is there? ‖

Ngatowa ani
ngatowa ani
1s(NOM) MPD
―It is I‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 4)

420)
Ngintowata ani
ngintowa -ta ani
2s(NOM)-MFST MPD
―It is thou (emphatically)‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 5)

The translation of 419 is verbatim from Threlkeld. It seems then that he takes it to be
emphatic, but it does not seem that the emphatic force in part accounts for the occasion of *ta,
owing to the separable (―nominative‖) pronouns having emphatic force intrinsically. Indeed,
there are several data which are clearly emphatic but in which the enclitic *ta does not occur.
For instance, on the same page from which these data above are drawn, we find Ngintowa
tetibanan ―It is thou who wilt be dead‖ and Ngintowa kinta; Ngatowa keyawaraan ―It is
thou who fearest, It is I who do not‖ (Threlkeld (1827) p. 5). In my (tentative) view, the
manifestive enclitic occurs in 419 due to the speaker becoming suddenly aware of the
manifest presence of the addressee, and it is for this reason that we have ngintowata rather
than the uninflected ngintowa. Consider the next datum.
421)
―Newwoah bo-keyn kokohn tah‖
Niwuwabokin kokowinta
niwuwa -bo -kin kokowin-ta
3sm(NOM)-RFX-ATT water-MFST
―It is he himself in the water‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 5)

An insight into the context of this datum would have been very helpful. On the one hand, it
could be a rather casual remark, equivalent to the simple, ‗Oh, that‘s where he is: in the
water‘ or it might be that it is somewhat unexpected to find the particular individual referred
to in the water at that time. At any rate, the notion, sometimes put forward by Threlkeld,
repeated by Fraser and taken up by Haslam, that *ta has semantic overlap with the definite
article of English has some merit, but the next datum suggests a different role.
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422)
Waitangeyn nauwaita waingawil
waita -ngeyn nauwai -ta
wainga-wil
depart-1p(ERG) canoe-MFST paddle-OPT
―We leave that we may paddle the canoe‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 7)

Canoes were not permanent objects, being made largely of bark (plus some woven cord and
braces of wood. But we know here, because of ta, that the canoe designated is ready to go
(naturally, the verb ‗paddle‘ would have been sufficient to indicate the strong possibility that
the canoe had already been constructed). Nevertheless, it is plausible to infer that it is by
indicating manifest presence that the manifestive has overlap with English ‗the‘. In other
words, the manifestive enclitic, in 421, implies that the canoe is present, or ―at hand‖ or is a
definite, specific canoe which already exists in a ready-to-paddle condition.
Just to show that it is not the case that *ta is required for demonstrative specificity, consider
the next datum.
423)
Anangyung anowanang nukang
an-nang -yung anowa -nang nukang
D -ACC-over:there DD -ACC woman
―There, that woman there‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)

The next two data begin to provide some moderate insight into the function and meaning of
the manifestive enclitic.
424)
Karainura takeyan ngorokaanta
karai
-nurur ta -keyan ngorokaan -ta
kangaroo -2p(ERG) eat -PD morning -MFST
―You have all eaten kangaroo this morning‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 7; adapted)
In this instance, the manifestive, perhaps, conveys the speaker‘s awareness of certain manifest
evidence implying the statement made. Looking at it from another perspective, we find
another datum in which ngorokaan is marked by ta, but which occurs mid-sentence and
terminates a dependent clause. The datum expresses a counterfactual, and thus includes also
the enclitic radical pa, explored in a later sub-section, and where the third row is explicated in
more details.
425)
Kapabipa anta ngorokaanta napangaiyabanung
ka -pa
-bi
-ba
anta ngorokaan-ta
na -pa -ngaiya -banung
ESS-PRV-2s(ERG)-CRC this:place morning-MFST, see-PRV -then-1s(ERG)+2s(ACC)
―Had you been here this morning then I would have seen you‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115)
Let us note that ngorokaan denotes ―morning‖ and, in 423, the sense of ‗this morning‘ (i.e.,
morning of the day of the utterance) is conveyed by the PD tense suffix -keyan, not by the
manifestive enclitic. In 424, my assessment is that the inflected form ngorokaanta adverts to
the message that, via the privative, the addressee had not been manifestly present at the place
alluded to at the time stated. So, we can see why various English commentators have
associated this enclitic with the English definite article ‗the‘: it invariably occurs in
expressions with a specific reference and—to make a fine point—there is virtually nothing
else in English that suggests itself as a glossary item for *ta. Now, apprehending why *ta has
been associated with the definite article does not corroborate that view, of course, but
explains why it has been a persistent analysis. Another reason for that analysis is that there is
a pluralising counterpart, as tara, but it is quite rare in the data.166 All the same, the singular166

Indeed, it is one of the inelegancies of the Gospel translation that Threlkeld so frequently matches
English plurals with the particle tara. He over-uses both the singular ta and its plural, distorting the
distribution of this enclitic in the stylistics of the language, which in the corpus of data at least, has
rather spare occurrence.
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plural opposition is not without representation, and we have at least this pair of moderately
distinct expressions to examine.
426)
Tibintanowa anang
tibin -ta
-nowa an-nang
bird-MFST-3sm(ERG) D-ACC
―That is a bird‖
Anitara tibinbi bunkala teti
-ta -ra tibin -bi
bun-kala teti
MPD-MFST-PLU bird-2s(ERG) strike-PA dead
―These are the birds you killed‖ (struck dead)

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111)

427)
ani

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111)

One way to gloss this last datum may be with the sequence ‗this-lot bird by.you struck dead‘.
Now whether or not it would be suitable to use ta when the reference is plural, is not entirely
clear. That is, although common nouns are indifferent to singular or plural reference, perhaps
when the manifestive is used the number agreement becomes fixed. If that is so then for any
nominal stem, STEM+ta is legitimate if and only if the implied number is singular; and it
seems clear that tara is true only if the reference is plural.
The next pair of data give us more insight into its function. They are both set down as
possible answers to the question ―Is that heavy?‖
428)
Poroolta anowa
porool -ta anowa
heavy-MFST DD
―[Yes] That‘s heavy as‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18; adapted)167

429)
Keyawai wirwiraanta ani
keyawai wirwir -aan
-ta ani
NEG DISMISSIVE-PRESN-MFST MPD
―No, this is a mere trifle, scarcely a burden at all‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18; adapted)168
In each of these data we notice ta marking the descriptor porool (427) and the negative, or
―dismissive‖, sign wirwiraan (428) which evidently adverts to the descriptor porool in the
given question (Wiya anowa porool? ‗Say, that heavy?‘). Another apparent example of the
role of the enclitic to reinforce definitude is below; note that the pronominal enclitic attaches
to the MFST, not vice versa.
430)

Ngalitatiya teti bumpa
ngali
-ta
-tiya
teti bun -pa
MPD(ERG)-MFST-1s(ACC) dead strike-PRV
―This might have killed me‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118)

Yet, again, the sense of definitude comes to us through our Anglophone prepossessions, and it
makes just as much sense to evaluate ngalita to express the manifest presence of the
potentially fatal object.

167

Attempting here to convey the idiom via the Australian idiom where we curtail ‗heavy as can be‘ by
ending with the essive conjunction ‗as‘.
168

The idiom seems difficult to capture with ordinary, English, but perhaps a sequence ‗No, piffle, this
is nothin‘, this‖. The formula wirwiraan is glossed by Threlkeld as ―part of the negative‖ but it occurs
nowhere else and is not otherwise mentioned. It may be a relative of wiwi, which forms a sign of
aversion, though, here with the added rhotics, it appears to be a sign of being dismissive (hence my
gloss). So perhaps another suitable sequence might be ―No, phooey on it for this‖ where ‗phooey on‘
maps to wirwiraan, ‗it‘ maps to ta and ‗for this‘ maps to ani. But of course there is no isomorphic
mapping between Awabakal and English in such a simplistic way.
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A special use is found in the formula yantita, where yanti means ―in such and such a
manner‖ but yantita signals ―at the specified (or agreed upon) time‖. Note the examples
below also reveal occurrences of ta as a verb-tense modifier (PP), signalling ―prior to a
particular juncture‖: in both 430 and 431, -ka- is an occurrence of the ESS–INCH (essiveinchoative) formant, making the descriptor poloong into a ―tense-able‖ verb.
431)
Uwaatanowa yantita panalba poloongkaleyan
uwa -ta -nowa yanti-ta panal -ba
poloong -ka-leyan
move-PP-3sm(ERG) as-MFST sun-CIRCwhen sinking-INCH-PARX
―He came, then, just as the sun was setting‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124)
432)
Tananbi wala yantita panalba poloongkalinan
tanan
-bi
uwa -la yanti-ta
panal-ba poloong -ka -li -nan
approach-2s(ERG) move-IMP as-MFST sun -CIRC sinking-INCH-INC-FA
―Come at sunset‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124)
In simple responses, e.g., utterances that begin with dative or possessive pronominals, *ta can
be used to refer to an object of possession, or, perhaps, to affirm that some assumed referent
is indeed that which is one‘s own. Thus, immediately following a question ―Whose son is
this?‖ Threlkeld presents Emowambata [1s(POSS)-MFST] ―It is mine‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p.
106). But other possible responses to the same question, recorded at the same place, do not
have occurrences of *ta, but reveal only possessives. We find other occasions where *ta
precedes a demonstrative evidently to reinforce the reference.
433)
Makorokobata ani ngooroong
makoro-koba -ta
ani ngooroong
fish -POSS-MFST MPD blood
―This is the blood of a fish‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 107)

An assessment of the possible context of this sentence is that traces of blood have been
noticed and the speaker is interpreting the (manifest) evidence.
At length, the section Threlkeld entitled ‗on the article‘ (1834: p. 111) is a mish-mash of
twelve sentences of which only six contain the particle ta and in four of which it occurs as the
compound bota, where bo is a reflexive enclitic which frequently—though not always—
occurs in the compound form -bota. When bota occurs, it is a formula that indicates a strong
affirmation. For the word-list entry Tokool, defined as ―To be true, also truth‖, Threlkeld
adds ―This takes Bo-ta‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 101) thus the word is actually Tokoolbota.
Some examples follow for bota, which we could (though do not) gloss as a unit by
‗validative‘ particle.
434)
Wakoolbotanowa tananba
wakool-bo -ta
-nowa
tanan -ba
one -RFLX-MFST-3sm(ERG) approach-CIRC
―One man only is coming‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111)

435)
Bulowarabotabula tanan uwaa
bulowara-bo -ta
-bula
tanan uwa -a
3d(ABS)-RFLX-MFST-d(ERG) approach move-PA
―Only the two came‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111)

436)
Ngintowabota anowa kore
ngintowa -bo -ta
anowa kore
2s(NOM)-RFLX-MFST DD
man
―You are the man‖ [at issue]

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111)

Some formulæ, showing the literal sequence bota, however, may warrant a distinct analysis,
as with the response in the next datum. I believe that anambo is an autonomous expression,
meaning ‗the very place‘, and it can occur sans ta (v. datum 274 supra).
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437)
Wiya, anti wonta pipelo?
wiya anti
wonta pipelo
say, this:place where pipe
―Is the pipe here?‖

Anambota
an-nang -bo -ta
D-ACC-RFLX-MFST
―Right here‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18)

There is also a formula, of quite similar sense, using the compound kata, i.e., the essive and
manifestive enclitics.
438)
Kabokata turanangaiyabiin
ka-bo -ka -ta
tura-nan-ngaiya -biin
ESS-RFLX-ESS-MFST spear-FA -then-2s(ACC)
―By and by [surely] you will be speared‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 128; adding ‗surely‘)
Comparing kata with the other affirmative formula bota, it seems that bota refers to the truth
of something that is already the case, while kata affirms a conviction, but this conclusion is
not strongly supported, and the distinction between the ―factual‖ 433–435, and the
―predictive‖ 437, may be due simply to contextual features of the recorded expressions.
One more thing to consider about *TA is that it does occur with certain modifications other
than the plural. Here next, we find the plural which is modified to agree with the ergative case
of the demonstrative.
439)
Ngaantu wiyaan?
ngaan-tu wiya -an
who-ERG speak-PRES
―Who speaks?‖

Ngalitaru
ngali
-ta -r/a -u
MPD(ERG)-MFST-PLU-ERG
These do‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 127)

9.1.1 Possibility of Unrestricted Case Marking for *ta
It may be possible that the manifestive can take any nominal case: perhaps ―thieving‖ the case
from the noun itself. There is some suggestion that this is so when we consult the Gospel
translation. However, owing to the rendition, in the translation, of many—almost all—the
noun cases as separable postpositions,169 and the potential for errata by exchange of ‗t‘ for
‗k‘, it is never clear if the text is assuming that the case is attaching to the enclitic, or if it is a
separated 4th, t-initial, Declension affixes (either correctly or incorrectly of this declension).
At any rate, for whatever it is worth, we find such renditions in the Gospel. There remains
some indeterminacy in this next analysis, but first note that 439 below could not be correct in
the form represented at Luke 1:56. In the first place, the term wilang is defined as
―Straggling: to be behind: to be the last‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 103); it requires wilangbo (i.e.,
-bo rather than -ba found in the verse) to express ―return‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 102).170 In the
second place, the sequence bountoa bounnoun ka tako, requires ba rather than ka, so as to
make the possessive-allative bowanoowanbakako, to denote her home; and in which the
allative must be of the 3rd, k-initial, Declension because ba (the possessive) ends in a. That is,
when extended cases are added to possessive pronominals (which, in the 3sf, stem from the
accusative base) they follow an ordinary Class I, 3rd Declension, paradigm. At any rate, below
is one such problematic, Gospel, expression with my attempt to reconstruct it more
felicitously.
[Luke 1:56] …willung ba ġaiya bountoa bounnoun ka tako kokera ko…
(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 131)
169

Threlkeld himself frequently enough renders case affixes as separated postpositions; but I believe
this occasional habit in Threlkeld seems to have become a virtual obsession for Fraser‘s editing of the
text.
170

Threlkeld includes the non-reflexive wilang with the reflexive wilangbo under the gloss ‗return‘ on
page 102, but separately enters the non-reflexive wilang under the gloss ‗straggling‖ (etc.) on page
103. Hence, it remains plausible that 439 is not erroneous (in this matter); but certainly wilangbo is
more canonical to express ‗return‘.
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440)
…wilangbongaiyabowantoowabowanoowanbakako kokerako …
wilang -bo -ngaiya-bowantoowa-bowanoowan -bo-kako koker/e-ako …
behind-RFLX-then -3sf(ERG) -3sf(STEM) -POSS-ALL shelter-ALL
return
-then -3sf(ERG) -3sf(STEM) -POSS-ALL shelter-ALL
―…then she returned to her home‖
(reconstruction)
So, what has been done here is first to replace willung ba—which would express ‗when she
returned‘ (assuming wilang can express ‗return‘ on its own)—with wilangbo. In addition, to
capture the sense of she to her home, we have kept the ergative bowantoowa and attached to
it the accusative base bowanoowan added the possessive suffix ba and, finally, attached the
appropriate (Class I, 3rd Declension) allative case -(k)ako. Note, just in passing, that the
paradigmatic allative case for pronominal enclitics, as,
-ngaiyabowantoowabowanoowankinko
-ngaiya-bowantoowa-bowanoowan-kinko
-then
3sf(ERG)
-3sf(STEM) -ALL
would have, in the dependent clause of 439, expressed ‗then she went towards her‘ where
‗she‘ and ‗her‘ could not co-refer: this results in nonsense since there is no role left for the
term for ‗towards-home‘ kokerako. So, it seems almost certain that to express ‗towards her
home‘ requires the rendition in 439 given above
Let us examine a similar datum. The next attempts to translate ―to gather the wheat into his
granary‖ where the term for a bark shelter kokere is used to denote the (building functioning
as a) granary.
[Luke 3:17] …wíet ġikoúmba tako kokerá ko…

(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 136)

441)
…wheatngikowambakako kokerako …
wheat -ngiko -amba-(k)ako koker/e-ako
wheat -3sm(ROOT)-POSS -ALL shelter -ALL
―…wheat into his granary‖
Once again it can be seen that Luke 3:17 fails agreement protocols, but that the emended
forms of 440 show congruent agreements (i.e., instead of a t-initial case affix (which is 4th
Declension), a properly k-initial, 3rd Declension, case affix has been attached to the
possessive enclitic ngikowamba.
Altogether considered, then, it would seem that whether the fault is with Threlkeld or with
Fraser‘s frequently obvious meddling, there does not seem to be grounds upon which to
suppose that case-markers can ―affix-hop‖ from nouns or pronominal enclitics to the enclitic
radical *ta. Indeed, examining the data in this sub-section, excluding one-word responses,
such as Emowambata (Threlkeld (1834) p. 106) and those from the Gospel, we find that the
pronominal enclitics attach to the enclitic radical (i.e., *ta), not vice versa: cf. 425, 429, 433,
434. In addition, it seems that while there does appear to be evidence that the plural tara can
be declined for ergative case as taru—though no similar evidence for the singular ta—the
enclitic is otherwise indeclinable.
Nevertheless, there are some extra (non-case-marking) modifications of *ta apart from the
plural tara and its ergative derivation taru. One is the interesting form tarai designating
another, i.e., one other than a particular one. The next datum shows the use simply, i.e., in
referring to a particular one who is other than the addressee, albeit it occurs as a performative
derivation.
442)
Mumbiyabaangtaraikaan
mumbi -a -baang -ta
-rai
-kaan
transfer-PA-1s(ERG)-MFST- PROAD-PRFM(ABS)
―I have lent it to another‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)
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Another interesting use of tarai makes a reference to a time period; it is of added interest
because tarai is itself marked by ta. Note that yelena denotes the moon, but may designate
the period of a (lunar) month.
443)
Kananbaangtaraita yelenaka
ka-nan -baang -ta
-rai
-ta yelena -ka
be-FA-1s(ERG)-MFST-PROAD-MFST month-ESS
―In another month I shall‖ [be or do such-and-such]

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113)

It may seem appropriate prima facie to consider tarai a modification of tara: i.e., such that
*ta is first modified to the plural +ra, and then the plural is itself modified to a singular, and
thereby indicating another. However, I find that ―over-intricate‖. So, rather, I would only
propose that we see tarai as *ta+rai, and where the inflection refers pro ad alia: i.e., ―off to
another‖, symbolised by PROAD as shown in 441–2. Furthermore, an extra modification,
apparently of tarai occurs to mean ―other things of the same general class‖. The only
example of it, however, is in the Gospel translation, but I should think that it is not a
corruption, just something that has not had occasion in the corpus of data; as before with these
verses, I have excised the incorrect clausal use of the conjunction ngatan (the obelisk is cited
and occurs sporadically to represent the inclusion in the translation-text of a loan-word, here
for ―wine‘).
[Luke 1:15] ―Kauwȧl wal noa kȧnu̇n, mikan ta Yehóa kin, ġatun keawai wal noa †wain
pitȧnu̇n, keawai tarere,…‖
(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 128)
444)
Kauwalwaalnowa kanan mikanta Yeyowakin, keyawaiwaalnowa …
kauwal-waal -nowa ka-nan mikan -ta Yeyowa-kin, keyawai-waal -nowa …
large -DES-3sm(ERG) be-FA in:front-MFST NAME -ATT, NEG -DES-3sm(ERG)
―For he will be great before the Lord, and he shall…‖
.… wain bitanan, keyawaitarere
wain bita-nan, keyawai-ta -rere
wine drink-FA, NEG -MFST-CNGR
―… drink no wine nor strong drink, …‖

(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 128)

It seems credible to see tarare as tarai-rai for which the vocalic syllables have undergone
lenitive ablaut. However, since rather than other things it now indicates, similar things, it
seems better to parse it as a synthetic unit, viz. CNGR = congeries, denoting ―other things of
the same sort, or belonging to the same general class‖. In other words, it is like ―He‘ll drink
no wine and so forth‖. Just to mention it, it is not clear if Threlkeld‘s adoption of mikanta,
which means ―physically in front of‖, i.e., ―X having anterior spatial relation to Y‖ can also
carry the sense of ―before‖ in the formula ―he will be great before God‖.171
A fourth modification of *ta forms a negative, as Tararaan. It is recorded twice in the
documentation in the form of definitions only: e.g.,
―Ta-ra-rán, Pul-le ko-ri-en,
―Ta-ra-rán,

It is not salt, (there are two negatives.)‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 71; verbatim)

It is not, the thing affirmed.‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 77; punctuation cited ad literatam)

There are no sentence-data in the corpus with this negative; nor has one yet been located in
the Gospel translation. Further scrutiny of this negative form is conducted in 10.

171

Most likely, the sentiment would be expressible via ‗ngaratoowaranowa Yeyowainowa‘ as
‗known/understood by.God‘; equally being great, will be conveyed via maroong (good) or kaiyu
(ability, power, skill, etc.).
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In short, when it comes to the particle *TA there is still a considerable degree of brute
interpretation that is required to arrive at precise conventions regarding how it ―ought‖ to be
used idiomatically. At present we can offer only this appraisal
*TA
a sentential particle that imparts a sense of the definite and of that which is
present or manifest in the cognisance of the dialogue participants; the particle can be
varied, morphologically, for number (plural tara), for scope (tarai = ‗another one‘),
(tarare = ‗other similar things‘), and exclusion (tararaan = ‗not the thing named‘). It
can modify or mark substantive phrases or verbs; in any event, the particle *TA can
also be declined at least into the ergative case (e.g., ngali.taru ‗those which act‘) or
perhaps (but unlikely in my view) instead of, the noun phrase over which it has scope.

9.2 *KA: The Enclitic of Essive Voice
The enclitic radical *KA is only sparingly represented in the corpus of data. For his part,
Threlkeld is in no doubt about it.
Ka,

Actuality of being personal[ly] in any state, is. (Threlkeld (1850) p. 22).

However, Threlkeld does not make any distinction between the ―tense-able‖ verb based upon
*ka and the non-tensed enclitic *KA. Because of this omission, and because of the spare
occurrence among the data, it is not a simple matter to give a definition of the enclitic radical
*KA, nor of its apparent relatives, the inchoative formants *ka/ki.

9.2.1

Role of *KA with verbs in the Iterative Aspect

In one of its functions, it appears to have a role in helping to mark verbs in the iterative
aspect.
445)
Ma! bunteyakatiya
ma bun -eya -ka -tiya
do strike-ITER-ESS-1s(ACC)
―Smite me again‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 119)

446)
Wiyeyakabitiya; kaaraatiya wiyela
wiya-eya -ka -bi
-tiya;
kaaraa -tiya wiya -la
tell-ITER-ESS-2s(ERG)-1s(ACC) ; carefully-1s(ACC) speak-IMP
―Tell me again; speak distinctly‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 128)
The next datum shows that *ka has not occurred in the preceding data just in order to
facilitate the attachment of a pronominal enclitic.
447)
Piriwalbi kateyaka
piriwal
bi ka -eya -ka
chieftain-2s(ERG) be-ITER-ESS
―Be chieftain again‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115)

However, it is not the case that *KA is simply a syllabic part of the iterative aspect, as the
following datum shows.
448)
Yuringbinung bunkeya yakita
yuring
-binung
bun -eya yakita
away-2s(ERG)+3sm(ACC) strike-ITER now
―Go strike him again now‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118)

If we begin from Threlkeld‘s impression of the root, then, between 444 and 447, the enclitic
radical *KA marks the addressee to be in the state of re-iterating the sense of the verb-base:
striking-again, telling-again and being-again. That is, it helps to reinforce the verb. By some
contrast, in 497, it is not needed because a temporal adverb-like descriptor is used instead.
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9.2.2

*KA as part of the adverbial kabo
In another role, *KA is itself used to mark a temporal adverb-like descriptor kabo. This
descriptor can be used, especially if reduplicated, to request someone to hold their place, to
stop and wait for the speaker. It seems also plausible to see kabo itself made up of the essive
base and the reflexive particle.
449)
Kabo, kabo, wiyawiyelikowabaang
ka-bo ka-bo wiya-wiya-li-kowa-baang
ESS-RFLX ESS-RFLX talk -talk-INC-PRP-1s(ERG)
―Stay, stay, that I may have some conversation‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 128)

But the same sense of kabo can be interpreted from a singular occurrence at least if another
appositional term occurs with it (antowa is the relative TRP in the next datum not the TPD).
450)
―Kah bo unam bo, yallah wah-lah undoah‖172
Kabo anambo, yelawola antowa
ka-bo an -nang -bo yelawo -la
antowa
ESS-RFLX D -ACC -RFLX
sit -IMP that:place:just:there
―Sit and rest where you are‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 21)173
In singular form, however, kabo can also mean something like ―by and by‖ or ―there will
come the time that…‖. In the next datum kabo is enhanced by *ka and *ta
451)
Kabokata turanangaiyabiin
ka-bo -ka -ta
tura-nan-ngaiya -biin
ESS-RFLX-ESS-MFST spear-FA -then-2s(ACC)
―By and by [surely] you will be speared‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 128; adding ‗surely‘)
Presumably, in 451 the formula kabokata marks the surety of the speaker‘s conviction. Yet,
this sense of kabo can apply without the enclitic ka immediately attached, though it still
occurs in the clause. It falls under the ‗place-time‘ marking function of *ka examined in the
next section.
At any rate, in a similar, though not identical formula, kabo retains its sense as ‗stop‘ or
‗remain‘.
452)
Kabo yareyaka
ka-bo
yareya -ka
ESS-RFLX evening -ESS
―Stop till the evening‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 23)

In 451, the enclitic -ka does not need to be thought of as kaboka (450) with the enclitic
moved, for -ka can mark a place or other apposition with the sense of ‗this:place being:there.
It is, I think, via the future aorist verb that kabo gets the sense ‗by and by‘ in 450. But in 451,
kabo is not given that sense by the absence of a future aorist verb; moreover, -ka now marks
a time rather than a place. But in both 450 and 451, -ka seems to express that one will be
there at that time/place, with the operative sense being ―to exist, or to obtain, at the indicated
telos.

172

This forms the sole occasion of the letter ‗d‘ amongst the corpus of data. In addition, Threlkeld quite
plausibly sees the verb ‗sit‘ as the combination of ‗ankles‘ yela with the movement verb *uwa. But,
just as we, and modern Italians, no longer interpret ‗promise‘ promettere as ―to put forth‖ (pro mittere)
it is not altogether likely that the Awabakal thought of yelawoliko as ‗to move the ankles‘ but would
simply have interpreted it as ―to sit‖.
173

Replacing Threlkeld‘s ―Be thou where thou art, rest thou there‖.
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9.2.3

Place-time Marking by *ka

A common apparent feature of the enclitic radical *ka is to help mark expressions for spatiotemporal significance. Observe next how *ka is attached to the place name Sydney.
453)
Kabobaang kanan Sydneyka
ka-bo -baang ka-nan Sydney-ka
ESS+RFLX-1s(ERG) be-FA NAME -ESS
―By and by, I shall be in Sydney‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113)

In a similar fashion to the function in 503 *KA can mark temporal adverb-like terms.
454)
Korowarangkabaang
korowarang -ka -baang
long:time:since -ESS -1s(ERG)
―It‘s a long time since I have‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 19)

Now since we have one other instance of the first word korowang that does not end in ka in
another datum, we can surmise that the word is korowarang and not korowarangka.174

9.2.4

The Essive Query

The essive enclitic may also have a role marking question words.

9.2.4.1 Essive Query: Style I
455)
Ngaanangka?
ngaan-nang-ka
who -ACC-ESS
―To whom?‖

Yiterabulnang
yitera -bul-nang
named-YCL-ACC
―To such a one‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 22)

456)
Ngaanangka umananbaang?
ngaan-nang-ka uma-nan-baang
who -ACC-ESS do -FA-1s(ERG)
―Who shall I do?‖ (some deed to)

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 15)

457)
Wonangkabiin nukang?
won -nang-ka -biin nukang
where-ACC-ESS-2s(ERG) wife (< woman)
―Where‘s your wife?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 12)

458)
Wonangka Bunumba kokere kataan?
won -nang -ka Bun -umba kokere ka -taan
where-ACC-ESS NAME-POSS ―house‖ be-PRES
―Where is Bun‘s house?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 13)175

Whereas from these data it might seem that the enclitic has a special role marking accusative
forms, we find it also on the absolutive forms of question words.
459)
Minaringka anowanang?
minaring-ka anowa-nang
what -ESS DD -ACC
―What is that there?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9)

174

The example is Korowarangbaang nataala (long:time:since 1s(ERG) see-PPR) as ―It‘s a long time
since I‘ve seen her‖, where ‗her‘ is elliptical (Threlkeld (1827) p. 19).
It is unclear if Bun is the English name, i.e., Bun [], or if it is an Awabakal name, i.e., [],
but perhaps it is a little short for an Awabakal name, unless it is an abbreviation.
175
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460)
―Yah-ko-untah ka noa yahn te umah-nun?‖
Yakowantakanowa yanti umanan?
yakowanta-ka -nowa
yanti uma-nan
when -ESS-3sm(ERG) this:way make-FA
―When will he make it this way?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 20)

461)
―Yah-ko-untah ka be yahn tahrah umah-nun?‖
Yakowantakabi yantara umanan?
yakowanta-ka -bi
yantara uma-nan
when -ESS-2s(ERG) that:way make-FA
―When will you make it that way?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 20)176

9.2.4.2 The Essive Query: Style II
It should be mentioned that it becomes possible to see the occurrences of *KA in 454-460 as
errata for ke parsed as QESS a special interrogative particle indicating that a question concerns
a specific individual. And since the data (454-460) all come from Threlkeld (1827), and ka
does not mark question words in (1834) it is at least possible that these are errata, for ke. An
overt example of QESS (ke) is found next.
462)
Ngaanke ani?
ngaan -ke ani
who -QESS MPD
―Who is this?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 105)

So, as far as has become apparent, to ask ―who was it?‖, as say to ask who did a particular
thing, or to ask ‗Who‘ll be there?‘ one simply uses ngaan. In contrast, if say, one saw a
person and inquired to ask for the person‘s name, one uses ngaanke; thus, as 461 includes
ngaanke the person who is the object of the inquiry must be present or visible to the enquirer.
Example 458 above indicates (via essive query, Style I) the same consideration of a definite
and observed object of inquiry given by minaringka (or minaringke); and 457 indicates for
the spatial interrogative, wonta, that the essive query (Style I) appears to advert to the
definitude of the person whose home it is, rather than definitude or perception of the place
itself.

9.2.5

Essive Emphatic Variant

In addition to the matter discussed at 9.2.4, we can also point out that the particle ke appears
to have another role—made much use of in the Gospel translation—as an emphatic form of
ka, and such that it can even serve to mark ka itself: as below.
463)
Yanowa yiri yirikake
yanowa yiri yiri -ka -ke
let:be sacred-ESS-ESSEMPH
―Forget it, it is of sacred concern‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 129)

It might be thought that the above datum may be an erratum for the following, alternative
analysis.
464)
Yanowa yiri yirikako
yanowa yiri yiri -kako
let:be sacred -ALL
―Forget it, [they go towards a] sacred concern‖

176

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 129)

The term yantara is nowhere else recorded, but is clearly related to yanti. The difference between
them is that yanti means in this manner or thus, but yantara means in that manner or otherwise,
differently, etc.
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Given that yiri ends in i, we would expect yiri yiritako to comply with 4th Declension
protocols. So, for this reason, at least, I prefer 462 over 461. Nonetheless, owing to the
possibility of an erratum in Threlkeld (1834), a choice between 513 and 514 is technically
arbitrary at this stage.
While we are exploring this matter, there is another datum which appears to have an
occurrence of ka.
465)
―Won tah ko ka bahng unne kur-reyn?‖
wonta -ko -ka -baang ani kariin
where -XXX -ESS -1s(ERG) MPD carrying
―Whither am I carrying this?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 12)

However, I believe this to be an erratum because wontako seems ill-formed: as a Class 2 term
it should either the allative wontakolang (466) or the dative wontakako (467).
466)
Wontakolangkabaang ani kariin
wonta-kolang-ka -baang ani kar -i -in
where -ALL -ESS-1s(ERG) MPD carry-INC-CP
―Whither am I carrying this?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 12)177

467)
Wontakakobaang ani kariin
wonta-kako -baang ani kar -i -in
where-DAT -1s(ERG) MPD carry-INC-CP
―Whither am I carrying this?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 12)

Both 465 and 466 seem possible to me, though the first is more straightforward: as ‗wheretowards-by.me this carrying‘ while the second, with the dative, requires accepting ‗whereto:be:at-by.me this carrying‘ such that the dative occurs because the speaker is thinking of the
burden in relation to where it will remain after delivery. At any rate the form given in 464
appears to be a simple—and quite understandable—garbling which switched the vowels in
the affix kako, either in Threlkeld‘s drafts, or having gone unnoticed in the galleys, or as a
printer‘s error.

9.2.6

Essive Involution
Involution Pattern

DENOTING TERM + MFST + DENOTING TERM + ESS

468)
Kananbaangtaraita yelenaka
ka-nan -baang -ta
-rai
-ta yelena-ka
be-FA-1s(ERG)-MFST-PROAD-MFST moon-ESS
―In another month I shall [be or do such-and-such]‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113)

By the term ―essive involution‖ is meant the co-occurrence of the MFST and ESS enclitic
radicals in the order given in the box beneath the sub-heading above.178 The functional
meaning of essive involution is to indicate the manifestation (via *ta) of such-and-such at the
place-time signified by the term term marked by *ka. It is not known whether the sequence
(given in the box) is a fixed order of sequence.
Other such involution relations are obviously possible. For instance, kananbaang kauwalta
antika would express ―I will be here many times to come‖ where kauwal means ―many‖ and
the sense of times, comes both from *ka and also the FA kanan; anti denotes ―this place‖ (the
1s(ERG) may attach to any of the terms in 467, since by the ANEE-rule non-verbs are able to
177

The verb ‗carry‘ as *kara has the infinitive kariliko (Threlkeld (1834) p. 96B) and has no inchoative
formant, and, as it seems, when the continuative present attaches, there is no inceptive formant or the l
has assimilated to the r; I have ―parsed‖ it here only as a formal convenience.
178

The term ‗involution‘, by itself, is a geometer‘s term for a centripetal spiral such as that making up a
snail‘s shell.
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bear ergative pronominal enclitics). In short, the sequence marking ―involution‖ is a way of
combinating [sic.] several components in the one sentence to reinforce a holistic
interpretation.

9.2.7

Summary of Essive Enclitic Radical

It would seem to be relatively uncontroversial to associate the enclitic radical * KA with the
base of the regular verb, meaning ―be–or–stay‖ *ka. The difference between this item and
other regular verbs having monosyllabic bases, is that *ka can occur quite independent of any
other affixes or negative post-modifiers. This, after all, is the property that leads quite
naturally to the evaluation that it operates as a sentential particle, here named an enclitic
radical. Whereas I would not take the initial idea quite as far as Threlkeld did after he became
fully possessed of his phono-semantic theory (Threlkeld: 1850), the essential definition he
gives seems to me credibly apt in a slightly modified formula, viz.
*KA
a sentential particle marking essive mood, aspect or voice over the scope of
the clause in which it occurs. It conveys the idea of being in the state of a given
situation (cf. the interpretation at 8.6.9.2), rather than objective, extensional reference.
Threlkeld‘s notion that *ka signifies being ―personal[ly] in any state‖ must be taken in
context with the expressed sentence. Some occurrences of *ka seem quite impersonal and
objective, as we have seen above in its use marking various spatial and temporal expressions.
This indeed, may be its most common function. After all, the tense-able verb kakiliko can
mean to ‗stay at a place‘; but the expansion of kakiliko to indicate ‗being such-and-such‘
reveals that it developed a sense of the intensional, of subjective experience and of the senses
of Being and Becoming, and in this way imparting an essive quality.

9.2.7.1 The Enigma of *ko
There is one more matter to consider potentially in relation to the enclitic radical *KA.
Threlkeld is convinced that the syllable ko is a variant of *KA with the sense ―For to be, to
come into existence‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 97). In Threlkeld (1850) he goes further. In that
work, succumbing to his so-called phono-semantic theory, he interprets every letter in his
orthography to be a semanteme. He defines the letter ‗o‘ as follows.
—— o,
k,

Purpose. This is the sign which attributes purpose to anything. Example :—–ko
Being, state.

ko,
Being and purpose combined, for the purpose of being. This affix governs the
verb in the infinitive mood, and subjects it to something expressed or understood (Threlkeld
(1850) p. 20).

Thus, as he defines ‗a‘ to express ―actuality‖ (Threlkeld (1850) p. 20) he sees the combination
of ‗k‘ with either ‗a‘ or ‗o‘ as mutual variants of the verb ―to be‖ (as by ‗k‘, apud his
definition supra). Even a cursory inspection of the Gospel shows that he took this quite
seriously as a feature one could apply to linguistic expression as one composes it, rather than
to present the phono-semantic theory merely as an academic abstraction, say, of the
philological and etymological characteristics of the emergence and development of the
language. It can be exemplified by this entry among the data, clearly of Threlkeld‘s invention,
as it is surely that conveys a passage from the bible.179
469)
―Boungkalinnun wál báng waita, Biyungbai, tako, emmoung ka ta ko,
ngatun wiyunnun wál bón, Biyung, yarakai báng umá mikán ta morokoka
ngatun ngiroung kin‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 109; words and punctuation verbatim)
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Note how the punctuation is rather eccentric, especially where we find ‗Biyungbai, tako,‘. Even
treating cases suffixes like postpositions, it still seems odd to bracket off a postposition between
commas.
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Bowangkalinanwaalbaang waita, biyangbaitakowemowangkatako, …
bowang-ka -li -nan-waal -baang waita, biyangbai-tako -emo -ang -ka -ta -ko
arise-INCH-INC-FA -DES -1s(ERG) depart, father -ALL-1s(ROOT)-DAT-ESS-MFST-ko
―I will arise and go to my father, and …‖
…wiyananwaalboon biyang yarakaibaang umaa mikanta morokokangirowangkin.
wiya-nan-waal -boon biyang yarakai-baang uma -a mikan -ta moroko-ka-ngirowang-kin
speak -FA -DES-3sm(ACC) father evil -1s(ERG) do -PA in:front-MFST sky -ESS-2s(STEM) -ATT

―…will say unto him, ‗Father, I have sinned against heaven and before thee‘.‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 109)
It would seem that, in this passage, the formula —emowangkatako, is used in one of two
possible interpretations. Either he intended the left parsing below, or that on the right below.
emo -ang -ka -ta -ko
1s(ROOT)-DAT-ESS-MFST-DAT

emo -ang-ka -ta

-ko

1s(ROOT)-DAT-ESS-MFST-PURPOSE

Now whichever of these interpretations Threlkeld had intended, the result can scarcely be
canonical, unless it is legitimate to attach any nominal case to the manifestive enclitic radical
as briefly canvassed in 9.1.1. If it is then the parsing on the left is potentially canonical. To
the contrary, however, my evaluation of the putative parsing on the right is that it is invalid,
and marks a moderate misapprehension Threlkeld espoused of the particle *ko given its
occurrence both as a dative affix and the infinitive terminus, and, in addition, its occurrence
as part of the PRP aspect in the affix -kowa and also as the the way Threlkeld wrote the
ergative suffix (ko) for 3rd Declension substantives. It is notable, in this regard, to see that
Threlkeld often glosses the infinitive verbs as for to φ (hence ―purpose‖ inferred from this).
Let me point out, that in coming to an appraisal of Threlkeld‘s account of Awabakal, I did not
immediately dismiss his phono-semantic theory out of hand. Rather, the proposal has been
scrutinised. However, due to various problems attending it, such as an ultimate indeterminacy
regarding the phonetic inventory, and a definite lack of real support for his view that certain
rhotic segments, or certain syllables containing them, expressed negation (cf. Threlkeld
(1850) p. 26), the phono-semantic theory must be judged inadequate. There is, however, some
amelioration towards a related view vis-à-vis morpho-syntax. The fact that certain verbitive
voices appear to exist, such that there seems to be an loquentive and spatio-motive voice,
suggests that there may be something after all in the idea of an essive voice, a circumstantial
voice and, perhaps, even a manifestive voice. But, if valid at all, these latter three are merely
resonant in the language rather than to be fully productive. In addition, these ―resonant‖
voices have become intertwined with certain potentially phonotactic processes for various
verb bases to have one form of infinitive (or rather inchoative+inceptive formant pairs).
Ultimately, then, it does not seem that we can adopt with felicity Threlkeld‘s view that ko is a
particle akin to an enclitic radical. Rather, it forms the dative case of many substantive stems,
and forms the infinitive suffix of verbs in regimen. Therefore there is no enclitic radical
|!*ko|.

9.3 *BA & *PA: The Enclitic of Circumstance, Conditionality
and the Privative or Irrealis
Turning now to the circumstantial enclitic radical *BA it has, in effect a four-way division of
functions. The four-way division may be more broadly stated as a two-way division for both
an realis sense and an irrealis sense. This two-way division, realis beside irrealis, is the
primary reason for the inclusion of both a b and a p in the orthography notwithstanding the
fact that the phonetic rendering cannot be recommended beyond analysing both letters by the
symbol /  /. The two-by-two-way division of *ba/*pa is as below.
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Realis
1a. *ba : simple circumstantial, sense as ‗it happens‘ or ‗withal‘
1b. *ba : conditional circumstantial, sense as ‗when it happened‘ or ‗while it happens‘
Irrealis
2a. *pa : simple privative, sense as ‗not as such…‘, ‗maybe‘
2b. *pa : hypothetical privative, sense as ‗if…‘
Type 2b, also varies in logical role depending on the tense of the verb. In the past tenses it
forms the contrafactual: ‗had it been the case that…‘. In the present tense, it forms the
hypothetical: ‗were it the case that…‘ typically in a dubious frame of mind or expressing
uncertainty. In the future tenses it may express doubt or uncertainty as well (see an indented
quotation below). But, contrary to what Threlkeld has stated (see an indented quotation
below) it does play a role in forming the negotiative, e.g., ‗if he does this, then you do that‘,
and may, thereupon, also form the ―suppositional‖, e.g., ‗if we walk along the lakeside, we‘ll
avoid the thorn bushes‘ (this is shown in due course in 9.3.4: 489). We have a fair
representation of occurrences of *ba in the corpus, with a total of 41 data that contain it. An
interesting point for scholarship is that we seem to find one sort of use dominating Threlkeld
(1827) and the other sort dominating Threlkeld (1834). In the former it is mostly the type-1
realis forms, and in the latter the type-2 irrealis forms.
In Threlkeld 1827, we can find some apparently tensed versions. However, these are not fully
examples of the enclitic radical *ba. Rather, what they represent are examples of the root ba
used as a verbitiser to make verbs from descriptors and a question word, imparting the
circumstantial voice.
470)
Ngintowa tetibanan
ngintowa teti -ba-nan
2s(NOM) dead-CRC-FA
―It is you who will be dead‖
‗it is you who dead will happen to be‘
471)
Minangbananbi bangai?
min -nang-ba-nan -bi
bangai
what-ACC-CRC-FA-2s(ERG) today
―What will you do today?‖
(also I believe) ‗what happens today with you?‘

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 5)

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 11)

As we examined in the section on the inchoative formant, had 469 contained tetikanan, it
would imply the slightly different nuance of conveying the future state of being dead, rather
than, as in 469, convey the future event of becoming dead. As for 470, the verbitised
accusative minangbanan alternates with a question containing the verb umanan, ‗will
make‘, ‗will do‘, perhaps because 470 is not a question about some particular activity, but
simply a general kind of inquiry about someone‘s intentions for the day. It could even be
adopted to form—or may already have been—a kind of phatic remark. Observe that we can
be sure this is not a permissive attachment to the question word, not just from the free
translation, but because the future permissive would have the form, minangbanbinanbi.
The next two data, both from the less reliable 1827 corpus, are mildly indeterminate, but
insofar as I have interpreted them, the parsings are as follow.
472)
Bunanbaangbala ani warikal
bu/n-nan -baang -ba -la
ani warikal
strike-FA-1s(ERG)-CRC-IMP MPD dog
―I must beat this dog‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 21)
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473)
Yuringbalabula wala
yuring -ba -la -bula
uwa -la
away-CRC-IMP-2d(ERG) move-IMP
―You two must go away‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 23)

In example 471, although bala is attached after a pronominal enclitic, it is analysed as an
enclitic, rather than—as for example 337—interpreted as a separable lexical item.180 Both 471
and 472 reveal the circumstantial enclitic inflected by the imperative suffix. The reason why
bala follows the pronominal enclitic is that—for reasons further elaborated below—the
circumstantial enclitic radical *ba does not occur with pronominal enclitics suffixed. This fact
constitutes a distributional distinction between it and its relative, the privative *pa, and that
adds reason to why we can say there are two enclitics with an initial bilabial stop. The thrust,
at any rate, of the form bala is similar, evidently, to the sense of the English must do, and in
each case speaks about the event of an action.

9.3.1

1a. *ba : simple circumstantial, as “it happen” or “withal”

Some occasions of *ba may be called simple. These occasions can be glossed as ―happen‖ or
the slightly old fashioned adverb ―withal‖. In this role, it has a similar role to the ―place-time‖
usage of *ka. The difference is that *ba seems used more to mark the event rather than a state
of being at a place like *ka evinces. A very simple example is the response below, answering
the question ―With whom is she?‖
474)
Ngaankatowabowantoowa?
ngaan-katowa-bowantoowa
who -ASS
-3sf(ERG)
―With whom is she?‖

Tibinkatowaba
Tibin-katowa-ba
NAME -ASS -CRC
―She‘s with Tibin‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110)

This can be understood as ―She is with Tibin, it happens‖.
475)
Ngintowaboba
ngintowa -bo -ba
2s(NOM)-RFLX-CRC
―Do as you like‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)

This example is almost literally ―Be yourself withal‖ and is able to cover the emotional range
of the expressive spectrum, from approval, encouragement or frustrated admonition (I should
think that tone of voice would be the telltale).
Another example of the ―simple‖-mode of circumstantial (realis) marking is a question that
asks after a signal which has been hoisted to communicate some information to a ship near
the coast.
476)
Minaringtinba anowa?
minaring-tin -ba anowa
what -INSTR-CRC DD
―What is that for?‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9)
Or, rather, ―Why did that happen?‖
It is my view that this questions asks after the overall nature of the event (of hoisting the
signal). The instrumentive form of ‗what‘ as minaringtin asks ‗what for‘, i.e., asks for what
something is for, and is therefore similar to ‗why‘. However, in 475, the question asks what
the significance of that event [hoisting a signal]?, rather than ‗what is communicated by that
particular signal‘ (hence the added fifth line). In other words, the inquirer of 475 is unfamiliar
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The difference is that example 387 (Korakowabitiya wiyaan? Bala wiyala!), shows bala to follow
sequence indicating a question, and it forms part of the next, imperative, sequence (v. example 387
(9.3.2) for further discussion why bala is analysed as not being a proper enclitic attachment).
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with such events and wants to know what they represent, rather than why a signal was hoisted
at that particular time.
As we found with *ka, *ba is also used to mark sentences denoting place—and of course we
also know that the syllable ba occurs in the process of turning thing-denoting terms into Class
2 place-naming terms. The difference is that *ba as an enclitic radical conveys a sense not of
being at a place, but of what happened, or how an event happens at a place. The two
suggested glosses, ‗withal‘ beside ‗happen‘, for the simple sense of *ba can be observed
respectively in the next two data (given in the 5th lines of each).
477)
Yantibaraba uwaan
yanti -bara -ba uwa -an
thus-3p(ERG)-CRC move-PRES
―Thus they move‖
‗They move in this manner withal‘
478)
Yanti aniba
yanti ani -ba
thus MPD-CRC
―It is like this‖
‗It happened in this manner‘

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 25)

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 25)

The sense of manner for these two data derives from yanti, but each speaks of an event, a
happening. There is no context given, but it would be likely, I think, that 476 reports a remark
by an Awabakal man explaining how a particular animal moves (perhaps using hands in the
soft earth to describe the footprints). It strikes me that 477 also reports a remark that expresses
an event, rather than, say, a visual description.
Turning to the 1834 corpus, we still find occasions of the circumstantial enclitic used to mark
an event together with a place (or relative spatial orientation) for that event. It makes no
difference here to think of *ba as expressing a sense approaching ‗withal‘ or ‗happen‘; it
simply marks for the event occurring.
479)
Wakoolbotanowa tananba
wakool-bo -ta -nowa
tanan -ba
one -RFLX-MFST-3sm(ERG) approach-CRC
―One man only is coming‖

9.3.2

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111)

1b. *ba : The Conditional Circumstantial: as “when” or
“while”

As with *ka so too *ba can mark a time, but, making the difference in marking the event,
rather than the period or the experience of being at that time. That is, it has a sense quite close
to the English ‗when‘ but only as the relative subordinator, not the question word (which for
‗when‘ is yakowanta). Also, when the circumstantial operates in its conditional sense, and
immediately follows a verb, it appears to be able to reduce the verb to its base, and thus act as
a suffix: note that korakowa (NEG-PRP) has a sense similar to ‗why-not‘.
The next datum is also an insight into how times of day were expressed by relative solar
position.
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480)
Wonta panal kakala uwaangaiyanuraba?181
wonta panal ka-kala uwa -a-ngaiya -nura -ba
where sun be-PA move-PA-then-2p(ERG)-CRCWHEN
―What time was it when you came?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 123)

481)
Uwaatanowa yantita panalba poloongkaleyan
uwa -ta -nowa yanti-ta panal -ba
poloong -ka
-leyan
move-PP-3sm(ERG) as-MFST sun-CIRCwhen sinking-ESS–INCH -PARX
―He came just as the sun was setting‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124)
482)
Buntaalatiyabara wonai baamba
bun -taala -tiya
-bara wonai -baang -ba
strike-PPR-1s(ACC)-3p(ERG) child-1s(ERG)-CRCWHEN
―They beat me when I was a child‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)

483)
Nawuwa wirobaanbowantoowatiyaba
na-(wu)wa wiroba -an-bowantoowa -tiya -ba
see -IMP follow-PRES -3SF(ERG)-1S(ACC)-CRCWHEN
―While she follows me, have a look‖ (for X)

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)

484)
Waita uwaananowaba, waitangaiyangeyn
waita uwa -nan -nowa -ba,
waita-ngaiya-ngeyn
depart move-FA-3sm(ERG)-CRCWHEN, depart-then -1p(ERG)
―When he goes, we‘ll go‖
(Threlkeld (1823) p. 123)
The preceding datum, begins the transition to the irrealis/privative sense of [], for it would
be no more than a nuance for 483 to have the interpretation ‗if he goes, we‘ll go‘ and thus
indicate the suppositional sense of an ‗if‘-construction. However, as we examine in the next
sections, evidence seems to show that if it were conditional then the sequence would have the
pronominal enclitic attach to the privative *pa.
There is one more interesting, but distinct functional sense for the circumstantial, when
combined with the question word wonto (where?); it carries a sense on the same lines as
‗but‘. Note that it always forms a circumfix to a pronominal enclitic (perhaps because *ba
does not, of itself, take pronominal enclitics as suffixes): this form is examined further, in a
section concerning conjunctions.
485)
Bumpabotaboonbaang, wontobaangba kintakaan kakala
bun -pa -bo -ta
-boon -baang wonto -baang -ba kinta-kaan ka-kala
strike-PRV-RFLX-MFST-3sm(ACC)-1s(ERG) where-1s(ERG)-CRC fear-PRFM be -PA
―I should certainly have struck him, but I was afraid‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116) 182
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An argument can certainly be made that sequences like 479 should be more compound, such as
‗Wonta panalkakala uwaangaiyanuraba‘, thus treating kakala as the verbitiser of the noun panal.
However, further decisions as to the degree of compounding, can be left to the community and a later
time. For 479, kaleyan is attached to poloong owing to the latter being a descriptor, for which we have
taken standardly to be verbitised, for they can even give a sense similar to a verb without any
attachments (i.e., because Awabakal does not have a copula).
182

The actual distinction between the more interrogative wonta and this more conjunctive wonto is not
etymologically transparent. Perhaps, rather than wonto, we should make wontu, i.e., an ergative
marking. I have left it as the unanalysed wonto to mark the indeterminacy, and because wonto has
autonomous sense as a kind of exclusive conjunction similar to ‗but‘. Observe, also, that we have
wonto baang ba: in the Gospel translation Threlkeld uses the dyadic formula wonto ba to translate
instances of ‗but‘ in the scriptural text. Here, we have baang enter by tmesis into the more common
dyadic formula.
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9.3.3

2a. *pa : simple privative, as „not as such…‟

Before getting to the data, observe one feature of the circumstantial *ba in the preceding subsections. In all of the data above, *ba is not once followed by a pronominal enclitic. By
interesting contrast, when in privative function and sense (orthographically represented as
*pa), however, pronominal enclitics do occasionally occur attached post-positively to the
enclitic, or enclitic chain: this point is made more precise shortly. So, this is one syntactic
means of both distinguishing between circumstantial and privative modalities, and, to some
degree, corroborating the idea that the privative is a grammatical feature of the language, and
not simply a matter of pragmatic, context-sensitive, interpretation. It also helps to vindicate
the orthographic distinction in the use of ‗b‘, for circumstance, and ‗p‘ for the privative.
There is one occasion of the ―simple‖ privative function of the enclitic in the 1827 corpus. It
forms the simple privative (2a) sense approaching that of a negation.
486)
Keyawaiboonbaang bumpa183
keyawai-boon
-baang bun -pa
NEG -3sm(ACC)-1s(ERG) strike-PRV
―I did not strike him‖
‗I failed to hit him‘ i.e., did not make contact.

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 20)

The fifth line of 485 is only an alternative meaning, but I believe captures the sense of the
privative voice modification more faithfully than the plain, idiomatic, English of Threlkeld‘s
free translation. That is, 485 could be a complete denial: as ―I did not raise my hand (throw a
spear, etc.) at him‖; but because the privative occurs, then apud Threlkeld, it technically only
denies the actuality of the statement. For instance, the sense of having missed making contact
could be achieved also by the paenative part of the verb, as Bumaingaaboonbaang.
However, the paenative always expresses regret or relief that something didn‘t happen, or
relieved surprise at how close it came to happening. But say that somebody threw a stick at a
dog to get its attention and make it alter a pattern of behaviour (say growling and snarling at
someone), but such that it was neither intended to hit the dog nor does it hit the dog. Then, if
rebuked for having thrown the stick at the dog, the paenative would be inapt (implying that
the speaker regretted missing the dog), a simple negative would be partially false (for he did
throw) but the privative would be just right. Something similar is potentially at issue in 486.
Again, for the simple privative, a common formula is to combine it with the essive, in the
pattern which is either bakapa or pakapa. It is naturally undecidable since we are not
completely sure that these is any phonetic difference between ‗b‘ and ‗p‘, and thus we have
[] for both these orthographs. I will settle for bakapa, based on the idea that we have the
logical sequence ‗happen+being+denied‘. The pattern is given next.
RELATIVE IRREALIS REGIME
PRON-ENCLIT +

ba+ka+pa

it seemed it would be so (but didn‟t occur)

The compound bakapa appears to be regular, giving the logical sequence
‗event being denied‘.

487)
Koteliyelabaang tokoyita tetibaangbakapa
kota -li -ela -baang tokoyi -ta
teti -baang -ba -ka -pa
think-INC-CPA-1s(ERG) night-MFST dead-1s(ERG)-CRC-ESS-PRV
―I thought I should have died last night‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 129)
‗I was thinking last night I‘d die but it didn‘t happen‘

183

This datum is not recorded as bumpa, but as ―bun pa‘ but *bun typically becomes bum when pa
(and sometimes ba) attaches.
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We can see that the sense of 486 is that the speaker was thinking X (thus ‗happen+being‘) but
that the fear did not eventuate (hence ‗happen+being+denied‘).
With a negative question, *pa occurs on the verb, instead of *ba, to agree with the negative.
488)
Korakowabi wapa anambo kumba
kora-kowa -bi
uwa -pa an-nang -bo
kumba
NEG-PRP-2s(ERG) move-PRV D-ACC-RFLX other:day
―Why weren‘t you at this place yesterday‖

9.3.4

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 20)

2b. *pa : hypothetical privative, sense as „if…‟

As stated above, there is evidence against Threlkeld‘s claim that the privative is used only for
doubt or uncertainty in the present and future tenses; unless that is, we interpret any
expression using the sense of ‗if‘ to imply some manner of doubt or uncertainty. Perhaps that
is all Threlkeld meant. After all, one must suppose, in the context of the next datum the
spearing would not proceed, if the 3rd-person referent were not to strike.
489)
Bunanowatiyapa, turalangaiyabinung
bu/n-nan -nowa
-tiya -pa, tura -la-ngaiya
-binung
strike-FA-3s(ERG)-1s(ACC)-PRV, spear-IMP-then-2s(ERG)+3sm(ACC)
―If he strike me then you spear him‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118)
In the past tense the privative takes on a contrafactual sense. That is, it makes the proposition
that had such-and-such been the case then thus-and-so. It is quite indeterminate if the first
verb should be kababipa (as given, following the ‗relative irrealis‘ pattern) or kapabipa (as a
form of privative agreement examined shortly).
490)
Kababipa anta ngorokaanta napangaiyabanung
ka -ba
-bi -pa
anta ngorokaan-ta
na-pa-ngaiya
-banung
ESS -CRC-2s(ERG)-PRV that:place morning-MFST see-PRV-then-1s(ERG)+2S(ACC)
―Had you been there this morning then I would have seen you‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115)
In the next datum, we see a reduced form of the ‗relative irrealis‘ chain, finding only kapa:
the significance, if any, of the distinction is not known.
491)
Piriwalbibakapa pitalngaiyabaangkapa
piriwal -bi
-ba -ka -pa pital-ngaiya-baang -ka -pa
chieftain-2s(ERG)-CRC-ESS-PRV glad -then-1s(ERG)-ESS-PRV
―If you had been chieftain, I should have been glad‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114)
In the preceding datum we can see that it would be a matter of unnecessary nuance to suggest
any differences between ‗had you been chieftain‘, ‗were you (now) the chieftain‘ or ‗if you
had become chieftain‘. Note that current English usage tends to substitute Threlkeld‘s
subjunctive ‗should‘ (in the consequent clause) for the more modern optative ‗would‘.184 I
have kept Threlkeld‘s slightly odd translation ‗if you had been chieftain‘ but to be interpreted
absent a defunct sense, i.e., to mean ‗if you had been and still were‘ or ‗if you had been made
chieftain‘.

9.3.5

The syntactic distinction between *ba and *pa

It has been mentioned that pronominal enclitics do not attach to the circumstantial *ba, but
that occasionally they are seen to attach to the privative *pa. The following data reveal this to
be the case. The first two show ‗pabaampa‘ and the third shows ‗pabipa‘. So, examining it
184

In Threlkeld‘s day, ‗would‘ in the 1s meant ‗should like‘, which seems to fit the sentence equally
well; Threlkeld used ‗should‘ on the classical model that made ‗shall‘, in the 1s, the standard future
modal, whereas ‗will‘ was the intensive. So, in 491, the ‗should‘ merely represents the unmarked form
for a subordinate auxiliary verb.
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from a phonetic perspective, and conceding the non-distinction between *ba and *pa via the
reconstructed form [], we could say that, notwithstanding the homophonic character, there
is only one grammatical significance of [] in which a pronominal enclitic can attach to it,
and that is in the semantic role of privative marking. Therefore, since we have adopted, in the
orthography, the practice of representing privative enclitic radicals as *pa, we can say that for
the form *ba no such examples occur of the circumstantial having a pronominal enclitic
attach. Thus, we get a sequence, slightly distinct from that of the relative irrealis, as below.
Hypothetical Irrealis Agreement Regime
pa+PRON-ENCLIT+pa

both pa = ‗if/were/had‘

492)
Tiyirbangapabaampa, minangbanangaiyabaratiya
tiyir-banga -pa -baang -pa minang-ba-nan-ngaiya -bara
-tiya
break-AGNT-PRV-1s(ERG)-PRV what -CRC-FA -then-3p(ERG)-1s(ACC)
―If I had broken it, what would they have done to me‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 125)
493)
Pitalmapabitiyapa keyawaingaiyabaang wapa
pital -ma -pa
-bi
-tiya -pa, keyawai-ngaiya-baang uwa -pa
love-CAUS-PRIV-2s(ERG)-1s(ACC)-PRV, NEG -then-1s(ERG) move-PRV
love-make -if -by.you -(for)me-were, not
-then -by.me go -had(done)
―If you had loved me then I would not have gone‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124)
It is possible that this sentence should have the terminal verb in the circumstantial waba—as
go-withal—since the having gone is fact and not irrealis. This matter is still under
consideration.
In the next example, however, we see an overlapping combination of the Relative Irrealis
Regime and the Hypothetical Irrealis Regime insomuch as we have ba+ka+pa, followed by a
pronominal enclitic, itself followed by the privative and thus a pa+ENCLIT+pa sequence. That
is, the pa ending ba+ka+pa, and the pa beginning pa+ENCLIT+pa, merge to leave only one
―copy‖ of this pa in the sequence overall.
494)
Keyawaraantiya bumbakapabaampa antibo
keyawai-raan
-tiya bun -ba -ka -pa -baang -pa
anti
-bo
NEG -PRESN-1s(ACC) strike-CRC-ESS-PRV-1s(ERG)-PRV this:place:here-RFLX
―I should not have been struck had I remained here‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118)
The way I came to see this—which is not to say that it is not quite arbitrary—is that as the
speaker appears to have been struck, and is lamenting that fact by reflecting on the surety that
the assault could have been avoided had the speaker not gone to the place. Thus, I have kept
bakapa where *ba represents a realis mode for the striking, but made the final [] into the
privative *pa owing to the speaker not having carried out the evasive tactic.
___________________________________________________________________________
What these data show is that there is a noticeable distinction between the distribution
of occasions of *ba, meaning either ‗happen/withal‘ or the conditional when, and the
occasions of a privative marker *pa imparting a particular species of the irrealis
mode, in some ways distinct from the paenative (taking *mainga) and negative verbs
(taking *yikora), evidently evincing the sense of suppositional/hypothetical
conditionals (as if) or counterfactual conditionals (if X had, or, were P the case).
Another overt syntactic distinction for privative *pa as opposed to circumstantial *ba
is the capacity of the former—but not the latter—to reduce verbs to their bases.
Thirdly, there is the pattern that shows pronominal enclitics to attach to [] only
when in the privative mode. Nonetheless, we cannot readily suppose that there is but
one grammatical form that has merely pragmatic distinctions of sense in the contexts
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of dialogue precisely because there accompanies the distinctions a certain syntactic
and thus fully grammatised distinction. Therefore, there exists in Awabakal two
particles one being orthographically *ba and the other orthographically *pa, and each
has an autonomous semantic and syntactic identity.
—————————————————————————————————————

9.3.6

Additional notes on the privative with the permissive verbs

In his 1834 paradigms of the verbs, Threlkeld offers these clues about how the privative voice
and permissive mood mingle. I have occasionally exchanged ‗b‘ for ‗p‘ when it seemed
appropriate according to the adopted convention vis-à-vis privative versus circumstantial
senses. Where this has occurred, a superscript ‗b‘ occurs in the second, parsing, row.
Example Defined

Privative Sequence

495)
kamanbipabaampa
ka-man -bi -pa -baang -bpa
be-PRMA-INCH-PRV-1s(ERG)-PRV
―Had I permitted …‖

pa+baang+pa

496)
kamanbipatabaangpa
ka-man -bi -pa -ta -baang -pa
be-PRMA-INCH-PRV-PP-1s(ERG)-PRV
―I wish that I had permitted …‖

pa+ta+baang+pa

497)
keyawaraanbaangmanbipa
keyawai-raan -baang -man -bi -pa
NEG -PRESN-1s(ERG)-PRMA-INCH-PRIV
―I have not permitted …‖

baang+manbi+pa

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 46)

Naturally, for the sequence exhibited on the right-hand side, the pronominal enclitic can be
exchanged relative to person and number. At any rate, and exchanging the pronominal enclitic
for a long dash, the first, pa——pa, is the same as previously seen with the Hypothetical
Irrealis Agreement Regime. The second, pa+ta——pa, employs, I believe, *ta in the verbaspectual role of PP, to indicate prior to some event, rather than as the manifestive: although
the point is somewhat moot at this stage of investigation. The third, ——PRM+pa, forms the
simple privative, reminiscent of example 485 but modified to the permissive mood.

9.4 Overall Summary of Enclitic Radicals *ba and *pa
The radical enclitic *BA, is clearer in analysis than *TA, better represented in the data than
either *TA or *KA and is by far the more complex radical. It is sensible, therefore, to define
two main forms each of which accrues its own divided function. That is, a
circumstantial/conditional *BA divided in two and a privative/contrafactual *PA divided in
two.
*BA
(i) a sentential enclitic which imparts a circumstantial mood, aspect or voice
to the sentence in which it occurs: it is readily parseable by ‗happen‘ or ‗withal‘. The
enclitic imparts the selection of expressing the mere event of some occurrence, action
or phenomenon.
(ii) a secondary, context-dependent function of this enclitic is to indicate the
conditional sense of when it happened that, or while it happened that.
*PA
(i) a sentential enclitic which imparts the irrealis or privative mood, aspect or
voice to the sentence in which it occurs. In its simple role, it forms a kind of negative
which denies the actual reality of the expressed verb or denies the full extent of the
truth of the expressed situation.
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(ii) a secondary, context-dependent function of this enclitic is to indicate a
sense readily glossed as either if it happens that (PRES), had it happened that (PAST)
or were it to happen that (FUTURE).
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10 Negatives and Admonitory Hortatives
There are several negative operators in Awabakal, and their exact idiomatic distribution is
only partially understood. We know enough to say not X, but it is at times uncertain which
particular form of the negative we should use in which contexts. The following is an account
as best we know how.
The various negatives and admonitory hortatives are divided, for example, according to the
persons for which they are suitable. One of them keyawai is in every instance 1st-person
expressions (thus similar to the obsolescent ―nay‖); keyawaraan is also essentially of 1stperson significance. One of them, tararaan, is strictly 3rd-person inanimate. Two forms,
yanowa, yari, are strictly 2nd person (admonitory). The syntactic patterns are rather
complicated and close attention must be paid to the various ordering-patterns for these
expressions to be used naturally. The column headed ―lexical types‖ indicates the kind of
words for which the particular negative is appropriate; the column headed ―persons‖ indicates
the reference of the negative term. The class of ―privatives‖ has been included in Table 44 for
the sake of comprehensiveness, but they have already been rehearsed in the preceding chapter
and are not re-examined here.

Table 44: Array of Negatives and Admonitory Hortatives
term

lexical types

persons
nd

2

comments
―not‖

kora

substantives

koriyen

substantives

-yikora

verbs

keyawai

clauses

1st

―No‖

keyawaraan

independent
clauses

1st

―To the contrary‖

tararaan

clauses

3rd inanimate

yanowa

clauses

2nd

―Let be‖, ―Drop it!‖

yari

clauses

2nd

―Reconsider‖ ; Also has affirmative mode as ―Consider‖

wiwi

clauses

interjective

―bah‖, ―boo‖, ―yuck‖, ―mind‖

wirwir

phrases

dismissive

―hardly‖

privatives

verbs, enclitics

open

variable

1st/2nd/3rd open
open

―not‖, ―none‖, ―no‖
―-isn‘t‖; ―don‘t‖ (verb-affix)

―It‘s not the thing named‖

10.1 Negatives based on KOR*

There are three general negatives based on the root KOR*, kora, koriyen and -yikora. We
take each in turn.

10.1.1 The form *kora: “do not”
This form occurs four times only amongst the corpus. Most commonly it is a post-positive
negative of descriptors. It is not at this stage treated as an enclitic in the written form, but
grammatically it should be assessed as one .
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498)
Wonkal korabi, wiyeyaliintiya
wonkal kora -bi,
wiya -ya -li -in -tiya185
fool NEG-2s(ERG), speak-EXTR-INC-CP-1s(ACC)
―Don‘t be a fool, answer me‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 20)

499)
Kinta korabi, keyawaraanbiin bunan
kinta kora -bi ; keyawai -raan -biin bu/n -nan
fear NEG-2s(ERG); NEG -PRESN-2s(ACC) strike-FA
―Fear not, you will not be beaten‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 119)

But it can be found following verbs, and even the adverbial of manner, at least, if these are
modified by the privative present tense affix -paan (examined in 8.2.1).
500)
Bunkilaipaan koranura
bun -ki -lai -pa -an kora -nura
strike-INCH-RCPR -PRV-PRES NEG-2p(ERG)
―Do not be striking one another‖
(or) ―Don‘t fight you lot‖
501)
Yantipaan kora
yanti -pa -an kora
thus-PRV-PRES NEG
―Do not do so‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)

The base *kora has two apparent modifications. One is the form koriyen, and the other the
unexpectedly ―prefixed‖ form -yikora. The latter is very prevalent amongst the data, but the
former occurs as sparingly as kora.

10.1.2 The form *koriyen, as “not”
Threlkeld, for his part, considers koriyen the negative of the verb ‗to be‘; he defines it
following ‗ko‘ in his word-list, thus:
Ko,
Ko-ri-en,

For to be, to come into existence186
Not for to be. The negative from of the above (Threlkeld 1834) p. 97).

This follows his notion, articulated in Threlkeld (1850), that ‗r‘ marks for negation. I do not
think that we can admit this hypothesis, but it should seem that koriyen forms an inflected
variant of kora. The exact significance of the inflection, -(i)yen however, is etymologically
opaque. Perhaps the syllable should be [] yielding |!*koreyn|, but that assessment, if
admitted, does not help the morpho-semantic analysis. Another possibility is that it derives
from kora+aan—where *aan is the notionally defined ―Apparent Present Tense‖ (PRESN). If
koriyen derives from this origin, we could see that kora+aan would yield kora(y)aan and
that this, after influence of the palatal [] and the coronal [], could easily undergo ablaut
resulting in koriyen: [ or ]. At any rate, setting aside such matters as
holding mostly academic interest, we will rely upon the distribution of data to assess this
lexeme syntactically, and adduce the interpretation of Lissarrague (2006) to consider its
semiotic value and role.
There are only six data containing koriyen. The form koriyen typically follows the term it
negates (except 558) and negates either a substantive or descriptor.

185

The form wiyeya means ―answer‖, and is made by extruding the second syllable of the base *wiya.

186

For this problematic particle, see 9.2.7.1.
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502)
Minaanbiin wonai?
minaan
-biin wonai
how.many-2s(ACC) child
―How many children have you?‖

Wonai koriyen
wonai koriyen
child NEG
―No children‖ (Threlkeld (1827) p. 10)

In the above, koriyen follows a substantive term, but koriyen may equally follow a
descriptor (505) or the adverbial (or auxiliary verb) of departure waita (503).
503)
Kaiyu koriyenbaang
kaiyu koriyen-baang
able NEG -1s(ERG)
―I am unable‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113)
Or, ‗I lack the power‘ ‗lack the skill‘, etc., or, let‘s say, No can do.
504)
Waita koriyenbaang
waita koriyen-baang
depart NEG -1s(ERG)
―I do not leave‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24)

Although both 502 and 503 indicate the negation of an action, 501 shows the denial of the
state of having children. It is koriyen that is used in making comparisons.
505)
Kekal koriyen ani yanti anowa kilowa
kekal koriyen ani yanti anowa kilowa
sweet NEG MPD as
DD
like
―This is not as sweet as that is‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 17)

Again we see that koriyen denies a descriptive state, this time the state of being sweet, or of
being as sweet as something else. We examined this datum earlier (example 71, 4).
Lissarrague analyses the form quite reasonable as a ―privative‖ (Lissarrague (2006) pp. 6161). Although the term ‗privative‘ is used for another feature in this document (v. 9.3.3, 9.3.4,
9.3.5), the sense ―the thing being spoken about is ‗lacking‘ in the attribute expressed by the
nominal‖ appears well suited to the form koriyen, given by her as ‗-kuriyaN‘ (Lissarrague
(2006) p. 61). Note that by placing the hyphen initially, it is implied that this negative form is
enclitic; I believe this to be most probable, but it has not yet been decided if this particular
form will be represented—in Community Orthography—as enclitic or free morpheme.
Now, in all these instances, koriyen has occurred as a post-positive term, but this is evidently
not an absolute rule, as the next datum shows.
506)
Koriyenkakilinan yanti katai
koriyen -ka -ki -li -nan yanti katai
NEG -ESS-INCH-INC-FA
as DUR
―To be miserable for ever‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114)

Threlkeld tells us that this is ―an idiom‖. For her part, Lissarrague analyses it as a negative
particle (i.e., a free morpheme) as says of it:
This form is identical to the nominal privative suffix -kuriyaN …, but with only one example
sentence as an independent form it is difficult to come to any firm conclusions (Lissarrague
(2006) p. 97l; the lacuna merely omits an internal reference to the section describing the
privative suffix).

While I concur with Lissarrague insofar as we could not say that the conclusion to follow is
―firm‖ vis-à-vis incontestable, I believe that another assessment of this ―independent form‖ is
available and quite attractive.
It seems to me that what has occurred, in 506, is that koriyen has been verbitised, as may any
descriptor. Since English does not have a negative verb, it is somewhat counter-intuitive, thus
leading Threlkeld to the view that it stood as a peculiar idiom (i.e., an opaque manner of
speech such as the English expression ―I nearly missed it‖ expressing ―I did miss it albeit
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nearly striking it‖). Literally, 506 appears to express ‗not will be thus always‘ and thus it
seems—prima facie—that the parsing contradicts the idiomatic interpretation! However, in
my view, the verbitised koriyenkalinan expresses ―being in a state of fundamental
negativity/privation‖, and it is in this manner that it comes to express ‗being miserable‘,
reinforced by the adverb of manner yanti. Thus, when the durative auxiliary is added, it
comes out as ―Being always in such a miserable manner‖. Indeed, this verbitised analysis,
consolidates Lissarrague‘s assessment of the enclitic form as expressing a privative sense.
Thus, 506 could be alternatively glossed as ―To be without forever‖.
By contrast, if the sentence had been, Keyawaraan kakilinan yanti katai, it would have
expressed, ―Oh no, it shan‘t be like this always.‖
The next example, I suspect, is one of Threlkeld‘s own composition—hence more propositum
than datum—expressing a very biblical thought, but it should conform to propriety.
507)
Moroonowa kakilinan teti koriyen
moroon-nowa ka -ki -li -nan teti koriyen
life -3s(ERG) be-INCH-INC-FA dead NEG
―He is going to live forever and never die‖
(more strictly) ‗He will live rather than die‘

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114)

Threlkeld evidently intends to have it interpreted as the fourth line, but it seems to me that it
will express no more than the fifth line, otherwise put as ‗He will live and not die‘, as one
might say of one who is ill, but is expected by the speaker to recover. Following Lissarrague‘s
privative definition, we can also gloss the datum as ―He will live without death‖, but even so,
the concept of ―forever‖ is implicit in the religious reference not in the expression.
Again, in 507, it follows a descriptor, as do the first three with this form. Notwithstanding the
lean distribution of both kora and koriyen, we may perhaps glean the distinction that kora
appears to suit the admonitory sense ‗do not‘, while koriyen better suits the infitiatory, (or
―repudiation‖), sense of ‗it is not [that] X‘. In this way, whether koriyen follows a substantive
term proper or a descriptor, it is more the negative of substantiality, while kora is more the
negative of states/acts/etc., or admonitive. Accordingly, the relative distributions of kora
beside koriyen are the result of a speaker‘s lifetime of thinking in the language, and it
becomes thereupon difficult to make a plain prescription for prospective speakers to guide
them in choosing when to use one versus the other vis-à-vis descriptors. It seems that some
programmatic conventions are in need of being developed.

10.1.3 The Verb-Suffix *yikora, as do not or mustn‘t
The feature that appears to distinguish *yikora and *kora is that -yikora is an affix that
marks verbs, in a manner similar to the English [n‘t] enclitic. When attached to a verb, the
verb exhibits no tense marking and reduces to the stem of BASE+INCH[+yikora]; though for
the verbs which have infinitives without -ki- or -bi- (i.e., the inchoative formant does not
appear), we find BASE+yikora (see 512 as an example of this).
I do not believe that any element, e.g., a pronominal enclitic, may occur between the
inchoative verb stem and the element *yikora. If that were in evidence, we would not be able
to regard -yi- as the negative inceptive INCN. As mentioned in 8.5.2, one can say that yikora
(or rather the base *kora) prompts a variation in the inceptive formant *li converting it to *yi,
and yielding a suffix -yikora. Accordingly, we analyse the verbs of negative mode in the
following way.
508)
Maankiyikora anowanang
maan -ki -yi -kora anowa-nang
take-INCH-INCN-NEG DD -ACC
―Don‘t take that‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)
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509)
Koran kawuwa tunkiyikora
koran ka-(wu)wa tun -ki -yi -kora
quiet be -IMP wail-INCH-INCN-NEG
―Be quiet, don‘t cry‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115)

It applies equally for verbs of the permissive moods, attaching to the permissive inchoative
-bi-.
510)
Piriwalboon kamanbiyikora
piriwal -boon
ka-man -bi -yi -kora
chieftain-3sm(ACC) be-PRMA-INCHP-INCN-NEG
―Prevent him becoming chieftain ‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115)187

The concept ―prevent‖ derives here from the combination of the permissive ‗let be‘ and the
negative, -yikora yielding ‗mustn‘t let be‘, a formula quite equivalent to ‗prevent becoming‘.
There are several more such examples. Threlkeld, evidently translating the eighth and six
commandments, and adding an ―eleventh‖ of his own, provides the three next expressions.
511)
Maankiyikora
maan -ki -yi -kora
take-INCH-INCN-NEG
―Do not steal‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24)

512)
Bunkiyikora
bun -ki -yi -kora
strike-INCH-INCN-NEG
―Do not kill‖
(More literally) ‗Do not strike‘

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24)

The negative affix attaches directly to the base of that verb-type which omits the inchoative
formant in the infinitive construction.
513)
Bitayikora
bita -yi -kora
drink-INCN-NEG
―Do not drink‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24)

We will see some other, very similar, uses of -yikora in combination with some of the other
negative/Hortative forms to be examined in the following sections. Essentially, -yikora is
perhaps the simplest to understand, and in terms of structural distribution, we can recommend
this pattern for its construction by language users: the parenthetic enclosure of ‗INCH‘
indicates it occurs on some verb-bases but not all.
BASE (+INCH) +
BASE (+INCH) +

NEG

yikora

or more simply, begin with the infinitive form of any verb, and replace the terminus -liko
with -yikora.
Thus, in technical terms -yikora is a verb affix, whereas kora and koriyen are either
descriptors or enclitics; if as seems likely datum 505 is an exceptional form, then we say that
both kora and koriyen are negative enclitics (though, at this stage written as separate words).

Negatives based on KEYAWAI*
Negatives on this base come in two forms. The simple or ―absolutive‖ form keyawai and the
inflected keyawaraan. They often suggest the adverbial sense ‗no‘ (or the obsolescent ‗nay‘),
10.2

187

Supplementing Threlkeld‘s translation ―Prevent his being, or, do not let, &c.‖
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with keyawaraan having not just a stronger force of denial, but possessing syntactic
prominence in that it occurs clause-initial. It is not always sentence-initial, but mostly it
occurs in the initial clause. The only forms that may precede keyawaraan seem to be the
separable, nominative, pronouns, ngatowa, ngintowa and (presumably) niwuwa. It is
frequently helpful to think of keyawaraan as a clause unto itself, with the sense ―it‘s not this
way at all‖, or ―I disagree,‖ such that perhaps we could punctuate such sentences as
―Keyawaraan: …‖. By some contrast, keyawai has a more fluid distribution, acting either
like an adjective or an adverb.

10.2.1

The form *keyawai as no/nay

The syntactic position of this operator is variable, but most often comes first. In the next
datum, the INCH formant forms the spatio-motive voice, and is thus marked. Clearly, the
speaker is at rest and intends to stay that way despite an apparent request by another to do
something or go somewhere.
514)
Keyawai, yelawaliinbaang
keyawai yela -wo
-li -in -baang
NEG
sit-INCH.MOT-INC-CP-1s(ERG)
―No, I am sitting‖
515)
Keyawai wirwiraanta ani
keyawai wirwir -aan
-ta ani
NEG DISMISSIVE-PRESN-MFST MPD
―It is (not heavy) It is light this‖
or, ‗No, scarcely a burden at all‘

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 11)
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18)

(punctuation verbatim)

However, the form keyawai can occur in other positions. In subjunctions, it may occur first
but in the subjoined clause.
516)
Pitalmapabitiyaba, keyawaingaiyabaang wapa
pital -ma -pa
-bi
-tiya -ba, keyawai-ngaiya-baang uwa -pa
love-CAUS-PRIV-2s(ERG)-1s(ACC)-CRC, NEG -then -1s(ERG) move-PRV
―If you had loved me then I would not have gone‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124)
In one instance, it occurs last of all in a sequence.
517)
Kintabaang kataala, yakita keyawai
kinta baang ka -taala yakita keyawai
fear 1s(ERG) be -PPR now NEG
―I used to be afraid, but now I am not‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113)

The reason it occurs last in 516, appears to follow ―simple‖ needs of narrative drama.
However, it remains possible that this is a Threlkeldian thought, say, regarding the conquest
of fear by faith in his religion. So, it may be that it is corrupt, and the subordinate clause
should have been keyawai yakita(-baang). There is one more example worth examining. For
on the strength of its appearance, it attracts two possible parsings, both of which seem
plausible. The form, as Threlkeld writes it out, is
―Kaahwi bahng ngah-li-ko‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24)

The parsing he gives is below (517), but, on the strength of his own 1834 paradigms, for the
demonstrative terms, it requires the phonetic changes to the third word to ratify the parsing.
The alternative parsing is explored in 518, but this would require such a change in the free
translation as to make it dubious as a sentence, and thus, on balance, 517 seems to be the
correct rendition.
518)
Keyawaibaang ngaliinko
keyawai-baang ngaliin -ko
NEG -1s(ERG) -MPD(STEM)-DAT
―I am not for this‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24)
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519)
Keyawaibangaliko
keyawai-banga-li -ko
NEG -AGNT-INC-INF
―To deny‖ [something]

10.2.2

(adapted and re-glossed from Threlkeld (1827) p. 24)

The form *keyawaraan as “no, to the contrary:”

This form occurs twelve time in the corpus; eight occasions in 1827, and four in 1834; though
at least one and perhaps two examples in 1834 are of Threlkeld‘s own composition. The first
datum almost surely records one of Threlkeld‘s little gems of pastoral counsel; the second
also very easily lends itself to the assessment that it is one of Threlkeld‘s compositions
expressing a pastor‘s exhortation.188 Let us begin with the more questionable datum, if only
just to get it out of the way.
520)
Karakai karakaita kataan uwoliko jail-kolang, keyawaraan wilangku
karakai karakai -ta ka-taan uwa -li -ko jail-kolang, keyawai-raan wilang-ku
quickly, quickly-MFST be-PRES move-INC-INF jail -ALL
NEG -PRESN return-ERG
―It is very easy to go to jail, but not so easy to get out again‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124)
There is not in evidence any reason to interpret the sequence keyawaraan wilangku as
insufficient to forge a dependent clause, so 519, despite being a Threlkeldianism, is almost
surely canonical. To support the possibility, we have other examples of keyawaraan
occurring in a secondary clause (although 520 may be Threlkeld‘s composition, 521 and 522
appear to be genuine data).
521)
Kinta korabi; keyawaraanbiin bunan
kinta kora -bi ; keyawai-raan -biin bu/n -nan
fear NEG-2s(ERG); NEG -PRESN-2s(ACC) strike-FA
―Fear not, you will not be beaten‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 119)

522)
Ngintowa kinta; ngatowa keyawaraan
ngintowa kinta; ngatowa keyawai -raan
2s(NOM) fear ; 1s(NOM) NEG -PRES
―It is you who is scared; I am not‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 5)

There is another datum, isometric to 521, with inversion of persons: it is an erratum however,
since the 2s(NOM), ngintowa occurs in both clauses, and contradicts itself and the free
translation. According to the translation ―It is I myself who am evil; It is thou art not‖. It
needed to be Ngatowabowaal to mark the 1s person, not the 2s ngintowabowaal)
―Ngintoah bo wahl yahrahkai, ngintoah kaahwahrahn‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 5; emended infra)189
Ngatowabowaal yarakai; ngintowa keyawaraan
ngatowa -bo -waal yarakai ; ngintowa keyawai-raan
1s(NOM)-RFLX-DES evil ; 2s(NOM) NEG -PRESN
―It is I myself who is evil; you are not‖

523)

Otherwise, with subjunctions and subordinations, keyawaraan occurs in the main clause.

188

It may be that this is a remark of Threlkeld‘s, say, reassuring an Aboriginal person that he or she
will not be beaten (perhaps one of his charges at the mission, or perhaps someone attending court, as he
was a frequent amicus curiæ and interpreter for Aboriginal people either in trouble with the authorities,
or who were witnesses, or plaintiffs).
189

Though we do not have the datum, we must presume that the same privilege accrues to the
3sm(NOM) niwuwa.
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524)
Keyawaraanowa wapa yantita panalba poolongkaleyan
keyawai-raan -nowa
uwa -pa yanti-ta panal-ba poolong-ka -lai-eyan
NEG -PRESN-3sm(ERG) move-PRIV as-MFST sun-CRC sinking -be-RCPR-PD
―He had not yet come when the sun was sinking‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124)
Similarly, for privative marked subjunctions, we find it in initial position.
525)
Keyawaraantiya bumbakapabaampa antibo
keyawai-raan -tiya bun -ba -ka -pa -baang -pa
anti
-bo
NEG -PRESN-1s(ACC) strike-CRC-ESS-PRV-1s(ERG)-PRV this:place.here-RFLX
―I should not have been struck had I remained here‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118)
In short, keyawaraan is a topicalising feature, and signals what, in logic, we would call the
external negation with scope over the entire proposition: i.e., it works like ‗It is not the case
that P, where P is replaced by the proposition. However, this needs to be taken in context, for
Awabakal has what appears to be double negative agreement, and keyawaraan does not
cancel this ―agreement‖. In an unadorned remark, expressing the realisation that someone is
not who one thought she were, we find the simplest style of clause in which two negative
components co-occur.
526)
Keyawaraan, Patty koriyen
keyawai -raan Patty koriyen
NEG -PRESN NAME NEG
―No, it is not Patty‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 15)

527)
Keyawaraanbaang piriwal koriyen
keyawai -raan baang piriwal koriyen
NEG -PRESN 1s(ERG) chieftain NEG
―No, I am not the chieftain‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 16)

Interestingly, the negatives of the *keyawai-class can appear back-to-back, although the
second negative, here, takes the imminent verb-affix.
528)
Keyawaraan, keyawaikolaangbaangnu buntaan
keyawai -raan keyawai -kolaang
baangnu
bun -taan
NEG -PRESN NEG
-IMM 1s(ERG)+3sn(ACC) strike -FA
―No, I am not going to strike it‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 21)
The apparent double negatives, in 526 and 527, both have keyawaraan–koriyen. Threlkeld
does not specify that we cannot combine keyawaraan–kora, but there is no evidence that we
can. In the next sub-section, it is shown that there is not a true double negative pattern in
Awabakal.).

10.3 An Illusion of Double Negative Agreement
Threlkeld appears to believe that double negative agreement is a necessary requirement in
Awabakal, but the data does not reveal any occasions of true double negatives. Indeed, there
are only four ―double negatives‖, plus two that mix negatives into the privative voice. Let us
examine these again.
529)
Kinta korabi; keyawaraanbiin bunan
kinta kora -bi ; keyawai -raan
-biin bu/n -nan
fear NEG-2s(ERG); NEG -PRESN-2s(ACC) strike-FA
―Fear not, you will not be beaten‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 119; earlier: 577 = 598)
It is easy to see that this datum represents a sentence of two clauses, within each clause of
which occurs a negative. The negative agreement, then, is between ―adverbial‖ negative and
negative modification of the verb: this is further explored shortly. However, two other data
show a different process underway.
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530)
Keyawaraan, Patty koriyen
keyawai -raan Patty koriyen
NEG -PRESN NAME NEG
―No, it is not Patty‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 15; earlier 603)

531)
Keyawaraanbaang piriwal koriyen
keyawai -raan baang piriwal koriyen
NEG -PRESN 1s(ERG) chieftain NEG
―No, I am not the chieftain‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 16; earlier 604)

What we notice here is a pattern that is not even what we would properly call ―double
negatives‖ in the English translation. For expressions such as ―No, I am not such-and-such‘
are not classed as the (so-called) ―vulgarism‖ of double negation. Such expressions are unlike,
e.g., ―I ain‘t no such-and-such‘: indeed, we do not find such a pattern with the remaining socalled double negatives of Awabakal.
Firstly, reconsider the data 507-512 which reveal single negatives contained on the verb by
the modification -yikora. These are like ‗It isn‟t φ‘ or ‗Do not φ‘. Turning to sentences
employing yanowa (10.4), we find that these too are on a par with English expressions that
begin with topic ‗no‘ and then have a negative clause. These are not double negatives. That is,
although we do find two negative components, on the pattern of ―No it isn‟t X‖
(keyawaraan—koriyen) and ―No, X didn‟t  ‖ (keyawaraan—yikora), we do not seem to
find the kind of negative agreement that violates the logical rule of double negation like that
commonly found in English: e.g., ―I ain‘t no chieftain‖ which would require something like
***)
Ngatowa kakiyikora piriwal koriyen
ngatowa ka -ki -yi -kora piriwal koriyen
1s(NOM) be -INCH -INCN-NEG chieftain NEG
―I ain‘t no chieftain‖
The nearest we find to double negatives are the following two data.
532)
Keyawaraan, keyawaikolaangbaangnu buntaan
keyawai-raan keyawai-kolaang -baangnu
bun-taan
NEG -PRESN NEG -IMM-1s(ERG)+3sn(ACC) strike-FA
―No, I am not going to strike it‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 21; earlier 580)
On prima facie grounds, example 531 seems to demand that we concede it to represent a
double negative. Yet, here the second negative particle is a verb taking the imminent affix.
Now the narrative sequence is ‗No, not-going by.me+it strikes‘ or similar. That is, once again,
we have a topic-marker, introducing the negative mode, and then the negative sentence. The
only other possible candidate for a species of double negative, reveals an occasion of
privative marked terms with a negative operator,
533)
Yantipaan kora
yanti -p -aan kora
as -PRV-PRES NEG
―Do not do so‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)

I suppose that this does make for a kind, let us call it, of negative agreement. But here the
privative terminus -paan, signals the irrealis—something like ‗were it to happen that P‘—and
then adds the negative: thus (altering the order of components to follow the English gloss),
532 expresses something like
-paan
+ yanti
kora
‗would.that.it.were-in.that.manner not‘
The closest conceptual idiom within English to 532 is the recent manner of speech that adds
‗not‘ as a normative after-thought to an ironically intended suggestion, along the lines of ‗Oh
yes, let‘s do that:…not‘ and similar.
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In short, Awabakal has a species of negative agreement, but it is inaccurate to call it a ‗double
negative pattern‘ in the sense that such a pattern occurs in colloquial English (for that would
require the pseudo-datum marked *** above).

10.4 The Negative–Hortative *Yanowa
The form yanowa appears to have the sense of (i) ―Hold yourself in abeyance‖ or (ii) ―Desist
in that line of thought/speech/activity‖ or (iii) ―Beware for your intention bodes ill and/or will
accrue a dire consequence‖—curiously it seems to have the same range of
hortative/admonitive force as the Italian adverbial bada. For his part, Threlkeld advises that
*yanowa means ―leave be‖, ―let alone‖, and these formulæ are given so as to carry the range
expressed by the (more ponderous) formulæ of (i), (ii) and (iii) exhibited above. In relation to
yanowa admonishing the addressee from a line of thought-cum-inquisitiveness, the next
datum provides an adroit exemplar (I give the question that leads to it, to show the context
more clearly).
534)
Korakowa ngapaal uwaan korekowa? Yanowa, yiri yirikake
kora-kowa ngapaal uwa -an kore -kowa yanowa
yiri yiri
-ka -ke
NEG-PRP women move -PRES man -ASS
let:be sacred:business -ESS-ESS+EMPH
―Why don‘t the women go with the men?‖ ―Let it be, it concerns secret business‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 129)
This shows quite clearly how yanowa works to exhort a person not to pursue a matter. The
term yanowa has frequent occurrence in the corpus, and tolerates well occurring in sentences
where the verb has the negative affix -yikora. It can however, occur alone to make its point:
in the next example, it answers a question, quite curtly.
535)
Wiyabi tanan?
wiya
-bi
tanan
say -2s(ERG) approach
―Wilt though draw nigh?‖
―Say, will you come here?‖

Yanowa, antibaang kataan
yanowa anti
-baang ka -taan
let:be this:place-1s(ERG) be -PRES
―Let it be, I remain here‖
―Don‘t press the point, I‘m staying right here‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24; 5th line is added)

536)
Yanowa uwaananbotabaang
yanowa uwa -nan -bo -ta -baang
let:be move -FA-RFLX-MFST-1s(ERG)
―No. I will go by myself‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 122; punctuation verbatim)
In both the preceding two examples, the response could clearly also be glossed as ‗Don‘t
press the point (stop asking), I stay here/go alone‖. A special environment in which yanowa
occurs alone, and seemingly forms the main clause, is in subjunctive sentences.
537)
Yanowa, manikowanowa kateyakan
yanowa mani -kowa -nowa ka -teya -kan
leave:be sick -PRP -3s(ERG) ESS -ITER -SBJ
―Leave it be, lest he become sick again‖
538)
Yanowa tetibeyakankowanowa
yanowa teti -b -eya -kan -kowa -nowa
let:be dead -CRC -ITER -SUBJ -PRP-3sm(ERG)
―Let him alone lest he should die‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114)

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 127)190

But by far the most common distribution is to find yanowa accompanied by another negative
particle.

190

To remind, the reason ―why‖ the iterative occurs in these subjunctive sentences concerning death,
and where ―again‖ is not part of the sense, remains unclear.
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539)
Yanowa, bunkilaipaan kora
yanowa bun -ki
-lai -pa -an kora
let:be strike-INCH -RCPR -PRV-PRES NEG
―Do not fight, or cease fighting‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 117)

540)
Yanowanowa takiyikorabi
yanowa -nowa ta -ki -yi -kora -bi
let:be -3sm(ERG) eat INCH -INCN -NEG-2s(ERG)
―Thou shalt not eat‖
‗Let it drop, you shall not eat‘

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24)

This next datum appears to reveal a ―milder‖ face of yanowa.
541)
Yanowa, mitiyikora
yanowa miti -yi -kora
let:be wait -INCN -NEG
―Never mind, don‘t wait‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24)
st

The next datum brings to light a peculiar 1 -person modification of yanowa.
542)
―Yah-no-ow‖
Yanowoo!
yanow/a -oo
let:be -IMP
―I remain, I will not‖
(i.e.,) ‗I won‘t do it / go there ; I‘m staying here instead‘

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24)

And to end our examination of this operator, there is one datum in which it occurs at the end
of the sequence; perhaps prompted by the occurrence of yaai in the main clause.
543)
Yaai takiyikora: yanowa!
ya
-ai
ta -ki -yi -kora yanowa
this -INTSV eat -INCH -INCN -NEG
let:be
―This is not to be eaten: leave it be!‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24)

This datum, may be reconciled with the trend of expression-initial occurrence, by construing
it as two independent remarks. The first, being the instruction, and then—perhaps after a short
pause—the admonition comes to reinforce the instruction.

10.5 Related particles
There are some incidental particles that occur in the data, or which Threlkeld has defined or
mentioned that also have negatory properties. We shall briefly examine these insofar as the
documentation allows.

10.5.1

The Two Sides of *Yari

The particle yari which is always sentence initial in the data, appears to have two contrary
meanings. It may in some environments be parsed by an introductory ‗consider‘ (or ‗think of
this way…‘), and in other environments signals the remonstrative ‗re-consider‘. It seems that
the ‗consider‘–‗re-consider‘ polarity (or an equivalent one) is the only way to account for it.
There are two data in which it has negative tendencies, and two for which it has affirmative
tendencies. Let us first see the apparently affirmative uses (543, 544) and then the apparently
negative uses (545, 546).
544)

Yari ubaa marinauwaiko Bulowarako
yari wupi -a marinauwai -ko bulowara -ko
consider put -PA big:canoe -DAT
two -DAT
―It [a signal] has been put up for two ships‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 11)
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545)

Yari Friday ; mirka Friday ani bangai
yari Friday mirka Friday ani bangai
consider NAME maybe NAME MPD today
―It is Friday.– This to Day (—–) Friday‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24; verbatim)191
―I think it‘s Friday; maybe today is Friday‖

546)

Yaribi nutinan bunteyakankowabiin
yari
-bi
nuti-nan bun -teya -kan-kowa -biin
reconsider-2s(ERG) delay-FA strike-ITER-SUBJ-PRP-2s(ACC)
―Do not linger, lest you be beaten again‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118)

547)

Yariboon bunteyakanan
yari
-boon bun -teya -ka-nan
reconsider-3s(ACC) strike-ITER-ESS-FA
―Prevent him being beaten again‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118)

There seems to be nothing to it, except to say that in the indicative mood, yari is an
affirmative particle, but in the subjunctive mood it becomes hortative, with an emergent
negative value (at least the sentence overall has a remonstrative value).

10.5.2

The “dismissive” *wirwir and the aversive *wiwi

The dismissive particle wirwir only occurs in an evidently inflected form as below.
548)
Keyawai wirwiraanta ani
keyawai wirwir -aan
-ta ani
NEG DISMISSIVE-PRESN-MFST MPD
―No, this is a mere trifle, scarcely a burden at all‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18; adapted)

It remains possible, of course that the terminus, -aan, is not the PRESN inflection but simply
the terminus of the word. The parsing in 547 is a matter of contention, and not proffered
absolutely.
I have supposed that wirwir—on the assumption that it is the stem of wirwiraan—is related
to an expression wiwi which Threlkeld tells us expresses aversion—it should be kept distinct
from wii-wii which means ‗quiet‘. There are no data showing wii-wii, but three reveal the
aversive wiwi which have a mild aversive sense, translated by Threlkeld as ―mind‖. I give
two of them below.
549)
Wiwi tiyirkaleyakankowa anowa spade
wiwi tiyir -ka -leya -kan-kowa anowa spade
AAP break-ESS-ITER-SUBJ-PRP DD spade
―Mind, lest the spade may break‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 125)

550)
Wiwi, tiyirbareyayakankowabi bi anowa spade ngali koolaitu
wiwi tiyir -bari -eya-kan-kowa -bi anowa spade ngali koolai-tu
AAP break-INSV -ITER-SBJ -PRP-2s(ERG) DD spade DD(ERG) wood-ERG.
―Mind, lest you break the spade with that stick‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 125)192

10.5.3

The “immanifestive” tararaan

For this particle, presumably a derived form of *TA, we have only a raw definition, albeit
twice given.
―Ta-ra-rán, Pul-le ko-ri-en,

191

It is not salt, (there are two negatives.)‖

Threlkeld had not worked out the meaning of mirka in 1827, and his translation does not indicate
the possibilistic mood. I have composed a new one.
192

See footnote 151.
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(Threlkeld (1834) p. 71; punctuation cited ad literatam)
―Ta-ra-rán,

It is not, the thing affirmed.‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 77)

Now, on the surface, the sequence tararaan puli koriyen, resembles the patterns of
keyawaraan. However, keyawaraan puli koriyen would not be grammatical, because
keyawaraan applies only to animate entities. By contrast, if the matter under negation is
inanimate, the form is tararaan. We can see that, in all the examples in 10.2.2, the topics
seem all to be animate when keyawaraan occurs. So, animacy seems to be that which
separates the distribution of tararaan beside keyawaraan:
Keyawaraan versus Tararaan rule:
(i)
(ii)

If the object of negation is animate, use keyawaraan
If the object of negation is inanimate, use tararaan.

An additional, hypothetical, matter is that tararaan may be restricted to denying the name of
a thing, as when somebody misidentifies an object, substance, etc. However, this point is no
longer scrutable.

10.6 Overview of Negation in Awabakal
Below is an overall evaluation of the various particles used in various environments with
negative semantic potentials. There are clearly aspects of it that are hypothetical, or which
have only a small amount of data to suggest them.
kora

A root form of negatives that attaches to/follows descriptors; it
attaches to a verb just in case its tense marker is in the privative
voice. It may co-occur with Keyawaraan or Yanowa. It governs the
negation of a relationship between a descriptor/privative verb and an
animate logical object. It has a basic 2nd-person (vocative) reference.

-yikora

A form deriving from *kora and which overtly forms a verb affix.
Orthographically, -yikora is treated as an affix of the verb. Probably,
the apparent prefix -yi- is an allomorph of the inceptive formant -li-.
It may co-occur with Keyawaraan or Yanowa. It governs the
negation of a property, state, activity, action, etc., expressed by a
verb. It has open reference with respect to person (which is why, in
addition to prompting change of inceptive to -yi-, it is treated as an
enclitic and the others not).

koriyen

A form deriving from *kora and which attaches post-positively to
substantive terms or descriptors—perhaps when treated more
substantively than when kora occurs—if the considerations in 10.1.2
are correct. It may co-occur with Keyawaraan. It governs the
negation of the identity of an object, or governs the negation of a
property, such that the entity does not possess the expressed property.
There is no animacy marking by this negative, and it appears to be
open in respect of person-reference.

keyawai

A root form having an adverbial-like function, or even verb-like
function, which is governed by an animate entity (i.e., as its logical
subject). Indeed, in the data the logical subject is always the speaker:
―I am/was not X, will not be X‖, ―I do not X‖: etc. It tends to occur
first in the sequence, but may occur in a dependent clause, especially
in the environment of subjunction and subordination. It is used with
1st-person force.
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keyawaraan

A form deriving from *keyawai and having special syntactic and
narrative prominence. Though the data does not make it certain, it is
likely that this form must occur in the head clause, counting
examples 519–522 in 10.2.2 as being composed of two juxtaposed
head clauses. Moreover, in the clauses in which it occurs, it occurs
first of all in the sequence, having priority over all other terms, except
that it is displaced to second position if a nominative pronoun occurs.
It ranges over animate entities, and expresses an overall denial
something along the lines of ‗No, to the contrary…‖. The markers,
kora, -yikora and koriyen are known to co-occur with it, but cooccurrence is not mandatory. It is used with 1st-person force.

tararaan

A form with no representation in the data, but which appears to have
a role that would mimic that of keyawaraan except that tararaan
ranges over inanimate objects (thus exclusively of 3rd-person
reference), denying the identity of the entity (named) in the utterance.
The marker koriyen is known to co-occur with it in a manner
reflecting that of keyawaraan.

yanowa

A form with admonitory rather than infitiative force, expressing a
sense approaching ‗let it be‘, ‗desist the inquiry or topic of discourse‘
or ‗never mind‘, rather than a negation of fact. It has similar
prominence to Keyawaraan in terms of coming first (almost always)
in the sequence. It ranges over animate entities (as an admonitory
must), but such that these are the vocative objects, but any logical
objects, as may occur, are not restricted for animacy. The markers,
kora, -yikora and koriyen are known to co-occur with it, but it is not
mandatory. It has 2nd-person reference (except for the reflexive form
yanowoo in 541).

yari

A peculiar admonitory/hortative operator. It is affirmative, with a
sense approaching ‗consider it this way‘ in clauses of indicative
mood. But, if the clause is subjunctive, its sense appears to turn into
‗reconsider the issue‘ and exhorts the addressee to forego the activity
or intended action. It has 2nd-person reference.

wiwi

An interjective without representation in the corpus of data, but one
that is defined as expressing aversion. It was probably ―spat out‖
sharply to intone the speaker‘s aversion, or with extended vowels to
indicate disgust: as an emotive feature, vowel length is not marked
orthographically. It may be the root of the following term.

wirwir

An expletive with singular representation in the corpus of data. It
appears to be an idiomatic, perhaps imitative expression, indicating a
dismissive evaluation of some proposed condition, or condition
inquired into. It may derive from wiwi.

PRIVATIVES

A set of enclitics, and enclitic syntagms, that have an irrealis sense.
The enclitic is pa, and may combine with ka (as kapa) and occur in
the compound bakapa. It attaches direct to a verb and when this
happens the verb, even those with monosyllabic bases, reduce to their
raw bases. The sense if often that of ‗if‘ or ‗had it been the case‘ or
‗were it (to be) the case. However, it appears that simple syntagms,
e.g., bakapa are as good as a negation: but the data representing this
is in the didactic corpus, rather than the illustrative corpus.
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11 Conjunctions, Subordinators, other Connectives
Awabakal is not a language one would say relies very much on conjunctions, at least not in
the manner of the considerable dependence upon them in English. Threlkeld defines ngatan
as a conjunction with the meaning ―and‖. He has this to say.
[Q1] The Idiom of the language is such, that sentences connect with sentences without the aid
of conjunctions, the subjunctive mood answering all the purposes. The dual number also
precludes the necessity of conjunctions to unite two parties. The following [expressions] are
the principal ones : viz., Nga-tun, And. Kul-la, Because, for. Nga-li tin, Therefore, on account
of this. But the particles lest, unless, that, and disjunctives are expressed by modifications of
the verb in the subjunctive mood, as will be shewn [sic.] in the illustrative sentences (Threlkeld
(1834) p. 78; italics added, other punctuation and formatting cited).

The quotation is marked ―Q1‖ to facilitate occasional references back to it. Discussion begins
following the table presented next.

Table 45: Array of Connective Particles
CONJUNCTIVE CONSTRUCTION

DEFINITION

EXTRA

represented in corpus of data
bula

conjoins 2 substantive components

usually paired with Bulowara

ngatan

conjoins 3 or more substantives

does not join clauses

ngaiya

‗then‘
as
consequence

kala

‗because‘, ‗owing to‘

does not begin sentences

yanti

‗thus‘, ‗in such a manner‘

sometimes topic/theme not CNJ

wonto—ba

‗whereupon‘, ‗but‘

does not begin sentences;
pronominal enclitic replaces the
dash

ba

‗when‘, ‗while‘ ‗whilst,

also simple ‗happens‘ or ‗withal‘

pa

‗if X had‘, ‗if P‘, ‗were it to be the
can also be simple privative
case that‘

subsequence

or

typically attaches to FA verbs

attested to but not represented in corpus of data
ngalitin

‗therefore‘, ‗on account of …‘

koyito193

‗therefore‘, ‗consequently‘, ‗because‘

194

nga

‗or‘, ‗or it is…‘

11.1 Conjoining Two phrases or More
11.1.1

Joining Two Phrases: The Dual Conjunction bula

As Threlkeld states in the quotation above ―[t]he dual number also precludes the necessity of
conjunctions to unite two parties‖ (supra). That is, when two phrases are to be conjoined,

193

Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 217.

194

Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 208.
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each of which has a singular reference, the first occurring phrase has the dual enclitic
attached.
551)
Ngaanbula uwaa?
ngaan -bula uwa -a
who-d(CNJ) move -PA
―Who are the two who went?‖

Dismalbula Jem
Dismal -bula Jem
NAME-d(CNJ) NAME
―Dismal and Jem‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 15)

What we see of interest, here, is that the pair Dismal and Jem are conjoined by the dual
enclitic bula attaching only to the first nominal term (i.e., agreement of enclitics is not
required, and may even have formed a defective construction). Usually (but not obligatorily),
if the otherwise 2d(ERG) is used with 3rd-person reference (i.e., d) then it occurs together
with Bulowara occurring typically first in the sequence. Also typical, when the pair
Bulowara—bula co-occur, they are separated by intervening material. Thus, the response
(right-hand-side) of 550 suggests an ellipsis is operative. A little reflection suggests that the
next item brings the ellipsis to surface.
552)
Bulowara waita Dismalbula Jem uwaa
bulowara waita Dismal -bula Jem uwa -a
3d(ERG) depart NAME-d(ERG) NAME move -PA
―The two, Dismal and Jem, are the ones who left‖

(reconstruction)195

Note that one cannot join two phrases if both have plural reference; if only one has plural
reference but the other singular reference, then, still, conjunction by -bula would be incorrect,
for the total sum of parties falls in the domain of a plural enclitic bara. But, to be frank, we
do not have data to decide, and a community decision will need to be made regarding the
issue. It remains possible though that if we had, say, ‗the chieftain and the clan‘ that we could
construct
553)
Waita piriwalnowa konarabara uwaa
waita piriwal -nowa konara-bara uwa -a
depart chief-3sm(ERG) clan-3p(ERG) move-PA
―The chieftain and the clan had departed‖196
In 552, the enclitic bara plays the same role as does bula in 550 (& 551). Note that, under no
circumstance can two clauses be conjoined in this fashion. That is, as we see in the next
section, there is no clausal coordinator in the language: the two conjunctions, bula and
ngatan work only among phrases. This point has been made by Threlkeld (first italic
sequence in Q1); notwithstanding the fact that he disregarded this point in the Gospel
translation.

11.1.2

Joining More than Two Phrases

In Q1, Threlkeld specifies that sentences are coordinated ―without the aid of conjunctions‖.
However, when it came to translating the Gospel, he copies every instance of ‗and‘ in the
English text (which begins the majority of verses) with a corresponding occurrence of
―ngatun,‖ (ngatan). However, the biblical use is very frequently that of a clausal coordinator;
and always so at the beginning of a new verse. I doubt strongly that the use of ‗and‘ as a
clausal coordinator is legitimate. When extracts from the Gospel have been cited, occurrences
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Recall (7.3.2) that while bulowara can be declined into (at least) the ergative case, case marking
occurs only when it is used as a denoting-demonstrative term, but not when it occurs as part of the
pronominal reference. In the pronominal role, the case represented by bulowara is given by its enclitic
partner: thus bula = ergative and ngaliin = accusative, and the extended cases have ngaliin as the stem.
196

This sentence leaves it open whether the chief and clan left together. If that is the intended message,
an associative case would be required, piriwalowanowa konarakowabara.
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of ngatan judged otiose have been eliminated from the bold-type renditions.197 If we examine
the corpus of data, there are three, and only three, occurrences of the term ngatan. Moreover,
it is possible that all three of these are the products of Threlkeld‘s own attempts at ―helpful‖
illustration. I find the next datum of debatable provenance owing to the possibility that it
concerns a biblical topic; but it may be a grammatically genuine datum.
554)
Makorin ngatan koretin
makor/o -in
ngatan kore -tin
fish -INSTR CNJ men -INSTR
―[It is] about the fish and the men‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 109)198

This datum may be grammatically canonical on the grounds that the references of ‗fish‘ and
‗men‘ are plural and thus could not suit conjunction via the dual enclitic -bula. A reason 553
may not be a genuine datum per se, notwithstanding that the Awabakal people relied heavily
on fish and other marine sources of food, is that it occurs in a section where Threlkeld‘s
purpose is to illustrate what he thinks of as the ―ablative‖ (actually the set of cases including
the ablative, the locative, the associative and the instrumentive). So, given that this datum is
offered as a notional answer to the question, ―About whom?‖ following from a remark, ―They
are now quarrelling‖, it remains possible that it is a mere text-book example (other notional
answers also occur ad loc.). Here, the dual (see second sentence Q1) would not be useful,
because, as mentioned, the enclitic cannot be used to represent a dual relationship between
plural groups. So perhaps 553 is nevertheless a true insight into one role of this lexical item
ngatan.
Let us examine another instance of ngatan in the corpus, which is almost surely an instance
of Threlkeld‘s well-intentioned but problematic zeal for illustration.
555)
Makoro nguwatiya, ngatan karai, ngatan tibin, ngatan kokowin, …
makoro ngu -wa -tiya, ngatan karai, ngatan tibin, ngatan kokowin,
fish give -IMP-1s(ACC) CNJ meat, CNJ bird, CNJ water
―Give me fish, flesh, fowl and water …‖
[…] tawilkowabaang bitawilkowabaang
ta -wil -kowa-baang bita -wil-kowa-baang
eat-OPT -PRP-1s(ERG) drink-OPT -PRP-1s(ERG)
―…that I may eat and drink‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 131)

I consider this datum of dubious provenance. While 554 does not remind me of a biblical text,
it may be an attempt by Threlkeld to illustrate something or other, albeit it remains obscure
what this might be, unless it is just to illustrate a complex sentence and the use of ngatan.
The first occurrence of ngatan, in 554, is to me the most questionable, for it follows the main
verb and is thereby used as a coordinator, which Threlkeld himself notes is not grammatical.
Thus, the first matter that I think is appropriate is to get the verb and accusative enclitic to the
front. Thus, the first step is as below.
556)
Nguwatiya makoro ngatan karai ngatan tibin …
ngu -wa -tiya makoro ngatan karai ngatan tibin
give -IMP-1s(ACC) fish
CNJ meat CNJ
bird
―Give me fish & flesh & fowl …‖
(preliminary reconstruction)

197

It is very possible of course, that those verses sans ngatan can be made a great deal more eloquent
by reformulating them completely using various existing modes of subjunction, subordination and so
forth. That project, to illustrate complex sentence structure via the retranslation of a series of Gospel
verses, may be taken up in another document when such research becomes possible.
198

The text has ‗Makoring‘ but in the list of errata he advises, ―Page 109.—Line 26, for Makoring,
read Makorin‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 131)
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These are the phrases governing the optative verb for eat, tawilkowa. The next step, then, is
to organise the subordinate clauses, i.e., so that the relation between ‗water‘ (kokowin) and
‗drink‘ (bitawilkowa) is not merely pragmatic, but also grammatical. This is my impression
of how it should be done.
557)
Nguwatiya makoro ngatan karai ngatan tibin tawilkowabaangba, …
ngu -wa -tiya makoro ngatan karai ngatan tibin ta-wil-kowa-baang -ba
give -IMP-1s(ACC) fish
CNJ meat, CNJ
bird eat-OPT-PRP-1s(ERG)-CRC
―Give me fish and flesh and fowl that I may eat, meanwhile…‖199
[…] nguwatiya kokowin bitawilkowabaangba
ngu -wa -tiya kokowin bita-wil-kowa-baang -ba
give -IMP-1s(ACC) water drink-OPT-PRP-1s(ERG)-CRC
―…give me water that I may drink withal‖
(final reconstruction)
In 556, we have also removed the illegitimate conjunction between the subordinate clauses,
and employed instead the conjunctive/subordinating properties of the circumstantial enclitic
*ba in its conditional phase (as to say ―meanwhile‖). Perhaps, in the final clause, we could
have employed the essive *ka (meaning drink at the place/time coinciding with the eating),
instead of *ba, or attached -ka to -ba to reinforce the holistic interpretation of the complex
sentence. In addition, the verb nguwatiya is probably optional in the second subordinate
clause; and probably kokowin could be extrapositioned, yielding ‗…bitawilkowabaangba
kokowinka.‘ If that be true then all we would need to emend Threlkeld‘s 554, is preposition
the verb (to avoid clausal coordination), and extraposition kokowin to follow the subjunctive
‗drink‘ verb.
We do have an example from a native speaker, known as Old Margaret, of the use of the
conjunction ngatan. Old Margaret spent much of her childhood living at Threlkeld‘s mission,
and survived into the 1890s. In the 1890s, she was recorded singing a song lamenting the
passing of the Awabakal way of life, the local animals, birds, etc. In her song (nangun), we
find these verses: the first line is verbatim (of Haslam‘s rendition rather than the original
1890‘s transcriber)
‗Yapallun: Yurakai Gnarka Gnarka tibbin ngatun buttee-karng ngatun yuri. . .
Yapalan! Yuraki nganka nganka tibin ngatan batikaang ngatan yuri …
alas! long:ago first
first bird and
animal
and yuri
―Alas! Long ago, in the beginning, birds and animals and Aboriginal people…

558)

. . . Awaba-oomba Awabakal ngatun awabakalin wonnai‘…
… awabawumba Awabakal ngatan Awabakaleyn wonai
awaba-umba awaba-kal-ngatan awaba-kal-eyn wonai
awaba-POSS awaba-PRT -& awaba-PRT-FEM child
of Awaba; Awaba men and Awaba women, children‖

(DOCA p. A1053)

(The word yuri is attested by Haslam (DOCA, p. 1134) to mean ‗all Aboriginal people
everywhere‘); but Threlkeld seems to have remained unaware of it (making it an uncertain
datum). We see in the first block of 557 that ngatan occurs to conjoin three phrases ‗bird &
animal & people‘ and, in the next block, ngatan is used only once, through three items are in
some form of conjunction (men & women, children). Now, it is true that Old Margaret was
quite old when she composed this nangun, and her language, perhaps, was not unaffected by
her years at the mission. Further along in the same nangun she uses the term ethané which
was Threlkeld‘s term in the Gospel to refer to ―nations‖ and, by ethané-kal, to refer to the
―gentiles‖ (from the Greek ηθανή, from which ‗ethnic‘ is derived). This can be considered
acceptable within the framework of the song, since it concerns the passing of Awabakal
199

Note that the grammars of each language prompt distinct punctuation protocols. In English, we put
the comma before the subordinator ‗meanwhile‘ but I think that for Awabakal, the comma should come
after the enclitic ba.
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culture after the coming of Europeans. However, in another verse Old Margaret is recorded to
have used the word ‗Kara -kals‘. Now, karaakal is the word for healer/spirit-man (via karaa
+ kal ‗secret + man‘), and this is the translated reference. The anomaly though is that in the
recorded nangun it occurs with a terminal ‗s‘ for the plural, and that of course is a feature of
English. It remains possible, then, that her use in the nangun of the conjunction ngatan
(which occurs a total of eleven times) may have been influenced by Threlkeld‘s sermons and
gospel classes. So, it presents us with an undecidable set of data to make confident decisions
regarding its use.
Accordingly, on the admittedly slim and questionable evidence we have, and following
programmatic reasoning, the following conjunction ―rule‖ may be spelled out.
Conjunction Rule for use of ngatan
(1i) Clauses are never conjoined, only subordinated, subjoined or juxtaposed;
(1ii) if two substantive phrases are conjoined, and each marks a singular reference,
then a dual enclitic, bula, is employed;
(1iii) if more than two substantive phrases are conjoined, or both phrases of two mark
plural reference, then ngatan may optionally be employed, or the phrases may be
concatenated simply.
(2) In addition, it is credible to analyse ngatan as an enclitic feature, but it has not, at
this stage, been decided to treat it so orthographically. This may change in future.
(2i) If ngatan is an enclitic then it may be that it works in the same way that bula
works to conjoined a duo (11.1.1 & 550). That is, when it was ‗Dismal and Jem‘ we
found Dismalbula Jem, such that bula occurs attached only to the first party; so, (in
the second bloc of 557) where we have ‗Awaba men, women and children‘ we find
Awabakalngatan Awabakaleyn wonai such that ngatan attaches only to the first
conjunct. But if this is correct then the first bloc of 557, where ngatan occurs
between each conjunct, represents the puzzling form: for we would—on the
preceding hypothesis—have expected tibingatan batikaang yuri.
Taking -gatan as an enclitic, after anner of -ula, suggests that example 558, should be reformed as given next.
Yapalan! Yuraki nganka nganka tibingatan batikaang yuri
yapalan! yuraki nganka nganka tibin-ngatan batikaang
yuri
alas long:ago first first bird -and
animal [&] Aboriginal:people
―Alas! Long ago, in the beginning, birds and animals and Aboriginal people…
… awabawumba Awabakalngatan Awabakaleyn wonai
awaba-umba awaba-kal-ngatan awaba-kal-eyn wonai
awaba-POSS awaba-PRT -& awaba-PRT-FEM child
…of Awaba; Awaba men and Awaba women, children‖
(reconstructed)
As for consideration of the etymology of ngatan, reflection leads hence. It appears probable
that if it is not an independently emergent morpheme, that it decomposes into nga+tan. The
particle nga occurs in the affirmative formula ngaba (example 77), and by itself, nga occurs
in the personal interrogative ngaan, and a term meaning ‗nobody‘/‗nothing‘ ngatoong.200 It
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This term occurs twice in the 1827 corpus, answering questions, ‗What is it?‘ and ―Why was it so?‖
The first response Minaring ngatoong is translated as making a rhetorical counter question ―What
thing is it? for a negation‖ (Threlkeld (1827) p. 9; italics used to indicate the mentioned question). It is
a common idiomatic feature of Awabakal that if one does not know the answer to a question or prefers
not to answer to use an interrogatory formula (see 11). The other instance of ngatoong responds to a
question asking why the addressee had been angry, and the response, Minaringtin ngatoong is glossed
‗what is from no one‘ translated as ―From no cause‖ (Threlkeld (1827) p. 10). I have thereupon
surmised that it forms the privative pronominal ‗nothing/nobody‘ such that the first instance, Minaring
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also occurs on the bottom row of the table above (Table 45) and glossed as ‗or‘, ‗or is it‘
defined in the Lexicon for the Gospel, but set this last possible relative aside for reasons
explained in 11.7.3. It seems more likely that, if there is an element cognate with ngatan it is
with the affirmative nga of ngaba rather than the question word or the privative pronominal.
Another possibility is the Pama-Nyungan proto-etymon, the 1st-person pronoun as ,
which if taken as reflexive might become exapted into a particle that expresses agreement for
the speaker. Thus, ngaba would have codified within it etymologically ‗itself happen‘ (or
‗itself withal‘): a suitable formula to express agreement or affirmation. Having become thus
abstracted, and losing reflexive reference, *nga may have become a potentially productive
etymo-morpheme. What remains obscure is the ending -tan, which resembles, and may even
be related to, the present tense marker. If so, ngatan yields ‗yes now‘ and connexion is made
via successive affirmations. Of course, *tan may be rather related to the manifestive *ta,
with the terminal nasal, perhaps added as a quasi-accusative (the plural enclitics bula, nura
and bara have accusatives which simply add ‗n‘).

11.2 The Consequence/Subsequence Marker: ngaiya
The marker ngaiya which is reasonably translated as ‗then‘, has an affiliation with future
tensed verbs, but it is not a necessary condition for its occurrence. It is analysed as a verbsuffix-cum-enclitic.
The following two data reflect the pure consequence phase of ngaiya. The next datum is
moderately suspect: it is possible the dual occurrence of bum[]a is an erratum, but it
remains plausible that it is correct; and the pa/ba alternation reflects this optimistic
possibility; it prompts an additional line of parsing, clarifying the inter-relations.
559)
Wiyaboonbaang bumpa, bumbangaiyabitiya
wiya -boon
-baang bun -pa, bun -ba-ngaiya -bi
-tiya
say-3sm(ACC)-1s(ERG) strike-PRV, strike -CRC-then-2s(ERG)-1s(ACC)
say:that -him
-by.me strike-had, strike-withal-then -by.you -me
―If I had struck him then you would have struck me‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118)
I believe that the second occasion of bum in 559 is not an erratum such that it should be
wiyaboonbaang bumpabangaiyabitiya
because I do not think that paba or bapa can occur in collocation: certainly there are no data
that support the possibility.201 Datum 558 also illustrates once more the occasional ―withal‖
sense of ba, though it could equally, perhaps better, have been glossed by ‗strike happen then
by.you me‘. There is one other possibility for 558. Just possibly, the terminal component
should be analysed as below. However, I do not find the analysis of 559 persuasive, and stand
by the analysis of 558.
560)
bumbangaiyabitiya
bun -bang/a
-ai
-ya
-bi
-tiya
strike -AGNT
-RCP
-IMP-2s(ERG)-1s(ACC)
struck-compelled-reciprocally-done!-by.you -me
―[If I had struck him then] you would have struck me‖
The next datum shows ngaiya attached to the negative keyawai.

ngatoong expresses ‗what is nobody/nothing‘ to convey ―I don‘t know‖ or ―It‘s not important what it
is‖.
201

There intervenes the enclitic ka or other material between the two.
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561)
Pitalmapabitiyaba, keyawaingaiyabaang wapa
pital -ma -pa
-bi
-tiya -ba, keyawai-ngaiya-baang uwa -pa
love-CAUS-PRV-2s(ERG)-1s(ACC)-CRC, NEG -then-1s(ERG) move-PRV
―If you had loved me then I would not have gone‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124)
The next few data show the affiliation between ngaiya and FA verbs, and thus of subsequence
as much as consequence, which the preceding have illustrated. By way of the proceeding data,
we see an incremental transition from consequence to subsequence. The next shows the
obvious relation and first transition between consequence and subsequence.
562)
Bunanowatiyapa, turalangaiyabinung
bu/n-nan -n\owa -tiya -pa, tura -la -ngaiya
-binung
strike-FA-3s(ERG)-1s(ACC)-PRV, spear-IMP-then-2s(ERG)+3sm(ACC)
―If he strike me then you spear him‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118)
The next datum, brings it closer to subsequence, for there is no indication in the expression
that the prospective predicament is in consequence to anything, except, one must suppose, the
disposition of the 3sm referent and/or the addressee.
563)
Minangbanangaiyabilowa?
minang-ba-nan-ngaiya
-bilowa
what-CRC-FA -then-2s(ACC)+3sm(ERG)
what happen-will then -you-by.him
‗what will he do to you?‘
―What will become of you?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 126)

The free translation in the 6th row of 562 is that given by Threlkeld, and there is no obvious
reason to doubt that its idiomatic force is as Threlkeld records, but the underlying
grammatical structure—and literal sense—is clearly that of the 5th row, ‗what will he do to
you?‘ Whether the preceding is a proper reflection of the conditions on truth for 562, and
Threlkeld‘s translation is fully implicit (or forms ―poetic equivalence‖), or the transitive
enclitic bilowa is capable of expressing the 3s referent as an abstract entity (i.e., destiny)
cannot be determined from the corpus of data. Thus, the more conservative assessment should
be to assume that the literal translation of 562 is ‗what will he do to you?‘ but that—under
certain conditions—the sentence can implicitly express the force of ―What will become of
you?‖
Next we have subsequence postponed but still, one gleans, there is a matter of consequence (a
reckoning) at issue.
564)
Kabokata turanangaiyabiin
ka-bo -ka -ta
tura-nan-ngaiya -biin
ESS-RFLX-ESS-MFST spear-FA -then-2s(ACC)
―By and by, you will be speared‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 128)

Now, let us see a datum concerning pure subsequence.
565)
Wiyaananbinungba, wiyaanangaiyatiya
wiya-nan
-binung
-ba, wiya-nan-ngaiya-tiya
tell -FA-2s(ERG)+3sm(ACC)-CRC, tell -FA -then-1s(ACC)
―When you tell him, let me know‖ [i.e., tell me]
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 128)
In the datum below, the expression conveys not just ―pure‖ subsequence, but it is abstract,
since it is marked in the past tense. That is, it harks back to a narrative moment after which
the following took place.
566)
Wiyaangaiyangeyranbara yanti: Ma!
wiya -a-ngaiya-ngeyran -bara yanti : ma
speak-PA-then -1p(ACC)-3p(ERG) thus *CAUS/IMP
―They spake to us in bravado‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 127; verbatim)
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Note that the terminal imperative Ma should not be construed as an enclitic causative affix,
since the imperative particle/verb can occur first in an overall sequence as exemplified at
example 444 in 9.2.
Let us now return to the consequential sense, though with temporal reference of subsequence,
which expresses a matter in the irrealis mode, or, to put it another way, in the speculative
contrafactual mode.
567)
Tiyirbangapabaampa, minangbanangaiyabaratiya
tiyir -banga-pa -baang -pa minang-ba -nan-ngaiya -bara -tiya
break-AGNT-PRV-1s(ERG)-PRV what -CRC-FA -then-3p(ERG)-1s(ACC)
―If I had broken it, what would they have done to me‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 125)
Altogether considered, it can be seen that ngaiya satisfactorily parallels the English word
‗then‘ and the data support the view that it could also support the logical ‗if—then‘
construction, thus:
Kanan waakankapangaiya tibin putota kataan
ka-nan waakan-ka -pa-ngaiya tibin puto -ta ka-taan
be -FA crow -ESS-PRV-then bird black-MFST be-PRES
be-will crow -be -if
then bird black -it be-now
If it is a crow then it is a black bird

11.3 Conjoining via ―because‖: a slight misconstrual
There is only one occurrence of the connective use of kala in the corpus of data. The particle
*kala having the sense ―because‘ looks like the PA-tense marker. I do not believe that it is the
tense marker in a phase having autonomous occurrence and meaning the equivalent of
‗because‘, for I think it is the essive base *ka (but in the verbitive role as ―be/stay‖) with the
imperative suffix *la attached directly. Normally, the imperative of *ka like all one-syllable
verb bases, is kawuwa and most often translates as ―yes‖. However, with kala we have an
example of *ka taking the imperative *la typically found with two-syllable verb-bases: e.g.,
wiyala Speak! The conjunctive particle kala has the structure *ka+la i.e., ESS+IMP. The
question (Minaringtinboon bunkala?) asked ―Why was he beaten?‖ and the answer, given
below, has one of the two analyses provided. Note that between the two, two possible
analyses for the particle *baring are also examined: but either of the analyses of *baring (or
rather whichever is more correct) applies to whichever analysis of *kala is more correct. Note
too that as kala begins both the two sequences below, it cannot be assessed to be an enclitic
particle, but is an autonomous (quasi)-verb in a phase of adverbial-conjunction.
568)
(a) Kalanowa bakabaring
kala -nowa
baka -baring
PA-3sm(ERG) angry -always
‗past:time-by.him angry always‘
―Because he is always angry‖

(b) Kalanowa bakabaring
ka -la
-nowa baka -ba -ring
ESS-IMP-3sm(ERG) angry-CRC-TEL
be-indeed!by.him angry at.any.when
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)

Morphosyntactically, 567b appears to be more likely to be the better analysis for *kala and
for *baring.
So, it appears that the particle kala has eˉ o ipso a capacity to evince the English sense of
―because‖. How might the grammatical fusion of ‗ESS+IMP‘ convey the sense of ‗because‘?
Or more correctly, how might an idiom equivalent to ‗because‘ have emerged etymologically
from the grammatical components ‗ESS+IMP‘. One way to examine it schematically is as
below.
p does activity A because [of reason] R
p does activity A

being is!

R

Relating this schema to example 620b, we derive:
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Why was he beaten?

Because he is always angry.

———————— it.is.that he angry always
Following this through, we see easily how Threlkeld was led to interpret the particle [kala] to
have the specific function in the language of evincing the sense that in English is conveyed by
‗because‘, ‗owing to‘, some uses of ‗due to‘ and the use—now becoming obsolescent it
seems—of ‗for‘ as a sentential conjunctive adverb.

11.4 *Yanti as conjunction
The adverb-like particle yanti occurs in a number of different roles, most of which attract an
analysis as a modifier rather than a connector as such. Its underlying sense appears to be to
convey ‗in the manner‘ or ‗by a certain manner‘ and relates to various uses of ‗as‘, ‗so‘ and
‗thus‘ (in the sense ‗in this way or manner‘ rather than in the sense of ‗therefore‘). Many
occurrence of yanti, however, are not connective: e.g.,
569)
Yantipaan kora
yanti -p
-aan kora
as -PRV -PRES NEG
―Do not do so‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)

Thus datum could also be glossed ‗Thus-would.that.it.be not‘ and is clearly not connective. In
the next datum, however, yantita subordinates the clause, ‗when the sun is setting‘.
570)
Uwatanowa yantita panalba poloongkaleyan
uwa -ta -nowa
yanti-ta panal-ba poloong-ka-leyan
move-PP-3sm(ERG) as-MFST sun -CRC sinking-ESS-PDRX
―He came just as the sun was setting‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124)
The next datum shows yanti by itself connecting a topic to its thematic phrase; it is unclear if
Threlkeld has mis-parsed nowa or if, after all, nowa can refer to an inanimate object (if so it
is the only such example). I suspect that the English is merely an equivalent proposition, and
that the sentences states something closer to ‗this is how one does it‘: however, I should think
that anowa refers to the object worked upon (in such and such a manner), rather than the
sense of ‗like that‘ where ‗that‘ designates the manner of doing. Accordingly, yanti can also
occasionally be associated with English ‗how‘ in its connective/relative rather than
interrogative mode (i.e., ‗this is how it‘s done‘). In sum, in 570 anowa refers to an object
worked on, and the free, English, translation may be more accurately translated as ‗it is
worked upon/used in this manner‘ where anowa = ‗it‘ reference-wise.
571)
Ubaanowa yanti anowaba
uba -an
-nowa yanti anowa-ba
work:at-PRES-3sm(ERG) thus DD -CRC
‗works he / or / works it thus that happen‘
―It is done like that‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124)

572)
Kekalkei ani yanti anowa kilowa
kekal -kei ani yanti anowa kilowa
sweet-HAB this as that like
―This is as sweet as that‖ i.e., ‗they are of equal sweetness‘
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 17)

11.5 Wonto—ba, the Exclusive Conjunction, as ‗but‘
Note first of all that the reason why we have here wonto instead of the regular form wonta, is
not strictly determinable, and—to be sure—it could be a misperception on Threlkeld‘s part.
On the other hand, since this form is not an interrogative, it cannot be ruled out that some
semantic ablaut is not at work. However, as it does not seem to carry any ergative force, there
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is no evident reason to construe it as wontu; nor, given the t rather than k is there reason to
construe it as a dative case on *won. Accordingly, I have merely glossed the whole wonto by
‗where‘ (in a relativising role) such that wonto—ba comprises a sense approaching
‗whereupon‘ or ‗but‘, and the long dash is replaced by a pronominal enclitic referring to the
logical subject of the coordinated clause.
There are three occasions of this enclitic syntagm (or circumfix), showing a sense similar to
―but‖. Each occasion is part of an expression in a non-indicative mood, either the paenative
(572, 573) or privative voice (574).
573)
Bumaingatiya wontobaangba maraa
bun-mainga -tiya wonto -baang -ba mara-a
strike-PAEN-1s(ACC) where-1s(ERG)-CRC run -PA
―I should have been struck, but I ran away‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118)

574)
Ngumaingaabiin ani wontabiba keyawai
ngu-mainga -a -biin ani wonto -bi -ba keyawai
give -PAEN -PA-2s(ACC) MPD where-2s(ERG)-CIRC NEG
―It would have been given you, but you would not have it‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)
575)
Bumpabotaboonbaang, wontobaangba kintakaan kakala
bun -pa -bo -ta
-boon
-baang, wonto -baang -ba kinta-kaan ka-kala
strike-PRV-RFLX-MFST-3sm(ACC)-1s(ERG) where-1s(ERG)-CRC fear -PRFM be-PA
―I should certainly have struck him, but I was afraid‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)
As a clausal component wonto—ba is represented in each of the recorded data as a
morphemic circumfix taking a pronominal enclitic between its elements. It is possible to
apperceive Threlkeld‘s hand in 573, but it is quite unlikely that he is responsible for 572 or
574 (they express quite un-reverend-like sentiments).
By contrast, however, Threlkeld has no qualms against using wonto ba as a simple
collocation in the Gospel translation, and such that it begins sentences (indeed, the entire
Gospel, i.e., Luke 1:1, begins with this conjunction.
[Luke 2:19] Wonto ba bountoa Mariko miromá unni tara, ġatun kota bountoa minki ka
búlbúl-la bounnoun kin
(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 133)
576)
Wontobowantoowaba maritu miromaa anitara, …
won -to -bowantoowa-ba mari -tu miroma-a ani -ta -ra,
where-ERG -3sf(ERG) -CIRC NAME-ERG save -PA MPD-MFST-PLU
―But Mary kept all these things, pondering them…‖
… kotaabowantoowa minkika bulbulabowanoowankin
kota -a-bowantoowa
minki -ka bulbul -a-bowanoowan-kin
think-PA- 3sf(ERG) sentiment-ESS heart-INES-3sf(STEM)-ATT
―…in her heart‖202
It appears that Luke 2:19 and similar occasions, should be wonto-bowantoowa-ba, and such
that Threlkeld did not himself fully comprehend the distributional properties that separate *ba
from other enclitic forms (he himself did not apprehend the concept of an enclitic after all). In
9.3.5, it was shown that the privative *pa has the grammatical property of accepting
pronominal enclitics. However, there is no instance amongst the corpus of data, where a nonprivative occasion of the enclitic radical beginning with the labial stop [] has a pronominal
enclitic attached but where the sense is not privative. That is, pronominal enclitics do not
attach to *ba. It is unlikely that wonto—ba should be wonto—pa. This is unlikely, because
the clause following wonto—ba is typically not irrealis. At any rate, the construction
protocols for this conjunction is as below.
202

The questionable nature of this verse has been examined already in 4.13.
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[

wonto + PRO-ENCLITIC + ENCLITIC-RADICAL]

This pattern, in addition to the fact that the attached clause is typically realis rather than
irrealis, will have to suffice to make us choose it to be [wonto + PRO-ENCLITIC + ba], rather
than to interpret *pa instead.

11.6 The Enclitics *ba and
Subordinating Conjunctions

*pa

as

Relativisers

or

The subordinating characteristics of the enclitic radicals *ba and *pa have been presented
already, and their distribution in this role is only briefly rehearsed in this section for the sake
of completeness. The simple form of this connexion makes a relative clause which relates to
the main clause at the point of time when the main clause becomes operative. We have seen
the next datum before (298: 8.2.4) for which the translation was simply ―I was beating him
when you arrived‖. However, it seems plausible that this would also provide the formula for
occasions replacing the subordinator ‗until‘, as shown below.
577)
Bunkililiyelaboonbaang tananbiba uwaa
bun -ki -li -li -ela -boon
-baang tanan
-bi
-ba uwa -a
strike-INCH-INC-PRSTV-PA-3sm(ACC)-1s(ERG) approach-2s(ERG)-CRC move -PA
―I was beating him until you arrived‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)
This would not be a necessary interpretation, but would depend, I should expect, on context.
Say, for example, the addressee arrived at the dialogue space, at which time the speaker was
off somewhere beating the referent, then it would be more appropriate to translate *ba as
‗when‘. In another setting, the speaker was beating the referent whilst the addressee was still
on his or her way to the dialogue space. Then, it would be more suitable to interpret *ba as
‗while‘. However, the conversation might be this. Say, that the speaker was beating the
referent—in the sense of thrash, strike—but when the addressee turned up, the circumstances
altered and either the referent got the upper hand, or made good his (or her) escape. Then, it
demands that we translate *ba as ‗until‘. That is, ―until that moment P, but after that moment
not-P‖.
Perhaps the simplest, and least ―conjunctive‖ (if conjunctive at all) makes no more than a
phrasal connector, tying the suggested event to a particular juncture of time. The simplest
interpretation is ‗at time t‘(where ‗time t‘ is a specific event rather than a temporal
measurement of course).
578)
Tananbi wala yantita panalba poloongkalinan
tanan
-bi
uwa -la yanti-ta
panal-ba
poloong -ka -li -nan
approach-2s(ERG) move-IMP as-MFTS sun-CRC sinking -INCH-INC-FA
‗come just as the sun is setting‘
―Come at sun set‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124)
When *ba combines with its privative cousin *pa, we perceive the connective ‗had not yet X
when Y (or at time t)‘.
579)
Keyawaraanowa wapa yantita panalba poolongkaleyan
keyawai-raan
-nowa uwa -pa yanti-ta panal-ba poolong -ka -lai -eyan
NEG -PRESN-3sm(ERG) move-PRIV as-MFST sun-CRC sinking-ESS-RCPR-PD
―He had not yet come when the sun was sinking‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124)

11.7 The Unrepresented Consequence Markers
There are three particles defined by Threlkeld which have no representation in the corpus of
data. Two are defined along the lines of ‗therefore‘ and the third the quizzical disjunctive ‗or
is it‘. We consider these in due order.
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*ngalitin as “therefore”

11.7.1

The form ngalitin is morphologically transparent (or apparently so). It forms the
instrumentive case of the MPD demonstrative ani. As shown (6), the extended cases of ani
that have a more ―active‖ sense (instrumentive, associative, possessive) generate from the
ergative stem ngali. Thus, ngalitin essentially means ‗because of this‘ or ‗on account of this‘.
So, it means ‗therefore‘ in the manner that ‗because of this (it follows that)…‘ means
therefore. In other words, a speaker states a certain set of conditions, and then, by attaching
ngalitin, imparts the connexion ‗because of this…‘ to which is attached the inference or
consequence of the previously stated conditions. It all makes perfect sense, but nonetheless, it
may have been adopted by Threlkeld to facilitate certain passages in the Gospel According to
Luke. All the same, the very morphological sense of ngalitin makes it evidently suitable to
convey the sense given. For instance, if one uttered ngalitin wiyatoowaringaiya…, then it
would express ―because of that which has been said, then…‘. And, from that, in the manner
that idioms emerge, it could easily become curtailed to the simpler ngalitin perhaps adding ta
or ka after it.
Consider the following hypothetical illustration, partially cited (1st block), partially
constructed (2nd block).
580)
Wiyaboonbaang bumpa, bumbangaiyabitiya …
wiya -boon
-baang bun -pa, bun -ba -ngaiya -bi
-tiya
say-3sm(ACC)-1s(ERG) strike-PRV, strike-CRC -then-2s(ERG)-1s(ACC)
say:that -him -by.me strike-had, strike-withal then-by.you -me
―If I had struck him then you would have struck me‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118)
… ngalitinta pitalmaaboonbaang
ngali
-tin -ta
pital -ma -a -boon
-baang
MPD(ERG)-INSTR-MFST peace-CAUSE-PA-3sm(ACC)-1s(ERG)
―hence I left him at peace‖

(constructed)

*koyito as “therefore”

11.7.2

The term *koyito is defined by Threlkeld (Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 217), as ―therefore ;
for ; because ; consequently‖ (Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 217). This is mildly problematic
since ‗therefore‘ and ‗because‘ have contrary meanings. Therefore means ‗from the preceding
to what follows‘ while because means ‗from what proceeds is explained the preceding‘.
Perhaps, though, this tension is solved by variable positioning. Nonetheless, what remains
mostly inscrutable is how this trisyllabic word has the sense it has. The only promising clue is
the verb maroongkoyiyeliko (via ―Ma-róng-ko-i-yel-li-ko, To proclaim, to make known‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 98). One might parse this compound verb as below.
maroong-kaayi -ye -li -ko
good -call:out -LOQ-INC-INF
However, there is no obvious verbitiser; equally, the underlying form of koyi(ye) could have
another provenance. More concerning, however, is the possibility that Threlkeld himself
composed the term—for use in the Gospel translation—according to his phono-semantic
theory, such that ‗ko‘ is the particle of ―purpose and being combined‖, ‗i‘ imparts the concept
of ―initiation‖ (Threlkeld (1850) p. 20) and ‗to‘ expresses ―substantiality and purpose
combined‖ (Threlkeld (1850) p. 27). Thus, if this is so then Threlkeld would have interpreted
koiyito (his ―koito‖) as
Ko-i-to

the initiation of purpose and being combined in substantiality

To affect this invention we would need to alter spelling to |*koyitu| in order to capture the
ergative case. Another way would be to construe ‗to‘ as the same particle as attached to *won
to produce the non-interrogative wonto, and define koyito as ―announcing‖ and construe this
as the way towards ―therefore‖. But it is all quite fanciful whichever way one approaches the
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term. Accordingly, it is a term which should left to the community to consider whether it is
worthwhile incorporating |*koyito| into the lexicon.

11.7.3

*nga as “or it is”

The particle *nga, in the form ―Ġa‖, is given five definitions, two in phrases.
Ġa—or ; or it is
Ġa ?—is it ?
Ġa !—lo ! behold !
Ġa ba—or as ; it is as ; while as.
Ġa wiya ?—or say ? or is it not ?

(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 208)

We have examples of ngaba (Ġa ba) in the corpus, expressing what seems to be a quite
strong affirmation.
581)
Ngaba, anowa maroroong
nga -ba anowa ma-ro-roong
as:such(-CRC) DD
very:good +EXTR/INFIX
―Why yes, that is good‖ [thing/substance]

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 6)

582)
Ngaba, anang kauwalaang
nga -ba,
an-nang kauwal-laang
as:such(-CRC) D-ACC large -PROP
―Why yes, it is a large boat‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 6)

There is one alluring datum, in which the item ―Nga‖ occurs. But it is almost certainly an
erratum for ngaan.
583)
Nga bínnúng wiyá?
Ngaanbinung wiyaa?
ngaan
-binung
wiya -a
who-2s(ERG)+3sm(ACC) tell -PA
―Did you tell him?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 127)

The only datum, however, that translates into a disjunction is below, and no connector is used
at all.
584)
Wonangbi maanan, ani, anowa?
wo/n -nang bi
maa/n -nan, ani, anowa
where -ACC 2s(ERG) take -FA, MPD, DD
―Will you take this or that?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 13)

Would it be possible also to have found ‗…ani nga anowa…‖? Well, as a counterfactual
question, it is without answer. The syllable [] is found in many morphological and lexical
environments: the 1s pronoun, the question word ‗who‘, the agentive voice formant -banga-,
the ergative demonstratives ngali/ngalowa/ngala, the consequence/subsequence marker
ngaiya and the verb-root for ‗hear, believe, understand, obey, etc.‘ (*ngara). The most
promising possible relative might be the word as ‗then‘ by ngaiya. It is possible that this term
derives by way of [ + ], such that [] prompts []  *ngai. By itself *ya denotes
‗here‘ or ‗this side of X‘, but as a simple syllable, and here forming a suffix, it is impossible to
determine if ngaiya is ―really‖ *nga + *ya. On the other hand, it does not seem that we can
detect Threlkeld‘s phono-semantic theory at the heart of this enigma. Threlkeld has defined
―Nga‖ in that environment as ―Nga —– Actuality of personality. The person is the actual —
—‖ (Threlkeld (1850) p. 24). Another possibility is that we have Fraser to ―thank‘ for this
entry, such that he somehow interpreted various occasions of ―nga‖ in the Gospel text as a
disjunctive and added the entry himself. But, it is more apparent that Fraser merely imposed
his own phonological re-assessment and his own orthographical idiosyncrasies but left the
Lexicon as he found it (he mentions, for instance that the entries under ―Ġ‖ (i.e., ―Ng‖) were
left evidently incomplete, with the last entry being ―Ġearan‖ (ngeyran = 1p(ACC)). So, it is
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not probable that the disjunctive nga is a Fraserism. And because it does not emerge from his
phono-semantic theory, it does not seem to be that disjunctive nga is a Threlkeldianism.
Thus, we are forced to consider if (a) it is a fully fledged case of garbling (one possibility is
nya in the Mss, taken as ―nga‖ by Fraser), or (b) a legitimate but otherwise unrecorded form.
But this latter possibility ill-fits Threlkeld‘s remark in Q1 (see beginning of 12), viz.
[b]ut the particles lest, unless, that, and disjunctives are expressed by modifications of the verb
in the subjunctive mood (Threlkeld (1834) p. 78; italics added)

It is plain to see that instances of ‗lest‘ can be replaced by ‗or‘ and thereby, though we lose
admonitory force, we still retain propositional equivalence. We have data available containing
the aversive wiwi for which the previously used ―lest‖ can easily be replaced by ‗or‘.
585)
Wiwi tiyirkaleyakankowa anowa spade
wiwi tiyir -ka -leya -kan-kowa anowa spade
AAP break-ESS-ITER-SUBJ-PRP
DD spade
―Mind, or the spade may break‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 125; adapted)
586)
Wiwi, tiyirbariyeyakankowabi anowa spade ngali koolaitu
wiwi tiyir -bari -eya -kan-kowa -bi
anowa spade ngali koolai-tu
AAP, break-INSV-ITER-SBJ -PRP-2s(ERG) DD spade DD(ERG) wood-ERG.
―Mind, or you‘ll break the spade with that stick‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 125; adapted)
Indeed, it seems easy to understand how it may be, from the preceding two examples, why a
separate disjunctive particle is quite unnecessary. It emerges that it is unnecessary to fill any
void in the lexicon by adopting the putative disjunctive particle as *nga, but it remains an
option open to the community should they wish; it may make things easier for beginners, but
such that as speakers accrue more experience they can can then treat *nga = ―or‖ tantamount
to ―nursery language‖, and abandon it for more sophisticated modes of expression.
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12

Interrogatives

There is a basic set of interrogatives in Awabakal carving the world upon into intuitive
categories of inquiry.

Table 46: Array of Interrogative Forms
ABSOLUTIVE

ROOT

GENERAL SENSE

COMMENTS

1

ngaan

ngaan

who

denotes person, animal or spirit

2

minaring

min

what

what thing, what matter, what act

3

wonta

won

where

restricted to spatial reference

4

yakowai

yako

how

in what manner; from what cause

5

yakowanta

yako

when

at what time

6

korakowa

korakowa

why not

intuitive use

7

wiya

wiya

say (how about…)

introduces matter for reflection

We have encountered most of these interrogatives, or question words, frequently in the
representation of illustrative data in other chapters passim. Certain modifications, essentially
case affixes, alter the sense at times in slightly counter-intuitive ways: just to give an initial
example, the form of *min made as minaan has the special sense of ‗what quantity‘ (not
really ―how many‘ as such since numbers do not extend beyond four/five with wara); and
minaringtin, the instrumentive case modification, is used to enquire ―why?‖ (or ‗What is X
for‘). The root forms, *min, *won and *yako seem not to have independent status. What
we shall do in this section is examine each absolutive form, plus various case-modified
variants, and explore various expanded uses of the forms. This will be carried out in due order
of their occurrence in Table 46 above. Insofar as the data reveals, question words always
occur first in the sequence.

12.1 The Interrogative of Animate Entities *ngaan
Except that *ngaan, like the pronominal enclitics, range over animals (597), and presumably
over spirits as well, this form acts in the manner expected of an interrogative which denotes
the same as ‗who?‘

12.1.1

The Two Absolutive Forms of *ngaan

Insomuch as can be determined, the absolutive form *ngaan is semantically distinct from
*ngaanke in that the former is indefinite and the latter definite. That is to say, if somebody
mentions that such-and-such was done, and an enquirer wants to know who the actor was, the
latter will employ the uninflected ngaan. In contrast, if one approaches a group accompanied
by another, and some one of the group enquires who the new comer is (i.e., either in relation
to a name or identity vis-à-vis relationship to the clan, etc.) then the enquirer will employ
ngaanke. We find examples of *ngaan occurring unmodified in Threlkeld (1827): here is one
such example.
587)
Ngaanbula uwaa?
ngaan-bula uwa -a
who -d move-PA
―Which two have left?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 15)

And we find one example of the simple form in Threlkeld (1834).
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588)
Ngaan anti kataan?
ngaan
anti ka -taan
who this:place be -PRES
―Who lives here?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 112)

We find examples of *ngaanke in Threlkeld (1827),203 but three examples in Threlkeld
(1834). Two should suffice.
589)
Ngaanke ani?
ngaan-ke ani
who -QESS MPD
―Who is this?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 105)

590)
Ngaanke kiya kiya kanan?
ngaan-ke kiya kiya ka -nan
who -QESS victor be -FA
―Who will be the victor?‖
or ‗Which one will win?‘

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 112)

The difference one might perceive here is that by itself, ngaan is open-ended or indefinite,
asking for whosoever it may be; but the examples containing ngaanke ask for a definite one:
‗Which one is this one?‘ [e.g., the one standing next to the addressee] (588), ‗Which of these
ones will be victor?‖ [i.e., which particular one of a definite group of contenders].
Accordingly, we can make this appraisal.

12.1.2

ABSOLUTIVE INDEFINITE

ngaan



{ngaan = root}

ABSOLUTIVE DEFINITE

ngaanke



{ngaan + (ke = QESS)}

The Ergative Form: *ngaantu

The ergative acts in the expected way to ask after the agent of a situation. There are nine
examples in Threlkeld (1834), and four examples in Threlkeld (1827). One from each should
suffice (note, kari kari can also be glossed as ‗before [the rest]‘).
591)
Ngaantu maanan kari kari?
ngaan-tu maa/n-nan kari kari
who-ERG take -FA first-first
―Who will take the first?‖ [catch first fish]

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 15)

592)
Ngaantu ani umaa?
ngaan-tu ani uma -a
who-ERG MPD make-PA
―Who made this?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120)

The sense of the ergative modification is immediate, intuitive and simple and warrants no
further scrutiny, except for some entries in the Lexicon of the Gospel. Whereas we find the
simple ergative ―Ġan-to ?—–who did or does ? who is the personal agent ?‖ (Threlkeld via
Fraser (1892) p. 209; italics cited), we find also a declarative form ―Ġan-to ba ?—–whosoever
shall act as a personal agent ; whosoever does or will do‖ (Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 209;
italics cited). This form attracts the analysis below.
ngaantuba
ngaan-tu -ba
who-ERG-CRC
who -do-when–or–withal

203

It is written ―Ngahn ka‖ (Threlkeld (1827) pp. 5, 6) but is presumably ngaanke; they fit the definite
sense for ngaanke introduced below.
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Intriguingly, there is another entry which is either a double ergative or an ergative
supplemented by a dative case: ―Ġanto-ko ?—–who is the personal agent ? who is he that
does ?‖ (Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 209). Since the sense implies a double ergative, the
form should be ngaantuku, but the definition is scarcely illuminating as to what difference
might obtain between the double ergative and the simple form; perhaps it is a
Threlkeldianism, in which Threlkeld adds ―ko‖ according to his idea that it is an independent
particle evincing ―purpose‖, and such that ―ngánto ko‖ is an intensive form asking both who
and why. But the point is obscure and now merely academic. Another possibility is that it
represents an ergative+dative (ngaantuko) and evinces the sense ‗for the sake of the one who
acts agentively‘.204 To consider how such a form might be utilised, consider the following
speculative construction.
593)
Ngaantuko wiyanangeyn maroongngikowangkin?
ngaan-tu -ko wiya-nan -ngeyn maroong-ngikowang -kin
who -ERG-DAT speak-FA-1p(ERG) good -3sm(STEM)-ATT
‗For the sake of which personal agent shall we speak well of‘
―Who shall we thank/applaud for this act?‖
(possible construction)
Naturally, there is no way to be sure if ngaantuko, assuming it is a valid form, would have
this sense—especially given that the definition makes it a plain ergative sense—and the
hypothesis is based quite simply on the combination of ERG+DAT.

12.1.3

The Accusative Form *ngaanang

This form is used to enquire after the one affected by some incident.
594)
Ngaanang bunkala?
ngaa/n-nang bun -kala
who -ACC strike -PA
―Who was struck?‖ (or beaten)

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115)

595)
Ngaanangka umaananbaang?
ngaa/n-nang-ka uma-nan-baang
who -ACC-ESS do -FA-1s(ERG)
―To whom shall I do it?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 15)

The sense of the accusative modification, like that of the ergative, is immediate, intuitive and
simple and warrants no further scrutiny.

12.1.4

The Dative Form *ngaanung

There is only one dative represented in the corpus, and this involves the simple sense of
enquiring after the receiver of an act of giving. The question below, is preceding by the
instruction, ―Give the fish‖.
596)
Ngaanung?
ngaa/n-nung
who -DAT
―For whom?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 107)

The dative will presumably have a broader distribution than just to denote the receiver of an
act of giving, but the range of usage is obviously not in evidence, but—given the appearance
of accusatives in dative-sense roles, my impression is to define the dative as ‗for whose sake‘.

204

Note that although the dative affix of persons‘ names is nung, it is taken that after an ergative case
affix the dative would appear as ko in the way that happens when possessive pronominal enclitics are
declined through the set of cases.
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12.1.5

The Possessive Form *ngaanumba

The possessive form has better representation, and is intuitive to apprehend.
597)
Ngaanumbanowa ani yinaal?
ngaan-umba -nowa
ani yinaal
who -POSS-3sm(ERG) MPD son
―Whose son is this?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106)

598)
Ngaanumbaka warikal?
ngaan-umba-ka warikal
who -POSS-ESS dog
―Whose dog is this?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 16)

There is an interesting idiom, that balances the possessive, which is used to respond in the
agnostic or negative mode, as to say ―I don‘t know‖ (or don‘t care, or won‘t tell) by saying
the equivalent of ‗whosesoever‘ in answer to a question ‗To whom does it belong?‘.
599)
Ngaanumbakaan
ngaan-umba-kaan
who -POSS-PRFM
‗(an Idiom for) ―I do not know‖‘
‗The one to whom it belongs‘

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 16; verbatim)

Apparently, there also exists a reduced form ngaanum defined as ―To whom (to have or to
possess) ?‖ (Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 209), but it may be an erratum or non-distinct
variant of the possessive form nganumba or the dative form ngaanung.

12.1.6

The Allative Form *ngaankinko

This form is used to inquire to whom one must move, or in whose direction such-and-such
must go. The question below, follows the direction ―Be off, go to him‖. This is the only
datum for this case.
600)
Ngaankinko?
ngaan-kinko
who -ALL
―Towards whom?‖

12.1.7

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 107)

The Attinentive Form *ngaankin

A reduced attinentive form ngaankin is also given, defined as ―upon whom ? locally‖
(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 209; here ‗locally‘ denotes a locative sense but this does not
really gel with the other data containing the attinentive case: v. 6.11.2). Altogether
considered, the attinentive case attracts the definition given below.
ngaankin

12.1.8

< ngaan+kin

=

who+concerning : ‗Concerning whom?‘

The Ablative Form *ngaankinbirang

The ablative form is used to enquire from whom such and such has arrived or been sent or
otherwise transported or having undergone motion away from X.
601)
Ngaankinbirang ani pantimai?
ngaan-kinbirang ani
pantimai
who -ABL
MPD messenger/ambassador
―From whom does this messenger come‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 109)

602)
Ngaankinbirangbi anowa maankala?
ngaan-kinbirang-bi anowa maan-kala
who
-ABL-2s(ERG) DD take -PA
―From whom did you take that?‖ [or get that]

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 16)
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12.1.9

The Associative Form *ngaankatowa

This is used to ask with whom somebody is in company; it involves activity with X or selects
the nuance of being with the person rather than just being at the same place as that person.
603)
Ngaankatowabowantoowa?
ngaan-katowa-bowantoowa
who -ASS
-3sf(ERG)
―With whom is she?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110)

We need only note that here the associative case attaches to the question word but not the
pronominal enclitic (it would have been bowanoowankatowa) and thus that associative-case
agreement is not a requirement of the language.

12.1.10

The Locative Form *ngaankinba

There are no data showing the locative modification. It may not have had much currency in
traditional times, for it would ask ‗at whose location is so-and-so?‘ Perhaps, during some
ceremony or other rite where people had to be positioned in a certain sequence or order (say
of concentric rings), such that each relative position (each ring) was the charge of a particular
elder, and one wanted to know where So-and-so was, one could enquire Ngaankinba so-andso kataan? For example,
604)
Ngaankinba So-and-so kataan?
ngaan -kinba so-and-so ka -taan
who -LOC NAME be -PRES
―At whose station is So-and-so?‖

(hypothetical illustration)

But it is not really known how a traditional speaker would choose between a locative case of
the question word and the associative case of the question word.
Of interest, though, there is an entry in the Lexicon of the Gospel for ngaan bearing the
locative case, defined with a declarative sense and indefinite reference ―upon whomsoever,
locally‖ (Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 209; here, again, ‗locally‘ indicates locative sense,
and in this instance the assessment is correct: cf. 12.1.7).

12.1.11

The Instrumentive Form *ngaankai

There are no data representing the instrumentive case of the question word. It should
mean ―because of whom?‖ or ―on whose account?‖. On the general principles centred upon
examples of the instrumentive case, it would have been useful, e.g., if one were inquiring
from whom one had received some piece of information. For example (note that *ngara
means ‗hear‘ and ‗believe‘ comes out by putting it in the loquentive voice: i.e., attaching
*ye—where the infinitive is ngarayeliko: Threlkeld (1834) p. 98)—to the base.
605)
Ngaankai ngarayaabi ani tootoongta?
ngaan-kai
ngara-ye -a
-bi
ani tootoong-ta
who-INSTR
hear-LOQ-PA-2s(ERG) MPD news -MFST
―On whose account do you believe this novelty?‖
(hypothetical illustration)

12.1.12

The Reflexive Form *ngaanbo

The reflexive modification is used to mark strong specificity, not just reflection.
606)
Ngaanbo piriwal anti?
ngaan-bo piriwal
anti
who-RFXL chieftain this:place
―Who is the chieftain here?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 16)
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607)
Ngaanbonura bunkilaan?
ngaan-bo
-nura bun -ki -laan
who-RFXL-2p(ERG) strike-INCH-PRESR
―Who are these ones who are fighting with you?‖

12.1.13

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 117)

Supplementary and Additional Forms of *ngaan

In the Lexicon of the Gospel, there are defined some supplementary forms to serve
specialised functions. We have no data outside of the Gospel to illustrate their use, but can at
least define and consider them. Being all on the same page, the reference is given at the end.
Ngaan… ba ? defined as ―who is (he)?‖ where presumably an appropriate pronominal
enclitic replaces the lacuna; perhaps it precedes a relative clause such that we could refine the
definition as ―who is the one that P‖ where P is replaced by a dependent clause ―is such and
such‖, ―did such and such‖. Hence we possibly do have a relativiser in the language.
Ngaanba
given in hyphenated form, as ―Ġan-ba‖—as distinct from the first entry
above—and defined as ―whoever‖: apparently, the placement of the circumstantial enclitic
immediately after the question word cancels the interrogatory value making it an indefinite
personal pronoun. It is not known if this form also must occur first in a sequence. However, it
is credible to interpret this form as the base-form of the next entry ngaanbaliko. On this
interpretation, ngaanba is not an indefinite personal pronoun, but the form used to refer to
those one cannot refer to by name. Yet, as the avoidance practice is no longer current, and
may not be re-introduced, it leaves it available for use as an indefinite pronoun. Observe too,
that the infinitive ngaanbaliko needs a root form, and that *ngaanba would be this form
(whether or not it is taken to be identical or otherwise homonymous with the ngaanba in this
paragraph). Thus, the PRES form is ngaanbataan, the PA form, ngaanbaa and the FA,
ngaanbanan.
Ngaanbaliko Threlkeld tells us this is a ―peculiar idiom‖, being a verbitised form of
*ngaan describing one who is ―whoing‖, i.e., denying knowledge of a person when in fact
one knows the person. Were it not for the advice that it forms a ―peculiar idiom‖ one might
have thought Threlkeld invented the form to describe how Peter denied Christ three times at
the latter‘s trial. But why would such a verb become idiomatic in a society made up of closely
knit clans? Perhaps it is related to the avoidance protocols regarding speaking about one‘s inlaws. But that raises the question of why Birabaan did not inform Threlkeld. However, since
Threlkeld tells us virtually nothing about this at all, not even that a man may not speak to, or
look at, his mother-in-law, it must remain altogether obscure how it was that his association
with Birabaan did not yield this information. Thus, it remains possible that verbs based on the
question word involve the avoidance protocols: see next entry.
Ngaan kilowa ?

―whom like ?‖: see next entry

Ngaan kilowa anowa ? ―like whom is that‖: this and the preceding entry are rather obscure.
It is obscure why somebody in a close-knit clan society would ask what or whom a particular
person is like. We have seen kilowa used in comparatives. Example 70 is Kekalkei ani yanti
anowa kilowa, ‗Sweet this as that like‖ (these are as sweet as each other). So, perhaps ngaan
kilowa expresses a comparison of qualities among people, or perhaps to ask after somebody‘s
totem or dreaming.
(The entries in 13.1.12 are from Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 209)

12.2 The Interrogative of Inanimate Entities *min
To inquire into what something is, requires interrogatives based on the stem *min. Threlkeld
defines the root:
―Min ? An Interrogative.

What ?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9; verbatim)
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But there are no data that exhibit the raw stem. Perhaps he simply noticed the etymological
root and decided to define it; or just perhaps it has informal use as the simple question used
when somebody has missed the point of another‘s utterance. But the possibility is now
inscrutable.

12.2.1

The Absolutive (Ersatz-“Telic”) Form: minaring

Usually, when one wants to inquire into what an object is the form minaring is used. We
previously encountered this form when the TRP (terms of relative place: 7.2) were examined.
In that section, we saw that while, e.g., anta meant ―that place‖, there also existed the term
antaring which appeared to denote the place as a goal or telos: hence, *-(a)ring was defined
as the ―telic‖ modification. This definition seems fine for the TRP and the locative question
word wontaring. However, it is less elucidating as a definition in respect of minaring. It may
have emerged simply to avoid a monosyllabic word, and based upon the form wontaring;
perhaps as a specialisation emerged for minaan (see 13.2.2), minaring came into its own as
the default form. At any rate it is used to ask after what something is; I will persist in parsing
*-(a)ring as ―telic‖ but without it having operative significance qua telos with this
interrogative, and such that, overall, it is the absolutive form.
608)
Minaring ani?
min-aring ani
what-TEL MPD
―What is this?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9)

609)
Minaringbi umaan?
min-aring -bi
uma -an
what-TEL-2s(ERG) make -PRES
―What thing do you make?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120)

At least by the time of settlement, however, minaring was able also to denote a period of
time, since these now had European names: for example the question below is followed by
statements naming Friday.
610)
Minaring ani bangai kataan?
min-aring ani bangai ka -taan
what-TEL MPD today be-PRES
―What is today?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 11)

The absolutive form may take the enclitic *ka either—as Threlkeld advises—to indicate
movement of the inquisitandum or occurs to mark for ―being at the place‖ as seems to be a
feature of the essive enclitic.
611)
Minaringka anowanang?
min-aring-ka anowa-nang
what-TEL -ESS DD -ACC
―What‘s that there?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 9)

In 7.1—examining the demonstrative determiners—it was noted that Threlkeld‘s
recommendation that this sentence required the inquisitandum to be in motion did not seem to
be upheld by other data—vis-à-vis the accusative anowanang and the question words
minaringka and minaringkoka (v. 253, 254). Accordingly, any form ‗what+ESS‘, including
those where a case affix precedes the essive enclitic radical, is interpreted here as signalling
the place-time sense of *ka (v. 9.2.3).
To ask what has been said, attracts the performative affix to the stem
612)
Minaringkaanbi wiyaan?
min-aring-kaan -bi wiya-an
what-TEL-PRFM-2s(ERG) say-PRES
―What is it you said?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9)
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Note that by itself, minaringkaan can form a response meaning ―I don‘t know‖ (or to avoid
answering) and expresses ‗what+the.one.who.does‘, i.e., it denotes ‗the-one-being-the-whatat-issue‘ or to say it: ―whatever‖. More abstract inquiries regarding ―what?‖ will be examined
when the verbitised forms of *min are considered.

12.2.2

The Quantificative minaan

The two forms discussed in this sub-section evince a more specialised sense. It is easier to
examine the false-accusative (quantificative) first. The form minaan inquires after the
quantity of objects, etc. It may in fact represent the original absolutive form, which for some
reason became specialised to the quantificational interrogatory. The form minaan must be
called the false accusative for there is one datum where it is modified by an ergative suffix.
The form minaan is given the simple parsing ‗how:much‘, i.e., in respect of Awabakal not
having a productive number system, the sense is not quite ‗how:many‘ but is better captured
by the concept ‗what:quantity:obtains‘; we persist with ‗how:much‘ for brevity.
613)
Minaanbiin wonai?
minaan
-biin wonai
how:much-2s(ACC) child
―How many children do you have?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 10)

614)
Minaan kore tananba?
minaan kore tanan -ba
how:much men approach-CRC
―How many men are coming?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111)

615)
Minaantu?
minaan -tu
how:much-ERG
―How much do you have?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 10)

It is possible to see this in the same light as wonto (11.5) and thereby refrain from defining it
as the ergative minaantu, but the answer provided for this question, kauwal-kauwalu
(―kowwol kowwol o‖) is fairly clearly an ergative expression. Why this question of how much
should bear the ergative case is not clear, but I think it has to do with the possessor‘s active
possession of the material possessed (v. commentary following 21 in 3.1.6).

12.2.3

The Base *minang

12.2.3.1

The Accusative minang

Turning to the ―true‖ accusative case, there is but one instance in which it occurs in its raw
form, a point explained following the next example.
616)
Minang ubaliinbi anowa?
min -ang uba -li -in -bi
anowa
what-ACC work:at -INC-CP-2s(ERG) DD
―What are you doing?‖ [crafting]

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 11)

In 615, we see that a person is being asked about an activity, in the special terms of *uba
meaning ‗use/work:at‘ (the answer was Miriliinbaang warai, i.e., ―I‘m sharpening a spear‖).
Clearly, the accusative of *min denotes the object being worked upon. When, however, the
question is not so specific, a general form of *minang made into a verb is employed.

12.2.3.2

*minang as a verb-root

Apart from 615, and potentially similar instances, more typically we find *minang has an
interesting distributional feature in that *minang forms a verb pre-base on which the
circumstantial verb-maker *ba completes the base and on which tense and other verbitive
markers attach. (The data also reinforces, via the segmental sequence ‗–ngb–‘, that homo-
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organic assimilation is not a strong feature of this language). On this interpretation, we have
the following notional construction sequence
*min +
ang
+
ba
+ VERB AFFIXES
root + pre-verb formant + verbitiser + affixes
It seems plausible though that *ang derives from *-nang the common accusative case. This
makes sense, and supported by the verbitiser *ba, because the object of the question is always
something not considered as an active agency or force, though simple or abstract concepts
such as undifferentiated activity appears to be within its scope. For instance, the next very
non-specific question about somebody‘s plans for the day.
617)
Minangbananbi bangai?
min -ang -ba -nan -bi
bangai
what -ACC -CRC -FA-2s(ERG) today
―What will you do today?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 126)205

There is also a non-interrogatory, idiomatic response to this question, similar to that occurring
in English as when, on being asked ―What‘s happening?‖, we respond ―Nothin‘ much‖.
618)
Minangbaanan ngatoong?
min -ang -ba -nan ngatoong
what-ACC-CRC-FA nothing
―An Idiom for I don‘t know; nothing‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 126; verbatim)

Next, the object of inquiry appears to be the state-of-being of the addressee, who is denoted
by the accusative enclitic to evince the message that something has befallen the addressee.
619)
Minangbabiin?
min -ang -ba -biin
what-ACC-CRC-2s(ACC)
―What is wrong with you?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 126)

The verbitised form allows an easy means to ask what someone may be about to do. Notice,
how, where we had the ergative enclitic bi in 616 (Minangbaananbi), the sense was ‗what
happens with you today‘ such that bi denotes an active experiencer, but in 618, where the
accusative biin occurs, the addressee is expressed as an affected party, or passive experiencer.
The next question-form is not asking where the woman is going, nor asking why the woman is
going, rather it asks, of a woman obviously going somewhere, what the activity is towards
which she goes.206
620)
Minangbalikolaangbowantoowa uwanan?
min -ang -ba -li -kolaang-bowantoowa uwa-nan
what-ACC-CRC-INC -IMM
-3sf(ERG) move-FA
―what is she going about? or going for?‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 126; verbatim)
i.e., ―What is she going off to do?‖
The next example has the infinitive of this question word plus the QESS particle, and appears to
ask for the utility-value of some object or act (it is unclear which). Threlkeld‘s translation was
―Of what use is it ? or of what profit, &c.‖

205

In 1827 the same sentence is translated ‗What wilt thou make to-day?‘ (Threlkeld (1827) p. 11). But
there is nothing in the sentence that expresses ―make‖ or even expresses ―do‖, either of which require a
form of *uma. It appears to be idiomatic, even to the degree of the English, ―What‘s going on today?‖
to which it could only be a joke to respond literally, ―Well, the kettle on the stove for now‖.
206

Threlkeld translates it as ―What is she going about ? or going for ? The next datum provides an
answer, which is ―To see here Father‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 126: it is his habit to capitalise certain
nouns).
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621)
Minangbalikoke?
min-ang -ba -li -ko -ke
what-ACC-CRC-INC-INF-QESS
―Of what benefit is it?‖

12.2.4

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 126; adapted)

The Ergative Case, minaringku

Plainly, this modification inquires after what has done such and such.
622)
Minaringkubilowa bunkala?
min-aring-ku
-bilowa
bun-kala
what-TEL -ERG-2s(ACC)+3s(ERG) strike-PA
―With what did he strike you?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116)

However, the object of inquiry need not already have achieved an effect; potential
implementation also attracts the ergative modification: though perhaps the essive elicits this
nuance.
623)
Minaringkuka anowanang?
min-aring-ku -ka anowa-nang
what-TEL-ERG-ESS DD -ACC
―What is that there for?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 9)

When this question word bears the ergative case, it typically asks after the cause or causing
object (or force of nature) which brought about some effect or to inquire into the potential
effect or domain of application for some object or other. In addition, we have recently seen
(12.2.2) that the ergative can be attached to the quantificative form minaan, where
presumably it asks ‗how many/much‘ the possessor actively possesses (614).

12.2.5

The Dative Case, minaringko

There appears to be only one occurrence of the dative modification.
624)
Minaringkobi anowa karaliin?
min-aring -ko
-bi anowa kara -li -in
what -TEL-DAT-2s(ERG) DD carry-INC-CP
―For what are you carrying that‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9; adapted)

[I have substituted ‗are you‘ for ‗art thou‘]. We must suppose that 623 is asking ‗for what
reason‘, since it would have been remiss of Threlkeld to have given the free translation if the
sense where ‗for which destination‘, even though we might have expected the instrumentive
minaringtin to ask after the reason why. To be sure, minaringtin is the form expressing
‗why?‘—‗what for?‘, and whether the expression of 623 conveys some subtle nuance distinct
from why is at this stage largely obscure. Perhaps, the dative modification—ostensibly, ‗For
the sake of what are you carrying that?‘ may stretch to cover the Class II (spatial) sense of the
dative signalling the relevance of the goal of the carrying. But, at this time, that is mere
speculation.

12.2.6

The Possessive Case, minaringkoba

Interestingly, there is only one instance of a simple possessive interrogative. It should noted
that it is not like asking whose possession something is—that takes ngaanumba. The
impersonal minaringkoba asks to what some other thing belongs with (as a spear-thrower
(womarar) goes with a spear (warai)). For instance, our sole example illustrates this well.
625)
Minaringkoba ani?
min-arin -koba ani
what-TEL -POSS MPD
―What does this belong to?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106)
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There is another, isotopic form which may also be a possessive, probably it is the personal
possessive -umba. However, it is represented as ―Min-nam-bah‖ which to transliterate would
be *minemba or *minamba []207. As -amba it resembles the
possessive on pronominal enclitics, and this is perhaps its provenance. I will render it in the
latter way, but the matter is uncertain.
626)
Minambabiin anowa matara?
min -amba biin anowa matara
what -POSS 2s(ACC) DD hand
―What is the matter with your hand?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 11)

Possibly, we could re-assess the segment minamba as min-ang-ba i.e., ‗what‘-ACC-CRC‘. On
this interpretation, the accusative part minang would denote the logical object of the injury or
impairment, and the circumstantial *ba would convey its simple sense qua ―withal‖; or its
eventive sense yielding the nuanced alternative, ‗What has happened to your hand?‘ either
way seems plausible to me, and there seems no overt means to decide the issue as such.

12.2.7

The Allative Case, minaringkako

There are no data for the allative case. It would mean something like ‗Towards what is suchand-such to be transported?‘ It would probably have mostly gone over to ―to where, etc.‖ and
thus employ wontakolang, or even wontaring, examined in due course.

12.2.8

The Ablative Case, minaringbirang

Each instance of the ablative attached to *minaring occurs as the reduced *birang, instead of
-kabirang, which ―ought‖ to follow from the ng-terminal status of the word, but we have
discussed the erratic appearance of case affixes especially for the ablative (v. 3.1.9). The next
datum shows the ablative case marking the slightly figurative sense of material origin.
627)
Minaringbirang anowa umaa?
min-aring-birang anowa uma -a
what-TEL -ABL DD make-PA
―From what is that made out of ?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110)

The same datum occurs also in Threlkeld (1827). In Threlkeld (1827), an additional item is
given in the form of those idiomatic questions-for-evasive-answers. The relevant one here is
below.
628)
Minaringbirangkaan
min-aring-birang-kaan
what-TEL -ABL -PRFM
―From what it is being from‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 10)208

Again, like the allative, if the question concerns movement away from an object, the *wonta
terms are more probably employed.

12.2.9

The Associative Case, minaringkowa

We have seen, and will again (examining *won), that when the route of travel is in question
the associative case may be used. If however, the modality of travel is in question (i.e., in
traditional times, between walking and canoeing) then the associative minaringkowa can be
employed. It is possible that this usage gained greater prominence after European settlement:

207

The syllable ‗bah‘ ostensibly suggests baa, however, as a trisyllabic word the stress would fall on
the first and third, and I feel it is inaccurate to take this as a ―long vowel‖.
208

Replacing Threlkeld‘s gloss ‗what is from being‘ and translation ―for, what can it be made of ?‖
which, as a question is rhetorical, in line with similar idioms for the other question words.
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I have adapted Threlkeld‘s simpler ―How did he go?‖ to make the sense more overt; the two
offered answers were marinauwaitowa (by ship, i.e., big-canoe) and paraitowa (by land).
629)
Minaringkowanowa uwaa?
min-aring-kowa -nowa uwa -a
what -TEL -ASS-3sm(ERG) move-PA
―By which means did he travel‖

12.2.10

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110; adapted)

The Locative case, minaringkaba

There are no data of the locative case, and it may have had little currency. Consider the
situation, say, if one asked ―where are the nets (or fishing spears)?‖ such that an answer might
sometimes be ―with the canoe‖. On this possibility ‗canoe‘ could certainly be uttered bearing
the locative case nauwaitaba. However, the question would be based on *wonta. However,
in current times, things are frequently with things, such that question, ‗with what does this go‘
could alternate between the possessive we have seen (679), and a locative modification, thus:
630)
Minaringkaba ani?
min-aring-kaba ani
what-TEL -LOC MPD
―At what place does this go?‖

(hypothetical illustration)

The difference, just to ponder it, between the possessive minaringkoba ani and the locative
minaringkaba ani, would be that the former would imply a strong inter-relation, e.g., nuts
with bolts, lids with saucepans, speakers with audio equipment, etc. By contrast the latter,
locative, would just indicate, e.g., that something happens to be located next to another thing.
Another gloss might be ‗in what position [in the arrangement]?‘

12.2.11

The Instrumentive Case, minaringtin

This indicates an important modification, because it carries the sense why? and what for? via
the sense of because of what. One must imagine that it began rather simply as ‗because of
what object?‘ but then it came to be rather more abstract and figurative, carrying off virtually
all senses of why. There are several examples in the data, a selection from which is below.
The simplest, and that closest to instrumentive modifications of non-interrogative terms, can
be illustrated by the next datum. It is the question, already cited, that asks because of what a
shipping signal is hoisted.
631)
Minaringtinba anowa?
min -aring -tin ba anowa
what -TEL -INSTR CRC DD
―What is that for?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9)

The next datum asks what a quarrel is about. It is presented to show the idiomatic rhetorical
question-as-answer which accompanies it.
632)
Minaringtin?
min-aring-tin
what-TEL-INSTR
―About what?
or ―What about?‖

Minaringtinkaan
min-aring -tin -kaan
what -TEL-INSTR-PRFM
―Unknown‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 109)
―Whatever it is‖

We next see more plainly, an example asking why.
633)
Minaringtinbilowa ngala bunkala?
min-aring -tin
-bilowa
ngala
bun-kala
what-TEL-INSTR-2s(ACC)+3sm(ERG) DD(ERG) strike-PA
―Why did he beat you? That person?‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115)
In an interesting contrast to the sense why, it is the instrumentive which asks what somebody
thinks of something, rather than the absolutive. So, here, it does not mean ―because of what
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does it happen that you think‖ which at first one would expect from its other occurrences.
Rather, in 633, minaringtin asks what do you think because of this being the case, and the
demonstrative also bears the instrumentive case.
634)
Minaringtinbi kotaan antowatin?
min-aring -tin
-bi
kota -an
antowa-tin
what-TEL-INSTR 2s(ERG) think-PRES TPD-INSTR
―What think you of that?‖
i.e., ―What do you think of that?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 129)

Accordingly we must suppose that in terms of the direct instrumentive sense ―because of X‖
where a word other than the question word bears -tin, it overshadows the instrumentive of the
question word, and takes the question into its scope, such that for any
minaringtin …VERB + X-tin
Otherwise:
minaringtin

 what-of.VERB because.of-X?
 because.of-what-is.such.and.such?

Finally, though still asking for a cause, the question why by minaringtin is appropriate to ask
after someone‘s behaviour or emotional state.
635)
Minaringtinbowantoowa anang tunkaliin?
min-aring-tin-bowantoowa an-n\ang tun ka li -in
what-TEL-INSTR-3sf(ERG)
D-ACC cry-INCH-INC-CP
―Why is the woman there crying?‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9)

12.2.12

The Reflexive, minaringbo

The reflexive is interesting for this interrogative because it may work to allow a more abstract
interpretation. Although we have seen *minaring, in its instrumentive form, refer to thought,
in the following the reflexive compound is used to denote a topic of discussion, or it forms a
question about getting the story straight between two parties. It demands a little more
scrutiny.
Say that it is a remark between two co-conspirators regarding them getting a story straight
between them. Perhaps, then, the reflexive comes in to mark for the fact that each must say
the same thing (get the story straight). But I must say I would not expect Threlkeld—the good
reverend!—to be even an inadvertent party to such conversation, which, on this interpretation
(get their story straight) implies subterfuge and untruth. It would then seem more probable
that it is more along the lines of ―What shall we talk about?‖ but if so, it explains another
matter. The verb is given as ―wiyellá‖, but, if it concerns the topic of conversation then the
verb should be the reciprocal present, and the only difference is a terminal ‗n‘ on the verb: an
easy enough erratum. I have interpreted it in this latter way, though, of course, there is room
still for doubt.
636)
Minaringbobali wiyelaan?
min-aring -bo
-bali wiya-laan
what-TEL-RFLX-2d(ERG) speak-PRESR
―What shall you and I say?‖
assuming: ―On what subject shall you and I converse?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108)

If this is correct, then perhaps there is a special abstracting function for the reflexive and it is
present to mark the abstract what that is a topic of conversation. That is, it is asking ―what, of
itself, shall we discuss?‖

12.3 The Interrogative of Spatial Reference *won
As we found with the root *min, the root *won also does not seem to have independent
occurrence, but it does seem to be the basic form since other short forms, making up stems are
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built upon this syllable. It has a number of interesting modifications besides the standard set
of cases.

12.3.1

The Absolutive Case, wonta

The apparent way to understand this form is to suppose that it is made up by combining the
root with the manifestive as *won + *ta. We cannot say that there is any evidence for this
supposition, but it is certainly plausible enough. At any rate, its etymology is not of
overriding importance vis-à-vis its syntactic analysis, which is relatively uncomplicated.
637)
Wontabi anowa maankala?
wonta -bi anowa maan -kala
where-2s(ERG) DD get -PA
―Where did you catch that?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 14)

638)
Wonta kalaanbowantoowa ngapaal?
wonta ka -laan-bowantoowa ngapaal
where be -PRESR -3sf(ERG) woman
―Where does that woman belong?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 14)

639)
Wonta panal kakala uwaangaiyanuraba?
wonta panal ka-kala uwa -a-ngaiya -nura -ba
where sun be -PA move-PA -then-2p(ERG)-CRC (when)
―What time was it when you arrived?‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 123)

12.3.2

The Absolutive-Telic Modification, wontaring

It is clear that Threlkeld too, took this to be a case or modification with telic properties, since
it is virtually always glossed by ‗whither‘ (rather than ‗whence‘). He does this even in one
instance where it seems to be inconsistent. There is, as frequently, a pair of data forming a
question an answer. First let us examine the question and then scrutinise the apparent answer.
However, there are two possible analyses of the question (639, 640), and then the apparent
response is examined at 641.
640)
Wontaring weriin wibiku?
wonta-a\ring weriin wibi-ku
where -TEL blow wind-ERG
―Whither is the wind blowing?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 12)

641)
Wontaring weriin wibiko?
wonta-a\ring weriin wibi -ko
where -TEL blow wind-DAT
―Whither is the wind blowing?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 12)

First let us review the apparent answer to this question, then discuss the issues.
642)
Paakitin wibi
paaki -tin wibi
south-INSTR wind
―From the Southward is the wind‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 12)

The first anomaly occurs in the free translation of 639/640. The adverb ‗whither‘ is the
English allative form meaning ‗to where‘, yet, by the answer in 641, we would regard
639/640 to be an erratum for ‗Whence is the wind blowing?‘ at any rate we must set that
matter aside as being currently irresoluble, since it remains possible that 641 is an erratum for
‗The wind blows to the south‘ or that there is no actual narrative connexion between 641 and
the question 639/340.
Focussing now on 639/640, it seems plausible that the question could be either an ergative,
indicating the power of the wind, or a dative, indicating for the sake of being in such and such
a direction. However, a puzzle remains. The sense the sake of being in such and such a
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direction does not ēo ipso transparently impart whether it would suit the direction to which
the wind proceeds or the direction from which the wind proceeds, or be compatible indifferent
to the polarity. The apparent answer (641) gives the origin of the wind. So, if the dative is
compatible with the origin then we cannot decide between a dative parsing 640 or the ergative
parsing 639, since the ergative concerns active energy and is ―blind‖ to spatial direction. If we
knew that the dative sense was incompatible with the origin then only the ergative 639 would
be correct. At the same time, if the apparent answer 641 is the answer to the question (i.e.,
both are recorded from an instance of narrative) then it must also be the case that wontaring
vis-à-vis its putative telic suffix is not always semiotically telic in sense. At this stage, we
have no way to decide this issue. For simplicity and owing to the balance of data evincing a
telic import, I have ignored theses data qua contrary evidence, but it should be kept in mind
that the triplet 639–641 does exist in the data.
More supportive of the telic analysis is the following.
643)
Wontaringnowa uwaa?
wonta -a\ring -nowa uwa -a
where -TEL-3sm(ERG) move -PA
―Whither has he gone?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 12)

644)
Wontaringbowantoowa uwaan?
wonta -a\ring-bowantoowa uwa -an
where -TEL
-3sf(ERG)
move-PRES
―Whither does she go?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 13)

Threlkeld does define wontaring as ―to what place?‖ (Threlkeld (1834) p. 107). And supports
it with the following question and answer.
645)
Wontaringbi uwaan?
wonta -a\ring -bi
uwa -an
where -TEL-2s(ERG) move-PRES
―Whither are you going?‖

Antaring
anta -a\ring
that:place-TEL
―To that place?‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 122)

There are no further data for this modification, but what little there is of it, and adding what
we find with antaring, and antowaring, it seems that the most reasonable interpretation of
this modification is that -(a)ring = telos.

12.3.3

The Absolutive-Partitive Modification, wontakal

The affix -kal, denotes the place from which, or of which, something is a part. When used of
persons from a place wontakal forms a type of abstract possessive, with overtones of
inalienable relationship,: e.g., Awabakal denotes a man who is a part of the country/people of
Awaba. On this basis, it is modifiable to a feminine counterpart *-kaleyn, e.g., Awabakaleyn
denoting a woman who is part of the country/people of Awaba. When *-kal attaches to the
question word, wonta, it has the same properties of identification, but of course, in the
interrogative mode.
646)
Wontakalbara?
wonta -kal -bara
where-PRTV-3p(ERG)
―What countrymen are they?‖
647)
Wontakaleynbara?
wonta -kal -eyn -bara
where-PRTV-FEM-3p(ERG)
―What countrywoman are they?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106)

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106)

Unfortunately, these are the only data, vis-à-vis wontakal, upon which to base our
assessments.
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12.3.4

The Directive Modification, woneyn

The definition for this form is ―which way‖, and it has an interesting distribution. The
simplest uses are those that apply as expected to spatial reference. A more intuitive and thus
less technical way to parse woneyn would be to use ‗which:way‘. Not that it provides any
greater illumination, but in this section the more technical label DIR for ―directive‖ is used.
648)
Woneyngeyn uwola?
won -eyn -ngeyn uwa -la
where-DIR-1p(ERG) move-IMP
―Which way shall we go?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 122)

A slightly distinct usage, asks ―in what direction qua orientation shall something be placed?‖
649)
Woneynbi birikiya?
won-eyn
-bi
biriki -a
where-DIR-2s(ERG) lie:to:sleep-PA
―Where [which way] will you sleep?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 13)

Yet there appears to have emerged an idiom ―which way is such-and-such named?‖
650)
Woneynka anowa yitera?
won -eyn-ka anowa yitera
where-DIR-ESS DD named
―Which way is he named?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 13)

651)
Woneynbaang wiyanan ani yitera?
won -eyn -baang wiya-nan ani yitera
where-DIR-1s(ERG) say -FA MPD named
―What is the name of this?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 128)

12.3.5

The Accusative Case, wonang

The (apparent) accusative case has a number of related uses. It is used, e.g., to ask where
people who have been struck are located, and thus, it forms the proper logical object of the
verb in the question, in the following datum the referenta of wonang are coextensive with the
referenta of the verb‘s logical objects ani, anowa.
652)
Wonangbi maanan: ani? anowa?
won -nang -bi
maan-nan: ani, anowa
where-ACC-2s(ERG) take -FA MPD DD
―Which will you take, this or that?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 13)

The same applies to verbs evincing states, like *ka, ‗be‘/‗stay‘. Here the referent of wonang
is coextensive with the boat, the logical object of the verb kataan.
653)
Wonangtiya kataan boatemowamba?
won -nang -tiya ka -taan boat -emo -amba
where-ACC-1s(ACC) be -PRES boat-1s(STEM)-POSS
―Where is my boat?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 13)

A noun/demonstrative for the logical object need not occur, especially if implicit in the scope
of a descriptor.
654)
Wonang kauwal?
won -nang kauwal
where-ACC large
―Which is biggest?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 13)

A very interesting use is to denote a topic of discussion (note that the term boriin, or a
synonym, is also recorded as boneyn).
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655)
Wonang boriinbali wiyela?
won -nang boriin -bali wiya -la
where-ACC first.off-1d(ERG) speak -IMP
―What shall we speak about first‖

(possibly wiyelaan)
(
wiya -laan )
(
speak-PRESR)
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 128)

We also find the accusative form to which the QESS particle is added. It is used to ask where a
known and definite object is.
656)
Wonangkenowa?
won -nang -ke -nowa
where-ACC-QESS-3s(ERG)
―Where is he?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110)

657)
Wonangkebara buntoowara?
won -nang-ke -bara bun-toowara
where-ACC-QESS-3p(ERG) strike -RSLT
―Where are those who were beaten?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120)

There are also three such examples in the 1827 corpus, (though they show ‗ka‘ they are
probably errata for ke). The QESS affix is employed to mark for a definite reference.

12.3.6

The Dative Case, wontakako

There is one possible datum bearing the dative case, which, for the Class 2 substantives, is
supposed to evince ―to remain at a place‖, or when the destination is frame of reference rather
than the journey towards. We make this analysis by reading wontakako for Threlkeld‘s ‗won
tah ko ka‘.
658)
―won tah ko ka bahng un-ne kur-reyn ?‖
Wontakakobaang ani kariin
wonta-kako -baang ani kara -in
where-DAT-1s(ERG) MPD carry -CP
―Whither am I carrying this‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 12)

Possibly, it should be wontakakoka (i.e., wonta+??+ESS): but there is—at least as set out by
Threlkeld—no suffix ko in the Class II paradigm.

12.3.7

The Ergative Case, wontatintu

As we saw in 3.1.5, Class 2 nouns have an apparent compound ergative -tintu, and this
applies to the interrogative of place also. It attaches to the simple absolutive form wonta.
Though the ergative case tintu, can be parsed further into the instrumentive tin and the
ergative tu, I dispense with that nicety in this section, since there seems to be no simple
ergative for this class; I have also replaced Threlkeld‘s over-simple translation ―from‖ (he
thought of it as an ―ablative‖).
659)
Wontatintu?
wonta -tintu
where -ERG
―what place from?‖
more literally: ―What place facilitates the result?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111)

This is the only datum revealing an ergative case.

12.3.8

The Instrumentive Case, wontatin

The instrumentive case is represented only once, and to be frank it is somewhat
indistinguishable from the ergative case modification. Threlkeld just glosses it ―whence that?‖
and the response was wokatin as ―from above‖. Here we understand that the object has a
power, because it has fallen, and the question must have asked because-of-where is it that it is
now where it is?
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660)
Wontatin anowa?
wonta
-tin anowa
where -INSTR DD
―Whence that ?‖
‗What place has caused that to be where it is?‘

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 12)

The community will have to experiment with this and the ergative case, until some idiomatic
pattern can emerge on its own.

12.3.9

The Associative Case, wonta—owa

No data exist for this case-marking such that the case affix attaches directly to the absolutive.
If it did, the form would be wontakowa. What we do find are two data, one in which the
associative attaches to the partitive modification, and the other where it attaches to the
instrumentive. The next datum is given the response kurangkowa as ―bush the by‖ (i.e., ‗by
way of the bush‘).
661)
Wontakalowa?
wonta -kal -owa
where-PRTV-ASS
whereof -part:thereof -together:with
―What place by?‖
i.e., ‗By which route?‘

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110)

The next datum is problematic. It potentially has two different parsings, depending on
whether ‗koah‘ is an erratum for nowa (since this enclitic can denote an animal) or it is the
associative kowa. Firstly, it is presented assuming the erratum. The answer presented for this
question is Sydney-tin, which would mean ‗by way of Sydney‘.
662)
‗Won tah tin koah horse?‘
Wontatinowa horse?
wonta -tin
-nowa horse
where-INSTR-3sm(ERG) horse
‗From what place, or whence is the horse?‖
i.e., ―Where did this horse begin its journey to here?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 12)

In the next parsing the recorded ‗koah‘ is glossed as the associative case.
663)
Wontatinkowa horse?
wonta -tin -kowa horse
where-INSTR-ASS horse
where-because-together:with horse
i.e., ―Because of which route taken has this horse come to be here‖
(Threlkeld (1827) p. 12)
Given the answer—Sydney tin—implies that origin is the sense of the question in 661/662, it
seems that 661 is the most plausible at this stage.

12.3.10

The Locative Case, wontakaba

There is one datum with the locative case, albeit it occurs in a reduplicated form of the stem.
Nonetheless, the sense appears simple, though as always with these Class 2 terms, the reasons
why—if any determinate ones obtain—one should choose the locative over the dative and the
allative (not to mention the telic) remain less than clear.
664)
Wontawontakaba kokere?
wonta-wonta-kaba kokere
where -EXTR -LOC shelter
―Whereabouts is the house?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110)
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12.3.11

The Allative Case, wontakolang

The allative case is used to indicate movement towards a destination. I believe that the
allative refers to the journey as opposed to the destination, though as just mentioned in the
preceding sub-section such nuances are less than perfectly clear.
665)
Wontakolangbi uwaan?
wonta-kolang -bi
uwa -an
where -ALL-2s(ERG) move-PRES
―Whither are you going?‖

12.3.12

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 122)

The Ablative Case, wontabirang

The ablative case is used to indicate motion away from a place. Again, with the case, there is
overlap with the instrumentive, the ergative and even the associative. Nonetheless, the
examples seem plain enough. There is one example where the ablative case is the fullyformed -kabirang, and one where we have the reduced form birang.
666)
Wontakabirangnowa?
wonta-kabirang-nowa
where -ABL-3sm(ERG)
―From place did he come?‖
667)
Wontabirangbi uwaa?
wonta -birang -bi
uwa -a
where -ABL -2s(ERG) move -PA
―Whence did you come?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 109)

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 122)

12.4 Yakowai: the Interrogative of Means to Ends
When one wants to inquire into how something is done or took place, the form yakowai is
employed. It seems that Threlkeld did not recognise it for his 1827 publication, but did by
1834. The reason it took so long is because yakowai does not act like other question words;
indeed, sometimes it is not an interrogative. When it occurs without an attached pronominal
enclitic, or if the enclitic attached is accusative, then yakowai is not an interrogative but
appears to be a mild remonstrative cautioning someone to keep out of the way while the
speaker performs some action; in the examples we have, the action is violent, and the use of
yakowai appears to be a friendly warning. The meaning of yakowai in such settings seems to
be ―take care‖ or ―mind me my manner as I do such-and-such‖.
668)
Yakowaitiya buwilkowaboonbaang
yakowai -tiya bun -wil-kowa -boon -baang
take:care-1s(ACC) strike-OPT -PRP-3s(ACC)-1s(ERG)
take:care-me in.order.to.strike-him-by.me
―Out of the way that I may beat him‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118)

669)
Yakowai buwilkowabaranbaang
yakowai bun -wil-kowa -baran -baang
how strike-OPT-PRP-3p(ACC)-1s(ERG)
―Take care that I may beat them‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 119)

When the enclitic following yakowai is ergative it operates to ask the manner how something
took place. Interestingly, yakowai is an unusual question word among those of Awabakal for
another reason than its role in 667, 668. Unlike other question words, yakowai need not occur
first in a sequence; on the other hand, it is probable that in the next example yakowai begins
its own clause (hence the comma). However, the next example represents a request rather
than a question per se (hence no question mark). The answer provided for the question in 669
―They spake to us in bravado‖ Wiyaangaiyangeyranbara yanti: Ma!
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670)
Wiyawilbitiya, yakowaibaraba wiyaabiin
wiya-wil -bi
-tiya
yakowai
-bara -ba wiya -a -biin
tell -OPT-2s(ERG)-1s(ACC) what.manner-3p(ERG)-CRC speak-PA-2s(ACC)
―Please tell me in what manner they spoke to you‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 127)
In the next two examples, yakowai occurs first and the result is much more patently a true
question. The next example illustrates the sense ―how‖; it is adapted in the free translation
from ‗How shall I cause his death?‖ which merely captures an equivalent English proposition,
but not the underlying grammatical meaning of the Awabakal expression.
671)

Yakowaibaang tetikamanbinanboon?
yakowai -baang teti -ka -man -bi -nan -boon
what.manner-1s(ERG) dead-ESS-PRMA-INCH-FAP-3sm(ACC)
―In what manner shall I let him die?‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114; adapted)

The next example is a little strange. The answer is given directly ―With his teeth‖ (Tirakungirowambaku) which seems at odds with the question.
672)
Yakowainowa maiyaku patiinan tetikowa kawil kore?
yakowai
-nowa maiya-ku pati-nan teti-kowa ka -wil kore
what.manner-3sm(ERG) snake-ERG bite-FA dead -PRP ESS-OPT man
―In what manner does the snake bite kill a man‖
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111)
At any rate, it seems that to ask how one asks ―in what manner‖. In addition, the word
yakowai appears to be a question word only when an ergative enclitic is attached. Tentatively
we have the following definition schema:
Yakowai
mild remonstrative ―take care‖, ―take precautions‖

yakowai + ACC enclitic or none

question ―how?‖ or ―In what manner?‖

yakowai + ERG enclitic

if yakowai occurs mid-sequence, result is a request;
if yakowai occurs first in sequence, result is a question proper cæteris supra paribus
*

12.5 Yakowanta: The Interrogative of Time
Unlike its evident relative yakowai, the term yakowanta is relatively simple and causes no
puzzlement. The simplest way to interpret yakowanta is by ―when?‖ Probably, though, it is a
place-time function, and the part *anta is likely to be derived form the homophonous term of
relative place meaning ―that:place‖. So, plausibly, yakowanta evinces its meaning via ―What
was the setting?‖ with the implication of relative time.
Temporal Interrogative

when

yakowanta

―at what place-time setting?‖

There are few if any problems learning of its sentential characteristics: it always occurs first,
like the other main question words, and does not have a non-interrogative usage; the sense of
―when‖ as marker of a relative clause, is satisfied by the circumstantial *ba.
673)
Yakowantabilowa wiyaa?
yakowanta -bilowa
wiya -a
when-2s(ACC)+3sm(ERG) tell -PA
―When did he tell you?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 128)

In a total of eleven instances of this word, yakowanta is not declined onto any nominal case.
It will thereupon require the community to decide if any case-marking conventions are to be
adopted for this term. Some modifications are however known. It is susceptible to the
definitude suffix -ke (QESS).
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674)
Yakowantakebara bunkilaanan?
yakowanta-ke -bara
bun -ki -laa -nan
when -QESS-3p(ERG) strike-INCH-INCR-FA
―When will they fight?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 117)

It can be modified by the place-time function of *ka
675)
Yakowantakabi makorokolang?
yakowanta-ka -bi
makoro-kolang
when -ESS-2s(ERG) fish -ALL
―When do you go fishing?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 19)

Finally, in that idiom of uninformative answers in which the question word is modified by the
performative, we find it here also.
676)
Yakowantakaan
yakowanta-kaan
when -PRFM
―I don‘t know‖ or ―Whenever it happens‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 119)

12.6 The Entreaty ―Why not?‖ as korakowa?
This form appears to have an obvious structure and origin.
Why Not?

NEG-PRP

kora-kowa

―what-purpose-not-to…?‖

Its usage is intuitive, and like a proper question word in Awabakal, comes first in the
sequence.
677)
Korakowa ngapaal uwaan korekowa?
kora-kowa ngapaal uwa -an kore-kowa
NEG-PRP women move-PRES man-ASS
―Why don‘t the women go with the men?‖

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 129)

678)
Korakowabi tataan antowakal?
kora-kowa -bi
ta -taan antowa-kal
NEG-PRP-2s(ERG) eat-PRES
TPD -PRTV
―Why not eat some of that?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 20)

In no instance within the corpus does korakowa undergo any modifications, not even by -ke,
ka or -kaan. It admits of pronominal enclitic attachments, as 677 shows, but, as 676 shows,
works also without one.

12.7 The Entreaty ―Say how/what about…? as wiya
This term reveals the raw base of the verb *wiya ―speak/tell/talk/ask/etc.‖ It is to be
distinguished from the past aorist wiyaa by having the stress fall on the first syllable: thus
wí.yà. It always occurs first in a sequence, and either asks a question or makes a request or
suggests some course of action. It is indeclinable.
The next example suggests a course of action.
679)
Wiyabali wala
wiya -bali uwa -la
say-1d(ERG) move-IMP
―Say, how about we go together‖
The next example makes an offering.

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18)
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680)
Wiyabi antikal makoro maanan
wiya -bi
anti -kal makoro maan-nan
say-2s(ERG) MPD-PRTV fish take -FA
―Wilt thou take some of the fish hereof?
‗Say, have some of this fish here‘

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 17)

The next example requests someone to approach.
681)
Wiyabi, tanan wanan antibo?
wiya -bi
tanan uwa-nan
anti -bo
say-2s(ERG) approach move-FA this:place-RFLX
―Wilt thou come here? To this place?‖
―Say, come over here, will you?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 17)

And, finally, a full-scale question requesting information.
682)
Wiya, ani marowan warikal?
wiya ani marowan warikal
say MPD tame
dog
―Is this a tame dog?‖
―Say, is this dog tame?‖

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18)
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13 A Nonce Recorded Admonitive: yaaki—yika
There is a form of circumfixing modification,
Yaaki ………… -yeka,
in which a consequence is implied and an admonishment conveyed, as indicated below at
682. Note that the analysis is conjectural.
683)
Yaakibiin marayeka
yaa-ki -biin mara-ye -ka
as-be!-2s(ACC) run-HAB-ESS
―Serves thee right if thou wilt run‖
―Serves you right if you run away‖ [or ‗ran away‘]

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24)

(There is only one other example of this construction, which is itself the same except that the
verb pital (drink) replaces maraa: it occurs ad loc.) The morphemic analysis of yaaki—yika,
is derived on the following grounds. Firstly, it seems to me that yaa is the root of the
mannerist operator yanti (‗in this manner‘; ‗just like this‘; ‗thus‘). The particle ki is possibly
an imperative form of the radical enclitic *KA. The terminal particle, yeka is less obvious. In
the first place, it is recorded as ‗yika‘. However, taking into account that the verb for to run is
maraliko, and thereby shows itself to be one that has no inchoative formant, and since the
habitual attaches to the inchoative affix or—absent that—the verb base, it seems plausible
that we have yeka, i.e., HAB+ESS.
At this stage nothing more can be added to the circumfix yaaki—yika, nor, speaking strictly,
can we be sure that both yaaki and yeka always occur together.
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14 Conclusion
There are naturally many gaps in our understanding of the Awabakal language, most notably
in relation to the phonology, but perhaps more unfortunately in relation to the idiomatic
aspects of the language. Insofar as concerns the phonology, the uncertainties have been noted
in Chapter 2, and the reasons given for the selection of the orthography: i.e., the inclusion of
the vowels o and e; the reasons for the inclusion of both graphemes b and p were explicated
in relation to the distinction in syntactic distribution between the privative voice (8.6.1) and
the circumstantial voice (ad loc., and also 8.6.9 & 8.6.9.1). A final word may be added to the
matter of the chosen orthography. Before the orthography was adopted by the community
representatives (in 2004), comments were made regarding a desideratum that the writing style
should be such that it would be immediately recognised that the language was Awabakal as
opposed to being simply one among many Aboriginal languages. Certainly, then, the fact that
the orthography includes five vowels, three diphthongs and both bilabial stops has satisfied
the desideratum. Assuming an optimistic outcome that the language will eventually be reintroduced, then whether or not the language will sound like it did in traditional times (itself
an inscrutable matter) is not, in my estimation, as important as the plain fact that Aboriginal
people of the Lower Hunter and Lake Macquarie would be speaking (in some manner and
form) the language native to these regions. This aim after all is the nisus of the entire
language project instituted by ACRA.
As far as idiomatic features are concerned, we do know a small number of features.
Awabakal, like many Aboriginal languages, exhibits the phenomenon that the ―birds name
themselves‖ insomuch as the names of birds are very frequently imitative of their cries. In
addition, we have evidence that other phenomena are also named via onomatopœia. There is a
reduplication, ngari ngari, meaning to breathe heavily as when out of breath, of which it
seems very plausible to suppose that it is imitative of the sound in question: although it does
bear a resemblance to the word for ribs nara, which may have influenced the former. We also
have evidence that the onomatopœia is productive. When Europeans came into the Lower
Hunter and began to log the cedar forests, the Awabakal people came up with names for
―saw‖ and for ―sharpening saws‖: the former is yar—which given the strident trill of the
rhotic makes a very evocative description of a wood saw—and the latter is yang which
imitates the ringing sound of saw teeth being honed. On the other hand, many European
artefacts had names directly borrowed from the English (e.g., ‗shop‘, ‗gun‘, ‗horse‘): one
term, however, marinauwai—denoting ships—is most probably derived from the Sydney
language of Dharug where mari means ―big‖: nauwai is shared by both Dharug and
Awabakal as one word for canoe.
Another feature that seems sure is that subjunction and subordination played a considerable
role (at least within the corpus of data) in the construction of complex sentences. Nonetheless,
we cannot rule out the possibility that parataxis of simple clauses also played a role; certainly,
the few nangun (secular songs) that we have in possession, e.g., Old Mary‘s Lament, The
Night the Moon Cried and the Morning Song, reveal parataxis rather than subjunction. The
most likely assessment of this is that subjunction is utilised for narrative subjunction,
subordination and other dependency clauses, and parataxis used for coordination and
sequentive narrative. Yet, this point needs to be tempered with the awareness of the
consequence/subsequence enclitic ngaiya and the presence of the circumstantial enclitic ba
and privative counterpart pa which also figure in sequentive/dependency narrative.
One feature of idiom which remains somewhat obscure is most unfortunate since it bears
direct relation to our grammatical understanding. This matter concerns the other sentential
enclitics ka and especially ta. We have a basic understanding of what these particles signify
(though rather less for ta than for ka). Nonetheless, it remains quite unclear when it is
appropriate to include them and when à propos to leave them out. Although a more careful
scrutiny of the Gospel According to Luke could reveal to us something of their distribution,
the source is highly flawed in two respects. Firstly, the gospel project was intended to be
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matched by teaching which could explicate the manner in which the language had been
employed to translate the biblical and non-Aboriginal cultural concepts. Secondly,
Threlkeld‘s comprehension of the grammar erred in three areas. (i) He consistently employs
Class 3 inflections on place names, thus copying Hebraic-Aramaic and European lexical
grammar instead of the Awabakal practice giving place names by Class 2 inflections. (ii) He
too closely associates the enclitic ta with the definite article ‗the‘, especially in representing
plural denotations via tara. (iii) He employs the connective particles ngatan, ngaiya and
wonto—ba in simple translation of English ―and‖, ―but‖ (including clausal coordination) and
―then‖, and frequently begins clauses and sentences with these particles: he also failed to
realise that wonto—ba always occurs in the corpus of data with a pronominal enclitic
intervening. Accordingly, it is unlikely that closer scrutiny of the Gospel translations (there is
also one of Mark in manuscript form) will alleviate our questions about Awabakal stylistics
and idiom. On the other hand, it could provide for an expansion of the basic lexicon (I have
already identified the word pika, in Luke, as the term for ―womb‖ not otherwise recorded).
In sum, although this document is to stand in some sense as a ―reference grammar‖ for the
Awabakal language, it is very much the first instalment of a work in progress.
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Glossary of Technical Terms and Abbreviations
Person and number Markers
d

a root form of the dual, usually 2d, but used for 3d.

1d

First person dual number, i.e., ‗us two‘.

1p

First person plural number, i.e., ‗us all‘ (more than two)

1s

First person singular number: i.e., ‗I, me, mine, etc.‘

2d

Second person dual number, i.e., ‗you two‘ (cf. inclusive; exclusive).

2p

Second person plural number, i.e., ‗you all‘ (more than two)

2s

Second person singular number, i.e., ‗you (thou, thee), your, etc.‘

3d

Third person dual number, i.e., ‗those two‘.

3p

Third person plural number, i.e., ‗those all‘ (more than two)

3sf

Third singular feminine number, i.e., ‗she, her, hers, etc.‘

3sm

Third singular masculine number: i.e., ‗he, him, his, etc.‘

3sn

Third singular neuter: must be inanimate and/or abstract.

Inclusive

Includes speaker and addressee

Exclusive

Excludes addressee; includes speaker and a third party.

Nominal Cases
ABL

Ablative Case

ABS

Absolutive Case

ACC

Accusative Case

ALL

Allative Case

ASS

Associative Case

ATT

Attinentive case

DAT

Dative Case

ERG

Ergative Case

ILL

Illative or Inessive case

INSTR

Instrumentive Case (not instrumental)

LOC

Locative Case

NOM

Nominative Case

POSS

Possessive Case

Derivational Nominal Affixes, and Special Modifications
CNGR

Congeries

FEM

Feminine Sex Marker

INS

Instrumentive case used to nominalise verbs

INSTRUM

Instrument or medium

INTR

Intrinsic Property

INTSV

Intensive
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LOCNM

Locative Nominaliser of Verbs

PRESN

Apparent Present Tense

PRFM

Performative Nominalisation

PROAD

Pro ad alia, (―another‖)

PROP

Proprietive affix

PRTV

Partitive Derivational Modification

Q

ESS

Interrogative Particle of Definitude

RSLT

Resultative Nominal

TEL

Telic Property

YCL

Ycleptic Particle

Demonstrative Terms
D

A root form of the demonstrative, to which certain affixes are attached

DD

Distal Demonstrative

MPD

Meo-Proximal Demonstrative (closer to speaker than hearer)

TPD

Tuo-Proximal Demonstrative (closer to addressee than speaker)

TRP

Term of Relative Place

Verb Tenses and Aspects
CFA

Continuative Future Aorist

CP

Continuative Present Tense

CPD

Continuative Past Definite

DFNCT

Defunct Aspect

FA

Future Aorist

FD

Future Definite

IMM

Imminent Aspect

ITER

Iterative Aspect

PA

Past aorist

PAP

Past Aorist Permissive

PAR

Past Aorist Reciprocal

PD

Past Definite

PDI

Past Defunct Imperfect

PDR

Past Definite Reciprocal/Reflexive

PI

Past Imperfect

PRES

Present Tense

PRESP

Present Tense Permissive

PRESR

Present Tense Reciprocal/Reflexive

PT

Preterit

PTI

Past Persistive Imperfect
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PTR

Preterit Remote

RCPR

Reciprocal modality of the verb

Moods, Voices and other Verb Modifications
AGNT

Agentive Voice

CAUS

Causative Voice

DES

Desiderative Mood

DUR

Durative Auxiliary Verb

ESS

Essive Voice

EXTR

Extrusion: reduplication of a lexical base, or part thereof

IMP

Imperative Mood

IMP3

Imperative 3rd-person

IMPC

Continuative Imperative

IMPR

Reciprocal Imperative

IMPRX

Reflexive Imperative

INC

Inceptive Formant of the verb

INCH

Inchoative Formant of the verb

INF

Infinitive Suffix

INSV

Instrumental Voice

LOQ

Loquentive voice

OPT

Optative Mood

PAEN

Paenative Voice (almost did happen)

PRIV

Privative Voice

PRM

Permissive Mood

PRP

Purposive Mood

SMV

Spatio-Motile Voice

SBJ

Subjunctive Mood

VIRR

Vague Irrealis

Enclitic Radicals
CRC

Radical Enclitic of the Circumstantial Voice

ESS

Radical Enclitic of the Essive Voice

MFST

Radical Enclitic of the Manifestive Voice

PRV

Radical Enclitic of the Privative Voice

Miscellaneous Terms
Continental Hypothesis The hypothesis that the vocalic sounds of Awabakal are at least more
closely like core vowels of the European continent than those of
English. In the ―Translator‘s Preface‖ to the Gospel According to
Luke, Threlkeld writes of his conviction of the ―impropriety of
introducing the English sound of the vowels instead of those of the
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continent‖ (Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 127). It is on this basis,
that the vocalic segments have been reconstructed, with attention
paid to the typical way phonetic symbols are used to represent
English as distinct from the international values of the IPA phonetic
alphabet.
GFI

‗Grammatical Function Indicator‘: any part of a word with a meaning
that is specifically grammatical in nature.

Labio-tensive

A hypothesised property of labial sounds in which the lips are
relatively tight and held straight: i.e., these sounds are made with
very little ―pursing‖ or ―pouting‖ of the lips: viz. b, p, m and w.

Mid-centralised

A hypothesised property of the segment // as [], in which the
mouth is held relatively more open and the tongue body is lower (less
near the palate roof) causing the sound to be more slightly
pronounced than otherwise (i.e., compared to an English /y/).

Ostension

Literally, an ostension is an act of pointing at or towards something
or somewhere. It is used here mainly in terms of a locutionary
ostension, i.e., an expression of demonstrative reference which may
or may not be accompanied by an ostensive gesture.

Paradigmatic

In the sense being here defined, the adjective is used to indicate the
manner in which a GFI, say a case affixing or tense affixing
paradigm, is presented in Threlkeld (1834) pp. 12-78). These
paradigms seem not always to be observed when we examine the
sentential data in the ―Illustrations‖ (Threlkeld (1834) pp. 104-131 &
(1827) pp. 4-25).

Phoneme

A formal construct which allows linguistic theory an added
dimension of phonological representation, without any knowledge or
evidence being available to determine whether there might actually
be phonemes de re or whether they are formal constructs in re and
thus that any putative representation called phonemic is a de dicto
representation providing a formal means to articulate a certain
generalisation adumbrating a number of varying phonetic segments
into a single category. No great weight is afforded to the conception
of ―phoneme‖ in this document: those of a different theoretical
ideology are invited to supplement this reference grammar with their
own realm of created phonemes should they so desire. Cf.
‗Underlying‘.

Quasi-Voices

There are modification on the verb that mimic semantic changes
similar to those of grammatical voices. These are indicated by
distinct INCH affixes. The standard being -ki-, -ka-, -bi- or -ba- (also
possibly -ti-) which appear not to differ noticeably in sense. That is,
either there obtain uncertain distinctions of sense or the variants only
indicate phonolexical conventions (no obvious phonotactic reasons
have been found). In addition, however, there are certain quasivoices, having distinct INCH affixes: -yi-, -ye- (LOQ = loquentive
voice), -wo- (SMV = spatio-motile voice), -ma- (CAUS = causative
voice), -bari- (INSV = instrumental voice), -banga- (agentive voice),
-mainga- (paenative voice); -pa- indicating a privative voice, and
perhaps deriving from -ba-, as a circumstantial voice; and -paiyi(VIRR= vague irrealis).

RULE-SCHEMA

A ―rule‖, properly speaking, is something that occurs in the minds of
people. Thus, for a linguistic ―rule‖ to be truthfully articulated, one
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would need to have epistemic access to the interior workings of the
human mind: an impossible feat at this stage of science. Thus,
perforce and in re no linguistic regularity ever put forward is demonstrably a ―rule‖ de re but only a rule de dicto. In this document,
therefore, the preferred expression is ―rule-schema‖ which indicates a
theoretical approximation or hypothetical assessment regarding some
regular pattern of expression or construction detectable in the corpus
of data and generalised to the language as a whole. Occasionally, to
avoid awkward expression the word ―rule‖ appears simply, and,
when it does so, it is strictly to be interpreted in the same sense as
―rule-schema‖.
Semantic Ablaut

A minimal distinction between two words of similar sense or two
senses which show evidence that one is derived from the other. The
distinction is between vowels in one or more syllables, such that the
difference in sense is marked by a difference in this vowel (these
vowels) and other phonetic features are the same in both. For
instance, koyiyang = ―campfire‖, koyiyoong = ―campsite‖.

Standard
Orthography

The ―official‖ orthography adopted by ACRA to represent the written
form of Awabakal. The Standard Orthography does not completely
defer to theoretical presumptions, doctrines, formalistic idealisations
or methodological trends in Australian linguistic science. Rather, it is
designed, in cooperation with community consultation, to provide an
ease of facility for learners to assimilate the needs of reading and
orthoepy, to provide a distinctive Awabakal style and to have access
to allophonic variations without requiring prospective speakers to
assimilate a large set of allophonic and phonotactic rules.

Underlying

The term ‗underlying‘ is occasionally used in this document. It is to
be taken loosely. At times it refers to an etymological hypothesis or
speculation, and should not be taken more strongly than that. If used
of phonological form, it is used agnostically (cf. ‗Phoneme‘), and can
be accepted or ignored as the reader prefers: the present author
recommends ignoring it, except in the interpretation of ―etymophonetics‖, i.e., the hypothetical consideration of a probable historic
origin for certain sounds, especially vocalic sounds in line with the
hypothesis that Pama-Nyungan languages have their proto-language
based upon the triadic A-I-U set of oral places.

Vocalic Ablaut

see Semantic Ablaut
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